


   Politics, Law, and Community in Islamic Thought 

  In a revisionist account of the history of Islamic political thought from 

the early to the late medieval period, this book focuses on the thought 

of Ibn Taymiyya, one of the most brilliant theologians of his day. The 

standard accounts of Sunni political history typically end with the clas-

sical period and thereby leave out Ibn Taymiyya’s contribution. This 

original study demonstrates how his inl uence shed new light on the 

entire trajectory of Islamic political thought. Although he did not reject 

the Caliphate ideal, as is commonly believed, he nevertheless radically 

redei ned it by turning it into a rational political institution intended 

to serve the community (umma). Through creative reinterpretation, 

he deployed the Qur’anic concept of i tra (divinely endowed human 

nature) to center the community of believers and its commonsense read-

ing of revelation as the highest epistemic authority. In this way, he sub-

verted the elitism that had become ensconced in classical  theological, 

legal, and spiritual doctrines, and tried to revive the ethico-political, 

rather than strictly legal, dimension of Islam. In its reassessment of Ibn 

Taymiyya’s work, this book marks a major departure from traditional 

interpretations of medieval Islamic thought. 
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xi

  Gazing though my window across the Saad Zaghloul Square of Alexandria 

into the Mediterranean, I can hear chants of the Egyptian revolutionaries 

who now want to secure the gains of their proud and peaceful revolu-

tion of January 25, 2011. In this wildi re of revolutionary fervor that has 

spread through the Middle East and has caught the region by surprise, 

Islam is deeply relevant. This is not an “Islamic” revolution like that of 

Iran, as everyone across the board is insisting, yet, with the passing of 

days and weeks, questions surrounding of the role of Islam in the future 

of the Egyptian and the new Arab states generally seem to loom ever 

larger. The subject matter of this monograph – the relationship between 

politics, law, and reason in Islamic thought – even though it pertains to 

the medieval world, is brought to life for me continually as I meet with 

Egyptians of various stripes in the midst of the revolutionary fervor and 

see their unprecedented openness toward expression of political views. 

The classical Muslim i gures whose thought is examined here are alive 

and well today in the sermons and writings of the ulama, preachers, and 

Islamists. Given the nature of the subject matter, it is only appropriate to 

attempt to bring it into conversation with the contemporary problems in 

Islamic political thought. In the following pages, I do so by raising the set 

of questions that I address in this monograph. 

 One problem is that of the role of the ulama in politics in Islamic his-

tory. The courageous and largely peaceful protests against the atrocious 

injustice and corruption of the ruling elite drew sympathy and admira-

tion from even the most skeptical observers in the world. Yet, the negative 

response by the traditional Muslim scholarly elite, from the Grand Mufti 

of Egypt, Shaykh  ʿ Al ı3  Jum ʿ a (Ali Gomaa), to the Syrian traditionalist icon, 

 Preface   
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Shaykh Mu h ammad Sa ʿ  ı3 d Rama d  a4 n al-B u4  t  ı3 , and others to such protests, 

and at times even their support of the autocrats even in their last moments, 

has once again brought out the question that has puzzled Muslim think-

ers and activists for more than a century of attempts at reform and nation 

building. On the one hand, a large number of Muslims continue to revere 

Islamic tradition and its authorities, the ulama. Yet, on the other hand, 

the same Muslim scholarly tradition seems to be out of touch with or 

utterly deny the need for political justice that the same Muslims so widely 

and desperately seek. No doubt, prominent ulama have long stood by, 

and at times even led such protest movements, and Islamic tradition has 

always possessed strands that rel ect such concerns and have come to 

greater prominence in modern times. But it is difi cult to deny the pres-

ence of arguably the predominant strand in Islamic scholarship since 

the onset of the classical period that has been characterized as quietist, 

apolitical, and compromising (in theory, not necessarily in personal con-

duct) toward usurpers of power. As far as scholastics and intellectuals 

are concerned, quietism is not an incomprehensible position, safer in the 

ideal world of pious discourse and intellectual coherence than in the real 

world of power and negotiation. A closer examination suggests, however, 

that the ulama neither embodied the romantic ideal of living a life above 

intrigues of power nor persistently lacked moral courage to criticize the 

rulers. What was lacking was not ulama’s involvement with power, but 

any sustained effort to  theorize  power – that is, to articulate realistic con-

ditions of political legitimacy and, relatedly, the willingness to share the 

authority to speak in God’s name with the men of power. This was not 

because of any lack of conceptual resources in the foundational texts and 

early sacred history, but rather because of certain historical commitments 

of the Islamic discursive tradition. 

 Put differently, as the issue was raised in my conversations with many 

Arab interlocutors in the wake of many of the ulama’s support of the sta-

tus quo, my contention to them can be rephrased in this book as follows: 

It is not that the ulama who deny the signii cance of political justice are 

merely capitulating, or that they consistently believe that power is inher-

ently corrupt, or that there is nothing wrong from their perspective with 

the political state of affairs, but that their response, whatever the imme-

diate reasons, has its roots in an important, often the dominant – but far 

from the only – strand of Sunni tradition. 

 Another ubiquitous question on the mind of the modern observer of 

the Muslim world is that of the politicization of Islam. My investigation 
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leads me to suggest that the right question, for a historian of premodern 

Islam anyway, is not how Islam became  politicized , but how it came to be 

 depoliticized . The phenomenon of depoliticization is far from a unique 

feature of Islamic tradition. A political historian of the West thus com-

ments on a similar transformation in the Greco-Roman world:

  If we ask: what was the intellectual response to the primacy of power? The answer 
is that nowhere was the failure of political philosophy more effectively demon-
strated than in its inability to account, in political terms, for this central fact in the 
political life of these centuries. Confronted with power, one impulse of political 
philosophy was to l ee and seek refuge in a “golden age” located somewhere in 
the pre-political past.  1    

 Comparable (and hence comprehensible) as I argue this phenomenon 

is, it cannot be fully explained by individual scholars’ contributions or 

compromises, or any pathology essential to Islam. We must attend to the 

discursive traditions to which our individual authors contributed. Here, 

my inquiry is indebted to Talal Asad’s notion of Islam as a discursive tra-

dition. When addressing the question of compromise or any other funda-

mental transformation, I understand the working of traditions as being, 

to borrow an analogy from genetics, similar to how organisms pass down 

their traits; it is not the accidental loss of an organ or two that the off-

spring inherits, but rather genetic mutations. The genes of a tradition are 

its commitments and core arguments, and only when a “compromise” 

is made consistently and argued successfully through the core commit-

ments of a tradition can it pass down and itself become a commitment. 

This analogy allows us to overcome the problem of the continuity of a 

tradition in time – like organisms, traditions continue through time with-

out remaining perfectly identical to their ancestors. This analogy also 

commits us to the task of examining the discursive transformation rather 

than merely the isolated works or authors. 

 Then there is the question of the relationship of religion to state and 

politics in theory and (inevitably, given that we are dealing with a tra-

dition) history. I address the question by deconstructing the concept of 

politics, mapping it onto the discourses and problems organically found 

in Islamic traditions. Enough scholars have expressed their dissatisfac-

tion with the generalization that religion and politics have always been 

fused and inseparable in Islam (the problem here is with the categories 

    1     Wolin,  Politics and Vision  (Princeton University Press, 2004), 83.  
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“religion” and “politics” even before we could ask about any fusion). 

Even the now more prevalent position that medieval Islamic societies 

really had become  secularized  because the ulama accepted the status quo 

such that they tended to Muslim community while the rulers drew their 

political wisdom and model of behavior from extra-Islamic sources does 

not entirely hold to scrutiny. The rulers did draw wisdom and inspira-

tion and even legitimacy from extra-Islamic sources, and often their con-

duct showed no concern for Islamic ideals, but secularism is not merely 

worldliness or lack of piety any more than all concern for women’s wel-

fare can be branded feminism or labor justice communism. Secularism, 

instead, is an attempt to dei ne and hence delimit “religion.” And whereas 

“irreligion” and disbelief are far from absent in Islamic history, especially 

among the ruling and the intellectual elite, I i nd no evidence of a sustained 

discourse in medieval Islam, either by the ulama or the practitioners of 

statecraft, that rejects reference to Islam for legitimation and postulates 

an alternative. However, given that the claim is made essentially about 

the mainstream Sunni Muslim tradition, instead of undertaking the much 

more difi cult task of arguing from absence, I examine the Sunni tradition 

and argue that rather than “secularism,” what we i nd is a variety of com-

plex and surprising attitudes toward the possibility of restraining politi-

cal power. We i nd political pessimists, the dominant strand, who see no 

legitimate agency that could restrain power after it had become corrupt 

and turn their attention to developing a rich inner life that could weather 

the storms of political tyranny and struggles as God-sent trials. We also 

i nd, most remarkably in Ibn Taymiyya, political optimists who tried to 

articulate other possibilities. In neither case can we speak of either secu-

larism or theocracy as being the traditional ideal. 

 The Arab Spring once again has brought to the fore questions about 

the calls for a Shar ı3  ʿ a-bound state and the possibility of an Islamic political 

sphere. More specii cally, the question is that of the institutional protec-

tion of political justice in Islamic tradition, articulated more frequently as 

that of the compatibility of Islam with democracy. I do not claim to offer 

an answer to that specii c question, but to one that I think is logically 

prior to it. Importing democratic institutions is once again sounding like 

an attractive (or perhaps the only) option, but to Muslim intellectuals, if 

the new institutions and their conceptual framework are not genetically 

incorporated into Islamic discursive tradition, they run the risk of last-

ing only briel y like foreign implants into Muslim societies. The less than 

admirable record of the political success of experimentation with various 

Western models in Muslim countries shows that this risk is not negligible. 
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As attempts are made afresh to transplant or grow new institutions, a bet-

ter understanding of the “genome” of Islamic tradition is advisable.   

 My project of trying to understand Islam and politics goes as far back 

in my intellectual life as I can think, but its i rst evidence can be found 

during my years at the University of Chicago as I struggled to understand 

the disparate claims of contemporary Islamist movements and what 

appeared to be decidedly confused modern scholarship on the subject. 

My interest took a dei nite form as a project in intellectual history as a 

result of my years at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Formative 

in this process were conversations with my graduate advisor, Professor 

Michael Chamberlain. His guidance and uplifting critiques were unfail-

ing motivations for me to think and rethink all my arguments during 

my graduate work. His focus on method rather than the content of my 

work allowed me just the right kind of freedom and imposed perhaps just 

the right discipline. Numerous enlightening and enjoyable conversations 

with Professor David Morgan helped me get a sense of the topography 

of Islamic history and historiography as we struggled through classical 

Persian texts. Both of them have given me the support and encourage-

ment that have made this project possible. 

 Professor Sherman Jackson, then at the University of Michigan, Ann 

Arbor, was another source of formative inspiration both through his 

scholarship and his humanity. I remain particularly in debt of the numer-

ous hours he spent with me, especially during the fall of 2006, as I drove 

back and forth between Madison and Ann Arbor, punctuating my eight-

hour drive with a stop every now and then to jot down an idea or a 

question. We read legal and theological texts, debated them passionately, 

and rel ected on their meanings in the context of the medieval as well as 

the modern world. These conversations allowed me to challenge, almost 

playfully, aspects of Islamic legal tradition, and to do so with the comfort 

of being constantly checked and challenged by a leading authority on the 

subject. That intellectual experimentation, received with extraordinary 

encouragement, has proved seminal for my ongoing thinking of the inter-

action of the political and the legal in Islam. 

 Other scholars whose suggestions and critiques have helped me greatly 

include William Courtenay and Johann Sommerville, working in medie-

val and early modern Western traditions, Asifa Quraishi, in Islamic law, 

Charles Cohen, in the early American Christianity, and Kamal Karpat, 

in Ottoman and Islamic history – all at the University of Wisconsin. 

Hassan Laidi and Mustafa A. Mustafa, both seasoned connoisseurs of 
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Arabic scholarship, classical and modern, respectively, have been long-

time friends and mentors, with whom I have read too many Arabic texts 

and debated too many issues, from theology and law to social science and 

politics, to recall now. I appreciate their generosity in time and spirit. I 

am grateful to my students over the years, whose questions have invari-

ably improved my thinking on the subject. Numerous teachers, friends, 

and students who have shaped my thinking on the subject, alas, remain 

unnamed here, and not because I am any less grateful to them. The many 

shortcomings in this work are only mine. 

 Lastly, I should acknowledge the debts that are formative for me and 

not just my work. My wife Sarah, whose love and encouragement never 

fails me, and my children Ibraheem, Rahma, Ahmad, and now Safa, who 

are the “coolness of my eyes and heart” – give me my best reasons to try 

and to care about the world around me. My parents’ faith, love, and gen-

erosity, their belief in virtue and charity, their reverence for learning, and 

coni dence in the worth of what I do, often without much evidence, have 

been my greatest assets. It is to them that I dedicate this work.  
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  I have generally followed the  IJMES  (see bibliography for abbreviations) 

conventions for transliterating Arabic. However, for the sake of sim-

plicity, I have generally dropped special characters from names that are 

commonly used. I have also generally omitted the ending “h” that repre-

sents  t   a4    marb   u4    t   a ; thus “Sunnah” appears as “Sunna.” I have also dropped 

after the dei nitive article “al” before proper names that appear frequently 

after their i rst mention (thus, al-Ghaz a4 l ı3    appears as Ghaz a4 l ı3 ) except to 

avoid confusion (thus, al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    gets to keep “al” to distinguish him from 

the Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3 s,   the adherents of his school). Furthermore, for commonly 

known Arabic words, I omit italicization and special characters, thus: 

Allah (not All a4 h, except when transliterating) and ulama (not  ʿ  ulam   a4    ’  ).      

  Conventions and Abbreviations 

              

       



              

       



1

 Islamic law is the epitome of the Islamic spirit, the most typical manifes-
tation of the Islamic way of life, the kernel of Islam itself. For the major-
ity of Muslims, the law has always been and still is of much greater 
practical importance than the dogma.  1   

 The community of scholars and holy men were the ones who truly 
carried on the legacy of the Prophet  . . . . In this tradition, the realm of 
Islamic authenticity lies within the soul of the individual and in the rela-
tions of individuals to each other within small communities. This is the 
Islam that sees holiness and religion as incompatible with state power. 
Politics are expected to be violent and corrupt . . . . This renunciation of 
political utopianism may help explain some cases of acquiescence to 
patrimonial regimes and the relative weakness of democratic or other 
secular   utopian movements in the present-day Middle East.  2    

  Two observations about Islamic civilization have been commonplace, 

shared by Western as well as, often, Muslim observers. The i rst is the suc-

cess and predominance of law in Islam; Islam is seen as “nomocratic and 

nomocentric.”  3   The second is the failure of Islamic politics or the Muslim 

political enterprise to enact coherent and stable political institutions 

and of Islamic normative political thought to provide realistic guidance 

     

Introduction     

  1     J. Schacht  , “Pre-Islamic Background and Early Development of Jurisprudence,”  Formation 

of Islamic Law , ed. W. Hallaq   (Ashgate Publishing,  2004 ), 29.  

  2     I. Lapidus, “The Golden Age: The Political Concepts of Islam,”  The Annals of the 

American Academy of Political and Social Science  524 ( 1992 ): 16–17.  

  3     In George Makdisi’s words, “In the realm of religion, everything must be legitimized 

through the schools of law. For Islam is nomocratic and nomocentric” ( idem , “H anbal ı 3    

Islam,” in M. Swartz (ed.),  Studies on Islam  [Oxford University Press,  1981 ], 264).  
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to governments or avert cycles of tyranny, violence, and  rebellion  .  4   This 

 failure has been attributed, on the one hand, to the high-minded idealism 

of the ulama  , for governments insufi ciently legitimated in terms of the 

normative apparatus of the society remained prone to continual rebel-

lions. On the other hand, the ulama have also been held responsible for 

expediently lowering criteria for legitimacy and justifying any usurper, 

which has encouraged military aspirants to power.  5   Some revisionists 

question the idea of the failure of medieval Islamic political institutions 

but concede that normative Islamic political thought has been too imprac-

tical, idealistic, or otherwise dei cient.  6   Others argue that whereas Muslim 

political reality indeed belied Islamic ideals, the ulama had in fact adjusted 

to a secular   reality while paying lip service to the early golden age. And 

whereas the politics failed, the law, “[a]s a moral force, and without the 

coercive tool of a state . . . stood supreme for over a millennium.”  7   

 Yet, Islam is perhaps unique among world’s religions in that it began 

with a resounding “political” triumph that was fueled by not just the reli-

gious zeal but also the political genius of its vanguard.  8   The Prophet   of 

Islam was seen by his followers as a role model in political wisdom and 

leadership as much as in matters of spiritual guidance, social relation-

ships, and otherworldly asceticism. Traditional accounts of the Prophet 

and his companions portray them as political leaders, not jurists. A judge 

  4     One scholar observes: “Western scholars have long pointed to political instability as a 

besetting weakness of the Islamic tradition. The usual line has been that Muslims did not 

think government religiously indifferent but rather expected it to follow clear religious 

guidelines; that actual governments have never found it possible to live entirely by these 

guidelines” (C. Melchert, review of  Religion and Politics under the Early Abbasids      by 

M. Q. Zaman  ,  ILS  6.2 [ 1999 ]: 272).  

  5     B. Lewis,  Islam in History , 2nd ed. (Open Court Publishing,  2001 ), 314.  

  6     A. Hess, “The Legend of Political Failure,”  JNES  44.1 ( 1985 ): 31.  

  7     W. Hallaq  ,  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      (Cambridge University Press,  2009 ), 125.  

  8     C. Robinson, “Prophecy and Holy Men in Islam,” in  The Cult of Saints in Late Antiquity 

and the Middle Ages , eds. J. Howard-Johnston and P. A. Hayward (Oxford University 

Press, 1999), writes, “Whatever role the Prophet   played in the genesis of Islamic law, there 

can be no question that the earliest stages of the tradition charted his career not so much 

as a law maker, but as a reforming monotheist battling the polytheist of the Peninsula; 

thus recording his  magh   a4   z   ı̄   (‘raids’) appears to have all but monopolized the writing of 

Prophetic biography until well into the eight century” (250). F. Donner,  Early Islamic 

Conquests  (Princeton University Press,  1981 ) argues the early Islamic conquests were well 

planned and executed, that they were part of a state policy   wherein the state was run by 

a group that was able to achieve an “organizational breakthrough of proportions unpar-

alleled in the history of Arabian society,” and that “the conquests were truly an  Islamic  

movement. For it was Islam – the set of religious beliefs preached by Muhammad, with its 

social and political ramii cations – that ultimately sparked the whole integration process 

and hence was the ultimate cause of the conquests’ success” (269).  
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in his community the Prophet certainly was – the i nal judge of all matters 

indeed  9   – but not one who was known to have invested much time in con-

structing a formal system of law.  10   Similarly, his successors, the “Rightly 

Guided”   ( R   a4   shid   u4   n ) Caliphs, were rulers, statesmen, and ascetics. Men of 

legal or theological speculation they were not. Following the way of God 

mattered to them eminently, the tradition has no qualms about that, but 

they did not care to systematize law. 

 However, during much of the classical or early medieval period 

(fourth–seventh/tenth–thirteenth century),  11   the ulama   – the “heirs of 

prophets”  12   – were, i rst and foremost, jurists ( fuqah   a4    ’  ), practitioners of a 

growing body of  i qh       13   and the sole guardians of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a     .  14   They were 

not statesmen, political thinkers, military commanders, popular leaders, 

missionaries, or even primarily theologians or mystics: They were jurists, 

  9     The Qur’an states: “Nay [O Prophet  ], by your Lord, they have no faith until they make 

you in all disputes between them the [i nal] judge, and i nd in their selves no resistance 

against your decisions, and submit fully” (4:65).  

  10     My point is not, as Schacht   thought, that “in the time of the Prophet  , law as such fell out-

side of the sphere of religion, and as far as there were not religious or moral objections to 

specii c transactions or modes of behavior, the technical aspects of the law were a mat-

ter of indifference to the Muslims” ( idem .,  An Introduction to Islamic Law  [Clarendon 

Press, 1962], 19). Given the fair number of qur’anic legal commandments, such a view 

cannot be sustained; my point is only about the relative signii cance of systemizing law.  

  11     The term “medieval” has been used to designate the period following the decline of 

the High Abbasid   Caliphate until the rise of the Ottoman Empire (fourth–tenth/ 

tenth–sixteenth centuries). This period was interrupted by the Mongol onslaught in 

656/1258; hence divided between the “early medieval” period, also called the “classi-

cal” period (fourth–seventh/tenth–thirteenth centuries) and the post-Mongol “late medi-

eval” period (seventh–tenth/thirteenth–sixteenth centuries). This periodization resembles 

Marshall Hodgson’s “high Middle Ages” and “late Middle Ages,” although I do not 

endorse his judgment on the earlier period as being more creative or productive than the 

latter. M. Hodgson,  Rethinking World History , ed. E. Burke III (Cambridge University 

Press,  1993 ), 178–81.  

  12     This is a widely held concept that appears in a longer   h�   ad   ı̄   th  graded by traditional crit-

ics variously as   s�   a   h�    ı̄    h�   (sound),   h�   asan  (acceptable), or   d�   a   ʿ     ı̄   f  (weak). See A. Wensinck, 

 Concordance , IV:321.  

  13     The term  i qh      (literally, understanding) is variously translated into English as “jurispru-

dence,” or “law,” or “positive law” (as opposed to theoretical jurisprudence, which is 

called  u   s�    u4   l al-i qh ). In early Islam, as in Q, 9:122, it seems to have referred to a practical 

and acquired understanding of the religion associated most immediately with practi-

cal knowledge, piety, and religious exhortation and admonition. Since the classical age, 

Johansen   informs us, it has come to mean “a system of rules and methods whose authors 

consider it to be the normative interpretation of the revelation, the application of its prin-

ciples and commands to the i eld of human acts. It classii es and sanctions human acts, 

gives ethical and legal guidance to the believers” (B. Johansen,  Contingency in a Sacred 

Law: Legal and Ethical Norms in the Muslim Fiqh  [Brill,  1998 ], 1).  

  14     See Chapter 1.  
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concerned with standardizing and formalizing the law as their principal 

obligation. Islam had now become primarily encoded in the law that they 

interpreted.  15   Furthermore, in the mutually reinforcing spiritual and intel-

lectual milieus, the dominant mode of medieval religiosity saw political 

engagement as corrupt and corrupting. In medieval spiritual discourses 

of the ulama and the Sui s, a frequent theme is advice against associating 

with the rulers. “The worst of the ulama are those who seek after the 

rulers, and the best of the rulers are those who seek after the ulama,”  16   

goes a popular adage. This adage expresses the predominant ideal (albeit 

not reality) of the classical relationship between politics and piety more 

truly than the formal theories of government. This was the ideal of the 

pious l eeing the world, and rulers chasing after them for their bless-

ing but, so long as they remained engaged in worldly politics, unable to 

attain it. The social historian Ira Lapidus puts this perhaps too starkly: 

“Despite the origins of Islam and its own teachings about the relation-

ship between religious and political life, Islamic society has evolved in 

un-Islamic ways.”  17   

 Explaining this transformation in his study of the fourth/tenth- and 

i fth/eleventh-century Islamic societies, when the Abbasid   Caliphate had 

become reduced to a mere symbol of continuity for the emerging Sunni   

community and actual power had fallen into the hands of military adven-

turers like the Buyids   in Iraq, Roy Mottahedeh   observes that “the weakness 

of government threw society back on its own resources.”  18   Mottahedeh 

  15     Many scholars have noted this near-complete legalization of Islam. R. Bulliet writes, 

“Law was now enshrined as the central concern of Muslim scholars from the very begin-

ning. Although the law schools took shape well after the lifetimes of the Prophet  , his 

immediate successors, and even the schools’ namesakes, Islam now came to be consid-

ered almost synonymous with  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      ( idem. , “Islamic Reform or ‘Big Crunch’?”  Harvard 

Middle East and Islamic Review  8 [ 2009 ]: 10–11). Hallaq   notes even more starkly that 

it was  jurists  and no one else, not even theologians or mystics, who were the sole carriers 

of Islamic legal authority and indeed “the custodians of Muslim societies” and “spiri-

tual and practical guides of the  umma ”   who controlled, in addition to the legal system, 

“the entire infra- and super- structures of legal education; they ran what we might term 

municipal affairs.” Briel y, “[t]he legal profession, with the jurists at its head, was there-

fore at once a religious, moral, social, and legal force” ( idem ., “Juristic Authority vs. State 

Power: The Legal Crisis of Modern Islam,”  Journal of Law and Religion  19.2 [ 2003 –4]: 

246).  

  16      I   h�   y   a4’  , 2:179–80. Notably, there is no category of nonoppressive rulers in this discourse; 

it is taken for granted that the rulers are oppressive and this-worldly.  

  17     I. Lapidus, “The Separation of State and Religion in the Development of Early Islamic 

Society,”  IJMES  6.4 ( 1975 ): 364.  

  18     R. Mottahedeh  ,  Loyalty and Leadership in an Early Islamic Society  (Princeton University 

Press,  1980 ), 39.  
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goes on to conclude that “[b]y disengaging itself from government and 

the moral burdens of government, and at the same time giving enormous 

power to government, Islamic society of the Buyid period freed itself to 

maintain a community of duties and obligations in levels of life below 

government.” This community “took over many of the functions of gov-

ernment” while allowing its members to maintain “the i ction of a univer-

sal Islamic caliphate.”   The relationships and institutions that developed 

in this milieu proved resilient enough to “withstand repeated changes 

of central government.” In fact, this adaptation to life without politics 

was so successful that this community “has never entirely disappeared.”  19   

While it brings to the fore the adaptive genius of classical Islamic society 

and the social and cultural processes by which collective life could go 

on without politics and its moral burdens, Mottahedeh’s obituary of the 

“political” in Muslim societies is silent about the causes and mechanisms 

of this disengagement and sanguine about its consequences. 

 Legal historians too have noted versions of the same paradox. Through 

his study of the structure of rights and obligations in the classical  H anaf ı3    

i qh  , Baber Johansen   asks why it was that “Muslim scholars through-

out Islamic history acknowledged the fact that, in order to survive, the 

Muslim community needed a strong military and political force whose 

prerogatives they described as absolute, while at the same time deploring 

the injustices of the rulers and declaring that being among the retinue of 

the sultan constitutes a religious blemish[.]”  20   

 The traditional Sunni   response to this bewilderment would have been 

that the ideal of Islam is rule by a righteous caliph   who unites the entire 

Community  , like the i rst four “Rightly Guided”   Caliphs, and decides 

its affairs through  sh   u4   r   a4       (consultation). But after the caliphate has been 

lost and kings ( mul   u4   k  or sultans) have come to power, the Community 

lives in a state of emergency, guided instead by the ulama  , awaiting the 

return of the true caliphate. The ideal caliphate would now be theorized 

by the ulama and form the cornerstone of Islamic political thought.  21   To 

maintain order, however, one had to deal with the ruling sultans just as, 

in Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s words, one is forced, in the absence of wholesome food, to 

eat carrion in order to save life.  22   

  19     Ibid., 190.  

  20     Johansen  ,  Contingency , 189.  

  21     In the words of E. I. J. Rosenthal, Islamic “[p]olitical thought at i rst centers around 

the caliphate   and is, in fact, a theory of the caliphate, its origins and purpose” ( Political 

Thought in Medieval Islam  [Cambridge University Press, 1962], 3).  

  22      Iqti   s�    a4   d     , 130.  
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 Modern observers, impatient with this premodern attitude of life- in-

waiting and messianic hopes, complain of the dysfunctional, utopian 

nature of classical Muslim political models that neither rel ects their own 

reality nor serves to guide the modern one.  23   Notwithstanding a broad 

brush, Malcolm Kerr’s following statement is a i ne example of the disen-

chanted evaluation of the caliphate   ideal:

  The failure of the constitutional theory of the Caliphate to provide a sufi ciently 
positive allocation of procedural sovereignty disqualii ed it from serving as a 
practical constitutional instrument. It can perhaps be better understood as an 
apologia for the cumulative historical record of the institution and a defense of 
Sunnite practice against Sh ı3  ʿ ite   criticism, than as a reliable expression of what its 
exponents actually believed was the structure of rights, duties, procedures, and 
functions that they could normally expect to be observed.  24    

 And:

  As the doctrine of necessity came to be invoked on a massive scale, suspension 
of legal requirements and bowing to the inevitable was not a matter of prudence 
in exceptional circumstances, but a resigned admission of powerlessness, with 
no comfort save the thought that times of evil and misfortune were the will of 
God. And in place of the essentially civic function of the caliph   as law-enforcing 
executive, emphasis was put on the fanciful spiritual aura of his ofi ce and the 
assumption that while the sultan had been delegated effective civil authority, the 
caliph retained his symbolic religious prestige.  25    

 But these accounts, both the traditional apologia and its modern critique 

miss something important about the nature of medieval Muslim societies. 

Ideals and realities have a strange way of adjusting to each other, and 

Muslims indeed did not just live in a waiting room eating carrion. As this 

society learned to live without government, there emerged an entire pan-

oply of sociolegal institutions that provided another ideal to live by. This 

was the ideal of the otherworldly ulama   and the pious living a life bound 

by law innocent of power and its machinations. This was just an ideal, 

of course, or perhaps a soothing myth.  26   In reality, the ulama – by no 

means a monolithic or static group – historically often remained involved 

  23     M. Kerr,  Islamic Reform  (University of California Press,  1966 ), 12–13.  

  24     Ibid.  

  25     Ibid., 26.  

  26     It should be emphasized that my observation pertains a persistent, if not the dominant, 

classical  ideal , not the reality. A glimpse of this ideal can be found in a tenth-/ sixteenth-

century compilation of sundry   h�   ad   ı̄   th  reports that circulated as early as the second/eighth 

and third/ninth centuries: Jal a4 l al-D ı3 n al-Suy u4  t  ı3  (d. 911/1505),  M   a4    raw   a4   hu al-as   a4    t�    ı̄   n f   ı̄   

  ʿ    adm maj   ı̄’    il   a4    al-sal   a4    t�    ı ̄   n  (What the Masters have Narrated in Prohibition of Visiting 

Kings) (ed., Majd ı3  Fat h  ı3  al-Sayyid, D a4 r al- S a h  a4 ba li ’l-Tur a4 th, 1411/1991).  
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in power as resisters, critics, advisors, collaborators, or exploiters. The 

two ideals, nonetheless, coexisted; given the sheer sanctity of the i rst 

missionary ideal enshrined in the Qur’an, the Sunna and the founding 

history, which required active engagement with the world, the second 

ideal, which made bearable the medieval reality of the ubiquitous ille-

gitimacy of power, remained ever reverent of the i rst, hence was rarely 

articulated. It persisted in pietistic tropes and romantic selectivity toward 

early  history, while in fact ordering life such as to make the i rst ideal 

ever more impossible to imagine.  27   The legalistic and apolitical, if not 

antipolitical, tempo of classical Islam became inscribed in the cannons of 

law, theology, and spirituality that continued to animate much of Muslim 

traditional vision of life until the onset of the modern age. The spread of 

modernity in the Muslim world has challenged this attitude and revital-

ized and sharpened the tension between ideals and realities. 

 In this study, I investigate the complex interplay of the two ideals of 

political life in Islam: the explicit ideal of a unii ed and vibrant religio-

political life under a righteous caliph, and the alternate ideal of reli-

gious and spiritual life innocent of politics. In particular, my interest 

is to shed light on the transformation that led to the disappearance of 

the “political sphere”   in the classical period. I begin by delineating the 

conceptual domain of the “political” in Islamic history and trace the 

history of intellectual attitudes and often silent presumptions underpin-

ning political life, focusing in particular on a moment when the polit-

ical ideas and attitudes of classical Islam were thoroughly questioned. 

This moment is the intervention in Islamic history of the well-known, 

controversial, and prodigious Ibn Taymiyya   (d. 728/1328)  28   who, I con-

tend, attempted to revive aspects of the early ideal of Islam partly by 

reconciling the two ideals and partly by critiquing and rejecting some 

key classical developments. Contextualized in the larger trajectory of 

Islamic thought, Ibn Taymiyya’s critique of the theological, legal, and 

political traditions of the classical age allows us to better understand 

  27     Among the attempts to capture this duality of ideals, notable are Lapidus, “The Golden 

Age,” and Kerr,  Islamic Reform . Kerr describes this as a “pessimistic consciousness of 

the tension between ideal and actuality” that underlies “the Islamic tradition of social 

thought,” which led the medieval ulama   to elaborate “their conceptions of the ideal,” 

leaving the actual society to “cope with actualities by evolving its own practical, but 

largely unacknowledged, psychological and social mechanisms” (1).  

  28     Taq ı3  al-D ı3 n Ab u4  al- ʿ Abb a4 s A h mad b.  ʿ Abd al- H al ı3 m b.  ʿ Abd al-Sal a4 m b. Taymiyya 

al- H arr a4 n ı3 , born in  H arr a4 n (Iraq, present-day Turkey) in 661/1263, and died at the age 

of sixty-eight in 728/1263. He lived in the era of the Ba h ri Mamluks   in Damascus   with 

long stays in Cairo during his adult life.  
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the nature and relationship of the two ideals and leads us to see Islamic 

political thought in a new light. 

 Standard accounts of Islamic political thought typically end with clas-

sical authors such as Ghaz a4 l ı3   , whereas later thinkers are treated at best 

as insipid continuation of the essential doctrines that had already been 

articulated in the classical period. In particular, the conventional view of 

late medieval political thought in the Mamluk   world has been quite dis-

mal.  29   Marshall Hodgson, for instance, writes: “Unless future research 

discloses unsuspected highlights, we must feel that precisely in the Late 

Middle Ages politics became as irrelevant as they ever have been in any 

civilized society. Such a state of affairs is rel ected by the political thought 

of the period, which apparently abandoned all hope of forming political 

life according to its norms.”  30   

 Ulrich Haarmann asserts even more directly the relative “paucity of 

political writing in Mamluk   Egypt   and Syria  ,” particularly compared to 

post-Mongol Persia, where some Muslim thinkers postulated “the con-

centration of spiritual guidance and executive power in the one and sin-

gle hand of the  imam-sultan .” Mamluk Egypt and Syria, he writes, were 

rather barren in political thought during this time, because, he reasons, 

“[t]he consciousness of having been spared the pagan yoke of the vile 

Mongol foe produced a sentiment of rigorous fealty to the traditional 

social and legal norms in their Arab and orthodox garb! –  thus one may 

well formulate the doctrine not only of Ibn Taymiyya    , the great religious 

thinker of early Mamluk times, but of social and legal thought in the 

Mamluk period at large .”  31   The failure of the political thought of this 

period owed to  

  [t]he retrograde orientation of Mamluk   society [which] impeded the contempo-
rary observers in perceiving the inevitable institutional changes. The  de facto  dis-
appearance of the caliphate   was not made the starting point for a new theory 
of government. The old i ction of al-Ghazz a4 l ı3  ’ s time was dragged along . . . . The 
radical changes the Mamluk system of government introduced were kept out 
of systematic speculation, huge as the number of jurists in this very period was. 
This silence refers both to the nature of the Mamluk ruling caste (were there 
limits to their political, military and economic power?), and to the consequential 

  29     For a comprehensive bibliography of Mamluk   studies, which lacks any recent works on 

the political thought of the period, see http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/su/mideast/mam-

luk/ (accessed October 25, 2006.)  

  30     Hodgson,  Rethinking , 182–3.  

  31     U. Haarmann, “Rather the Injustice of the Turks Than the Righteousness of the Arabs-

Changing  ʿ Ulama Attitudes Towards Maml û k Rule in the Late Fifteenth Century,”  SI  68 

(1988): 61–2 (emphasis added).  
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relationship between the Mamluk elite, the  n   a4   s , and the local population, to 
whom they, the ulama  , themselves belonged.  32    

 To the contrary, I show in this study that the disappearance of the caliph-

ate   in the post-Mongol world was indeed made the starting point for 

what we may call a new theory of government, one that was made up of 

elements from the early political model as well as classical institutions. 

Indeed, despite the range and depth of his engagements and polemics, 

Ibn Taymiyya’  s reformist endeavors can be best understood as a  politi-

cal  project, namely one fundamentally concerned with the revival of the 

political sphere   in Islam that had vanished in the classical age. To anyone 

familiar with the staggering scope of Ibn Taymiyya’s writings, most of 

which fall in the realms of scriptural hermeneutics, theology, and juris-

prudence, this claim would appear to be unwarranted or exaggerated. 

Unless, that is, “political” is freed from its common usage as relating to 

self-interested and even hypocritical action and is restored to its pride of 

place as relating to the highest activity of envisioning and enabling the 

collective pursuit of the good of the community. The word “political,” of 

course, is a modii er, applicable to a wide range of nouns: thought, prac-

tice,  community, agency, and so on, all of which, when so modii ed, are 

straddled by a mode of reasoning. If one is to excavate Islamic history for 

political ideas, one must carefully understand that mode of reasoning. 

 I therefore explore Islamic political thought by examining a large array 

of writings, some already familiar to modern scholars, others not; some on 

political subjects, others not hitherto seen as relevant. This way of read-

ing Islamic political thought, to reiterate, is based on two methodological 

contentions. Firstly, it questions and then remaps how the very category 

“political” has been constructed in the studies on the subject. Drawing on 

developments in recent political theory, I argue that the political domain 

of thinking in any thought-world is grounded in its fundamental com-

mitments and often silent presuppositions. Modern scholars have often 

understood Islamic political thought through the study of classical trea-

tises on the caliphate  , but have largely ignored the theoretical underpin-

nings of political life in epistemology  , theology, and legal theory. Political 

mode of thinking is like one piece of a complex, interlocked edii ce; sin-

gling it out of its natural conceptual setting for analysis and comparing 

it with its look-alike in another tradition is bound to i nd it anomalous. 

  32     Ibid., 62. Haarman refers to “the polarization between ulama   and umara” (66) as being 

Ibn Taymiyya’  s social model, a conclusion directly opposed by many other recent studies, 

including the present one.  
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This is not to suggest that Islamic political thought cannot be examined 

outside of its original habitat, so to say, or by an adherent of another tra-

dition; indeed, the recognition of these dependencies and sensibilities is 

likely to make for a more illuminating comparison and even judgment. 

 The task imposed by the i rst methodological orientation gives rise to 

the second: to examine and evaluate Islamic political thought as being part 

of Islamic discursive tradition – that is, by recognizing the centuries- long 

dialogues in which Islamic political writers consciously participated.  33   

This study, therefore, is conceived not primarily as one of Ibn Taymiyya’  s 

political thought per se, but of conversations on political ideas in which 

he participated. A third way in which the present study departs from con-

ventional studies on the subject is its emphasis on a conservative i gure, 

a  H anbal ı3    traditionalist    34   of the Mamluk   period. Until recently, he had 

been seen as a literalist, anti-rationalist, and traditionalist (each of these 

amorphous terms is taken to imply each other);  35   at best, scarcely original, 

  33     Both of these commitments are captured by the concept of “discursive tradition,” which I 

discuss in O. Anjum, “Islam as a Discursive Tradition: Talal Asad and His Interlocutors,” 

 Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East  27.3 ( 2007 ): 671–2.  

  34     In the period before the  Mi   h�   na     , I use the term “traditionalist”   to mean what scholars have 

variously referred to as the “consensus  -minded” community (R. Mottahedeh  ,  Loyalty 

and Leadership in an Early Islamic Society  [Princeton University Press,  1980 ], 19–20), 

or “proto-Sunnis” (M. Q. Zaman  ,  Religion and Politics under the Early Abbasids    : The 

Emergence of the Proto-Sunni     Elite  [Brill,  1997 ]), or what M. Watt refers to as “the 

moderate or center party in the general religious movement” (M. Watt,  Formative Period , 

100). At this stage, traditionalists are to be contrasted with the Mu ʿ tazila  , the Sh ı3  ʿ a, and 

the Kh a4 rij ı3 s  . Their characteristic but not strictly marked attitudes can be said to be as 

follows: (1) adherence to the Prophet’  s  sunna     , largely through   h�   ad   ı̄   th , Medinan custom, 

or the practice of the i rst two or three pious generations; (2) emphasis on some kind of 

sanctity of the general community ( jam   a4    ʿ    a     ) rather than radical claims of any kind; (3) 

their reverence for the memory of Ab u4  Bakr   and  ʿ Umar, the i rst two successors, because 

they best followed the  sunna  and the collective existence of the Community   was prop-

erly organized in their reigns as a  jam   a4    ʿ    a ; hence the label  Ahl al-Sunna wa ’l-Jam   a4    ʿ    a  on 

which they settled sometime in the third/ninth century. The i rst appearance of the term 

 ahl al-sunna  is noted with Mu h ammad b. S ı3 r ı3 n (d. 110/729) (Zaman, 49). By their foes, 

they were labeled often as the   H�   ashwiyya  (the riffraff, the commoners  ). Even with the 

pejorative connotation, the basic denotation of the “larger community” is identii able 

(Ibid., 54). After the  Mi   h�   na  of A h mad b.  H anbal   and the consolidation of Sunni ortho-

doxy, I use this term to refer to those Sunnis who rejected  kal   a4   m      and were known as 

 ahl al-   h�   ad   ı ̄   th      (the   h�   ad   ı̄   th  folks), and often identii ed with the  H anbal ı3 s  , although found 

in all legal schools. “Traditionalist” is not to be confused with “traditionist”  ; the lat-

ter refers to   h�   ad   ı̄   th  critics ( mu   h�   addith   u4   n ) who were often but not always ideologically 

traditionalist.  

  35     M. Fakhry,  A History of Islamic Philosophy , 2nd ed. (Columbia University Press, 1983), 

312–8, who calls Ibn Taymiyya’  s critique of philosophy “misology” whose seeds, he main-

tains, had been sown by Ghaz a4 l ı3    (312); Ibn Taymiyya’s work and of those inl uenced by 

him, like Ibn al-Qayyim,   are further characterized as “antirationalist reaction to theology, 
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opposed to all that modern scholars i nd subtle and sublime, such as 

Sui sm  , reason, and philosophy. His inl uence was seen as limited to and 

best represented by Wahhabism.  36   The traditional Muslim informants, 

themselves sharply divided about Ibn Taymiyya, had been at least partly 

responsible for this image. The ideas and practices that he attacked and 

the scholarly establishment that underpinned them remained in vogue 

for centuries to come and did not receive his uncompromising censure 

passively. The last two centuries have seen an enormous rise in interest 

in Ibn Taymiyya among various Muslim reform movements, which is 

only beginning to rel ect in Western scholarship in the last two decades 

or so. An early exception to this general neglect of Ibn Taymiyya was 

Henri Laoust  , whose treatment of Ibn Taymiyya’s social and political 

thought, comprehensive and insightful, was for the most part ignored for 

several decades.  37   The results of the new research have been surprising. 

Ibn Taymiyya’s mastery of  falsafa      is now understood to have surpassed 

that of most Muslim theologians, emulating, in Yahya Michot’  s assess-

ment, that of the great Ash ʿ ar ı3 -philosopher, R a4 z ı3   .  38   His approach toward 

Sui sm is now appreciated as quite complex, rel ective of deep apprecia-

tion of, if not involvement with, what he considered genuine Sui sm of its 

early masters and critical primarily toward what he believed to be some 

philosophy and mysticism”; Ibn Taymiyya’s “inl exible” opposition to rationalism was 

complemented by “an insistence on the necessity of returning to the orthodox ways of 

the ‘pious forebears,’ or the i rst generation of Muslims” (318). George Makdisi, although 

he did not share the vehemence displayed by Fakhry, also characterized Ibn Taymiyya 

in his early writings as belonging to the camp of “anti-rationalist traditionalism” that 

opposed “rationalist Ash ʿ arism.” G. Makdisi, “Ash ʿ ari and the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   in Islamic Religious 

History,”  SI  17 ( 1962 ): 37–80. In a later article (1975), he seems to have completely 

changed his view of Ibn Taymiyya (G. Makdisi, “Hanbal ı3    Islam,” 256–62.)  

  36     Representing the common wisdom, Rosenthal states that Ibn Taymiyya’  s “views found 

little favour in his own day unexpectedly bore more fruit after his death in the reformist 

theology of Muhammad b. ‘Abd al-Wahhab (d. 1787).” (Ibid.) In contrast, Fakhry notes 

in dismay that the eighth/fourteenth century was the  H anbal ı3    century because of Ibn 

Taymiyya’s inl uence.  

  37     H. Laoust  ,  Essai sur les doctrines sociales et politique de Taki-D-Din Ahmad b. Taymiya  

(Imprimerie de l’Institute Francais D’Archeologie Oriental,  1939 ). On the neglect of 

Laoust’s work until the last quarter of the twentieth century, see Maksidi, “Hanbal ı3    

Islam.”  

  38     See Y. Michot  , “A Maml u4 k Theologian’s Commentary on Ibn S ı3 n a4’    s  Ris   a4   la A   d�h�   awiyya:  

Being a Translation of a Part of the  Dar’ al-Ta   ʿ     a4   ru   d�   of Ibn Taymiyya  , With Introduction, 

Annotation, and Appendices,”  JIS  14 ( 2003 ): 149–203 (Part I) and 309–63 (Part II), 157, 

for his philosophical acumen and nuanced critique of Ibn S ı3 n a4  and  kal   a4   m      scholars alike, 

and Hallaq  ,  Ibn Taymiyya Against the Greek Logicians  (Oxford University Press,  1993 ), 

for an argument for his pioneering synthesis of nominalist and empiricist epistemology  , 

as well as his deconstruction of Greek logic  .  
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later accretions.  39   His inl uence in the centuries intervening his own time 

and the modern period seems to have been continuing and signii cant, 

but despite some worthy studies, a thorough investigation of the matter 

remains a desideratum.  40   His jurisprudential reforms have had crucial 

inl uence on a range of reformers in the Muslim world ranging from the 

Mogul to the Ottoman Empires.  41   His inl uence, however, far exceeds 

what would be expected from this patchy and slow recovery of his inl u-

ences on various traditional disciplines; it is no exaggeration to say that 

there is scarcely a Muslim reformer since the eighteenth century who has 

not related to and drawn on Ibn Taymiyya’s legacy in one way or another. 

The historical record from the Mamluk period shows that Ibn Taymiyya 

was not just another scholar; his knowledge, ascetic piety, and activism 

astounded friends and foes – both of which he made many – and turned 

him into a phenomenon with whom anyone who discoursed on religion 

had to contend. As the ninth-/i fteenth-century Cairean historian Maqr ı3 z ı3    

notes, since the rise of the Ash ʿ ar ı3  school, the next major event in Sunni   

Islam was its critique by Ibn Taymiyya, who “championed the school of 

the salaf   and did his utmost to refute the Ash ʿ ar ı3  school,” and as a result, 

“people were divided into two groups”:

  A group that followed him, relied upon his views, acted in accordance with 
his opinions, held him as Shaykh al-Isl a4 m and the most prominent preserver 
of the Islamic  umma     . The other group declared him to be a heretic, a deviant, 

  39     See G. Makdisi, “Ibn Taym ı3 ya: A S u4 f ı3  of the Q a4 diriya Order,”  The American Journal of 

Arabic Studies  1( 1973 ): 118–29, who proposes that Ibn Taymiyya   was a certii ed Sui ; 

T. Michel, “Ibn Taymiyya’s  Shar   h�   on the  Fut   u4    h�    al-Ghayb  of  ʿ Abd al-Q a4 dir al-J ı3 l a4 n ı3 ,” 

 Hamdard Islamicus  4.2 ( 1981 ): 3–12, who presents a more complex view; O. Anjum, 

“Sui sm   without Mysticism? Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya’  s Objectives in  Mad   a4   rij al-S   a4   likin ,” 

in  A Scholar in the Shadow: Essays in Legal and Theological Thought of Ibn Qayyim 

al-Jawziyya , eds. C. Bori and L. Holtzman (Oriente Moderno, 2010), 113–39, where I 

evaluate claims of Ibn Taymiyya’s relationship to Sui sm based on his and his disciple 

Ibn al-Qayyim’s writings and argue that neither he nor his student ever embraced the 

title “Sui ”; they were deeply sympathetic to Sui sm while also remaining skeptical of 

not only popular practices and philosophical mysticism, but the epistemological basis 

of mystical Sui sm, attempting to recover what I call nonmystical Sui sm of the early 

period.  

  40     Cf. K. al-Rouayheb, “From Ibn  H ajar al-Haytham ı3  (d. 1566) to Khayr al-D ı3 n al- A" l u4 s ı3  (d. 

1899): Changing Views of Ibn Taymiyya   among Non- H anbal ı3    Sunni   Scholars,” in  Ibn 

Taymiyya and His Times , eds. Rapoport and Ahmed.  

  41     O. Arabi, “Contract Stipulations ( Shur   u4    t�  ) in Islamic Law: The Ottoman Majalla and 

Ibn Taymiyya  ,”  IJMES  30.1 ( 1998 ): 9–50, for the inl uence of his liberal opinions on 

the issue of contracts on the Ottoman legal practice; K. A. Nizami, “The Impact of Ibn 

Taimiyya on South Asia,”  JIS  1( 1990 ): 129–49, for his inl uence on the Muslim gover-

nance and reform in South Asia.  
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rebuked him for afi rming divine attributes, and censured him over his juristic  
opinions . . . in some of which they claimed he opposed the consensus   of the 
Muslims ( ijm   a4    ʿ   ).  42    

 Although an investigation of Ibn Taymiyya’  s thought is signii cant in its 

own right, it is primarily of interest here because it epitomizes a moment 

of extraordinary clarity, internal criticism, and the fundamental ques-

tioning and resettlement of long-standing debates in Islamic thought. Ibn 

Taymiyya’s commitment to the early tradition of the preclassical age – the 

way of the predecessors ( salaf     ) – along with his iconoclastic question-

ing of most of the subsequent developments of that tradition on its own 

terms, makes his critique all the more valuable for our purpose. Indeed, 

it is this groundedness in early Islamic tradition that explains his enor-

mous continuing inl uence in the subsequent Islamic history since his own 

times.  43   My purpose in this study, however, is not only to point out why 

Ibn Taymiyya’s legacy has been found useful by later reformers, but also 

to show that the full import of his thought has rarely been appreciated 

even by his ardent followers. And while his expositions of the scriptural 

tradition, along with his reformist zeal and activism, have found many 

followers, his most intellectually fruitful contributions – which, I argue, 

lay in epistemological and political domains – have remained untapped. 

Unlike Ibn Khald u4 n  , who has been increasingly recovered in modern 

scholarship, Ibn Taymiyya’s comparable creative genius  44   has been veiled 

in the cloud of his reputation as an ultraconservative traditionalist   and 

his association with various contemporary forms of Islam. An investiga-

tion of these ideas helps us see not only his thought, but the entire trajec-

tory of Islamic political thought in new light and is deeply relevant to the 

political and religious discourse in the contemporary Muslim world.  

  42     Taq ı3  al-D ı3 n al-Maqr ı3 z ı3    (d. 1364/1442),  Khi   t�   a   t�    Maqr   ı̄   ziyya  (D a4 r al- T ab a4  ʿ a al-Mi s riyya, 

n.d.), 2:358–9.  

  43     Along with Ghaz a4 l ı3   , Ibn Taymiyya   is frequently cited as the one of the two most inl uen-

tial premodern scholars of Islamic history. The name of this fourteenth-century thinker 

appears in the ofi cial report on the 9/11 tragedy as somehow having fathered ideas 

that led to it. Yahya Michot   has recently shown, through a careful analysis of a half a 

dozen modern Muslim ideologues, how Ibn Taymiyya’s ideas have been misappropriated 

because of his enormous inl uence and moral authority ( idem .,  Muslims under Non-

Muslim Rule: Ibn Taymiyya  [Interface Publications,  2006 ]).  

  44     For a systematic analysis of the two thinkers’ similar epistemological contentions, see Ab u4  

Ya ʿ rib al-Marz u4 q ı3 ,  I   s�   l   a4    h�    al-   ʿ    aql f   ı̄’    l-falsafa     al-   ʿ    arabiyya min w   a4   qi   ʿ    iyya Aras   t�    u4    wa Al    a4    t�    u4   n 

il   a4    ismiyya Ibn Taymiyya     wa Ibn Khald   u4   n      (Reform of Reason in Arabic Philosophy from 

Aristotle and Plato’s Realism to Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Khald u4 n’s Nominalism) (Markaz 

al-Dir a4 sa al-Wa h da al- ʿ Arabiyya, 1994).  
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  where to look for islamic political thought? 

 On the methodological level, I take issue with the available literature 

on Islamic political thought on its presumptions about the very nature 

of political thought and on the grounds on which Islamic political ideas 

have been explained and evaluated. 

 To begin with, the use of the word “political” with respect to the 

caliphate   discourse must be seen as merely conventional, for it is not 

the good of the  polis  but of the Muslim Community   – the  umma  – that 

the contributors to that discourse contemplated. We cannot easily brush 

aside differences between  polis  and  umma , between, on the one hand, a 

territorially dei ned community that seeks the good life in this-worldly 

pursuits of material prosperity and intellectual enlightenment and, on the 

other, an ideologically dei ned community (with territorial unity mostly 

taken for granted) that seeks the ultimate good in the eternal afterlife 

and sees this life as only a means; between a community that sees itself 

and its god(s) all bound by the same brooding verdicts of fate, or laws of 

nature, and a community that believes in an omnipotent, personal God.  45   

It would be tempting to invoke Leo Strauss’s dichotomy between Athens 

and Jerusalem, but Mecca’s identity with Jerusalem on the issue of polit-

ical thought cannot be taken for granted. 

 One inl uential strand of Western scholarship does indeed see Mecca 

as an extension of Jerusalem, and hence argues that political thought 

remained an unnatural implant into the body of Islam.  46   Political philos-

ophy, most Western historians and philosophers readily inform us, was 

born in Athens, and Athenian intellectual soil was essential to it: To have 

proper political thinking, one must believe in laws of nature independent 

of any deity, laws that bind gods as much as they enslave humans. How 

can human thought capture any order in the social world if it is at the 

mercy of unpredictable and unbound forces? The Hebrews and other 

non-Westerners did not have a concept of politics or liberty to begin with 

and perhaps cannot so long as they remain true to their traditions.  47   

  45     One renowned historian writes that politics emerges in Athens for the Greek concept of 

“an impersonal and inexorable Fate, brooding over and ultimately controlling both god 

and men” created a resemblance between laws of nature and laws of polis in their minds 

(W. McNeill,  The Rise of the West: A History of the Human Community      [University of 

Chicago Press,  1963 ], 214–5).  

  46     P. Crone  ,  God’s Rule  (Columbia University Press,  2004 ), 6. For the argument that Islam 

was based on a Jewish messianic movement, see P. Crone and M. Cook,  Hagarism  

(Cambridge University Press, 1977).  

  47     G. Mosca,  A Short History of Political Philosophy  (Crowell,  1972 ), 11.  
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 Recent studies of Western political history have helped shed this 

 essentialist understanding of political thought. Sheldon Wolin  , a semi-

nal i gure in contemporary political philosophy, argues that the subject 

matter of political philosophy in various cultures that are included as 

part of the Western heritage over the last two and a half millennia has 

been stable and has recurrently included concerns such as “the power 

relationships between ruler and ruled, the nature of authority, the prob-

lems posed by social conl ict, the status of certain goals or purposes as 

objectives of political action, and the character of political knowledge.”  48   

These concerns seem common enough to ail any large community. But 

Wolin is insistent that not all thinking about the aforementioned prob-

lems can be called “political.” It was Plato’s “achievement . . . to point out 

that in order to think in a truly political way, one had to consider society 

as a systematic whole.”  49   He goes on to write: “The etymological mean-

ing of political had been ‘concerning the  polis, ’ while in terms of polit-

ical philosophy it had related to  the knowledge and actions that would 

help or harm the community .”  50   Referring to Plato’s myth of the Age of 

Kronos, Wolin   sums up the Athenian charge against Jerusalem: “The 

political order took shape and identity only when the divine  governance 

had been relaxed. ‘When God was Shepherd there were no political 

constitutions’.”  51   

 The relaxation of divine government need not be taken to mean 

removal of any supernal ideals, for even Plato’s politics was supremely 

concerned with such ideals. Although the social order was separable from 

the natural order in the sense that men’s political actions seemed to have 

predictable consequences, the best political order, to Plato, was one that 

conformed to the idea of the natural order. True politics was an art, a 

“soul-craft,” by which statesmen molded the political society in order 

to attain the highest good for all – a kind of voluntary return of the 

  48     Ibid., 5.  

  49     S. Wolin  ,  Politics and Vision  (Princeton University Press, 2004), 5. Political thought 

emerged, Wolin states, in Greece in stages. In the i rst step, nature was deemed as some-

thing comprehensible to reason rather than dependent on whims of gods – something 

governed by laws. In the next step, perhaps with Socrates or the Sophists or even earlier, 

the social world was thought of as being distinct from the natural world – one that was 

manipulable for good or evil ends. Plato is said to have been the i rst to view political 

society as a system of interrelated functions, “conceptualizing political institutions, pro-

cedures, and activities as a system dependent upon the performance of specii ed functions 

or tasks” (Ibid., 31).  

  50     Ibid., 65 (emphasis added).  

  51     Ibid., 32.  
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community and, through it, the individual to divine perfection. Wolin   

thus states his own concept of political thought through Plato: “Plato 

understood  political  philosophy to mean knowledge pertaining to the 

good life at the public level and  political  ruling to be the right manage-

ment of the public affairs of the community.”  52   

 Politics   is inherently a multivalent word and could refer to political 

philosophy, science, or self-interested calculation. Political philosophy in 

its idealistic form is the  art  of purposeful management of public affairs 

based on the ultimate knowledge of the unchanging essences of polit-

ical objects. Political science is best represented in Aristotle’s sense of 

political knowledge as an empirical science of systematic observation of 

political life.  53   These two are distinct from the usual sense of  politics  as 

self-interested struggle for competitive advantage, which inevitably goes 

on in all societies or groups.  54   No developed human community is free 

of self-interested political negotiation and intrigue, but not all rel ect sys-

tematically on political philosophy or science. The fundamental elements 

that make proper political thought and action possible can be summed 

up, from the foregoing discussion, as follows  : (1) the conception of the 

collectivity as an interconnected system – namely, a  political commu-

nity  – one of whose features is that it is a community that competes for 

limited resources, and hence is often associated with a bounded territory; 

(2) a normative vision of collective life and the capacity of human  rea-

son  to discern it; and (3) a positive account of human  agency  to manage 

that system in service of the given vision. Put differently, some or all of 

the members that share interest in the available resources are assumed 

to possess the reason to recognize the collective good and the agency to 

attain it. 

 The language or logic employed in conceptualizing these factors may 

be theological and that does not need to reduce the political charac-

ter of a discourse; indeed, where one looks for political thought in a 

given thought-world depends on its fundamental commitments. Plato 

envisioned politics as an art; for Aquinas, it formed part of a Christian 

cosmology  ; the Hegelian vision emphasized progression of the state in 

  52     Wolin  , 39 (emphasis in original).  

  53     For a discussion of the distinction between Plato’s metaphysical political thought and 

Aristotle’s relative empiricism and realism, see J. Murphy,  Political Theory: A Conceptual 

Analysis  (Dorsey Press, 1968), 9–11. Its lack of the noble idealism and imaginative pos-

sibilities that characterize Plato’s views is seen as the downside of Aristotelian realism 

(Ibid., 12).  

  54     Wolin  , 39.  
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history; Hobbes   utilized the newly discovered metaphors of science, in 

particular physics; and, i nally, in modern times, political vision has fre-

quently been colored by economic models.  55   In an Islamic context, theol-

ogy and religious law are the natural places to look for direct or indirect 

debates about political concepts. And although Islamicists have certainly 

done so, the relationship between theology and political thought has been 

deemed at best accidental.  56   

 Furthermore, the conceptual conditions that make political thought 

and action possible are often collective attitudes of a civilization, which 

may be long-standing but not necessarily part of its timeless essence. This 

caution has been given particular attention by Wolin  , who sees the “polit-

ical” as a noble but elusive ideal that cannot be taken for granted. It 

declines in an intellectual milieu where any of the aforementioned condi-

tions declines; when, for instance, the sense of belonging to a political 

community deteriorates, as in the wake of the expansion of the Roman 

Empire when “political association” was replaced by “primacy of power” 

and Athenian political philosophy gave way to despair, individualism, or 

even cosmopolitanism that dissipated civic responsibility and  belonging.  57   

The political sphere   might also wilt when human agency is undermined 

or negated, be it due to religious fatalism, scientii c determinism, or the 

dominance of large unaccountable business corporations in a globalizing 

world.  58   

 This unpacking of the category “political” has thus alerted us that it 

is not the divide between the Semitic and the Greek mind or religion, but 

the availability of certain conceptual elements and conditions on which 

  55     Wolin  , 19–20.  

  56     Perhaps the most detailed work on the political content of early Islamic thought is Josef 

van Ess’s, who nonetheless shares this attitude ( Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. 

Jahrhundert Hidschra  [de Gruyter, 1991–7], 1–6); see also a summary of the relevant 

volume (i.e., IV) of this work in his “Political Ideas in Early Islamic Religious Thought,” 

 British Journal of Middle East Studies  28.2 ( 2001 ): 151–64, where he writes, “In early 

Islam [political] ideas were produced in a way slightly different from our own, but the 

scientii c bogus around them was not less annoying than nowadays. . . . Most of [the 

available] sources are ‘theological’ in character:  H ad ı3 th and theology proper, i.e.,   ʿ    ilm 

al-kal   a4   m ”   (151).  

  57     Wolin  , 82; 85–6. Not only were Cynicism and Epicureanism such antipolitical 

 philosophies, but even Stoicism, with its noble ideals of “equality, freedom and human 

dignity,” was no exception, for its “commitment was towards a society which lay outside 

of politics” (Ibid., 73).  

  58     E.g., Hobbes’  s scientii c model of politics evaded politics by preferring “contented, and 

‘lusty’ citizens”; Utilitarians like James Mill and economists like Adam Smith similarly 

assured us that “we may often fuli ll all the rules of justice by sitting and doing nothing” 

(Ibid., 250–1; 378–83).  
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the possibility of politics depends.  59   These concepts, namely community 

( umma ), reason (  ʿ    aql ), and agency ( qudra ) – each of which constituted 

veritable problematiques in early Islamic discourse itself – have the merit 

of being not only internal to Islamic discourse, but also general and basic 

enough to allow us to understand Islamic discursive tradition on its own 

terms without imposing uni t categories while also allowing for insightful 

comparison. Properly identifying these concepts or their equivalents in 

Islamic tradition helps avoid essentializing Islam’s attitude toward poli-

tics and prompts us to look in the right places. Although the traditional 

discourse on the caliphate   remains a key element in Islamic political 

thought, in itself it does not sufi ciently capture the conceptual elements 

highlighted in the foregoing. The approach outlined here requires us to 

turn to discourses that surrounded and produced the caliphate discourse, 

such as Islamic theology ( kal   a4   m     ), legal theory ( u   s�    u4   l al-i qh     ), and law 

( i qh ), and to investigate doctrines and attitudes toward human agency, 

reason, and community before turning to aggregate concepts convention-

ally related to governance such as politics ( siy   a4   sa     ), power ( mulk     ), and 

caliphate ( khil   a4   fa ). 

  Explaining Islamic Political Thought 

 Having explored the conditions under which we can meaningfully speak 

of Islamic political thought, my second critique of the available literature 

concerns the way political programs of premodern Muslim thinkers have 

been explained or evaluated. It is not sufi cient to explain the failure or 

success of political programs in terms of merely intention or context of 

the thinkers and thus to either dismiss them as being irrelevant for serious 

political analysis or to apologetically defend so as to exempt them from 

being examined for the cogency or moral and political implications of 

  59     This is a “minimalist” dei nition of politics, of course, and does not include the notion 

of politics as secular   negotiation of interest groups as it developed in modern European 

societies (B. Crick,  In Defense of Politics , 4th ed. [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1993], 17–18). In its secular-liberal form, such a dei nition of politics would require sepa-

rating the notion of truth or reason from legitimate, normative politics and governance 

and would not be appropriate for premodern (Islamic or other) societies where both 

truth and reason were grounded in religion. An element of negotiation within the limits 

of the accepted vision of the good, however, is inherent in any politics. The scope of my 

inquiry excludes the important problem of religious minorities (both Muslim and other) 

that inhabited the Muslim lands, for there existed other, more fundamental problems 

that shaped the very possibility of political thinking, which can be better examined if the 

problem of minorities is shelved for the time being.  
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their ideas. But most classics of Western political literature have shared 

these characteristics: Hobbes’s    Leviathan  responded to the civil disorder 

of his day, whereas John Locke’  s  Two Treatises of Government  is used as 

a textbook example of both rationalization and polemic.  60   The trajectory 

of English political thought would be insufi ciently understood without 

examining either of these giants, even though the former’s prescription, 

as we have noted, would eliminate proper politics. We may identify three 

dimensions of analyzing a body of political thought: its immediate socio-

political context, its location within the discursive tradition of which it 

is a part, and its posture toward the conceptual elements that constitute 

political life. Only an analysis that accounts for each of these can illu-

minate the particular ways in which a given thinker privileges certain 

aspects of his or her tradition over others, prioritizes ethical goods, and 

intends to make a difference. Thus, to explain M a4 ward ı3  ’   s work as an 

attempt to justify and protect the Abbasid   caliph   against the Buyid   war-

lords and Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s attempt as intended to bolster the caliph’s symbolic 

authority against the Fatimids in Egypt    61   is to merely give their sociopo-

litical context, which says nothing about the political insights, implica-

tions, coherence, and vision of these works. This further suggests that the 

most common attempts at explaining Muslim political thought as being 

apologia for one political event or a natural response to another are no 

explanations at all. 

 Furthermore, political thought or its evaluation cannot be discon-

nected from its underlying moral vision. This means that Gibb’   s indigna-

tion (overstated, perhaps) toward what appears to him to be M a4 ward ı3  ’   s 

unprincipled legitimization of usurpers is a more appropriate response – 

because at least it takes him seriously – than Patricia Crone’  s casual dis-

missal that by justifying an usurper, M a4 ward ı3  did what most theorists in 

history have done,  62   or Khaled Abou El Fadl’  s explanation that M a4 ward ı3  

was simply employing a “legal i ction,” thus “doing what was, by train-

ing and habit, dictated by [his] legal culture; that is resolving conl ict and 

maintaining order.”  63   Regardless of whether any of these is an accurate 

description of M a4 ward ı3  ’ s project, it is insufi cient to explain away jurists’ 

propositions that might, for instance, lead to unfeasible or oppressive 

political arrangements as a consequence of their being jurists. Abou El 

  60     Wolin  , 25.  

  61     See Chapter 2.  

  62     Crone  ,  God’s Rule , 233.  

  63     Rosenthal, 30–1; K. Abou El Fadl  ,  Rebellion and Violence in Islamic Law  (Cambridge 

University Press,  2001 ), 9n6.  
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Fadl has contended that the Muslim jurists’ pronouncements on the duty 

of obedience to those in power ought not to be treated “as if they are 

a genre of political thought or theory.”  64   But one does not need to be a 

card-carrying member of a political philosophy club or state retinue for 

his or her thought to be politically signii cant enough to inl uence a tradi-

tion or its immediate context, and thus be deserving of political critique. 

Rejecting the view of political theory as an idealized activity, which once 

occurred in ahistorical Athens, scholars such as Wolin  , Quentin Skinner  , 

and others have shown that most thinkers whose ideas have made polit-

ical impact and shaped political imaginations beyond their immediate 

contexts have thought and written within historical contexts, often to 

advance specii c ends, and in various disciplines, idioms or languages. 

Any idea or act that protests or supports a public order or a collective 

vision of life acquires political signii cance.  65   This means that the political 

ideas that ought to be the primary object of the investigation of Islamic 

political history are not of those who formally declared themselves to 

be doing political philosophy (as only a handful of Hellenized Muslim 

philosophers did), but those ideas that animated actual struggles over 

power, authority and legitimacy. Furthermore, any authoritative theory 

or decision concerning public order, inasmuch as it presupposes a partic-

ular political and moral vision, bears a corresponding level of responsibil-

ity. And no group in classical Islamic societies carried the authority that 

the Muslim jurists did; they not only spoke in the name of God, but often 

claimed the exclusive authority to do so.  

  Political versus Legal Mode of Reasoning 

 My contention that in medieval Islam law trumped politics depends 

on the premise that the two activities can be distinguished despite their 

admittedly intermeshed and interdependent existence in real life. A phil-

osophically neat distinction between the two i elds, even if possible, is not 

  64     Abou El Fadl  , 8; Rosenthal, 31.  

  65     For the same reason that I consider Abou El Fadl’  s explanation insufi cient, modern 

intellectual historians are skeptical even of the category of discourse called “political 

theory.” Quentin Skinner   champions the view that “the characteristic activity of political 

theorists is that of legitimizing or challenging existing institutions and beliefs” and goes 

on to suggest, in his latest writings, that if this is granted – and he argues that it should 

be – then “the notion of a distinct ‘history of political theory’ begins to melt into air” 

(Q. Skinner, “Surveying the Foundations: A Retrospect and Reassessment,” in  Rethinking 

the Foundations of Modern Political Thought , eds. A. Brett and J. Tully [Cambridge 

University Press,  2006 ], 244).  
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relevant to the present endeavor so long as a workable distinction can be 

maintained within my subject matter.  66   I proceed in the following to i rst 

outline such a distinction between two ideal types and then place that dis-

tinction in the context of Islamic history as well as modern scholarship. 

 Legal and political modes of reasoning can be seen as located on a 

continuum, both being ways of settling disputes and keeping order in 

public life, but law does so by invoking rules or precedence, politics by 

negotiating conl icts of interest under particular circumstances. Law   seeks 

authority by tying itself to the authority of precedence or higher writ, 

whereas politics does so by satisfying the sense of justice and interests 

of the parties involved. Politics   by its very nature requires the settling of 

human disputes and the redistribution of resources in ways that cannot 

be found in timeless recipes or codes of conduct; it is unabashedly the 

domain of contingencies, compromises, and settling of particular inter-

ests. To use a modern metaphor from computer science, law is analo-

gous to the “software” of a computer program, whereas politics to the 

“ run-time” operation by a human user. 

 Because political negotiation is a conl ict-ridden and unpredictable 

process, there have been attempts throughout history to i nd ways to 

eliminate politics, disabling the role of negotiation and statecraft. The 

need for political thought, virtue, and institutions may be denied in the 

name of the free-market model of seli sh citizens as being sufi ciently 

self-regulating, or an elite bureau of ideologues distributing resources 

according to a higher ideology, or an all-encompassing divine law whose 

spokesmen, being above politics, claim omnicompetence. Against such 

attempts, political theorists widely agree that political reason cannot be 

codii ed or contained in legal codes or prefabricated formulae. The con-

servative philosopher Michael Oakeshott   captures this in his endorse-

ment of the idea of “political tradition” against what he calls “political 

rationalism,” whereas Wolin   supports the same idea when he imagines 

politics as an art or a craft, privileging the idea of political knowledge as 

“tacit knowledge” against what he labels “methodism.”  67   In the words of 

  66     The two domains, of course, are not independent and their points of commonalities and 

interactions are numerous. The typical interaction between law and politics has been that 

the rulers (politics) often created or used law in order to gain legitimacy (W. Ullmann,  A 

History of Political Thought: The Middle Ages  [Penguin Books, 1970]). In modern times, 

this interaction has many more dimensions.  

  67     M. Oakshott,  Rationalism in Politics  (Basic Books Publishing,  1962 ), 128–9; Wolin  , 

“Political Theory as a Vocation,”  American Political Science Review  63.4 (1969): 

1062–82.  
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the critical legal theorist Roberto Unger: “The practice of politics calls for 

prudence, the perception of particulars and the making of choices about 

particulars. But prudence can never be overtaken by a metaphysic that 

remains committed to the language of the universal.”  68   

 Yet, political negotiation requires rules of engagement and some min-

imally shared goals in the form of laws or mediating cultural and social 

institutions without which, relying solely on calculation of particular 

interests, it is likely to result in arbitrariness and tyranny. Thus, in well-

balanced complex societies, politics and law can be better seen as dis-

tinct but complementary and mutually dependent rather than conl icting 

modes of public thought. The challenge of political theorization is to bind 

political craft and practice to some shared vision and standards of nor-

mative conduct – that is, to the spirit of law when the words of law run 

out or fail to sufi ce. 

 Turning to the Islamic context, the intellectual historian of Islam must 

ask how, to what extent, and why Islamic tradition became “nomocratic 

and nomocentric”; in what ways were law and politics related; to what 

extent it is legitimate to represent traditional bodies of  i qh      through mod-

ern concepts of law and medieval Islamic views on governance through 

modern political theories; and what is gained and lost in such representa-

tion. It is most logical to address these questions in the reverse order. Let 

us consider what happens when the ideal types of law and politics as uni-

versal categories are applied to Islamic tradition. The existing  scholarship 

on Islamic political thought that is also attentive to the methodological 

problems of political theory is quite scarce, a rel ection perhaps of the 

bias of Islamic tradition itself; the present study must therefore venture 

into a terra incognita. In the realm of legal scholarship, however, a num-

ber of studies have deployed Western notions of the nature of law to 

explore the boundaries between law and the state in Islamic tradition. 

 Baber Johansen   has pursued Schacht’  s contention that public aspects of 

 i qh      (i.e., other than ritual worship) be understood as a sum total of indi-

vidual rights rather than deontological norms that presuppose the inte-

rior world of the believers to be comprehensible; in other words, aspects 

of  i qh  could be modeled after a secular   legal system familiar to Western 

scholars.  69   Khaled Abou El Fadl’  s aforementioned study of the Islamic 

law of rebellion   is perhaps the most insistent attempt to understand  i qh  

as a jurisprudential system whose claim to divine origin is incidental to 

  68     R. M. Unger,  Knowledge and Politics  (The Free Press,  1984 ), 293–4.  

  69     Johansen  ,  Contingency , 62; Schacht  ,  Introduction , 208–9.  
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its workings. Deploying extensively Alan Watson’  s work on the nature of 

law, he asserts that, like any law,  i qh  is “molded by a corporate identity” 

and legal culture, possessing even “its own domains of truth.”  70   He adds, 

however, as if compelled by the logic of his i rst argument that “juridical 

discourses are only a part of the reality of Islam.”  71   This specialized and 

limited status of Muslim jurists for him places them above political anal-

ysis (as noted earlier) and explains, among other things, jurists’ accep-

tance of usurpers so long as they could restore law and order (naturally, 

at the expense of justice and other goods).  72   He explains, for instance, 

that the dominant trend among Muslim jurists by the classical period 

was to depoliticize the discourse on rebels with the consequence that the 

state and the rebels were treated as neutral categories, regardless of their 

legitimacy.  73   Put differently, the legitimacy of a government and whether 

it grounded its actions in the normative apparatus of the society were 

of no consequence to the jurists. But this is hard to explain away as the 

 professional detachment of the jurists, for the ulama   (whom Abou El Fadl 

identii es in a one-dimensional way as “jurists” and thus attempts to set-

tle the debate by this very choice of words) were also the “heirs of proph-

ets,” the conscience of the society, who claimed ubiquitously to speak 

exclusively in God’s name with omnicompetence.  74   If we take the ulama’s 

claim to omnicompetence (both the authority to judge every matter and 

being the only voice to judge every matter) as a theoretical as well as a 

social reality, then modern secular legal models need to be abandoned or 

fundamentally rethought to incorporate the authority and hence respon-

sibility of the Islamic jurists as God’s spokespersons.  75   Alternatively, if we 

grant the limitedness of the role of the jurists, then we need to look for 

how limits to their authority were articulated and what other group or 

domain of thought and activity were authorized to balance their norma-

tive authority. In either case, further investigation is call for. 

  70     Abou El Fadl  , 322.  

  71     Ibid., 21.  

  72     Ibid., 28–9.  

  73     Ibid., 330.  

  74     For instance, the i fth-/eleventh-century Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    scholar al-Kha t  ı3 b al-Baghd a4 d ı3    unremark-

ably appropriates for scholars the highest possible accolades: They are “God’s caliphs 

in his earth, his proof upon his servants, whom God has deemed sufi cient so that there 

is no need for any more prophets” (R. al-Sayyid,  Al-Jam   a4    ʿ    a wa ’l-mujtama   ʿ     wa ’l-dawla  

[D a4 r al-Kit a4 b al- ʿ Arab ı3 ,  1997 ], 37–8).  

  75     In the sense that the modern legal profession cannot claim to be the only moral voice 

in the society, and, to take the American case, is formally independent of politics (as a 

different branch of government) but also subservient to it (for the sovereignty belongs to 

the people and represented through politics).  
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 An excellent and perhaps the only modern study to explore attempts 

by medieval legal theorists to demarcate the line dividing the authori-

ties of jurists and rulers is Sherman Jackson’  s study of the late medieval 

Egyptian M a4 lik ı3    jurist Shih a4 b al-D ı3 n al-Qar a4 f ı3    (d 684/1285). Jackson too 

employs Watson’  s notion of law but, because his is a study precisely of 

the limits of law, does so in a more limited (and hence more successful) 

fashion than Abou El Fadl  . He explains the central and much debated 

notion of classical Islamic law,  taql   ı̄   d      (following of another jurists’ author-

ity), versus  ijtih   a4   d      (independent reasoning) through Watson’s concept of 

“legal scaffolding” – the jurists’ way to solve new problems by adapting 

and tweaking existing precedent rather than solving each problem afresh. 

This mode of legal reasoning  , which he takes to be the essence of all law 

resulting from its need for consistency and authority, leads nonetheless to 

a system of “horrendous complexity” increasingly distant from the needs 

of the society and difi cult to reform.  76   Jackson thus counters the com-

mon misconception of  taql   ı̄   d  as being peculiar to Islamic law and the 

source of its intransigence and rigidity and, as is often held, responsible 

for the Muslim decline. Yet, as Abou El Fadl notes in agreement with 

Watson, law is essentially conservative and resistant to change,  77   indeed, 

in Watson’s words, “legal change is frequently the result of efforts of non-

lawyers or of lawyers outside the tradition.”  78   Jackson comes to a similar 

conclusion: “Legal systems are only a part of the civilizations to which 

they belong, and, as such, are affected by any number of non-legal advan-

tages and disadvantages conferred by the carrier civilization.”  79   

 Thus, any legal system that seals itself from external inl uence and 

claims to stay within the walls of its formal legal logic is likely to either 

be outdated or stil e its adherents. This recognition of something other 

than law saves Jackson   and Abou El Fadl from the kind of cynicism that 

characterizes the approach of another able scholar of Islamic law. Wael 

Hallaq   believes that the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      is simply unsalvageable in the face of 

modernity, in particular the modern nation-state. Such central elements 

  76     Jackson  ,  Islamic Law , 97–9; Watson  ,  Nature of Law , 95.  

  77     Watson’  s contentions that law is fundamentally concerned with order, is averse to change, 

and works through “legal scaffolding” or “baby-steps” rather than what might be the 

needed adjustments have been found particularly applicable to Islamic law by scholars 

like Abou El Fadl   and Jackson  . See A. Watson,  Nature of Law  (Edinburgh University 

Press,  1977 ), 43.  

  78     Alan Watson  ,  Evolution of Law , qtd. in Abou El Fadl  , 111.  

  79     Ibid., 101.  
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of the nation-state as legal centralization and codii cation as well as key 

elements of modernity are incompatible with the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a .  80   

 Hallaq’s conclusion falls out of the structural problem I have just 

outlined, and his rigorous conclusion throws the dilemma of model-

ing Islamic law as secular law into sharpest relief. That is, Hallaq, like 

Schacht  , Johansen,   and Abou El Fadl  , models Islamic law after Western 

secular   legal models for all practical purposes, but goes beyond them 

perhaps in seeing it as a self-contained system or mode of reasoning that 

embodies all of Islamic normativity. It is noteworthy that Schacht had 

not shared Hallaq’s pessimism about the future of Islamic law vis- à -vis 

modernity precisely because his hypothesis of the origins of Islamic law 

in foreign sources had denied the rootedness of Islamic law in its pro-

fessed scriptural sources (the Qur’an and the Prophetic   h�   ad   ı̄   th ), believing 

that if it could develop out of custom and borrowing once, it could do so 

again. Our modern knowledge of the origins of Islamic law, not the least 

because of Hallaq’s own contributions, cannot sustain such a simplistic 

belief.  81   Hallaq therefore i nds himself in a bind with respect to Islamic 

law: It is a self-contained system whose scriptural origins, especially after 

the development of the rigorous oversight of an overdeveloped tradition, 

ensure that it simply cannot produce anything radically new or adapt 

to modernity without losing its essence. He concludes, therefore, that 

Islamic law is doomed. But Hallaq is only mostly hopeless; after detailing 

the enormous odds against it, he gives one rather uphill way for “a revival 

of Islamic law” in the modern world:

  The solution for the Sunnite countries, therefore, is for the  new  Muslim state 
to incorporate the religious intelligentsia into its ranks. The custody of Islamic 
law, history has shown, must reside with a learned hierarchy   largely dissociated 
from political power: the independence of law from the concerns of politics is 
as much an Islamic phenomenon as it is American or European . . . . The state . . . 
must i nancially sustain religious institutions, especially shar ı3  ʿ a colleges; it must 
install the religious hierarchy in the respective social and political hierarchy so as 
to sense and rel ect concerns on all levels . . . none of this can be attained without 
a genuinely Islamic polity.  82    

  80     W. Hallaq  , “Can the Shar ı3  ʿ a   be Restored?” in  Islamic Law and the Challenge of Modernity , 

eds. Y. Haddad and B. Stowasser (Altamira Press,  2004 ), 22.  

  81     For a recent review of scholarship on the subject, see H. Motzki,  The Origins of Islamic 

Jurisprudence: Meccan Fiqh before the Classical Schools , trans. Marion H. Katz (Brill, 

 2002 ).  

  82     Hallaq  , “Can the Shar ı3  ʿ a  ,” 47.  
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 The main problem with this proposal thus stated is its political 

 unfeasibility: What interest (read: political reason) would rulers and 

other groups in society have to leave their fate in the hands of the few 

experts of law? Curiously, however, this proposal calls upon a meta-

legal – indeed  political  – mechanism (the determined policy   of a legiti-

mate state) as the only way to salvage Islamic law in the modern world. 

Societies can, of course, engage in collective projects and pursue shared 

visions, and the dynamic negotiation and envisioning of such projects 

is the domain of politics. Hallaq   wishes to assign to the future Muslim 

politics the indispensable role that he believes Islamic law in history 

mostly did without. But did it? 

 I argue in what ensues that it did not. By this I do not mean to make 

the banal claim that political interests inl uenced Islamic law, but that 

within the core of Islamic tradition there existed veritable tendencies 

that theorized a positive role for political life and action and saw law as 

only one of Islam’s many complementary manifestations. This was the 

strand most forcefully represented by Ibn Taymiyya. On the other end of 

the spectrum were those jurists whose vision of Islam came quite close 

to the aforementioned legalistic image. In the following chapters I offer 

an investigation of this tension between law and politics, its theoretical 

underpinnings and consequences.   

  ibn taymiyya’s political thought 

 To understand Ibn Taymiyya’  s political thought, scholars have exam-

ined his treatises such as  al-Siy   a 4   sa al-shar   ʿ    iyya      and  al-   H �   isba     , and occa-

sionally a larger polemical work,  Minh   a 4   j     al-sunna     . But the method I 

have advocated in the foregoing requires turning to Ibn Taymiyya’s 

magnum opus,  Dar’ ta   ʿ     a 4   ru   d �  , which presents his key epistemological 

and philosophical contentions and hence is central to the present study. 

It has not so far been critically studied, let alone related to his political 

thought. 

 It is a testament to both Henri Laoust’  s astute scholarship and the dif-

i culty of the challenges involved in supplanting it that, while numerous 

bits and pieces of his interpretation of Ibn Taymiyya   have been revised, his 

work is still not entirely obsolete. Most inl uential interpreters of Islamic 

political thought, ranging from Gibb  , Lambton, Rosenthal, Lapidus, 

Watt, and Crone   to most recently Baber Johansen  , have reproduced with 

remarkable faithfulness Laoust’s reading (as well as misreading) of Ibn 

Taymiyya. 
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 Laoust   had rightly observed Ibn Taymiyya’s emphasis on the harmoni-

zation of reason and revelation, although without connecting it to its full 

sociopolitical implications or seeing its implications against the backdrop 

of  kal   a4   m      and  falsafa     . Laoust had also noted that Ibn Taymiyya appears 

acutely aware of the defects of contemporary political, social, and reli-

gious life and that his reforming zeal extended not only to theology, but 

also to day-to-day administration of the Muslim state, which he tried to 

bring into line with the ideal demands of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a     . He thought that 

although Ibn Taymiyya was opposed to the Mamluk   state as it devel-

oped in his day, he seems to have accepted its structure because to him 

the  am   ı̄   rs  and the ulama   remained the two most important groups, and 

it is these that supported the “military dictatorship” on which the state 

was erected. Rosenthal built on Laoust’s as well as Goldziher’s conclu-

sions about Ibn Taymiyya and observed, based on his reading of  al-Siy   a4   sa     

al-shar   ʿ     ı̄   yya , that Ibn Taymiyya’s shift of focus from the caliphate   to the 

Community   and the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  was distinctive and remarkable.  83   Rosenthal 

recognized that Ibn Taymiyya  

  tried to escape from the vicious circle in which Ibn Jam a4  ʿ a and his predecessors 
were caught, by concentrating on the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      and its application to the life of 
the community with the religious fervour and reforming zeal characteristic of 
 H anbalism   at that time. In attitude, approach and treatment he stands in marked 
contrast to the other jurists. The title of his treatise must be understood as his pro-
gramme:  Siy   a4   sa     shar   ʿ    iya ; it implies that he is concerned in the i rst place with the 
role of the divinely revealed law. While acknowledging the necessity of ‘political’ 
authority he recognizes the  de facto  power of the ruler of the day and the neces-
sity of obedience to authority in the interests of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  and for the benei t of 
the community.  84    

 Despite the paucity of his sources, Rosenthal’s distillation of the basic 

program of Ibn Taymiyya’s  al-Siy   a4   sa     al-shar   ʿ    iyya  is not entirely off 

the mark:

  It is clear from this attitude that the center of gravity has shifted from the  khil   a4   fa  
and the  khal   ı ̄   fa      to the community, whose life must be regulated by the divine law. 
At the same time he pleads for close co-operation between the imam – the nec-
essary authority – and the community. He accepts the state as it is and is entirely 
interested in just government on that basis, whether the imam is legal or illegal 
as far as his assumption of power and authority is concerned, in fact even if he 
enjoys neither and is a mere i gurehead. Hence Ibn Taymiya stresses insistently 
the religious duties of all Muslims, rulers and subjects alike. This is tinged with 

  83     Rosenthal, 246.  

  84     Ibid., 52.  
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a certain  political realism , since he is concerned with the maintenance and good 
order of the political framework so all Muslims may attain the bliss of the world 
to come.  85    

 These commentators perceptively felt the difference between Ibn 

Taymiyya’  s political vision and the classical legacy, which led Laoust   and 

others to ascribe to Ibn Taymiyya an outright rejection of the caliphate   

theory. 

 Among the signii cant studies that have appeared during the last three 

decades, one is Qamaruddin Khan’s, who cogently rejects Laoust’  s sug-

gestion that the motive behind Ibn Taymiyya’s disregard for the clas-

sical theory of caliphate had been his proclivity toward Kh a4 rijism.  86   

Nonetheless, vested in seeking Ibn Taymiyya as an ally in undermining 

the traditional caliphate theory, Khan too ends up endorsing Laoust’s the-

sis that Ibn Taymiyya had rejected the caliphate theory.  87   Mona Hassan’s 

recent article carefully presents the case against Laoust’s contention that 

Ibn Taymiyya demolished the classical caliphate theory, highlighting the 

mainstream Sunni   orthodox inspiration of most of Ibn Taymiyya’s posi-

tions. For instance, Laoust suggested that Ibn Taymiyya takes the plural-

ity of  imams  for granted, thus implicitly denying the conventional thesis 

of the need for the unity of caliphate. Hassan shows that Ibn Taymiyya’s 

 Minh   a4   j     al-sunna     , which formed the basis of Laoust’s interpretation, 

clearly establishes the opposite.  88   In  Minh   a4   j , Ibn Taymiyya explicitly 

details all the traditional Sunni   h�   ad   ı̄   th  on the issue of what constitutes 

a “proper caliph  ,” endorsing the “Quraysh ı3  lineage, the possible meth-

ods of his ascension to the caliphate, and guidelines for proper electoral 

procedures.”  89   On the whole, for Hassan, apart from emphasis on the 

responsibility of the people to improve their own condition, maintain 

political order through qualii ed obedience, and especially “the Muslim 

community’s duty to offer sincere advice ( na   s�    ı̄   hah ) to those placed in 

authority over them,” there is little that sets Ibn Taymiyya’s political 

thought apart from the rest of the Sunni tradition.  90   Hassan’s study seeks 

  85     Ibid.  

  86     Laoust  ,  Essai , 282; Q. Khan,  Political Thought of Ibn Taymiyya      (Adam Publishers, 

1992), 42. Khan argued that the Kh a4 rij ı3 s   constituted no threat at the time with which Ibn 

Taymiyya would care to seek conciliation, and in fact, Ibn Taymiyya harshly condemned 

their extremism.  

  87     Khan, 38–9.  

  88     M. Hassan, “Modern Interpretations and Misinterpretations of a Medieval Scholar: 

Apprehending the Political Thought of Ibn Taymiyya  h” in  Ibn Taymiyya and His Times , 

eds. Y. Rapoport and S. Ahmed, 340–3.  

  89     Ibid., 343.  

  90     Ibid., 346.  
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to establish Ibn Taymiyya’s contribution as nothing more than a contin-

uation of the age-old caliphate tradition, now set against the background 

of the Mongol onslaught. He engaged, she writes, “in a process similar 

to the one that Sunni jurists had been preoccupied with for centuries – 

namely, how to comprehend the historical position of the caliphate from 

a sound Islamic legal perspective.”  91   Despite Hassan’s welcome correc-

tives, I show in this study that the “nothing new” position is untenable. 

For one, it was never the jurists  qua  jurists who composed this discourse; 

it was the ulama   as theologians. The only study that seems to have recog-

nized this fact, albeit not its signii cance, is that of K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   .  92   Dealing 

extensively with both kinds of text – those that Hassan has used to pre-

sent her case as well as those of practical political import that Laoust and 

others had used – K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  reaches yet another conclusion, namely that 

Ibn Taymiyya endorsed the caliphate but rejected its normative status 

for the future generation. An assessment of these contradictory views, 

possible only after understanding Ibn Taymiyya’s conceptual universe, is 

offered in  Chapter 7 . 

 An important dimension in understanding Muslim political thought, 

as Charles Butterworth has suggested, is “in terms of the tension between 

prudence and legitimacy, that is to say, the tension between a philosoph-

ical understanding of politics and a strictly legalistic one.”  93   He further 

noted that  

  those who pursued the legalistic path stressed the need to understand and to 
implement the Divine Law as it was set forth in the Quran and the traditions of 
the Prophet  , whereas those who praised prudence sought to understand politics 
as a craft and an art and how one skilled in it could rule well. [The legalistic 
group] further denied that anything could be gained by investigating the way 
thinkers not aware of the Islamic revelation had attempted to explain political life 

  91     Ibid., 343.  

  92     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4    starts off with the presumption that the caliphate   theory belongs in jurispru-

dence. Rather than taking it for granted, however, he surveys an impressive amount of 

jurisprudential literature consisting of dozens of traditional manuals from all the four 

Sunni   legal schools produced over a thousand years and comes to the conclusion that it is 

 kal   a4   m      and not jurisprudential discourse that had produced and determined the shape of 

the caliphate theory. Only after it had been more or less settled around the i fth/ eleventh 

century at the hands of Juwayn ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3    that the jurisprudential manuals of most 

schools came to include a brief chapter on the subject stating its conclusions. The more 

practically minded  H anaf ı3    jurists in the east still resisted including a chapter on a i c-

tion that had no practical implication ( H . K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ,  al-Na   z�   ariyya al-siy   a4   siyya  ʿ  ind Ibn 

Taymiyya      [D a4 r al-Akhill a4’ , 1994], 17, 19–20).  

  93     C. Butterworth, “Prudence versus Legitimacy: The Persistent Theme in Islamic Political 

Thought,” in  Islamic Resurgence in the Arab World , ed. A. E. H. Dessouki [Proeger, 

 1982 ], 84–5.  
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and its requirements. Thus, to speak of this group as proponents of legitimacy or 
as legalistic is simply to heed their own efforts to implement the Divine Law.  94    

 Butterworth then proceeds to name the champions of the “legalistic” 

path: Juwayn ı3   , Ghazal ı3 , and Ibn Taymiyya  . In lumping Ibn Taymiyya 

with the rest, and in failing to distinguish between theology and jurispru-

dence, I think, he falters. 

 If my construal of Ibn Taymiyya’  s contribution is correct, the general-

ization that all the ulama   had been primarily concerned with legitimacy 

in terms of formal requirements of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a ,   whereas it was only the 

(Aristotelian) Muslim philosophers who concerned themselves with pru-

dence, is also untenable. I argue that Ibn Taymiyya does not belong in 

either this legalistic list, or the list of Hellenized philosophers who advo-

cated prudence inspired by Greek political wisdom, or, for that matter, in 

the long line of scribes and bureaucrats who built on Persian and Greek 

wisdom in their own peculiar way. Rather, Ibn Taymiyya forged a new 

genre altogether:  al-siy   a4   sa     al-shar   ʿ    iyya  – Islamic politics – which drew in 

an unprecedented way (this contention I make in  Chapter 7 ) on the early 

Islamic model and scriptural resources to furnish a feasible model of sub-

stantive legitimacy (as opposed to legalistic or formal legitimacy) to both 

the rulers and their political activity on the basis of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a , and also 

provided  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a -based political advice and norms to such a political 

authority. Despite his remarkably straightforward use of Islamic “raw 

material” to offer political guidance, Ibn Taymiyya’s political thought 

was  sui generis .  95   The phrase  al-siy   a4   sa al-shar   ʿ    iyya , despite its stunning 

simplicity, was unheard of, if not oxymoronic, during the classical age. 

 Baber Johansen’  s is the most recent and involved development of the 

line of scholarship on Ibn Taymiyya’  s political contribution that began 

in Laoust  .  96   Johansen concludes that Ibn Taymiyya was essentially inter-

ested in bolstering the Mamluk   state and curtailing the authority of his 

fellow ulama   in exchange for the supremacy of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      not only as 

  94     Ibid.  

  95     Ibn Taymiyya’  s way of approaching the revelational texts ( nu   s�    u4    s�  ) on sociopolitical mat-

ters is new (that is, distinct from classical formulations) and rational (that is, common-

sensical rather than dictated by other, hidden premises of the discourse). None of the 

classical works on the caliphate   ever mention these scriptural texts for this purpose, nor 

do any of the juristic manuals that reproduced the formal conditions of the caliphate 

(K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 83–4).  

  96     B. Johansen  , “A Perfect Law in an Imperfect Society,” in  The Law Applied: Contextualizing 

the Islamic Shari   ʿ    a , eds. P. Bearman, W. Heinrichs, and B. Weiss (I. B. Tauris,  2008 ) and 

Johansen, “Signs as Evidence: The Doctrine of Ibn Taymiyya   and Ibn Qayyim  al-Jawziyya   

(d. 1351) on Proof,”  ILS  9.2 (2002).  
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law but as a font of political norms as well. To this end, he endorsed 

commonsense justice and order and opposed classical juristic formalism  . 

However, Johansen takes for granted Laoust’s erroneous conclusion about 

Ibn Taymiyya’s rejection of the caliphate,   and thus fails to comprehend 

the full complexity of Ibn Taymiyya’s political thought. Furthermore, in 

seeking an explanation for what appears to be Ibn Taymiyya’s notable 

departure from the classical doctrines, Johansen limits himself to Ibn 

Taymiyya’s immediate sociopolitical context and ignores the theological 

and intellectual problems that had been central to Islamic political thought 

and that really motivated Ibn Taymiyya’s writings. Sensing, nonetheless, 

that this explanation is unpersuasive, Johansen acknowledges that we are 

unable to understand these developments in the legal doctrine “unless we 

have a better knowledge of the epistemology   that underlies the reasoning 

of jurists like Ibn Taymiyya.”  97   In the present study, I take this invitation 

to be my point of departure.  

  the contours 

 The present study has two interdependent objectives. The i rst is to trace 

the transformation of Islamic discursive tradition from the early to the 

classical period. To this end, I investigate the theological-political polem-

ics of the period and identify the particular ways in which this transfor-

mation was crystallized, explained, normalized, and passed on, allowing 

its settlements and attitudes to be reproduced over and over through the 

centuries. The interpretation of early Islamic political thought poses sev-

eral methodological challenges. One is faced with the task of having to 

interpret sparsely contextualized sources that were written after the con-

l ict had already long been in existence and the terms of the debate already 

i xed. Beside the problem of authenticity and historicity, the hermeneutics 

are daunting, as these sources are naturally silent about shared premises 

and presuppositions that had been evident to them but are barely so to 

us. The scholarship on the political thought of the i rst centuries of Islam 

thus has been largely speculative in nature and quite divided on its atti-

tude toward the sources and hence on its conclusions. A reconstruction 

and revision based on a synthesis of recent research are undertaken in the 

i rst section ( Chapters 1 – 3 ) of this study. 

  97     Johansen  , “Signs,” 193.  
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 The second objective is the investigation of the particular moment in 

history when the classical tradition was most thoroughly questioned and 

subjected to a “total critique” from within by Ibn Taymiyya  . This van-

tage point offers particular insights, for discursive transformations and 

adjustments are subtle arguments carried out in (at times deliberately) 

specialized language, extended over long periods of time, requiring at 

times centuries for their central commitments to be fully articulated and 

sharpened. The most poignant conceptual questions of the age are often 

addressed by thinkers in oblique ways, perhaps because the stakes in 

broaching them are high, and in settling them in the “wrong” ways even 

higher.  98   Thus there are ways in which adherents of a tradition see and 

speak to each other more clearly and in a language more authentic than 

to us. Furthermore, the richness of the historical sources available in the 

medieval period (in particular the Syro-Egyptian Mamluk   world) allows 

us to see our thinkers, their texts, and contexts with clarity that out-

does anything in any earlier period. The second section ( Chapters 4 – 7 ) of 

this study substantiates my contention that Ibn Taymiyya’s life and work 

allow us a unique window into the intellectual world of not only late 

medieval, but also early and classical Islam. 

 The prevalent accounts of Islamic political thought ( Chapter 1 ) share 

one common premise, that early Islamic thought (roughly, the i rst three 

centuries) had a profound, if not determinative, inl uence on the politi-

cal thought and practice of the classical world (the next three centuries). 

Attempts are made to determine the essential character of early Islamic 

political thought – a daunting task given the scarcity and treacherous-

ness of the sources of the period. Classical political thought is then seen 

as either a rel ection and continuation or pathological reversal of early 

political thought. This story of Islamic political thought is often deemed 

i nished and sealed with the end of the classical period – that is, with the 

“i rst six centuries of Islam.” Finally, the task then becomes one of assign-

ing the real blame for this pathology, and depending on how early Islam 

is seen (Gibb  , et al.: too good of an ideal to sustain; Lapidus, Crone   et 

al.: stillborn, doomed to failure from the get-go; etc.), classical political 

thought is then seen as a failure to sustain the early ideal or as bound to 

fail because of it. 

 Certainly, the lines of inl uence between early and classical thought 

are too thick to dismiss. Early Islam bequeathed to the classical world its 

  98     A. K. Reinhart  ,  Before Revelation: The Boundaries of Muslim Moral Thought  (SUNY 

Press,  1995 ), 5.  
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moral world, language of discourse, religious doctrines, political condi-

tions, a blossoming legal tradition, and most of all, the powerful memory 

of a golden age, which classical Muslims, on the whole, neither wished 

nor managed to transcend ( Chapter 2 ). Nor do I wish to challenge the 

thesis of failure; one could complain about the intractability of measures 

of success and point out the adaptive genius of Islamic societies, as well 

as the many anachronisms involved in assigning the blame. Idealist critics 

are likely, nonetheless, to point to the glaring chasm between the political 

ideal of Islam and its historical reality, whereas the more ruthless may 

thwart such apologies by pointing to centuries of rule by foreign slaves, 

regicides, constant political instability, eruptions of violence, and most of 

all the conscious political cynicism of medieval Muslim observers them-

selves. However, given that no civilization (and I understand the difi cul-

ties of using the construct of “civilization” too precisely) is free of such 

failures for long stretches of time, it is best to move on, as most scholars 

have, to different, perhaps smaller but more meaningful questions. 

 The issue I do take with the generalizations I have presented is 

whether we can better understand the so-called ideal, or what I pre-

fer to call, following Sheldon Wolin  , vision of early Islamic political 

thought. The last wave of master narratives on Islamic political thought 

were produced in the 1970s, and they have since provided the para-

digms for decades of extremely productive research on the subject as 

well as, in the nature of things, crippling limits. The same research has 

produced sufi cient exceptions and correctives to the paradigmatic nar-

ratives to warrant the search for a more precise paradigm. What follows 

is an attempt to articulate one. My main contention in  Chapter 1  is that 

the early Islamic political thought did not hold to a single monolithic 

vision, but was rather a struggle between distinct political visions of 

Islam, as it was between ideals and reality. As I set the stage to offer a 

new explanation of Islamic political thought and the continued tension 

between its various visions, one key conclusion that emerges is that 

given the multiplicity of political visions in early Islam, classical politi-

cal thought cannot be seen in a simple relation to it. Classical political 

thought, in other words, has its own explaining to do. In the classical 

age, starting in the fourth/tenth century, as the early doctrinal diver-

sity (chaos?) became more disciplined (yet by no means eliminated) 

through the consolidation of sects and doctrines, Sunni   thinkers – being 

the object of my focus – made choices based on their intellectual com-

mitments that were limited but not forced onto them by early Islamic 

heritage ( Chapter 3 ). Yet, understanding early Islamic thought and its 
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language is indispensible – that is, necessary without being sufi cient – 

in understanding, as J. G. A. Pocock   would put it, the redeployment of 

that language in the political thought of the classical era.  99   

 Although classical Islamic thought was a lot more consolidated, i n-

ished, and hence dogmatic in its contentions as well as persuasive power 

than early Islamic political discourse, a similar relationship can be pos-

tulated between classical and postclassical (late medieval: the next three 

centuries, from the mid-seventh/thirteenth to the tenth/sixteenth) thought. 

That is, postclassical thinkers too could make choices, albeit much less 

freely. The concepts and sensibilities that came to maturity in the classical 

period and became imbricated in political, theological, and legal tradi-

tions, as well as social and legal institutions, continued to shape politi-

cal imagination through many a transformation and upheaval, and thus 

reproduce familiar institutions throughout the premodern Muslim lands. 

 There was one door still ajar for reopening the classical consolidation. 

The postclassical medieval thinkers now had inherited two eras of reli-

gious and political thought, and they consciously recognized this distinc-

tion as the era of the  salaf      (predecessors) and that of the  khalaf  (those 

who succeeded).  100   If one could argue that the classical consolidation or 

its dominant streaks had failed to properly interpret the early tradition 

or picked the wrong models to follow from it, one could still make a very 

powerful yet fully traditional case for rethinking, reform, and innovation. 

This was precisely Ibn Taymiyya’  s point of departure ( Chapter 4 – 7 ).  

      

  99     Quoted in Skinner  , “Surveying,” 240.  

  100      EI   2  , s.v. “al-Salaf wa ʾ l-Khalaf” (E. Chaumont).  
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   The objective of this chapter is to give an account of the unfolding of key 

events and concepts that have dei ned Islamic political discourse since its 

inception and provided the context for the political thought of the clas-

sical period. 

 Let us consider some of the more inl uential accounts that address the 

transformation of early Islamic political vitality into the classical society’s 

l ight from political life. Among the more perceptive of the earlier mod-

ern scholars of the subject was H. A. R. Gibb  , who concluded that it was 

“[t]he nemesis of the over-rapid conquests of the Arabs – and the political 

tragedy of Islam . . . that the Islamic ideology never found its proper and 

articulated expression in the political institutions of the Islamic states.”  1   

The caliphate  , rather than “becoming a truly Muslim institution, standing 

in proper relation to all the other institutions derived from the principles 

of the Islamic ideology,” turned into a hierarchical, autocratic institution, 

in particular under the Abbasid   “cult of the Sassanid tradition.”  2   The 

jurists too, he held, ultimately failed to resist the imperial imposition and 

have resorted ever since to legitimizing brute force and maintaining the 

status quo. The formal Sunni   political theory, rather than capturing “the 

inner principle” of the Islamic political ideal, was “only the rationaliza-

tion of the history of the community . . . and all the imposing fabric of 

interpretation of the sources is merely the  post eventum  justii cation of 

the precedents which have been ratii ed by  ijm   a4    ʿ       .”  3   

  1 

 A Tale of Two Visions:   Shar ı3  ʿ a and Siy a4 sa 
in Early Islam   

  1     Gibb  ,  Studies on the Civilization of Islam  (Princeton University Press, 1982; originally 

published in 1939), 44–5.  

  2     Ibid., 45.  

  3     Ibid., 162.  
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 Fazlur Rahman  , driven by modernist and reformist concerns,  similarly 

blamed the incompetence of the ulama  : “But if the Muslims had really 

looked into the Qur’an, the solution was there. The solution that the 

Qur’an gives to [the problem of government] is  sh   u4   r   a4      , which means 

deciding affairs through mutual consultation and discussion [rather than 

Sassanid-style despotism].”  4   Rather than elaborate and insist on the polit-

ical model that was laid out in the Qur’an, Rahman believed that Muslim 

political thought seems to have rationalized the existing state of affairs 

during any given demise of the Abbasid power era.  5   

 After the demise of the Abbasid power  , actual statecraft came to be 

 unreservedly guided by the vision of Persian statesmen like Ni z  a4 m al-Mulk   

(d. 485/1092).  6   This inl uential Saljuq   vizier, argued A. K. S. Lambton as 

she developed Gibb’  s line of inquiry, devised a political theory that unsuc-

cessfully attempted to synthesize Islamic and Persian elements. Ultimately, 

“[b]y restating the old Persian tradition of monarchy, with its indepen-

dent ethical standards based on force and opportunism, he reafi rmed the 

duality between the ruling and the religious institutions.”  7   

 Yet merely the presence of the Sassanid heritage does not explain why 

and how Islamic tradition came to be dominated by it over and against 

its own vision. The account of the ulama   as passive recipients of Persian 

inl uence against the evident qur’anic spirit demands explanation. One 

such explanation was offered by Ira Lapidus, who boldly turned the 

account given by Gibb  , Rahman, and others on its head. According to 

Lapidus, the Persian inl uence was simply a by-product of the vacuum left 

by an “inherently l awed” structure of authority in early Islam; the fault 

  4     F. Rahman, “The Principle of Shura and the Role of the Ummah in Islam,” in M. Ahmad 

(ed.),  State Politics and Islam  (American Trust Publications,  1986 ).  

  5     This appears to be a serious charge, given that the jurists’ entire claim of legitimacy 

rested on their loyalty to the Islamic scriptures, namely the Qur’a4n and the teachings of 

the Prophet  , the Sunna. However, the Muslim tradition’s negligence toward the Qur’an 

(as well as reason) was a frequent criticism Rahman systematically elaborated in many 

of his writings, especially in his posthumous publication,  Revival and Reform in Islam  

(Oneworld Publications,  2000 ). Incidentally, Rahman considered Ibn Taymiyya   to have 

been an exception to this attitude – his last mentioned work is full of admiration for 

and lengthy quotations from Ibn Taymiyya – which indicates that Rahman might have 

changed his mind about his earlier sweeping critiques of the tradition.  

  6      H asan b.  ʿ Al ı3  of  T  u4 s, known as Khw a4 ja Ni z  a4 m al-Mulk   – perhaps the most celebrated 

vizier in Islamic history, known for his decisive mark on Saljuq   administration – was in 

some ways a “shadow ruler” of the Saljuq Empire, whose  Siy   a4   sat-nameh  ( The Book of 

Politics ), also known as  Siyar al-mul   u4   k  ( Lives of Kings ), is the most inl uential treatise in 

the genre of Islamic “mirrors for princes.”  

  7     Ibid., 64.  
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lay with the Islamic ideal, not the ulama. The absolute caliphal religio-

political authority on the one hand and the availability of the Qur’an to 

all believers on the other made caliphal authority unsustainable and the 

early polity inherently unstable. He writes:

  The Caliphal version of Islamic civilization was inherently l awed. While Caliphs 
were considered the heirs of the Prophet’  s religious authority as well as his polit-
ical leadership, they did not inherit Mu h ammad’s prophethood. The Quran, the 
revealed book, stood apart from the Caliphs, and was available to every believer. 
At the core of their executive and symbolic primacy there was a void, for the 
Caliphs did not have the authority from which Muslim religious conceptions and 
practices were derived.  8    

 Thus on the one hand, the medieval ulama   needed to pay lip service 

to the absolutist and utopian ideal of the golden age of Islam that had 

sought the union of religion and politics, and on the other, they needed 

to adjust to the de facto separation of religion and politics. A similar 

account of early Islamic political thought has been postulated by the 

German scholar Tilman Nagel.  9   Lapidus maintains that Khur a4 s a4 n ı3  Arabs, 

like A h mad b.  H anbal   (d. 241/855), whose ancestors had supported the 

Abbasid revolution, were disappointed by the Abbasids and were “the 

i rst to question the religious authority of the Caliphate, which marked 

the onset of a new type of political thinking in Muslim societies –  one 

that is best understood as secularization    . ”  10   These third-/ninth-century 

Baghdadi movements prompted the infamous Mi h na   (lit., “inquisition”) 

of traditionalists   like Ibn  H anbal. As the Khur a4 s a4 n ı3  pietists came out vic-

torious in the Mi h na, wrenching religious authority from the caliphate, 

the vacuum that was created by the recession of caliphal absolutism was 

i lled by the new expectation of brute political rationality in which power 

was justii ed in itself. The caliphate declined soon thereafter in its politi-

cal power as well, giving way to military patronage states. The norms of 

this new “power state” were expressed in the readily available Persian 

political heritage, according to which the ruler was ipso facto the shadow 

of God on earth “independent of religion.”  11   Yet the sultan of this sec-

ular   paradigm both upheld order and served as a moral example to his 

  8     I. Lapidus,  A History of Islamic Societies  (Cambridge University Press,  2002 ), 81.  

  9     T. Nagel,  Rechtleitung und Kalifat , 1975, 63 ff. Lapidus’s suggestion of secularization   is 

also found in Nagel’s reference to Juwayni in  Die Festung des Glaubens: Triumph und 

Scheitern des islamischen Rationalismus im 11. Jahrhundert  (C. H. Beck,  1988 ).  

  10     Lapidus, “Separation,” 384 (emphasis added).  

  11     Lapidus, “Golden Age,” 17.  
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subjects, and thus the government “served a religious purpose apart from 

Islam and apart from the spokesmen of the religious establishment”:  12    

  Governments in Islamic lands were henceforth secular   regimes – Sultanates – in 
theory authorized by the Caliphs, but actually legitimized by the need for public 
order. Henceforth, Muslim states were fully differentiated political bodies with-
out any  intrinsic religious character , though they were ofi cially loyal to Islam and 
committed to its defense.  13    

 Not only did the new sultanate lack any “intrinsic religious character,” 

but the ulama’  s idealistic theories too paid only lip service to the early 

golden-age ideals; they were in fact making room for a secular   reality:

  The practical tradition of separation of state and religion also generated a socio-
political theory. Muslim political theorists, such as al-B a4 qill a4 n ı3   , al-M a4 ward ı3   , and 
Ibn Taymiyya  , devised a theory of the caliphate   that symbolized the ideal exis-
tence of the unii ed  umma     , while at the same time allowing for historical actu-
alities. The conclusion of their theorization was that  the state was not a direct 
expression of Islam but a secular     institution whose duty it was to uphold Islam . 
The community of scholars and holy men were the ones who truly carried on the 
legacy of the Prophet  .  14    

 Lapidus’s bold conclusions prompt more questions. What exactly does 

it mean for the state to be “a direct expression of Islam” and have an 

“intrinsic religious character”? If the medieval state upheld Islamic law 

and defended its Community, in what ways was it secular  ? How could 

such a modern concept as “secularization”   be mapped onto the history 

and language of Islamic tradition? Subsequent research on the subject has 

shown that all the major pieces of Lapidus’s account, including his inter-

pretation of authority in early Islam, the nature of the classical caliphate   

discourse, and the Mi h na   itself, are untenable in their detail. His account 

of the traditionalist   movement in Baghdad   and its culmination in the 

Mi h na stood on the claim that the challenge had been initiated by the 

emerging Khur a4 s a4 n ı3  traditionalist elements, which has been laid to rest by 

John Nawas’s empirical research showing that the inquisition targeted not 

just the Khur a4 s a4 nis or even just the   h   ad   ı ̄   th  scholars, but a wide range of 

  h   ad   ı ̄   th  and  i qh      scholars from various ethnic backgrounds and regions.  15   

  12     Ibid., 17.  

  13     Lapidus, “Separation,” 364 (emphasis added).  

  14     Lapidus, “Golden Age,” 16–17 (emphasis added).  

  15     J. Nawas, “The Mihna of 218 A.H./833 A.D. Revisited: An Empirical Study,”  JAOS  

116.4 ( 1996 ): 708.  
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In another study, Nawas established that the challenge was initiated by 

the caliphate, not the newly emergent scholars.  16   

 To characterize the medieval state as secular   requires dei ning the orig-

inal nonsecular vision against which the secular medieval state is to be 

measured. Lapidus characterizes the early caliphal authority as “unique 

and absolute” such that “[n]o other person possessed religious or admin-

istrative authority in the  umma      as a whole, except in so far as he served 

as the Caliph’s delegate.” Using a language reminiscent of the church pub-

licists of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Europe, who considered the 

ecclesia to be embodied in the person of the pope,  17   Lapidus states that 

the “Caliph personii ed Islam – the one element of identity common to 

the tribal factions that made up the community. The Caliph was the very 

person of the  umma .” In fact, he goes on to aver that this characteriza-

tion of the early caliphate   “seems to be beyond dispute.”   18   Against this 

backdrop, medieval polities that otherwise upheld religious law and were 

legitimated by their defense of the Islamic community seemed, naturally 

enough, less religious and hence secular. 

 Lapidus’s “inherent l aw” thesis presumes both early caliphal abso-

lutism and the availability of the Qur’an to the believers, yet he neither 

provides evidence for the i rst claim nor examines the qur’anic politi-

cal ideas or their reception to give a satisfactory account of how they 

supported or obstructed caliphal authority. The most serious l aw in 

Lapidus’s account is logical: If the availability of the Qur’an to the early 

believing community thwarted the absolutist claims of the caliphs, on 

what ground did this absolutism stand to begin with? We are perhaps 

to understand that any religious community that answers to a tran-

scendent power is inherently unstable or l awed politically because the 

demands of its religious teachings (whose source is transcendent, and 

not delegated to an earthly authority, perhaps like the church) would 

naturally conl ict with its political organization. Yet this surely is the 

challenge of any religious community, and one with an egalitarian   and 

antipriestly impulse like the early Muslim community must face its 

  16     J. Nawas, “A Re-examination of Three Current Explanations for Al-Ma’mun’s 

Introduction of the Mihna,”  IJMES  26 ( 1994 ): 629.  

  17     M. Wilks,  The Problem of Sovereignty in the Later Middle Ages: The Papal Monarchy 

with Augustinus Triumphus and the Publicists  (Cambridge University Press, 1963), par-

ticularly 30–31, 34.  

  18     Lapidus, “Separation,” 364.  
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 particular version of that inescapable challenge; to posit an inherent 

l aw on this basis appears to be a bit hasty.  19   

 The other inl uential account of Islamic political history appears in 

Patricia Crone   and Martin Hinds’s  God’s Caliph , which aspires to estab-

lish the thesis not only of caliphal absolutism but of an even greater claim 

by the early caliphs to infallible authority bordering that of the Prophet  . 

Acknowledging that the title “ khal   ı̄   fat All   a4   h ” (God’s caliph  ) had been 

limited in its usage (hence the difi culty of documentation), they insist 

that God’s direct vicegerency was the ofi cial and widely acknowledged 

meaning of the caliphate   in the Umayyad   period. Furthermore, it has 

been so throughout Islamic history until modern times, and although we 

cannot coni rm it for the i rst twelve years of the reign of Ab u4  Bakr   and 

 ʿ Umar  , it is likely to have been the same, for “it seems a little strained to 

propose that its meaning changed during the twelve years from 632 to 

644 and remained stable for thirteen centuries thereafter.”  20   Crone’s other 

monographs complete and reiterate an account of early Islamic political 

thought that can be outlined as follows: The early caliphs, including the 

Umayyads (41–132/661–750), saw themselves as God’s caliphs rather 

than successors of the Prophet Mu h ammad (“caliph,” or  khal   ı̄   fa , could 

mean deputy or successor), and hence claimed absolute religio-political 

authority. This may be explained, as Crone and Cook do in  Hagarism , 

as Islam’s having been a Jewish heretical messianic movement that there-

fore inherited the political pathology of the Jewish people, who believed 

themselves to be ruled directly by God and lacked any vision of state-

hood. When introduced into a stateless, tribal Arab society, the absolut-

ism of God’s rule, which assumed a new imperial aura in the vast new 

empire, clashed with the antistate, tribal Arab spirit. With the consolida-

tion of a priestly class that had held to the tribal vision in the Umayyad 

century, the caliphs” claim to being God’s caliphs increasingly came to 

be disputed. This priestly class, later triumphant as the ulama  , possibly 

fabricated the entire tradition and history that came to form the basis of 

Islam and, in theory, deprived the caliphs of any religious function. With 

the rise of the Abbasids  , the tribal basis of Islam vanished, and the ulama, 

who had espoused the tribal vision, rejected the religious authority of the 

  19     For instance, if one cursorily considers the broad outlines of liberal democracy, a politi-

cal system doctrinally free of any metaphysical values, in which decisions are to be made 

through rational negotiation based on some shared ground (which itself has been impos-

sible to dei ne and unceasingly debated), one might well judge such a political arrange-

ment to be entirely fantastical and “inherently l awed.”  

  20     P. Crone   and M. Hinds,  God’s Caliph  (Cambridge University Press,  1986 ), 19; 4–6.  
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Abbasid state. This they achieved by codifying, freezing, and controlling 

the Sunna – the way of the early caliphs and the Prophet – which had ear-

lier been a “living,” growing, and amorphous tradition of norms (without 

the Prophet’s conduct being particularly normative) in whose creation 

the caliphs had participated as much as, if not more than, the Prophet.  21   

By the Abbasid period, the ulama’s control over the Sunna was so strong 

that caliphal attempts to create a legitimating ideology were bound to 

fail. The caliph al-Ma’m u4 n   naively tried to reassert the claims of the early 

caliphs, but he was too late by a century. The Abbasid state was soon 

overtaken by slave soldiers and disintegrated. The divorce of religion and 

politics, or society and the state, was thus i nalized. “Intellectually, it is 

the very totality of the distinction between the exponents of the state and 

religion that explains why the relationship between the two could come 

to be seen even by the medieval Muslims as a symbiosis: once the divorce 

was i nalized, there was nothing to obstruct an improvement in the rela-

tionship between the divorcees.”  22   

 Numerous scholars have relied on this seemingly well-documented 

thesis. Aziz al-Azmeh, for instance, reiterates Crone   and Hinds’s view 

generally, chastises its critics, and insists that the term “God’s caliph”   was 

“in constant and ubiquitous use.” Conceding, unlike them, that whereas 

the earliest use of the term  khal   ı ̄   fa  simply designated “the fact of suc-

cession to the position of command occupied by the Prophet  ,” he insists 

that “this conception was very rapidly supplemented – or perhaps super-

seded – by more sublime associations.”  23   Azmeh goes on to note that 

“[t]he notion of God’s caliphate   is congruous with the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    notion of the 

im a4 mate ofi cially adopted at a later date.” So far so good, but the difi -

culty arises in Azmeh’s generalization: “This doctrine of political author-

ity was never absent from the theory and practice of the Sunni   caliphate, 

although it was never formalized in legal and religious doctrines of public 

authority.”  24   Other recent studies have reiterated similar conclusions.  25   

  21     Ibid., 90–91.  

  22     P. Crone  ,  Slaves on Horses: The Evolution of the Islamic Polity  (Cambridge University 

Press,  1980 ), 85–88.  

  23     A. Al-Azmeh,  Muslim Kingship  (I. B. Tauris,  1997 ), 74. Based on a misunderstanding, 

al-Azmeh places in  ʿ Umar’s reign a coin known to have been minted in  ʿ Abd al-Malik’s 

and hence thinks that the title “God’s caliph”   was employed as early as the reign of the 

second caliph (A. Shahin, “Arabian Political Thought in the Great Century of Change” 

(PhD Dissertation, University of Chicago,  2009 ), 407).  

  24     Al-Azmeh, 76.  

  25     For instance, A. Marsham,  Rituals of Islamic Monarchy  (Edinburgh University Press, 

2009), which focuses on an extremely narrow genre of documents comprising oaths of 
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 Methodologically, Crone   and Hinds had based their account on 

a  radical skepticism that refused even minimal reliability of the entire 

Islamic historical corpus including the Qur’an, except for the fragmen-

tary evidence the authors deemed salvageable. As such, it is built on the 

interpretation of sparse and disparate pieces of evidence, and its central 

claims have failed to inspire coni dence even among other skeptical his-

torians.  26   Careful studies of the very sources these scholars have relied on 

have discredited key segments of this account. Uri Rubin, for instance, 

has pointed out critical errors and omissions in Crone and Hinds’s read-

ing of the letter by the Umayyad   caliph, Wal ı3 d II   (r. 125–6/743–4), which 

they present as the critical piece of evidence for their claim that in the 

Umayyad worldview “the Islamic era does not begin with Mu h ammad 

but rather with the caliphs who ruled after him.”  27   They write, “Al-Wal ı3 d 

here sketches out a salvation history divided into two eras, one of proph-

ets and another of caliphs.” Mu h ammad, in their interpretation of Wal ı3 d’s 

letter, “represented the culmination of prophethood and on his death the 

era of the prophets came to an end.” Hence:

  What is so striking about this letter is that caliphs are in no way subordinated to 
prophets (let alone to the Prophet  .) Prophets and caliphs alike are seen as God’s 
agents, and both dutifully carry out the tasks assigned to them, the former by 
delivering messages and the latter by putting them into effect. The caliphs are the 
legatees of prophets in the sense that they administer something established by 
them, but they do not owe their authority to them (let alone to Mu h ammad on 
his own). Their authority comes directly from God.  28    

 They base this conclusion on a key passage of the letter, which they trans-

late in full in an appendix.  29   Rubin, in his study of the idea of prophetic 

succession primarily from the late Marw a4 nid   period and interprets such documents to 

represent Islamic political thought. Because he methodically avoids the use of narrative, 

juristic, or theological sources that might have given him another perspective, his conclu-

sion is unsurprisingly “ruler-centered  .” What follows can be seen as an argument against 

such an approach.  

  26     Even generally skeptical scholars in the i eld have found Crone   and Hinds’ approach 

wanting, pointing out that their impressive collective of data is “ineffectual” in itself 

because of the complexity of the meanings the phrase had and the varieties of ways in 

which it has been used in Islamic political imagination. In offering a radically revisionist 

account of the entire early Islamic history, these authors have adopted “not only some of 

the methods of Biblical criticism . . . [but also] some of the Biblical critics’ conclusions” 

(F. Donner,  Narratives of Islamic Origins , The Darwin Press,  1998 ), 29. According to 

another scholar, the radical revisionist trend is on the whole discredited and has “little 

affected the scholarly consensus  .” Nonetheless, “its distrust of early literary sources jos-

tled” all of those who work in the classical period (Melchert, review of Zaman  , 273).  

  27     Crone   and Hinds, 89.  

  28     Ibid., 27.  

  29     Ibid.,118–9.  
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inheritance as depicted in the Qur’an, contends that “[t]he English 

 translation of this passage in Crone   and Hinds”  God’s Caliph  is erro-

neous and misses the idea of successive authority that is being conveyed 

here. Due to this error, Crone and Hinds believe to i nd in the letter sup-

port to their supposition that the Umayyads   did not see themselves as 

Mu h ammad’s heirs, only as God’s deputies.”  30   Rubin shows that the cor-

rect reading of the letter shows that the Umayyad caliphs are God’s dep-

uties “in the sense that they are guardians of God’s religion, but they 

only gained this status thanks to the fact that God chose to make them 

Mu h ammad’s legatees.”  31   

 Umayyad   poetry also endorses Rubin’s reading. Regarding the work of 

the Umayyad court poet Farazdaq   (d. 112/730), Crone   and Hinds write 

that “though Mu h ammad is now clearly invoked to legitimate the caliph-

ate  , it is to God on the one hand and  ʿ Uthm a4 n on the other that the caliphs 

are directly indebted for their authority.”  32   Rubin shows this conclusion 

to be untenable as well, for Farazdaq repeatedly describes Umayyads 

elsewhere as having inherited the legacy of “our chosen prophet,” and in 

fact eulogizes the caliphs preceding  ʿ Uthm a4 n, tracing the ultimate earthly 

authority of the Umayyad caliphate not in  ʿ Uthm a4 n, but in Mu h ammad.  33   

In Rubin’s view, Farazdaq’s poetry rel ected the authentic Umayyad self-

image for it was what the Umayyads wanted to hear about themselves 

(although one still has to account for poetic exaggeration and political 

rhetoric). In several verses documented by Rubin, Farazdaq made it a 

point to describe the Umayyads as being heirs to the Prophet’  s particu-

lar relics, such as his sword, his pulpit, and the ring that had inscribed 

on it “Mu h ammad [is] the Messenger of God.” Hence what could be 

more appropriate, asks Rubin, than the title  khal   ı ̄   fat ras   u4   l All   a4   h , “the 

 successor of the Messenger of God,”   for those who claim the mission of 

  30     U. Rubin, “Prophets and Caliphs: The Biblical Foundations of the Umayyad   Authority,” 

in H. Berg (ed.),  Method and Theory in the Study of Islamic Origins  (Brill, 2003), 91. 

Rubin shows persuasively that the sentence “wa k a4 na bayna-hum wa-bayna man ma d  a4  
min al-umami wa-khal a4  min al-qur u4 ni qarnan fa-qarnan,” deemed incomprehensible by 

Crone   and Hinds (118–9), establishes that the religion of Islam has been passed down 

the line of prophets until Prophet   Mu h ammad, from whom the caliphs inherit the task 

of preserving and passing on the message, and it is due to their role in the preservation 

of the Prophet’s message (both in theory and especially in practice, through governance 

and  jih   a4   d     ) that these caliphs must be obeyed (92–3). “The caliphs, like Mu h ammad, are 

meant to secure the endurance of the revived religion that had been preached by all the 

prophets, and therefore everyone must obey them, while God himself will punish anyone 

who rejects them” (90).  

  31     Rubin, 93.  

  32     Crone   and Hinds, 31.  

  33     Rubin, 93–4, 97.  
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the Messenger of God, symbolically through relics and in reality through 

their leadership of the  umma      as well as  jih   a4   d     .  34   

 Farazdaq  , in fact, helps explain another key issue: namely, the 

alleged distinction between the title “God’s caliph”   and the “caliph of 

the Messenger of God,” on which Crone   and Hinds have based their 

entire panoply of interpretation. In one poem addressed to Wal ı 3 d II  , 

Farazdaq says that this caliph fought the ini dels with the sword with 

which Mu h  ammad had fought his enemies at Badr.  35   It is interesting that 

elsewhere, in praising the military achievements of Yaz ı 3 d II and other 

Umayyads  , Farazdaq uses the same symbolic “sword of Mu h  ammad” 

interchangeably with the “sword of prophethood” and the “sword of 

God.”  36   Thus Rubin, like other scholars who have been skeptical of this 

thesis,  37   effectively establishes that the authors of  God’s Caliph  have 

made too much of that title. He concludes, “Thus it becomes clear yet 

again that God and Mu h  ammad are complementary components of the 

idea behind the title “God’s caliph.’   A caliph of this kind is one who has 

inherited from the Prophet   Mu h  ammad the mission of protecting God’s 

religion.”  38   Rubin’s critique of the “God’s caliph” thesis and his reading 

of the sources is further corroborated by Aram A. Shahin’s extensive com-

parative study of a vast range of nondiscursive evidence from pre- and 

early Islamic history. He examines the political titulature of all existing 

empires of Eurasia as well as inscriptions, coins, and papyri to determine 

the meanings of key political terms (like  khal   ı ̄   fa ) and concepts (dynastic 

succession and norms of rule and legitimation), thus organizing invalu-

able “hard” data on the context of the early caliphate  . He concludes that 

Islamic political thought and practice marked a signii cant break with 

Eurasian imperial and royal traditions. The title of choice for Arabian 

  34     Ibid.  

  35     Ibid., 95.  

  36     Ibid., 95–6. This is hardly different from how today ordinary Muslim preachers describe 

their missionary work interchangeably as “the work of the Prophet  ,” “the work of the 

Companions,” and “the work of God.”  

  37     One scholar, for instance, writes, “The title of  khal   ı̄   fat All   a4   h  does imply divine legitima-

tion, a divine sanction or source for whatever power the ruler exercises, without, in itself, 

identifying the nature of that power or the extent of its jurisdiction” (M. Morony, review 

of  God’s Caliph ,  JNES  48.2 [ 1989 ]: 135). Another scholar points out that the Sudanese 

president Numayri, when he inclined toward implementing certain Islamic measures 

in 1983 and abjured his secular   beginnings, called himself “Allah’s representative on 

earth” – without the slightest implication that he inhered the Prophetic or absolute reli-

gious authority (A. Rippin, review of  God’s Caliph ,  SOAS  51.2 [ 1988 ]: 328).  

  38     Ibid., 96.  
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sovereigns for nearly a thousand years prior to the  coming of Islam had 

been m.l.k (the most common form of this root being  malik , “king”  ), 

a title that, along with its equivalents in the neighboring empires, was 

rejected and even disparaged by early Muslims.  39   Contrary to the con-

tention of Crone   et al., the use of the title  khal   ı ̄   fa  (let alone  khal   ı ̄   fat 

All   a 4   h ) was quite late and far from widespread. The title most commonly 

attested for all the early caliphs starting with  ʿ Umar   – certainly attested 

for  ʿ Uthm a 4 n – and ever since is  am   ı ̄   r al-mu’min   ı ̄   n  (the chief of the believ-

ers), not  khal   ı ̄   fa  in any of its forms.  40   The i rst appearance of the title 

 khal   ı ̄   fat All   a 4   h  does not occur until the second half of the i rst/seventh 

century, and it cannot be attested to have been used by  ʿ Uthm a 4 n or  ʿ Al ı 3 .  41   

It i rst appears in the reign of Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya  , but only in rare literary sources 

and never in ofi cial documents. The next appearance is in the reign of 

 ʿ Abd al-Malik, another Umayyad   whose reign, like Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya’s, followed 

a civil war.  42   The inscription “n. s  .r All a 4 h, am ı 3 r al-mu’min ı 3 n, kh.l.f.t 

All a 4 h” appears on coins minted early on in  ʿ Abd al-Malik’s reign, and 

was apparently removed after the counter-caliphate of Ibn al-Zubayr   had 

been subdued; “ khal   ı ̄   fat All   a 4   h ” is a disputed – though most plausible – 

reading of the last phrase.  43   In more than one thousand preserved verses 

of more than one hundred Kh a 4 rij ı 3    poets, the term “ khal   ı ̄   fa ” appears only 

once, and “ khal   ı ̄   fat All   a 4   h ” never makes an appearance.  44   Furthermore, 

the meaning of the term  khal   ı ̄   fa , even when it does appear, is unlikely to 

have been as suggested by Crone and Hinds. Based on extensive inves-

tigation of the etymology of the Semitic root kh.l.f and its widespread 

  39     Shahin argues, on the basis of a broad comparison of the practice of emergent dynasties 

in Eurasia, that the early Muslim state was exceptional in that it refused to adopt the title 

“king” and borrowed regional titles from neighboring regions (Shahin, 387).  

  40     Shahin, 554. One Chinese literary source describing a Muslim envoy dated from 

 ʿ Uthman’s reign (31/651) refers to their emperor with a term that could only be a render-

ing of “am ı3 r al-mu’min ı3 n.” Ibid., 550–4.  

  41     Shahin, 465–70, rejects the lone source ( H ass a4 n b. Th a4 bit) that uses the title for  ʿ Uthm a4 n 

as having been written in the reign of Mu ʿ  a4 wiya  .  

  42     Shahin, 554. Shahin speculates that Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’  s supporters felt the need for an added 

title possibly because of the need for added legitimacy to make up for the civil war 

against Ali, the counterclaims of Alids, and his attempt to install his son as his succes-

sor. Furthermore, he notes, “[t]he title is almost exclusively found in the poetry associ-

ated with Umayyad   sovereigns, usually in panegyrics” (461). The next time this title is 

employed is with  ʿ Abd al-Malik b. Marw a4 n, who also had survived a civil war – this time 

a powerful challenge to the Umayyad rule by Ibn al-Zubayr   – and was in greater need to 

bolster authority and compensate. This is the i rst appearance on coins (555).  

  43     Ibid., 407.  

  44     Ibid., 461.  
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use in pre-Islamic times in personal names in various languages across 

the entire Near East,  45   Shahin concludes that “[s]cholars are unanimous 

on the meaning of the names that are based on the root kh.l.f: it is not 

“replacement or substitute  of  a god,” but rather “replacement or substi-

tute (of a deceased person)  by  a god.’”  46   This reading is strengthened by 

the fact that toward the beginning of the seventh century AD, the Roman 

emperors in Constantinople added a new title to their already impressive 

titulature that meant “crowned by God.”  47   

 Having presented sufi cient evidence against the claim of the abso-

lutism of religio-political authority of the early caliphs implied in the 

title  God’s Caliph     , I now briel y point to the scholarship on the alleged 

“divorce” between the ulama   and the state in the Abbasid   period that is 

crucial to Crone’  s as well as Lapidus’s account. The most direct challenge 

is M. Q. Zaman’  s study, which demonstrates the “deep involvement of 

the early Abbasids in the religious life of the times”:

  [T]hat the early Abbasid   caliphs (except al-Ma’m u4 n  ) enjoyed or claimed any reli-
gious authority over and above the  ʿ ulam a4  ’  is not as evident . . . as it seems to 
be to the authors of  God’s Caliph ; that the caliph’  s participation in religious 
matters was effectively terminated with the failure of the  Mi   h   na     , as is argued, 
 inter alia , by Lapidus, is a view which seems to require considerable revision, so 
does Nagel’s view that the proto-Sunni    ʿ ulam a4  ’  were irrevocably hostile to the 
Abbasids until the failure of the  Mi   h   na .  48    

 Nor, argues Zaman  , was the view of the early Abbasids   like H a4 r u4 n 

al-Rash ı3 d on the religious authority of the caliphate   very different from 

that of the ulama   themselves.  49   To further assess the different views of the 

relationship between the ulama and the caliphs in the Abbasid period, we 

must i rst establish a plausible narrative of the earlier history, a task to 

which I now turn.  

  what happened? a tale of two visions 

 The following account of the political evolution of the early Muslim 

community is based on a source-critical and minimalist method in that 

  45     He examines documents from the various ancient dialects of Arabic, including Safaitic 

(Old North Arabian dialect), Nabataean, Thamudic, Lihyanic, South Arabian, and as 

transliterations in Greek or Latin inscriptions in Greater Syria  , to arrive at his conclusion 

(Shahin, 566–618).  

  46     Ibid., 617–8; emphasis in the original.  

  47     Ibid., 627.  

  48     Zaman  , 11.  

  49     Ibid.  
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it relies on our best historical sources of the period, starting with the 

Qur’an, whose origins are placed by increasing accumulation of recent 

studies nearly dei nitively in the lifetime of the Prophet   Mu h ammad and 

its codii cation within i fteen years after his death at the latest. These 

developments require that historians of early Islam return to the qur’anic 

text – after the lapse of a few decades introduced by the ultra-skeptical 

turn in the 1970s – to reconstruct early Islamic thought and society with 

greater coni dence.  50   Our approach to the   h   ad   ı ̄   th  corpus, on the other 

hand, needs to be much more cautious, for even as recent scholarship is 

unveiling the sophisticated workings of traditional Muslim criticism, our 

knowledge needs to improve much further before we can treat it with 

greater coni dence. Yet it cannot be dismissed wholesale; and, for our 

purpose, the widespread appearance of   h   ad   ı̄   th  reports serves as an indi-

cation of the concerns of Muslims, at least at the time such reports can be 

reasonably established to have become widespread.  51   

  50     For the recent historical evidence dating the Qur’an to the seventh century, possibly as 

early as within the life of the Prophet   Muhammad, see B. Sadeghi and U. Bergmann, 

“The Codex of a Companion of the Prophet and the Qur ʾ  a4 n of the Prophet,”  Arabica  

57 ( 2010 ): 343–436. Sadeghi provides latest and most dei nitive arguments based on 

radioactive carbon dating, which places the particular Qur’anic codex with high prob-

ability to within i fteen years of the Prophet’s death (348). For a review of theories of 

John Wansbrough (1977) and others about later origins of the Qur’an, which have been 

now mostly discredited, see A. Rippin (ed.),  The Blackwell Companion to the Qur’an  

(Blackwell Publishing,  2006 ), in particular the article by Angelika Neuwirth, “Structure 

and the Emergence of Community.”   Neuwirth notes, even without the benei t of Sadeghi’s 

aforementioned research, that “evidence of old Qur’an codices as well as new philologi-

cal and historical studies have provided strong arguments in favor of the Qur’an’s emer-

gence from an Arabian environment and of an early date of the Qur’anic redaction” 

(141). Also, for an even earlier view, E. Whelan, “Forgotten Witness: Evidence for the 

Early Codii cation of the Qur’an,”  JAOS  118.1 ( 1998 ): 1–14.  

  51     The historical coni dence we can have in any report that is not multiply transmitted 

( mutaw   a4   tir ) does not approach anywhere near what we have in the Qur’an. Furthermore, 

the potential or real mutual contradictions in the   h   ad   ı̄   th  material have historically ren-

dered its use open to diverse interpretations that require serious caution. My account, 

therefore, is not dependent on this “raw material,” but employs it only to determine gen-

eral trends. Religious authenticity (i.e., truthfulness) and hence signii cance of the report, 

which is the primary concern for traditional   h   ad   ı̄   th  critics, is not relevant to our analysis, 

except inasmuch as that traditional criticism provides invaluable and often trustworthy 

data on the history, narration, versions of, and disputes around a report, which, combined 

with content analysis, allows us to make inferences about its contemporary  conceptual 

milieu. I do not take the fact that a report speaks to contemporary political events to 

mean necessarily that it is fabricated, nor does its appearance in authentic collections 

sufi cient to furnish certainty that it represent the Prophet’   s words. This approach is not 

new even to Muslim tradition, and Muslim theorists (both legal and theological) have 

held this view. The  ahl al-   h   ad   ı̄   th     , on the other hand, have generally insisted that such 
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  The Community  -Centered   Vision of the Qur’an 

 Islam, as noted earlier, began as a politically vibrant religion. The closest 

companions of the Prophet   of Islam, the tradition has it, were men and 

women of exceptional other-worldly piety as well as worldly talent and 

organizational skill. This pietistic yet activist milieu is well rel ected in the 

Qur’an. Before addressing the key political concepts of the Qur’an, some 

rel ection on the nature of the qur’anic injunctions and in what sense they 

can be considered political is in order. The Qur’an called its prescription 

to humankind Shar ı3  ʿ a  , which seems to mean in the few places it appears 

in the Qur’an not so much a body of law, as it has ubiquitously come to 

mean today, but God’s open and clear way as opposed to the vain desires 

of those ignorant of divine revelation.  52   The qur’anic statements covered 

the entire range of human activity. Some expressed metaphysical truths; 

others were general exhortations to universal values such as justice, benev-

olence, piety, and equality that we label ethical and moral; and yet others 

were specii c and had meaning only in the context of the Prophet’s career. 

Finally, there were others regarding routine rituals (  ʿ    ib   a4   d   a4   t ) or dealings 

( mu   ʿ     a4   mal   a4   t ) that formed the basis of believers” lives; only this last type 

formed the subject of law or jurisprudence proper. What concerns us here 

are those that were fundamental to the constitution and collective exis-

tence of the community of believers, the  umma     .  53   Such verses assigned to 

this community its purpose and mission:

reports may, if supported by context and corroborated by other reports, furnish certi-

tude. See J. Brown,   H   ad   ı̄   th  (Oneworld, 2009), 104; A. Zysow, “Economy of Certainty” 

(PhD Dissertation, Harvard University, 1984), 141–7.  

  52     Q, 45:18, 5:48. The  totality of Islam  was referred to in the Qur’an in a number of ways, 

such as (1)  d   ı̄   n,  which seems to mean the generic term for “way of life” or “religion,” 

which could be true or false; (2)  isl   a4   m , which is the name for the true  d   ı̄   n  (3:19: “the 

[true]  d   ı ̄   n  before God is  isl   a4   m ”; 3:85), and (3) Shar ı3  ʿ a  . More commonly, especially in 

the   h   ad   ı̄   th  corpus, it is referred to simply as (iv) “ al-amr”  (the matter or the affair). The 

term Shar ı3  ʿ a (Q, 45:18; in a different grammatical form, 5:48), primarily means God’s 

prescribed way for a given community. One interpretation has been that Shar ı3  ʿ a refers to 

a body of laws as opposed to creed or ethics, whereas  d   ı̄   n  refers to the creed (Ibn Sa ʿ d, 

  T   abaq   a4   t , 1: 345, 355). Since, at the latest, the medieval period, Shar ı3  ʿ a has come to fuli ll 

the need for a term to refer to the totality of the normative aspects of Islam as preached 

by the Prophet   Mu h ammad and that is inclusive of creedal, ethical, legal, and any other 

domain of life. Both senses are widely employed today, although when used in its limited 

sense, often another functional equivalent such as Islam or  d   ı̄   n  is used to refer to the 

totality of normativity. I will use the term Shar ı3  ʿ a in its all-encompassing meaning.  

  53     Ri d w a4 n al-Sayyid has made insightful and original contributions to our understanding 

of the emergence of this concept. See idem,  al-Umma wa ’l-jam   a4    ʿ    a     wa ’l-sul   t    a4   (Bayr u4 t: 

D a4 r Iqra’, 1986), in particular, 43–9. For our purpose, the concept of  umma      is of interest 
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  Thus we have made you a community of the golden mean ( ummatan wasa   t   an ), that 
you be witnesses unto people and the Messenger witness unto you. . . (2:143)  

 And,  

  You are the best community ever brought forth to humankind, you command 
what is right, forbid what is evil, and believe in God. (3:110)  

 These are not merely legal commands, but constitutional, for they found 

the community and the context in which all the legal commands were 

to acquire meaning and direction; they dei ne the very purpose and the 

mission of the new community. In this sense, they speak to Islam’s earthly 

mission. This vision, inasmuch as it gives agency, responsibility, and a 

set of goals to the entire community, and not merely a set of rules to 

the individual, can be called political, not merely legal or spiritual. This 

vision must, therefore, be the starting point for any understanding of 

early Islamic political thought. 

 The most striking feature of this vision is that it addresses the  umma     , 

the community of believers, all at once and without distinction. The ethic 

of the Qur’an is on the whole egalitarian    54   and activist,  55   enhanced by its 

Arab tribal milieu and rel ected in the early Islamic society.  56   Furthermore, 

the unyielding monotheism of the Qur’an, coupled with its insistence 

on rational piety that required obeying none but God and his Prophet  , 

encouraged questioning authority and using one’s own reason instead of 

following tradition or other men’s judgment.  57    

after its formative phase when it acquired the stable meaning of the entire Muslim 

Community.  

  54     For a discussion of the “strikingly egalitarian”   nature of early Islamic society and their 

Qur’anic inspiration, “accentuated . . . by its conjunction with . . . Arab tribalism,” see 

L. Marlow,  Hierarchy and Egalitarianism in Islamic Thought  (Cambridge University 

Press,  2002 ), 1–6; esp. 4.  

  55     E.g., Q, 13:11.  

  56     The egalitarianism   of early Islamic society along with the Qur’anic concept of piety 

historically materialized in the form of excellence (in faith and devotion;  fa   d    ı̄   la ) and pre-

cedence (in embracing Islam;  s   a4   biqa ) as being the foremost requirements for leadership 

(A. Afsaruddin,  Excellence and Precedence: Medieval Islamic Discourse on Legitimate 

Leadership  [Brill,  2002 ]); idem, “The Excellences of the Qur’an: Textual Sacrality and 

the Organization of Early Islamic Society,”  JAOS  122.1 ( 2002 ): 18. To take one instance, 

 ʿ Umar is told by one of his governors that he left Ibn Abz a4 , a  mawl   a4   (a slave or freedman) 

in charge of Mecca behind him because “he is a reciter of the Book of God the Exalted,” 

to which the  am   ı̄   r al-mu   ʾ    min   ı ̄   n  exclaimed, “God raises some by this Qur’an and dimin-

ishes other by it” (ibid.).  

  57     The blind following of one’s forefathers or customs is scorned frequently in the Qur’an, 

for instance, 21:53, 26:74, 43:22, 43:23, and evidence ( sul   t    a4   n ) for claims frequently 

demanded, as in 7:71, 10:68.  
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  Ulu ’l-amr 

 The natural problem that arose from the passing of the prophetic mission 

to the entire community of believers  58   is that of organization within the 

community. There are surprisingly few verses that allow for hierarchy   

or structure within the community, and only a couple that are explicit. 

One states: “O you who believe! Obey God, and obey the Messenger, 

and those charged with authority among you. If you differ in anything 

among yourselves, refer it to God and His Messenger. . .” (4:59). Thus 

sandwiched between the exhortations to obey God and his Prophet   is 

the command to obey “those charged with authority among you” – 

 ulu ’l-amr minkum  – which, both in the qur’anic discursive context and its 

early Muslim reception, referred to leaders of expeditions or delegations 

rather than experts of legal or religious knowledge, and hence pointed 

to primarily a political rather than epistemological organization.  59   The 

verse does not indicate how this authority is to be acquired, but it does 

indicate the need for discipline and obedience (an understandable con-

cern in a community not accustomed to state control), but also the limits 

of that obedience (i.e., only inasmuch as such obedience does not entail 

contradicting God and the Messenger). The suggestion that the leaders 

are “from among you” and not a superior breed corroborates the general 

qur’anic spirit of egalitarianism  . 

 There is at least one other verse that advised returning confusing ques-

tions in matters of public concern to “those charged with authority” so 

that “those who could investigate that matter could know the judgment 

regarding it.”  60   Once again, the ethos is political, and the authorities 

and investigators implied are more likely to be experienced leaders and 

strategists than trained jurists. What’s more, the wording permits that 

  58     The analogy of the  umma ’  s mission to that of the Prophet’  s is clear: “so that you [all] be 

witnesses unto humankind and the Messenger a witness unto you . . .” (2:143).  

  59     The exegetical history of this term is revealing: According to the more tradition-

ally sound reports attributed to the chief exegete of the i rst generation,  ʿ Abd All a4 h b. 

 ʿ Abb a4 s (d.  ca . 68/688 or 70/690), this phrase primarily referred to the leaders of mis-

sions and delegations that the Prophet   dispatched out of Medina  .  T abar ı3   ,  J   a4   mi   ʿ     al-bay   a4   n 

f   ı̄    ta’w   ı̄   l al-qur’a4n , 24 vol. (Mu’assasa al-Ris a4 la,  2000 ), 8:495f., lists six reports that 

take  ulu ’l-amr  to mean leaders or rulers and then a dozen that take it to mean scholars. 

Ultimately,  T abar ı3  concludes that the i rst opinion is the correct one on the basis of three 

general   h   ad   ı̄   th  reports that require obeying the ruler. For the historical evolution of the 

two meanings of this phrase, see Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 37–8.  

  60     “When there comes to them some matter touching (public) safety or fear, they divulge 

it. Had they only referred it to the Messenger and those in authority among them, those 

seeking its meaning ( yastanbi   t    u4   nah   u4  ) would have found it out for them” (Q, 4:83).  
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the “authorities” ( ulu ’l-amr ) and “investigators” not necessarily be the 

same person. This also reinforces the early exegetical reports that take the 

authorities implied in both verses to be political leaders who may happen 

to be, or else must seek the advice of, experts on matters of strategy or 

scriptural interpretation. 

  Sh u4 r a4  

     Besides the concept of the religio-political community, that is,  umma     , 

which must obey authorities from within itself as long as they obey the 

Qur’an and the Prophet  , another key qur’anic concept is  sh   u4   r   a4  , or con-

sultation.  61   Although not exclusively a political concept, it does seem to 

have had primarily normative political connotations as being the way the 

believers in positions of authority ought to make collective decisions.  62   

The concept needed little elaboration, for in this case the Qur’an  simply 

reinforced a pre-Islamic Arab tribal trait. The Prophet practiced  sh   u4   r   a4   

(i.e., consulted) with his companions in collective decision making. In one 

of the two verses where it appears, the Qur’an commands and approves of 

the Prophet’s act of seeking consultation and of acquiescing to the majority 

on a decision that went against his own better judgment, thus suggesting 

the practice of  sh   u4   r   a4   as a virtue in principle and not merely an expedient 

tactic to consolidate loyalty.  63   The logic of the Prophet’s  sh   u4   r   a4   is strength-

ened by the fact, amply evident in the Qur’an as well as   h   ad   ı̄   th , that not 

all decisions even of the Prophet were considered divinely ordained in a 

direct sense nor his authority deemed absolute; that his followers appre-

ciated that he made judgment calls or strategic decisions that the Qur’an 

at times corrected and criticized; and that his followers were aware of 

the distinction between divine command and his opinion.  64   However, the 

  61     Western scholars’ attitude toward  sh   u4   r   a4   has been largely dismissive of its political signif-

icance and is often limited to a discussion of  ʿ Umar’s nomination of six candidates, one 

of whom was to be elected by  sh   u4   r   a4   (for instance,  EI   2  , s.v. “Sh u4 r a4”  [C. E. Bosworth]).  

  62     Q, 42:38 and 3:159. See also, Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 35 ff. and idem,  al-Umma , 78–83.  

  63     Traditional reports about the Prophet   that occasioned the main  sh   u4   r   a4   verse (3:159) sug-

gest that it addressed a case when the Prophet and the senior Companions disagreed with 

the majority and the Prophet obliged.  T abar ı3   ,  J   a4   mi   ʿ     al-bay   a4   n , 7:343–5; there is disagree-

ment on whether the Prophet himself was commanded to seek  sh   u4   r   a4   for its own sake or 

only to win over his followers’ hearts.  T abar ı3  himself opts for the latter, arguing that the 

Prophet needed no advice because God could inform him of any matter. In any case, the 

implication for anyone after the Prophet is clear.  

  64     For the Qur’an’s censure of the Prophet’  s actions, see 8:68; 33:37; 66:1; 80:1–5. In an 

amusing anecdote, a freed slave girl is asked by the Prophet to consider returning to her 

former husband, upon which she inquires whether he is commanding her or merely sug-

gesting; she then rejects the suggestion. See  Sunan Ibn M   a4   jah , “K. al- T al a4 q,” no. 2065, JK.  
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Qur’an also established the uniqueness of the Prophet’s authority, later 

articulated in the concept of the Prophet’s protection from error (  ʿ    i   s   ma ), 

and warned his followers of the necessity to submit to the Prophet in 

an absolute sense, bestowing prima facie probity to any judgment of the 

Prophet not explicitly revoked.  65   

 The occasion of the succession of the Prophet   and the accession of 

Ab u4  Bakr   is shrouded in controversy, yet despite their divergence, these 

accounts establish at the minimum that the i rst successors (caliphs) of 

the Prophet did not have the i nal and revelation-backed authority of 

the Prophet; rather, they served as i rst among equals. This was natural 

enough, for institutionalization of charisma takes time, and if the suc-

cessors did not inherit the Prophet’s authority and if the appointment of 

the caliph was contested, which all sources agree it was, the authority of 

the i rst caliph must have been quite precarious. The caliph did, however, 

quickly come to serve as the main reference point for political, legal, and 

theological issues, particularly in the face of the threats apostasy wars 

posed to the nascent Medinan state. This state of affairs is better under-

stood as the lack of differentiation or dei nition of various functions and 

authorities of the new caliph, natural in a nascent community lacking 

developed political heritage, rather than the absoluteness of the authority 

of the caliph. 

 The Qur’an and most likely the Prophet   himself having been silent on 

the subject,  66   it was the conduct and decisions of Ab u 4  Bakr   that helped 

dei ne the role of the Prophet’s successor to a large degree. The i rst dei n-

ing moment was Ab u 4  Bakr’s purported deployment of the Qur’anic verse 

in the wake of the Prophet’s demise, which reminded the believers that 

the mission of Islam was not concluded with the life of the Prophet.  67   

Ab u 4  Bakr’s decisiveness against the so-called apostate tribes settled 

another fundamental question for centuries to come, if not forever.  68   

The question ultimately was whether allegiance to the Medinan state, 

  65     Q, 4:65. On different views of the Prophet’  s   ʿ    i   s   ma  in Islamic tradition, see S. Ahmed, “Ibn 

Taymiyya   and the Satanic Verses,”  SI  87 ( 1998 ): 67–124.  

  66     Whether the Prophet   explicitly chose a successor is a major point of disagreement: the 

majority opinion among the Sunnis remains that he did not, and among the Im a4 m ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a, 

that he did. For an early Zayd ı3    Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    opinion that he did not, see later.  

  67     Q, 3:144: “Muhammad is no more than an apostle: many were the apostles that passed 

away before him. If he died or were slain, will ye then Turn back on your heels? If any 

did turn back on his heels, not the least harm will he do to Allah. But Allah will swiftly 

reward those who (serve Him) with gratitude.”  

  68     A. al- ʿ Askar,  Al-Yam   a4   ma in the Early Islamic Era  (Garnett Publishing,  2002 ), who 

explains that many had not embraced Islam to begin with.  
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the expression of the political unity of the  umma     , was part and parcel 

of being Muslim;  69   Ab u 4  Bakr’s answer was a decisive yes – although the 

implications of this afi rmation remained ambiguous.  70   A third interven-

tion by the i rst caliph, equally signii cant but less appreciated, was his 

explication of the role of the caliph in his inauguration speech: “I have 

been given charge over you while I am not the best of you. If I do well, 

support me, and if I err, straighten me . . . obey me so long as I obey Allah 

and His Messenger – but if I disobey Allah and His Messenger, you have 

no obligation to obey me.”  71     This attitude of Ab u 4  Bakr   responded to 

a central question about the nature of the ofi ce of Prophet’   s succes-

sor, namely, whether or not that ofi ce carried with it any inherently 

divine authority that gave an infallible character to its occupier. What’s 

more, the guardian of the Community  , on this view, had a guardian: the 

Community itself. 

 The Medinan state under the i rst successors of the Prophet   loosely 

embraced the principle of  sh   u4   r   a4  , which had had clear limits in the life of 

the Prophet; however, those limits now had to expand signii cantly. All 

issues, whether devotional or practical, that did not have a clear answer 

in the Qur’an or Prophet’s teachings could now be the object of  sh   u4   r   a4  . 

Yet no systematic attempt appears to have been made to include non-

senior members of the Community or, for that matter, to exclude them. 

Rather, there seems to be a lack of concern for institutionalization by men 

who perhaps could not imagine how “religiously” posterity would look 

at their commissions as well as omissions. 

 The second caliph,  ʿ Umar  , is seen in many reports as emphasizing the 

necessity of  sh   u4   r   a4   for the legitimate leadership of the Community. One 

report has  ʿ Umar say, “Whoever calls to his own rule or that of some-

one else without consultation ( mashwara ) with the Muslims must be 

  69     F. Donner, “The Formation of the Islamic State,”  JAOS  106.2 ( 1986 ): 283–96, writes, 

“The idea of indivisibility of political authority seem to go back to the earliest experi-

ences of the Islamic state and to the earliest chapter in Islamic history” (295). Despite the 

difi culty in practice of sustaining this idea of a unii ed state as a necessary expression 

of Islam in the face of the political frustrations of the ensuing centuries, Muslims, both 

Sunn ı3  and Sh ı3  ʿ a, on the whole have maintained it in different forms.  

  70     The Sh ı3  ʿ a came to consider political order under the right religious authority ( im   a4   m ) a 

part of creed, whereas the Sunnis consider the caliphate an obligation (i.e., to be attained 

if possible). See Chapter 2.  

  71     Ibn Qutayba al-D ı3 nwar ı3  (d. 276 AH),  Al-Im   a4   ma wa ’l-siy   a4   sa      (D a4 r al-Kutub al- ʿ Ilmiyya, 

1418/ 1997 ), 19 (the attribution of this book to Ibn Qutayba is disputed); Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 

102. For a slightly different version, see F. Donner (trans.),  The History of al-   T   abar   ı̄      , 

vol. X (SUNY Press,  1993 ), 11. For a discussion of another version of this speech as 

reported by al-J a4  h i z   , see Afsaruddin,  Excellence , 148–50.  
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executed.”  72   In one widespread report,  ʿ Umar describes the election   of Ab u4  

Bakr   as accidental or unpremeditated ( falta ) and strongly warns against 

pledging allegiance to a new caliph without the  sh   u4   r   a4   of the generality 

of Muslims.  73   Yet this particular speech of  ʿ Umar creates a few difi cul-

ties. For instance, the majority of the Helpers and senior members of the 

Immigrants reportedly participated in Ab u4  Bakr’s election, which means 

that  ʿ Umar’s critique was directed at the unplanned and unannounced 

nature of Ab u4  Bakr’s election, and his view of  sh   u4   r   a4   would then seem to 

be that the generality of Muslims must be informed of the consultation, 

if not invited to participate in it. The other difi culty in this account is 

that  ʿ Umar’  s own election had involved even less  sh   u4   r   a4   than Ab u4  Bakr’s, 

unless we assume that the lack of  sh   u4   r   a4   in that case was mitigated by the 

fact that he was appointed or at least nominated by the reigning caliph. 

In some reports,  ʿ Umar considers options for his succession and even con-

siders nominating no one, as the Prophet   had done. Other reports have 

 ʿ Umar nominating (or appointing) someone, as Ab u4  Bakr had done in 

choosing him.  74   One way to resolve this contradiction, if we accept both 

sets of traditions as sound, is to assume that  ʿ Umar considered Ab u4  Bakr’s 

choice of him as nomination rather than appointment, which was then 

put to  sh   u4   r   a4   and ratii ed.  75   

  ʿ Umar’  s practice also provides a clear example of the signii cance of 

 sh   u4   r   a4   for the early caliphs. In one instance, when deciding the fate of the 

conquered lands of Iraq,  ʿ Umar’s opinion was strongly against dividing 

such vast lands among the conquering army, as had been the practice of 

his predecessors. Yet he could not impose his opinion and hence called for 

 sh   u4   r   a4   i rst the leading Immigrants and then, when a decision could not 

be reached, he further included in the process ten important personages 

from the Helpers. After a long debate, which according to some reports 

continued for three days,  ʿ Umar found a qur’anic verse to settle the argu-

ment, and only then could the council be convinced.  76   

  72      ʿ Abd al-Razzaq al- S an ʿ  a4 n ı3 ,  al-Mu   s   annaf , 11 vols. (al-Maktab al-Isl a4 m ı3 , 1403), 5:445.  

  73     The report has it: “No one should deceive himself by saying that Ab u4  Bakr’  s  bay   ʿ    a      was 

an accident [ falta ] and worked out well. It indeed was so but God saved [us from] its 

evil. . . If someone pledges allegiance to a man without consultation with the generality of 

Muslims, then the man pledging and the one being pledged must be executed” ( S an ʿ  a4 n ı3 , 

 al-Mu   s   annaf , 5:445). The same report appears in Ibn Hish a4 m (d. 183/799),  S   ı̄   rat al-nab   ı̄  , 

5 vols., ed. Majd ı3  Fat h  ı3  al-Sayyid (D a4 r al- S a h  a4 ba li’l-Tur a4 th, 1416/1995), 4:365, par. 

2097; Bukh a4 r ı3 , “K. al-Mu h  a4 rib ı3 n,” no. 6918.  

  74     Ibn Sa ʿ d,   T   abaq   a4   t , 3:353.  

  75     This, at least, seems to be the view of Ibn Taymiyya  ; see Chapter 7.  

  76     Ab u4  Y u4 suf  ,  K. al-Khar   a4   j      (al-Maktaba al-Salai yya,  1382 ), 25–6.  
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 The theme of  sh   u4   r   a4   is also evident in accounts of  ʿ Al ı3  ’ s accession to the 

caliphal ofi ce. When his supporters wished to pledge   allegiance to him as 

the next caliph, “ʿAl ı3  said at the occasion of his accession to the caliphate  , 

“My  bay   ʿ    a    h  [pledge] cannot be clandestine, nor can it take place without 

the agreement of Muslims. . . . [Despite the threat against him] he refused 

for it to take place except in the main mosque. Thus, the Immigrants and 

the Helpers proceeded to give their pledge, followed by the [generality of 

the] people.”  77   Similarly, at the occasion of the arbitration between  ʿ Al ı3  

and Mu ʿa4 wiya  , the arbiters reportedly agreed to suspend their respective 

claimants and leave the matter of caliphate to  sh   u4   r   a4   ( ja   ʿ    l al-amr sh   u4   r   a4  ), 

or, in another reported wording, to let the Community decide which of 

the two it preferred for the position. The matter, however, came to naught 

as Mu ʿa4 wiya’s representative famously backed out.  78   

 Despite the recurrent indications of its signii cance, however,  sh   u4   r   a4   

remained an expansive concept akin to prudence, diplomacy, and consen-

sus   building, not a precise political institution. Yet the political potency 

of this concept was such that it dei ned the political struggles of the i rst 

century and a half of Islam, giving rise, or at least providing ammunition, 

to numerous rebellions against rulers who were seen as having fallen 

short in their practice of  sh   u4   r   a4  ; this continued until the concept itself 

evolved away from its egalitarian   and destabilizing implications. It is this 

potency of  sh   u4   r   a4   that has led modern scholars such as Fazlur Rahman   

to read modern concepts seamlessly into the Qur’an, thus representing 

a widespread modernist tendency: “To carry on their collective business 

(government), the Qur’an asks [Muslims] to institute  sh   u4   r   a4   (a consulta-

tive council or assembly), where the will of the people can be expressed 

by representation.  Sh   u4   r   a4   was a pre-Islamic democratic Arab institution 

which the Qur’an established.”  79   

 Furthermore, as argued earlier, there is evidence that early Muslims 

consciously understood their way of ruling to be distinct from and 

superior to kingship ( mulk     ) precisely on account of  sh   u 4   r   a 4  . According 

to a report by Ibn Sa ʿ d (168–230/784–845) of the statement of the 

pro- ʿ Alid Companion Ab u 4  M u 4 sa al-Ash ʿ ar ı 3    (d. ca. 42–52/662–72) dur-

ing the reign of Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya,   the major difference between the two is 

that “Leadership ( imra ) is that which is carried out collectively [or 

attained through collective opinion], while kingship ( mulk ) is that 

  77       T   ab .  , 4:427.  

  78       T   ab .  , 3:112–3.  

  79     F. Rahman,  Major Themes of the Qur’an  (Bibliotheca Islamica, 1989), 43.  
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which dominates by the sword.”  80   One   h    ad   ı̄   th  has it, “The caliphate in 

my Community ( umma ) is thirty years, then [it will become] kingship 

after that.” After this statement of the Prophet  , the tradition reports 

a dialog between the reporting Companion and the Successor ( t   a 4   bi   ʿ     ı̄  ) 

who narrated it. The upshot of the dialog, which seems to have taken 

place in the early Umayyad   period, was that the Umayyad claim to be 

the caliphs is false, for they are in fact “kings from among the worst 

of them!”  81       

 Finally, early Islamic thought seems aware of the rational aspect 

of the job of ruling; it was not, in other words, assumed to be “God’s 

rule.” The issue of human agency was posed quite starkly by the Kh a 4 rij ı 3    

militants who asserted that “the   h    ukm  [rule/judgment] is for none but 

God” – an assertion based on a qur’a 4nic verse  82   that some of them took 

to mean that no human agency was therefore needed.  ʿ Al ı 3  is reported in 

both Sh ı 3  ʿ  ı 3    and Sunni   collections to have responded: “The rule is for God, 

indeed, but on earth there are rulers. People cannot do without a chief 

[ am   ı ̄   r ] – be he [in his person] pious or impious – who gathers the scat-

tered affairs and unites them, distributes the revenues, i ghts the enemy 

[ yuj   a 4   hid al-   ʿ    aduww ] . . . so that the pious may be at peace and saved 

from the impious.”  83   This statement, far from considering the caliphate   

God’s hand, limits its functions to four: internal peace and security, dis-

tribution of revenues and resources, defense against external enemies, 

and dispensation of justice. It notably lacks any specii cally religious 

function of the state unless  jih   a 4   d      is considered strictly religious.  84   This is 

not to say it precludes any ritual signii cance for the Muslim ruler alto-

gether, but it certainly seems to contradict any suggestion that without a 

caliph, religious life would be relegated to illegitimacy or ineffectuality. 

The justii cations proposed are rational rather than of creedal or ritual 

import, and notably absent is the need for an infallible leader to guide 

the community in religious matters.  

  80     Ibn Sa ʿ d,  al-   T   abaq   a4   t al-Kubra  (D a4 r Bayr u4 t, 1957), 4:113; Sayyid,  Jam   a4    a , 118.  

  81      Musnad A   h   mad , 5:220, qtd. in Sayyid,  Jam   a4    a , 118.  

  82     Based on a qur’anic phrase repeated at least thrice – 6:57, 12:40, 12:67 – and many more 

times in different wording.  

  83     The Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    source for this quote being: al-Shar ı3 f al-Ri d  a4 ,  Nahj al-bal   a4   gha , ed. Mu h ammad 

 ʿ Abduh (D a4 r al- H ad ı3 th,  2004 ), 67; Ibn Ab ı3  ’l- H ad ı3 d,  Shar   h    nahj al-bal   a4   gha , qtd. in 

Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 28. A similar report is found in  S an ʿ  a4 n ı3 ,  al-Mu   s   annaf , 10:149. For a 

thorough analysis of  S an ʿ  a4 n ı3’ s  Mu   s   annaf , which dates it on the basis of content-cum-

source analysis to, at the latest, the last quarter of the i rst/seventh century, see Motzki, 

 Origins .  

  84     Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 49.  
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  Siy a4 sa 

 The political concepts attending early Islam presented so far, including 

the “ umma ,” which inherits the prophetic mission and whose affairs are 

managed by “authorities from within it” through “consultation,”   – repre-

sent a conscious break from the Israelite tradition in the sense that God’s 

spokesmen now no longer ruled directly.  85   This break is not unremark-

able, for in most ways continuity with the Israelite tradition was the rule. 

The Qur’an referred to the Israelites frequently as an earlier community 

of Muslims from whose examples, both good and bad, Muslims were to 

learn. Yet despite this sense of similarity and continuity, there is evidence 

in early Islam of the recognition of a categorical difference between 

Islamic and Israelite attitudes toward political power, for the Muslim 

Prophet   had been the last one, and the caliphs after him were neither 

divinely chosen nor guided in a direct sense. This belief is expressed in 

the following   h    ad   ı ̄   th  report: “The Israelites used to be led by proph-

ets [ k   a 4   nat ban   u 4    isr   a 4    ’    ı ̄   l tas   u 4   suhum al-anbiy   a 4’  ]; whenever a prophet died, 

another followed him. But after me, there is no prophet, but there will be 

many deputies [ khulaf   a 4’  ].”  86   The root “s.w.s” used in this report to refer 

to the Israelite prophet’s management and leadership of his people also 

provides the Arabic word for politics,  siy   a 4   sa     . This   h    ad   ı ̄   th  report, which 

circulated at the latest during the late i rst/seventh century, (and there is 

little reason to doubt its attribution to the Prophet  ), can be credited with 

the i rst use of the root “s.w.s” in this sense in Islamic sources. Originally 

derived from an ancient word that referred to the training and admin-

istration of horses, it has generally been used to mean ruling through 

making policies and administering them.  87   The end of  siy   a 4   sa  by prophets 

entails a future in which it will be the  ulu ’l-amr minkum  – members of 

the  umma  with no divine claim – who will be responsible for the lead-

ership of the  umma . 

  85     Cf. Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 117.  

  86     This   h   ad   ı̄   th  is graded authentic by traditional critics, although it is reported through 

an   a4    h    a4   d  chain. It was narrated by Ahmad in his  Musnad ,  Bukh   a4   r   ı̄   (K. al-Anbiy a4’ ) and 

 Muslim  (K. al-Im a4 ra). Ahmad’s chain is “A h mad b.  H anbal – Mu h ammad b. Ja ʿ far – 

Shu ʿ ba – Fur a4 t al-Qazz a4 z – Ab u4   H  a4 zim (d. ca. 100/718) – Ab u4  Hurayra.” Another chain 

in  Musnad Ab   ı̄     ʿ    Aw   a4   na  is “Fur a4 t’s son – Fur a4 t – Ab u4   H  a4 zim – Ab u4  Hurayra” ( Musnad 

Abi    ʿ    Aw   a4   na , 4:410). The chains merge at Fur a4 t b.  ʿ Abd All a4 h al-Qazz a4 z, who l ourished 

in K u4 fa   during the late i rst and early second century AH.  

  87     The Arabic verb  s   a4   sa  etymologically relates to attending or caring for horses. B. Lewis, 

“Translation from Arabic,”  Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society  124.1 

(1980): 41–7, 44.  
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 Although conceptually  siy   a4   sa      – understood as the ruler’s wise man-

agement of men and groups and the rational weighing of options in the 

service of the polity’s goals – aptly describes the way of ruling of the 

early caliphs, the i rst use of the term  siy   a4   sa  that I have come across is by 

the i rst Umayyads   during the mid-i rst century. According to one report, 

Ziy a4 d [b. Ab ı3 h] (d. 53/673) said:

  The Chief of the Believers [Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   (d. 61/680)] did not object to any of my 
policies ( siy   a4   sa     ) except once, [when] I employed a man who collected too much 
tax [and embezzled?], and fearing that I would chastise him, he l ed to the Chief 
of the Believers, who wrote to him that such conduct is tantamount to lack of 
respect for the one before me [in authority over you, namely, Ziy a4 d], and he 
wrote to me, “It is not proper for me or you to apply the same policy   [ nas   u4   su 
al-n   a4   sa siy   a4   satan w   a4    h   ida ], to either be soft towards all, which would encourage 
them to feel lax in sin, or to be harsh towards them all, which would cause their 
ruin. Rather, you should deal with them in a harsh and strict manner while I shall 
deal with them kindly and mercifully.”  88    

 This early usage of  siy   a4   sa       89   seems to connote, at this point, ruling pru-

dently and politically and does not have any sense of being in contradic-

tion with the normative way of Islam,  d   ı̄   n , or Shar ı3  ʿ a  . 

 It may strike one as odd that while recounting qur’anic political con-

cepts I have not so far introduced the concept of  khil   a4   fa . This is in part 

because the term  khal   ı̄   fa      as used in the Qur’an does not seem to have any 

relation to the internal political organization of the Muslim Community. 

Wad a4 d al-Q a4  d  ı3  enumerates its various meanings during the Umayyad   

period  90   and concludes that no attempt seems to have been made by the 

  88     Ibn Ab ı3  Shayba (d. 235),  Mu   s   annaf , 6:187, the  isn   a4   d  being: “ʿAbd All a4 h b. 

 al-Numayr –Muj a4 lid – Sha ʿ bi (d. 103/721).”  

  89     Cf. Schacht’  s assertion that  siy   a4   sa      was a later Abbasid   development: “The discretionary 

power of the sovereign which enables [the ruler], in theory, to apply and to complete the 

sacred law, and, in practice, to regulate by virtually independent legislation matters of 

police, taxation, and criminal justice, all of which had escaped the control of the  q   a4    d   i  in 

early  ʿ Abbasid times, was later called  siy   a4   sa ” (Schacht,  Introduction , 54).  

  90     W. al-Q a4  d  ı3 , “The Term “Khal ı3 fa” in Early Exegetical Literature,”  Die Welt Des Islams  

28.1 ( 1988 ): 392–411. She observes that the root “kh-l-f” appears nine times in the 

Qur’an, often in the context of God making someone  khal   ı̄   fa      of the earth or on the earth, 

and her survey of the exegetical literature of the Umayyad   period shows that the root 

was ascribed i ve meanings: (1) to succeed, (2) to replace someone temporarily as a dep-

uty, (3) to replace permanently someone who has perished, (4) to inhabit or cultivate, 

and (5) to rule (as in 2:251, referring to God’s making of David a successor on the earth) 

(398–404). The i rst three of these convey the sense that the basic meaning of the term 

is for someone to succeed another, and the question is whether this succession is tempo-

rary or permanent; the last two are merely contextual elaborations, for to inhabit and 
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Umayyad-period exegetes to employ the term in order to ground the 

Umayyad authority in the Qur’an; that trend caught on among the ulama   

only in the Abbasid   period (note that on Crone   and Hinds’s view, one 

would expect the opposite).  91   Furthermore, that the Umayyads had some 

divine right to rule and be obeyed as God’s caliphs was “a claim made 

by Wal ı3 d II   in 125/742  for the i rst time in Umayyad history , in the tes-

tament in which he appointed his two sons as his consecutive successors 

to the caliphate  .”  92   Wal ı3 d II’s use of the “Adam verse” (2:30) to refer to 

himself, al-Q a4  d  ı3  notes, does not seem to have impressed the contempo-

rary exegetes, inept as that reference in itself had been, for that particular 

verse clearly referred to the entirety of humankind and not the ruler as 

being the “ khal   ı ̄   fa ”; it made no reference to anyone being “God’s  khal   ı̄   fa , 

and i nally, forewarned of this  khal   ı ̄   fa ’s proclivity to “cause corruption 

and spill blood.”  93   We may therefore conclude that the qur’anic usage of 

the term  khal   ı̄   fa  was not the chief reason why it came to refer to the ruler 

of the Muslims. Rather, it was most likely applied early on to those who 

literally “succeeded the Prophet  .” As such, it offered no dei nitive theo-

logical advantage.  94   Even when the phrase “God’s caliph” was used, as 

noted earlier, it did not connote too much more than “the caliph of God’s 

Prophet.” 

 The early Islamic political vision presented here has the following char-

acteristics: (1) It places the  umma , the community of all the believers, as 

the recipient of the Prophet’  s mission to humankind; one qur’anic term to 

refer to this mission is  al-   ʿ    ahd , keeping of God’s covenant.  95   (2) It requires 

cultivate or rule the earth is related to this root because in either case the idea is to take 

the place of others who did so before. She concludes that in the Qur’an the term does not 

carry primarily political connotation, and the early exegetes did not give it the political 

meaning of ruling. The meaning (5) is specii c to David. The exegetes were mostly puz-

zled by the “Adam verse,” in which  khal   ı̄   fa  referred to humankind as a whole, and it was 

not clear whom Adam or his progeny were supposed to succeed or replace.  

  91     Ibid., 406–7.  

  92     Ibid., 410 (emphasis added).  

  93     Wal ı3 d II   attempts to conl ate the general sense of deputyship ( khil   a4   fa ) of the entire 

humankind on earth, as stated in the Qur’an in reference to the story of creation (Q 2:30 

ff), with the specii c sense of the deputyship (of God or the Prophet  ) as a political ofi ce, 

such as attributed to David in the Qur’an (Q 7:129; 24:55; 38:26).  

  94     The   h   ad   ı̄   th  reports, in contrast, mention the Prophet’  s successors as  khulaf   a4’   (sg.  khal   ı̄   fa     ), 

but despite their internal differences, they do not cast the caliphs, with the exception of 

the i rst two, three, or four, in particularly positive light and frequently advise tolerating 

their oppression (Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 89).  

  95     The Qur’an frequently mentions “the covenant” with reference to the Israelite prophets 

(2:40), but all earlier communities who received a prophet in effect had a covenant that 

they often failed to keep (7:102). The Muslims constituted the new community that 
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rendering qualii ed obedience to authorities from among  themselves. 

(3) It requires  sh   u4   r   a4      , the practice of participation and consultation in col-

lective affairs, and (4) by corollary, considers the Community’s collective 

affairs in need of rational human management. Finally, another corollary 

of the Community’s inheritance of the mission and God’s covenant is 

that (5) this vision considers the caliph   answerable to those he rules, the 

Community. I will name this the Community-centered   vision of Islam, 

that is, a vision of ordering authority and responsibility of Islam’s mis-

sion (i.e., commanding   right, forbidding wrong, upholding faith) in such 

a way that the entirety of the Community, rather than a ruler, particu-

lar institution, or lineage, stands atop the hierarchy   of legitimation. This 

Community, of course, is ruled by a successor of the Prophet but one who 

does not inherit the infallible authority of the Prophet. The ruler is given 

that authority to dispense with the worldly aspect of ofi ce of the Prophet 

through his election   and appointment by the Community. Only the ruler 

who can fuli ll the onerous responsibility of shepherding the  umma  in 

accordance with the Qur’an and the way of the Prophet while also con-

sulting with it can be called the true successor ( khal   ı̄   fa ) of the Prophet; 

those who fail to do so are caliphs only in name. 

 The Community-centered   vision of Islam was not merely an ideal 

expressed in the Qur’an, but was inherent to the qur’anic doctrinal struc-

ture. It responds to the key question of early Islam: How could a ruler 

who enjoys no infallibility,   as the Prophet   did, take his place in guiding 

both the political and religious life of the community? This perhaps unar-

ticulated yet ineluctable question seems to have been an underlying theme 

in much of the political turmoil of the early centuries. We have shown 

the implausibility of the answer proposed by Crone   and Hinds: that the 

Prophet’s infallibility continued with the successors of the Prophet. A 

more plausible answer has been proposed by Tilman Nagel, who sug-

gested that although the Prophetic authority did discontinue after his 

demise, an  Ersatzinstitutionen  (surrogate) was found in the devotion 

to the Sunna (thus keeping the Prophet virtually alive) or the imamate   

(ascribing functional infallibility to a living person, possibly the ruler).  96   

Insightful as this recognition is, it fails to recognize the most obvious 

received the covenant of God after the Israelites and are warned against violating it 

(3:76–7; 13:20; 16:91). The substance of the covenant encompasses all of religion but 

specii cally comprises observing strict monotheism and bearing witness to all human-

kind, as described in the aforementioned “constitutional” verses.  

  96     Cited in Zaman  , 8.  
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candidate to inherit the Prophetic “mission,” “charisma,” or covenant 

( al-   ʿ    ahd ): the Community.    

  from khil   a4   fa to mulk, or negotiating 
sh   u4   r   a4      and jam   a4    ʿ   a   

   The Community  -centered   vision of early Islam, when brought to bear 

on real political life, comprised two parts. The role and responsibility 

that went along with “being the best community” necessitated the tasks 

of learning, teaching, and elaborating the divine message, critiquing the 

Community’s observance of it, and enjoining righteousness and forbid-

ding wrong  within  the Community so that it may live up to its ideals. 

This i rst part was inward-looking and, without the dogma of the infal-

libility   or religious supremacy of any one authority or institution and 

with emphasis on  sh   u4   r   a4       and mutual advice, it (this i rst part) necessitated 

a distributed authority. There may be, after all, many members of the 

Community who are more pious and knowledgeable than the caliph. The 

second part concerned the mission to the rest of humankind, which dur-

ing the Umayyad   era primarily meant the unity of the Community and 

 jih   a4   d      at the frontiers. This part necessitated a central caliphal author-

ity. The two aspects of this vision are far from disjunctive or mutually 

contradictory, but a source of tension, which scholars like Lapidus have 

noted perhaps in too exaggerated a form, does seem to exist. How could 

the two aspects of this mission coexist? 

 Inasmuch as this vision remained dependent on the piety and integ-

rity of those in authority rather than enshrined in robust institutions, 

its inherent tension could readily yield another vision in which the 

ruler became the center and the Community’  s rights were left to the 

mercy of the ruler’s pious scruple. The effects of what Gibb   has called 

the over-rapid expansion of Islam, already visible during the third and 

fourth caliphs’ reign, led during Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’  s reign to a readjustment in 

the modus operandi and vision of the caliph’s ofi ce. The transfer of the 

caliphate to Damascus   is described in idealist sources as the transforma-

tion of caliphate to kingship. Perhaps to add decisiveness, Mu ʿ  a4 wiya is 

made to say, “I am the i rst of kings” and, some traditions add, “and the 

last of caliphs.”  97   This change was registered by early Muslims as the loss 

of  sh   u4   r   a4      , which remained the most important weapon in the armor of the 

  97     Ibn Kath ı3 r  ,  Bid   a4   ya , 8:144.  
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critics of the Umayyads  . Some even saw it as the end of caliphate itself 

and as the advent of worldly kingship ( mulk     ) in Islam. The   h   ad   ı ̄   th  reports 

on the subject express inevitability as well as censure of kingship,  98   and 

the general religious opinion of the period suggests that the Umayyads 

were excluded from the honor roll of the  R   a4   shid   u4   n  (Rightly Guided   ones) 

chiel y because of their abandoning of  sh   u4   r   a4   (consultation).  99   

 The Umayyads   could lay claim to many redeeming qualities, the most 

important of which was their ability to hold together an increasingly vol-

atile empire. Later hostile accounts portray Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   as a villain and a 

cowardly usurper, whereas Sunni   accounts range from a grudging accep-

tance of his political wisdom while emphasizing the worldly character of 

his rule to a more reverent acceptance of his place among the Companions. 

During his own time, it appears that he was accepted, perhaps grudg-

ingly, by most for his ability to bring peace – the year of his accession 

being known as the “year of union” (  ʿ     a4   m al-jam   a4    ʿ    a     ), and the ensuing 

twenty years coni rmed his talent in diplomacy and maintaining peace.  100   

In ideological warfare, which they ultimately lost, the Umayyads empha-

sized their leadership of  jih   a4   d     , Islamic grounds for the supremacy of the 

Quraysh, the culpability of the senior Companions in Medina   in aban-

doning  ʿ Uthm a4 n, which nullii ed their right to  sh   u4   r   a4      , and i nally, pure and 

simple will of God that had favored the Umayyads.  101   Even as it dismayed 

the idealists, many could appreciate the advantages of Umayyad rule, 

     98     For a list and analysis of such   h   ad   ı̄   th  reports, see Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 61–121, esp. 117–9.  

     99     For  H asan al-Ba s r ı3’ s famous list of Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’  s four deadly sins, among them lack of 

 sh   u4   r   a4      , see  T ab.  , 3:232; Ibn Kath ı3 r  ,  Bid   a4   ya , 8:139.  

  100     For an overview of the political history of the Umayyad   period, see Hugh Kennedy, 

 The Prophet     and the Age of the Caliphs  (Pearson Education Ltd., 1986); in particular, 

on Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’  s reign, 82–4. For an excellent recent survey of historical depictions of 

Mu ʿ  a4 wiya, see Khaled Keshk,  The Historian’s Mu   ʿ     a4   wiya: The Depiction of Mu   ʿ     a4   wiya in 

the Early Islamic Sources  (VDM Verlag Dr. M ü ller, 2008). Many modern scholars like 

H. A. R. Gibb  , J. Wellhausen, H. Lammens, and E. L. Peterson, following Ibn Khald u4 n  , 

see Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’s successful adoption of existing Arab tribal systems adjusted according 

to the available imperial models for ruling a vast empire as being more practical than 

the older model of pious but vulnerable caliphate. W. Madelung, however, sees him as a 

cowardly usurper. Both sets of historians ultimately choose which accounts they see as 

credible, although it seems that the view of the former set of scholars who see him in a 

moderate light as a shrewd politician is more persuasive (Keshk, 3). Also Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 

39.  

  101     On Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’  s justii cation of his rule by underscoring the superiority of Quraysh, see 

 T ab.  , 1:2909; Sayyid,  Umma , 128; that the Quraysh were the noblest of the Arabs is an 

idea put forth against the Helper’s candidacy by Ab u4  Bakr   and  ʿ Umar as well (San ʿ  a4 n ı3 , 

 Mu   s   annaf , 5:423; Bukhari, 8:211). For Mu ʿ  a4 wiya’s insistence on the Quraysh’s eternal 

right to caliphate, see Bukh a4 r ı3 , “K. al-Man a4 qib,” no. 3540; Sayyid,  Umma , 129–130.  
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thus according it what one scholar has called “pragmatic legitimacy.”  102   

The Umayyads’ success in restoring the unity ( jam   a4    ʿ    a ) of the umma   was 

thus the single most effective justii cation that they used to trump the 

calls for  sh   u4   r   a4  .  103   It was perhaps in order to bolster this pragmatic justi-

i cation of their rule that, in Khalid Blankenship’s words, they turned the 

early Islamic state into a “ jih   a4   d  state,” although this measure seems to 

have met only temporary success and possibly led to their unpopularity 

and ultimate demise.  104     In fact, the Umayyad strategy of perpetual  jih   a4   d  

failed to harness religious sentiment from the get-go; Medinan jurists, for 

instance, remained critical of the  jih   a4   d  claims of the Umayyads.  105   Over 

time, this complex balance of justii cations and calculations increasingly 

leaned against the Umayyads, and they ran dangerously low not only on 

ideological but also pragmatic legitimacy. 

 Of the many Umayyad  -period critics and rebels who called for 

 sh   u 4   r   a 4      ,  106   the most successful was  ʿ Abd All a 4 h b. al-Zubayr, another mem-

ber of the Quraysh ı 3  elite and a young companion of the Prophet  .  107   

  102     Sayyid notes a distinction among Muslims of the i rst century AH between foundational 

legitimacy ( al-shar   ʿ    iyya al-ta’s   ı̄   siyya ) and pragmatic legitimacy ( al-shar   ʿ    iyya al-ma   s    a4   li   h  ; 

I prefer to distinguish the two as  formal  versus  substantive  bases of legitimacy) (idem, 

 Jam   a4    ʿ    a ,120).  

  103     Sayyid,  al-Umma , 132–4.  

  104     For the argument that the Umayyads’   foreign policy   of continuous  jih   a4   d      ultimately 

destroyed them, not the internal conl icts, see K. Blankinship,  The End of the Jihad 

State: The Reign of Hisham Ibn Abd Al-M   a4   lik     and the Collapse of the Umayyads  

(SUNY Press,  1994 ).  

  105     Sayyid points out that the Medinan jurists, for instance, resented the Umayyad   claims 

of religious authority and did not consider their  jih   a4   d      as sufi cient justii cation for 

their claims – they, accordingly, did not consider expansionist  jih   a4   d  as an obligation 

on Muslims. The Syrian jurists, on the other hand, who were more sympathetic (albeit 

never slavish) to the Umayyads obviously, saw  jih   a4   d  as an obligation and a sufi cient 

reason to support the less than ideal rulers (Sayyid,  Jam   a4    a , 32). See also R. Mottahedeh   

and R. al-Sayyid, “The Idea of Jihad in Islam before the Crusades,” in A. E. Laiou and 

R. Mottahedeh (eds.),  The Crusades from the Perspective of Byzantium and the Muslim 

World  (Dumbarton Oaks,  2001 ).  

  106      EI   2  , s.v. “Sh u4 r a4 ,” where Bosworth suggests that  sh   u4   r   a4       as a principle of election   seems to 

have been especially attractive during the Umayyad   period for zealots, rebels, and dis-

sidents. He points out  ʿ Umar II  , al- H  a4 rith b. Surayj  , Yaz ı3 d III, and the Kh a4 rij ı3 s   as having 

particularly underscored  sh   u4   r   a4  . Of more than a dozen signii cant revolts against the 

Umayyads, all the major ones were fueled by  sh   u4   r   a4   slogans. See  H .  ʿ A t w a4 n,  Mal   a4   mi   h    min 

al-sh   u4   r   a4    f   ı̄    al-   ʿ    a   s   r al-umawiyy  (Beirut: D a4 r al-J ı3 l,  1991 ); Abou El Fadl  , 70–4; Kennedy, 

 Prophet     , 101, 114–5.  

  107     For the role of  sh   u4   r   a4       in the most threatening rebellion,   by  ʿ Abdull a4 h b. al-Zubayr, who 

set up a counter-caliphate in Mecca for several years, see Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 37; idem, 

 al-Umma , 132. Scholars, traditional as well as modern, have been sharply divided on 

whether Ibn al-Zubayr’  s revolt was tribally motivated self-aggrandizement or a genuine 
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Purportedly awaiting proper  sh   u 4   r   a 4  , he did not declare himself caliph 

until the death of Yaz ı 3 d, but rather installed himself in Mecca as a 

“ refugee of God’s House.” Until then, and unlike the dynastic appoint-

ment of Yaz ı 3 d, his call had been that Muslims ought to choose their ruler 

by  sh   u 4   r   a 4  , which attracted to his cause non-Quraysh ı 3  Arabs, in particular 

the Khaw a 4 rij, but also non-Arab new Muslims, the  maw   a 4   l   ı̄  . Whether 

his call to  sh   u 4   r   a 4   meant that non-Quraysh ı 3 s at least in theory could be 

candidates is unclear. Given the uncompromising Khaw a 4 rij position that 

the Quraysh had no exclusive right to the caliphate, it is likely that Ibn 

al-Zubayr   preached that position or perhaps equivocated to that effect. 

When Yaz ı 3 d died, Ibn al-Zubayr declared himself caliph without  sh   u 4   r   a 4   

from all the groups, which led to the secession of the Kh a 4 rij ı 3 s   and others 

from his group.  108   There are other reports of slightly pro-Umayyad tenor 

that relate that both Yaz ı 3 d b. Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya   and  ʿ Abd al-Malik b. Marw a 4 n 

(d. 86/705) agreed to  sh   u 4   r   a 4   in their negotiation with Ibn al-Zubayr, and 

in fact it was Ibn al-Zubayr who resisted  sh   u 4   r   a 4  .  109   Regardless of the 

accuracy of these reports, what is noteworthy is that  sh   u 4   r   a 4   is brandished 

as the main legitimating factor by all parties, including the Umayyad 

apologists. 

 Outside of the Quraysh ı3  elite and the emerging scholarly elite, the 

appeal of  sh   u4   r   a4       was wider, and non-Quraysh ı3 s and even non-Arabs were 

possible candidates. I will label this the radical  sh   u4   r   a4   position. The most 

prominent among those who rejected the Quraysh ı3  stipulation on the 

caliphate were the Kh a4 rij ı3 s  ,  110   whose fanaticism was also responsible 

perhaps more than any other factor in making  sh   u4   r   a4   unattractive if not 

threatening to the Muslim Community at large. The early  kal   a4   m      partisans 

also advocated this position. Ghayl a4 n   of Damascus  , a Murji’ı3 of Qadar ı3    

tenor, held that not only is non-Quraysh ı3  caliphate valid, but also that 

call to reform and  sh   u4   r   a4  . For the divided Muslim opinion, see Abou El Fadl  , 70n38; for 

Gibb’   s largely negative view,  EI   2  , s.v., “ʿAbd All a4 h b. al-Zubayr.”  

  108     Bal a4 dhur ı3 ,  An   s    a4   b , 4:2:17, 4:2:58;  T ab.  , 5:494;  Ta’r   ı̄   kh Khal   ı̄   fa b. Khayy   a4    t  , 1:323.  

  109     The report about Yaz ı3 d b. Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   comes from al-Mad a4’ in ı3  (d.  ca . 228/843) in 

Bal a4 dhur ı3 ,  An   s    a4   b al-ashr   a4   f , 4:2:16. Other reports have  ʿ Abd al-Malik b. Marw a4 n con-

cede during the revolt of  ʿ Abd All a4 h b. al-Zubayr that the caliph is to be decided by 

 sh   u4   r   a4      bayn al-quraysh , that is, the consultation of Muslims about a candidate from the 

Quraysh. In one report,  ʿ Abd All a4 h b.  ʿ Umar calls to  sh   u4   r   a4    ʿ Abd All a4 h b. al-Zubayr and 

 ʿ Abd al-Malik b. Marw a4 n, and it is Ibn al-Zubayr   who rejects this proposal (Bal a4 dhur ı3 , 

 An   s    a4   b , 5:195, 5:338; al-K a4 mil, 4:326;  ʿ Atw a4 n,  Mal   a4   mi   h  , 192).  

  110      Milal , 1:124. Followers of Shab ı3 b b. Yaz ı3 d al-Shayb a4 n ı3  considered the caliphate of a 

woman to be valid; Shab ı3 b’s mother, Ghaz a4 l a4 , was even declared an  im   a4   m  at one time 

( T ab.  , 5:63; Ibn al-Ath ı3 r,  al-K   a4   mil , 3:326).  
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any claim of caliphate without the consensus   of Muslims is  invalid.  111   The 

Murji’a of Jabr ı3  tenor, like al- H  a4 rith b. Surayj   al-Tam ı3 m ı3  (d. 128/746), 

who rebelled against the Umayyads   in Khur a4 s a4 n   in 116/734, and Jahm b. 

 S afw a4 n, his secretary, also made  sh   u4   r   a4   one of their rallying cries.  112    Ḍ ir a4 r 

b.  ʿ Amr   in fact preferred a non-Quraysh ı3  so it would be easy to remove 

him from power if he acted unjustly.  113   

 Apart from these many voices that came to be set aside as heretical 

by later Muslim history (their radicalism in  sh   u4   r   a4       may have played a 

part in settling their heterodoxy), the only Umayyad   who were remem-

bered positively by posterity were those who held to some kind of  sh   u4   r   a4   

position. (We may surmise that too much or too little  sh   u4   r   a4   got one into 

trouble with posterity.) Notable among these are Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   II,  ʿ Umar II,   

and Yaz ı3 d III. 

 Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya   II, the son of Yaz ı 3 d b. Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya, is reported to have 

acceded to the caliphate for only a few months during the rebellion   

of Ibn  al-Zubayr  , mysteriously given it up, and then died under suspi-

cious circumstances. One story of Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya II’s renunciation of caliph-

ate, rejected as spurious by modern scholars without much comment or 

justii cation,  114   has him criticize his own family’s repressive tactics, praise 

the  ʿ Alids, and, more importantly, give up the caliphate before a gather-

ing of the generality of Muslims, asking them to “choose a caliph from 

among them.” We have no way to ascertain this anecdote, but regardless, 

the general message of the anecdote, which is neutral in tone and shows 

Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya II as being both pious and weak, conveys that leaving the gen-

erality of the  umma      to choose a caliph from among themselves was the 

pious and right thing to do.  115   

 The most important case is that of  ʿ Umar b.  ʿ Abd al- ʿ Az ı3 z or  ʿ Umar II   

(d. 101/719)  , whose impact on Islamic history cannot be overstated. He 

  111      Milal , 1:143. Shahrast a4 n ı3  writes that Ghayl a4 n   combined three unorthodox doctrines: 

free will ( qadar     ), Murji’ism, and Kh a4 rijism. On the later construction of Ghayl a4 n’s image 

in historiography, see Steven Judd, “Ghayl a4 n al-Dimashq ı3 : the Isolation of a Heretic in 

Islamic Historiography,”  IJMES  31.2 (1999): 161–84.  

  112      EI   2  , s.v. “Al- H  a4 rith b. Surayj”. Al- H  a4 rith’s passionate opposition to the Umayyad   injus-

tice led him to join the non-Muslim Turkish army in Central Asia against the armies 

of Hish a4 m. He issued a manifesto urging that the governor of Khur a4 s a4 n   be chosen by 

 sh   u4   r   a4      . Jahm b. Safw a4 n was to later earn dubious fame as the arch-heretic of Islam. See 

also  EI   2  , s.v. “al-Jahm b.  S afw a4 n.”  

  113      Milal , 2:91.  

  114      EI   2  , s.v. “Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   II” (Bosworth).  

  115      ʿ A t w a4 n,  Mal   a4   mi   h  , 206. The report is mildly anti-Umayyad  , but cannot be easily dis-

missed as  ʿ Alid or Abbasid   propaganda, for it leaves the matter to all Muslims.  
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stands out in Islamic tradition for having righted all that had gone wrong 

in the Umayyad   practice since the  Rashid   u4   n      caliphs, thus earning the hon-

orary title “the Fifth Rightly Guided caliph” and becoming the yardstick 

against which all the vices of the Umayyads could be measured.  116   His 

accomplishments in a brief period extending a little more than two years 

showed in fact that the early caliphal model of piety was, although rarely 

attained, not impossible. There is little reason to doubt the general out-

line of the account of  ʿ Umar II’  s life and reforms, which, even if exagger-

ated, depicts how the second-/eighth-century ulama  , when these accounts 

were reduced to writing, saw their political predicament.  117   Among his 

most remarkable acts, according to some accounts, after being bequeathed 

the caliphate was to give it up, as the ideal Muslim caliph should have, 

instead leaving the matter to the  sh   u4   r   a4       of the Muslims. One version of his 

inaugural sermon reported by a fourth-/tenth-century biographer has it: 

“O people, I have been burdened with this task without my opinion or 

desire, or consultation   with the Muslims. I hereby set you free of my alle-

giance that is around your necks. You are free to choose for yourself.”  118   

In another report of the same event, he announced in his i rst sermon that 

his acceptance of the ofi ce is contingent on the  sh   u4   r   a4       of Muslims from 

other cities coni rming his election  .  119   Following his “revival” of  sh   u4   r   a4  , an 

act of crucial but mostly symbolic import, he addressed the more palpable 

issue of the attitude toward the treasury and i scal structure: It was the 

generality of Muslims, not the caliph’s family, that owned the wealth in 

  116     The i rst to bestow this title on  ʿ Umar II   was reportedly Sufy a4 n al-Thawr ı3 . Suy u4  t  ı3 ,  Tar   ı ̄   kh 

al-khulaf   a4’  , 201. This notion of  ʿ Umar being the i fth Rightly Guided caliph, incidentally, 

is not present in his earlier biographies; see the next footnote.  

  117     Our main source on  ʿ Umar II   is a work by a student of M a4 lik   (M a4 lik was a child of 

less than ten years when  ʿ Umar II   ruled) and a contemporary of al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3   ,  ʿ Abd All a4 h b. 

 ʿ Abd al- H akam (d. 214/829),  S   ı̄   rat    ʿ    Umar b.    ʿ    Abd al-   ʿ    Az   ı̄   z , ed., A h mad  ʿ Ubayd ( ʿ  A" lam 

al-Kutub, 1984). For a recent study of the author, see J. E. Brockopp,  Early M   a4   lik   ı ̄      Law: 

Ibn    ʿ    Abd al-   H   akam and His Major Compendium of Jurisprudence  (Brill, 2000); for 

comments on his biography of  ʿ Umar II  , see p. 62. Next to Ibn  ʿ Abd al- H akam in signii -

cance and detail is another third-century account by Ibn Sa ʿ d in his   T   abaq   a4   t , 5:330–408. 

The most comprehensive modern sources are W. Barthold, “Caliph  ʿ Umar II   and the 

Conl icting Reports on His Personality,”  Islamic Quarterly  15.2/3 (1971): 69–95 and 

 S  A al- ʿ Al ı3 ,   ʿ    Umar b.    ʿ    Abd al-   ʿ    Az   ı̄   z , 2nd ed. (Sharika al-Ma t b u4  ʿ  a4 t li’l-Tawz ı3  ʿ  wa-l-Nashr, 

2002).  

  118     Ab u4  Bakr   al- A" jurr ı3  (d. 360),  Akhb   a4   r Ab   ı̄     H   af   s     ʿ    Umar b.    ʿ    Abd al-   ʿ    Az   ı̄   z  (Mu’assasat 

al-Ris a4 la,  1980 ), 56.  

  119     Al-Suy u4  t  ı3 ,  Tar   ı̄   kh al-Khulaf   a4’  , ed. Mu h ammad M.  ʿ Abd al- H am ı3 d (Ma t b a ʿ a al-Sa ʿ  a4 da, 

1952), 200; al-Dhahab ı3 ,  Siyar a   ʿ    l   a4   m al-nubal   a4’  , 5:126.  T abar ı3’   s version is similar; it 

mentions  ʿ Umar II’  s dislike for the ofi ce, but does not mention his inaugural sermon 

( T ab., 4:60).  
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the treasury.  120   One of the most persistent themes in all accounts of  ʿ Umar 

II   is his extremely meticulous personal piety and asceticism, which could 

not have been more distinct from the imperial decadence the Umayyads   

increasingly symbolized. Other major moves by  ʿ Umar II   addressed partic-

ular but more urgent grievances. He recalled the armies engaged in expen-

sive and futile warfare at the borders, citing the sanctity of the blood of 

Muslim soldiers. He also reversed policies against the new converts, say-

ing famously that “Mu h ammad was sent as a prophet, not a tax-collector 

or circumciser.”  121   He wrote letters to emperors inviting them to Islam and 

engaging in religious polemics.  122   Other sources of grievance against the 

Umayyads such as ofi cial invective against the  ʿ Alids were stopped. 

 Indeed,  ʿ Umar II’  s   opinion on  sh   u4   r   a4       may have dangerously neared the 

viewpoint of the staunchest enemy of the Umayyads  , the Kh a4 rij ı3 s  . The 

Kh a4 rij ı3 s, after being defeated in their rebellion   by the caliph’s military, 

were invited by him for a debate. Apparently after being satisi ed in other 

respects, they asked him, “Tell us about Yaz ı3 d. Why do you acknowledge 

him to be your successor as Caliph?” When  ʿ Umar excused himself by 

saying that this was the will of his predecessor that he must fuli ll, the 

Kh a4 rij ı3 s responded, “Suppose you were administering some property that 

belonged to someone else and you then entrusted it to someone who was 

unreliable. Do you think that you would have conveyed the trust to its 

owner?” Apparently silenced,  ʿ Umar II   said, “Give me time,” thrice.  123   

“When they left him,” the report goes on, “the Ban u4  Marw a4 n feared 

that he would deprive them of what they have [the caliphate] as well as 

their wealth and renounce Yaz ı3 d, so they had him poisoned. He lived not 

even three days after the two men had departed.”  124   If true, this report 

is another coni rmation of the prevalence of the view that ultimately 

only the community had the right to elect its ruler, and that although 

championed by the Kh a4 rij ı3 s, it was not exclusive to them.  125    T abar ı3  ’   s 

  120     Ibn  ʿ Abd al- H akam,  S   ı̄   rat    ʿ    Umar , 45 (on  ʿ Umar II’  s attitude toward the treasury), 149 

(reports of his asceticism), 118 (his patronage of the scholars); Suy u4  t  ı3 ,  Tar   ı̄   kh , 201; 

Dhahab ı3 ,  Siyar , 5:126. For a modern critical assessment of  ʿ Umar’s i nancial policy  , see 

H. A. R. Gibb  , “The Fiscal Rescript of “Umar II,”  Arabica  2 (1955): 1–16.  

  121     Crone   and Hinds,  God’s Caliph , 79;  T ab.  , 4:64 (which mentions only “circumciser”).  

  122     A. Jeffery, “Ghevond’s Text between the Correspondence between  ʿ Umar II   and Leo III,” 

 The Harvard Theological Review  37.4 ( 1944 ): 269–332.  

  123     Another reading could be, “Give me three days.”  

  124      T ab.  , 4:62.  

  125     Although we cannot ascertain the authenticity of this report, it is consistent with what 

we know of all the parties involved. The poisoning of  ʿ Umar II   was discounted by 

Wellhausen but supported by Crone   and Hinds,  God’s Caliph , 76–7.  
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account indicates that despite all the hyperbole surrounding  ʿ Umar II’  s 

status reaching messianic heights in his own lifetime, the reality on the 

ground and the inertia of the Umayyad practice and of his subordinates 

did not allow his revolutionary policies to succeed, and he was forced to 

reverse many of them in his very lifetime.  126   Nonetheless,  ʿ Umar II   was 

neither na ï ve nor remembered merely for his piety; his impact on the legal 

and political formation in the subsequent Islamic history has been quite 

signii cant,  127   and to that we will presently return. 

  The Ruler-Centered   Vision 

 Already in the policies of Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   and his emphasis on the Quraysh’s 

ownership of the historical project of Islam, we can notice a shift in 

emphasis from the Community   to the caliph. After the second civil war 

(the rebellion   of Ibn al-Zubayr  ), beginning with the consolidation of the 

Marw a4 nids   in power and their noticeable lack of precedence ( s   a4   biqa ) 

and excellence ( fa   d    ı̄   la ) in Islam, the imperial trappings of the ofi ce of 

the caliph became more pronounced, as did his distance from the com-

munity. The brief intervention of  ʿ Umar II   shows that egalitarian   and 

Community-centered   ideals were still recoverable. His failure, however, 

shows that this was far from easy. A different picture of the caliph’s role 

and authority is presented by the epistle of the short-lived caliph Wal ı3 d 

II   discussed earlier, which originated toward the end of the Marw a4 nid 

period. It begins unremarkably then goes on to state that now begins the 

era of God’s caliphs who lead the  umma :

  Then God deputed His caliphs over the path of His prophethood – when He took 
back His Prophet   and sealed His revelation with him – for the implementation 
of His decree [  h   ukm ], the establishment of His normative practice [Sunna  ] and 
restrictive statutes (  h   ud   u4   d ), and for the observance of His ordinances [ far   a4    ’   i   d  ] 
and His rights, supporting Islam, consolidating by which it is rendered i rm . . . 
keeping [people] away from His forbidden things, providing for equity [  ʿ    adl ] 
among His servants and putting His lands to right.  128    

 Having established the implausibility of Crone   and Hinds’ view that 

Wal ı3 d II   was claiming near-prophetic authority as “God’s caliph,” we 

are faced with the task of explaining the view of authority underlying 

  126      T ab.  , 4:62f.  

  127     For a study of  ʿ Umar II’  s religious and legal opinions, see H. Q. Murad, “Ethico-Religious 

Ideas of  ʿ Umar II  ,” (PhD Dissertation, McGill University,  1981 ).  

  128     Ibid., 94; Crone   and Hinds,  God’s Caliph , 120.  
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Wal ı3 d II’s political hyperbole, unusual in its braggadocio even among the 

Marw a4 nids  .  129   Wal ı3 d II does not reject the centrality of the Prophet   or 

claim infallible divine authority, except perhaps by the implication of his 

political rhetoric (but what is political rhetoric if not such insinuation?). 

If understood i guratively, his claims on the whole are not a startling 

departure from the caliphal role as the shepherd of the  umma      except 

in its singular emphasis on the caliph’s role, which was not absent in 

the Community-centered   accounts but had been balanced by the elective 

and corrective role ascribed to the Community. In this new vision, we 

i nd subjects of the caliph as passive recipients of his guidance and disci-

pline. Their obligation is to obey God and hence the caliph appointed by 

God, whose job it is to establish God’s Shar ı3  ʿ a –   obedience to the caliph 

is tantamount to obedience of God. This is underscored by Wal ı3 d II’s 

claim of being the guardian-recipient ( wal   ı ̄  ) of God’s covenant ( al-   ʿ    ahd ). 

In the Qur’an, this symbolic covenant has been made with the entire 

believing Community, but Wal ı3 d conl ates it with the covenant of succes-

sion ( wil   a4   yat al-   ʿ    ahd ), thus conferring upon his appointment of his two 

sons as his heirs an aura of sanctity and religious urgency.  130   The view of 

Islamic authority and mission outlined here is what I will call the ruler-

centered   vision of Islam.  131   

 That Wal ı3 d II’  s vision was seen as outlandish even among the 

Marw a4 nids   is further supported by the fact that he was executed in less 

than a year in a rebellion   led by his cousin, Yaz ı3 d III, a rebellion in which 

central prominence was given to the issue of  sh   u4   r   a4   with the  umma     . Yaz ı3 d 

III’s inaugural sermon chastises Wal ı3 d II as “the violator of sacred things 

on a scale not perpetrated by either a Muslim or an unbeliever.” Parts of 

the letter as translated by Crone   and Hinds are reproduced here:

  [When Wal ı3 d’s ill-conduct transgressed all limits] I went to him with the expecta-
tion that he would mend his ways and apologise to God and  to the Muslims , dis-
avowing his behaviour and the acts of disobedience to God which he had dared 
to commit, seeking from God the completion of that which I had in mind by way 
of setting straight the pillar of the religion and holding to that which is pleasing 
among its [His?] people.  132    

  129     al-Q a4  d  ı3 , “The term “‘Khal ı3 fa,’” 410. Ri d w a4 n al-Sayyid also observes that these claims 

of Wal ı3 d II   were far removed from reality as well as the generally accepted limits of the 

theoretical powers of the caliph; they constitute the most extreme claim even in the 

Marw a4 nid   tradition (Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 96).  

  130     Crone   and Hinds,  God’s Caliph , 123–4; Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 96.  

  131     The idea of two potentially conl icting visions in Islam had been intimated but not 

 systematically developed in al-Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 61–121.  

  132     Crone   and Hinds,  God’s Caliph , 127, emphasis added.  
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 The letter then mentions a delegation that its author had sent to his recal-

citrant cousin: 

 They called upon him to set up a sh u4 r a4    in which the Muslims [Bal a4 dhur ı3 ’s version 
has it: the wise and the pious among the Muslims] might consider for themselves 
whom to invest [with authority] from among those they agreed on; but the enemy 
of God did not agree to that. So, in ignorance of God, he hastened to attack them, 
but found God is mighty and wise. . . . So God killed him for his evil behaviour 
and those of his agnates too who were with him, forming his vile retinue. They 
did not reach ten [in number], and the rest of those who were with him accepted 
the truth to which they were called. . . . [I hasten to tell you this so] you may praise 
God and give thanks to Him. You are now in a prime position, since your rulers 
are from among your best men and equity is spread out for you, nothing being 
done contrary to it among you. . . . 

 Listen to and obey me and whoever I may depute to succeed me from  those upon 
whom the community agrees . You have the same undertaking for me: I shall 
act among you in accordance with the command of God and the  sunna      of His 
Prophet  , and  I shall follow the way of the best of those who have gone before you . 
We ask God, our Lord and Master, for the best of His granting of success and the 
best of His decree. (emphasis added)  133    

 The tone of Yaz ı3 d III in his opening speech is the exact opposite of his 

dethroned cousin’s. Not only does he abjure the caliphate-centered   view 

of his cousin, but in fact makes clearly Community-centered   claims, sur-

passing even  ʿ Umar II   in his expression of humility and the limitedness of 

his jurisdiction. The emphasis on consultation   with the Muslims ( sh   u4   r   a4  ) 

in election   as well as in ruling is unmistakable. For whereas  ʿ Umar II   had 

reserved for himself as the caliph the right to give religious and judicial 

verdicts in the absence of the verdict of the Qur’an or Sunna, Yaz ı3 d seems 

willing to give up even that right in favor of obedience to the Prophetic 

Sunna  .  134   

 The foregoing analysis establishes that the properly contextual-

ized reading of the very sources Crone   and Hinds had used to project 

a straightforward “God’s caliph” vision of the Umayyads   is suggestive 

of a picture that is much more complex; there is a tension between two 

  133     Reported by al- T abar ı3    on the authority of al-Mad a4’ in ı3 ; translated in Crone   and Hinds, 

 God’s Caliph , 126–8.  

  134     Scholars disagree on the sincerity of Yaz ı3 d III’s claims; Shaban holds that he was a 

genuine reformer in the spirit of  ʿ Umar II,   whereas Wellhausen thinks that he was an 

adventurer seeking popularity (Kennedy,  Prophet     , 113). There is a curious report about 

Yazid III claiming imperial descent from all the great emperors of the world (C. E. 

Bosworth, “The Heritage of Rulership in Early Islamic Iran and the Search for Dynastic 

Connections with the Past,”  Iranian Studies  11.1 [ 1978 ]: 7–34, 12). If correct, this 

would corroborate Wellhausen’s view.  
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visions in which the Community-centered   vision is often the prevalent 

one even among the Marw a4 nid   caliphs. 

 Yet we cannot deny the increasing appeal and inl uence of the ruler-

centered   vision, with the increasing fragmentation of the Community 

and centralization of the caliphate in the late-Umayyad   and early-

 Abbasid   era. Despite the militantly egalitarian   heritage of Arabia 

endorsed by Islam, also irresistible must have been the imperial heritage 

of all the contemporary or recent empires in the Near East and indeed 

the entirety of Eurasia: This heritage was emphatically ruler-centered, 

with a descending view of political authority that deemed the emperor 

in one way or another an (if not  the ) expression of divine will and con-

duit of divine favor. In this view, the ruler is appointed by God and the 

community plays no role in electing him or in holding him accountable. 

This view of government, which seems to have emerged in the later 

Marw a 4 nid   period, survives and reappears subsequently in different ver-

sions. In this period, the ruler-centered vision seems to have stood on 

two mutually reinforcing pillars: the ideological pillar of the inheritance 

of the prophets, in particular the Prophet   Mu h  ammad and the contin-

uous line of caliphs after him, and the practical justii cation by the fact 

of being in power. 

 In essence, this view is not very different from that of medieval Muslim 

sultans and the state-centered writers who viewed kingship as a token of 

God’s approval and support. This sultan-centered view differs from the 

caliph-centered version in that the focus is shifted from Islamic ideology 

to the fact of power. That is, it lacked the caliphate’s sense of having 

inherited the mission of Islam, and hence in its articulations the idiom of 

the Qur’an and the Sunna is comparatively mitigated or absent, and the 

second justii cation, the fact of power in itself, assumes the central role. 

In a way not unfamiliar to the ancient Near East, and which was brought 

to Islam in particular through the Sassanid tradition, sanctity and divine 

favor invariably accrue to those in power; power is justii cation in itself. 

Yet in reality, this vision is an ideal type, expressed in court literature and 

eulogies but taken to its logical limits only by the haughty odd-balls among 

the sultans, like the Marw a4 nid   Wal ı3 d II   or the Abbasid   Ma’m u4 n among 

the caliphs. In reality, sultans in medieval Islam could be quite aware of 

their limits and dependence on the socioreligious elite – the ulama   and 

the Sui s – for spiritual blessing, social status, and real inl uence. Another 

factor that set caliphate-centered   pretensions apart from sultans’ claims 

in the medieval period is the well-formed socioreligious corporate status 
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of the ulama and to some extent the Sui s, a  post-Umayyad   development 

that severely limited the religious claims of ruler in the medieval period. 

 The ideological component of the earlier caliph-centered vision, now 

shorn of power, was claimed by the Sh ı3  ʿ a of various stripes. In this third 

garb, the ruler-centered   vision was reversed in its relationship to power. 

The fact of power that had been the chief justii cation for the ruler-

centered vision since the Marw a4 nids   lost all value and the focus shifted 

entirely to the  im   a4   m ’s inheritance of the Prophet’  s charisma through a 

sacred bloodline. The  im   a4   m  in this vision is the sacred personage regard-

less of any temporal power, but with exclusive religious authority and 

divine right to all power.   

  the rise of the sunna-centered   variant 

 The foregoing account of roughly the i rst century and a half of Islam 

establishes that two visions of authority in Islam struggled for dom-

inance. The ideals of qur’anic egalitarianism   resonated with Arabian 

tribal meritocracy and upheld the community as the primary recipient 

of the prophetic mission and authority, and exigencies of an expansive 

Near Eastern empire militated in the direction of increasing stratii cation   

and accumulation of power at the center. Neither ideal could vanquish 

the other. The ruler-centered   view had the decisive advantage of being 

practical and of evident interest to the wielders of power, whereas the 

Community-centered   view had the ideological edge; however, without 

robust institutions, it could only remain an ideal that could spark rebel-

lions but not underpin stable rule. 

 The nature of the conl ict between the two can be brought out through 

the lens of an able critic of the Community-centered   vision: al-Q a4 sim 

b. Ibrah ı3 m   (169–246/785–826) was a Zayd ı3    of Mu ʿ tazil ı3    leaning, a 

i fth generation descendant of  ʿ Al ı3 , and a contemporary of A h mad b. 

 H anbal  .  135   In his works we i nd one of the earliest-developed articula-

tions of the theory of im a4 mate. He wrote polemics against the R a4 i  d  ı3 s 
(non-Zayd ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a)  136   and various other opponents such as the Murji’a, the 

  135     For the most recent work on his political writings, see Binyamin Abrahamov, “al-Q a4 sim 

b. Ibrah ı3 m’  s Theory of the Imamate,”  Arabica  34 (1987): 80–105. Al-Q a4 sim believed 

that the Prophet   named Ab u4  Bakr   as his successor according to the command of God, 

but after him the legitimate  im   a4   m  should be appointed on the basis of his relationship 

to the Prophet; although he does not reject the caliphate of  ʿ Umar (ibid., 83).  

  136     Al-Q a4 sim applies this term pejoratively sometimes to all the non-Zayd ı3    Sh ı3  ʿ a, at oth-

ers times to those who deserted Zayd b.  ʿ Al ı3  in his rebellion  . The term later came to be 
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Qadar ı3 s   (i.e., Jabr ı3 s),  137   the Naw a4  s ib (anti- ʿ Alids), the Kh a4 rij ı3 s   (in particu-

lar their doctrine of election   of the  im   a4   m ), and most of all, the  H ashwiyya   

(a pejorative for the traditionalists  ).  138   Whereas the early Zayd ı3  school of 

K u4 fa   had held that an  im   a4   m  should be elected through  sh   u4   r   a4      , late sec-

ond-century Zayd ı3 s, like al-Q a4 sim, came to strongly denounce this posi-

tion.  139   Yet the primary functions of the  im   a4   m  that al-Q a4 sim enumerates 

are rational, similar to what we observed in  ʿ Al ı3  ’ s comment earlier, rather 

than of constitutional signii cance for religion (unlike, that is, the later 

Im a4 m ı3  doctrine).  140   The  im   a4   m  has the role of a father toward a young 

child: He is a guide to teach the people proper restrictions and punish 

those who disobey; without these functions they would perish.  141   He does 

go on to add religious functions to the ruler’s job, such as the need for 

an  im   a4   m  in collective prayers, distribution of  zak   a4   t , and leadership of the 

annual pilgrimage, but he does not explain why such an  im   a4   m  needs to be 

divinely chosen. Perhaps to compensate for the frailty of this argument, 

he turns up rhetorical heat, insisting that the imamate   is the greatest of 

obligations ( afra   d    al-far   a4    ’   i   d  ). He makes an attempt to prove the obliga-

tion of im a4 mate through the  khil   a4   fa  verses, but given the little help they 

provide, he shifts the emphasis to the general verse of  ulu’l amr minkum  

(4:59), which he deems the best available proof. Yet because the verse 

gives little help in identifying these authorities, to address the problem of 

how the  im   a4   m  is to be chosen and why that  im   a4   m  must be of the family 

of the Prophet  , he turns to rational arguments, urging that the  im   a4   m  must 

have nearness ( qar   a4   ba ) to the Prophet in addition to perfection of wis-

dom (  h   ikma ) and piety ( taqwa ).  142   Abrahamov concludes that al-Q a4 sim 

applied to all non-Zayd ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a as they were seen as “refusing” ( yarfu   d    u4   n ) the caliphates 

of Ab u4  Bakr   and  ʿ Umar. He severely chides the R a4 i  d  a4  for: (1) their doctrine of  wa   s   iyya  

(an  im   a4   m  necessarily appoints his successor, as the Prophet   appointed  ʿ Al ı3 ) – al-Q a4 sim 

believes that the Prophet appointed Ab u4  Bakr; (2) their anthropomorphism; (3) their 

equation of  im   a4   ms  with prophets (in claiming their infallibility  ); (4) their doctrine 

of  taqiyya  (dissimulation of true beliefs for the reason of safety); and i nally (5) the  

impious conduct of their  im   a4   ms  (Abrahamov, 94n70). For sources on the R a4 i  d a, see 

Zaman  , 42.  

  137     Himself being a Qadar ı3    in the sense of adhering to the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    doctrine of free will, 

Q a4 sim applies the term to the proponents of predestination, who are more commonly 

known as the Jabriyya.  

  138     Abrahamov, 82n6.  

  139     Ibid., 83–4.  

  140     Ibid., 85.  

  141     Ibid., 86.  

  142     The closest qur’anic argument he i nds is that in the Qur’an, the prophets’ descendents 

are also blessed with prophecy or kingship. Yet none of this nears evidence for his criti-

cal claim, which he therefore proceeds to make on rational grounds.  
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“opposes the right of the community to choose ( ’ikhtiy   a4   r ) an imam. Only 

the most excellent man is the legitimate imam. There is no imamate of 

one-who-is-known-to-be-excelled-by-others ( maf   d    u4   l ).” He goes on to list 

many reasons why i nding the best man is more feasible and correct than 

going by the choice of the people. The ultimate reason is this: “It is God 

who chooses the im a4 m not people.”  143   

 The forcefulness of his argument gives us a sense of the serious-

ness of opposition. In a  kal   a4   m     -style polemic, he argues: The question 

is who chooses the  im   a4   m , the common people ( al-   ʿ    aw   a4   mm ) or the elite 

( al-khaw   a4    ss  ). If the entire community chooses, then the choosing is 

unachievable, “since members of the community are scattered all over 

the world and their number is not i xed because of births and deaths.” If 

the choice is with the elite, then how could they be identii ed, and who 

will decide that they are worthy as electors?  144   In another work, al-Q a4 sim 

goes on to repeat the argument against  sh   u4   r   a4      : Even though the  sh   u4   r   a4   of 

people from all over the regions could be imagined, it would lead to every 

group claiming an  im   a4   m  from within itself, thus leading to civil war.  145   

The primary target of this argument could not have been the mainstream 

traditionalists   (proto-Sunnis), for by the late second century they had 

already limited the  sh   u4   r   a4   to choosing a candidate from the Quraysh. 

Rather, the target seems to have been the radical  sh   u4   r   a4   position, which 

must have been widespread enough to merit such detailed and repeated 

rebuttals. 

 Al-Q a4 sim’s polemic brings out the strengths and weaknesses of both 

competing visions. The ruler-centered   vision had little to justify itself in 

the Qur’an or early history, whereas the unfeasibility of the Community-

centered   vision was increasingly evident. It is in the context of this pre-

dicament, which was becoming clearer already since the many failed 

rebellions in the Marw a4 nid   period (such as Ibn al-Zubayr’  s and then Ibn 

al-Ash ʿ ath’  s), that the need for an alternative vision of political authority 

must have been felt. 

 The i rst major milestone in the emergence of this alternative vision 

of authority perhaps is the career of  ʿ Umar II  . His attempts at  sh   u4   r   a4       and 

i scal reform and his attitude toward non-Arabs and non-Muslims – all 

of which rel ect his association with the traditionalist   circles of Medina   

  143     Ibid., 89.  

  144     Ibid., 91.  

  145     Ibid., 91–2.  
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in which he was raised  146   – and, even more importantly, the eventual 

frustration of these attempts, highlight the dilemma that faced the tradi-

tionalists. In trying to put into practice the ideals of the pious tradition 

of Medina that he had been taught,  ʿ Umar II raised the private scholarly 

enterprise to a whole new level by commissioning and legitimizing the 

collection of traditions ( sunan ; sing.,  sunna     ) of the Prophet   and the early 

caliphs, thus rendering state practice an object of private scholarly circles’ 

legal discourse. Already in the Community-centered   program of  ʿ Umar II  , 

we see a dual emphasis, on the Sunna of the Prophet and the pious caliphs 

(the sacred past) on the one hand and “the way of the believers” on the 

other. This attitude is rel ected in the following statement of  ʿ Umar II  :

  The Prophet   and the holders of authority [ wul   a4   t al-amr ] after him established 
traditions [ sunan ]. To adhere to them means to conform to the book of God, per-
fecting one’s obedience to Him, and strengthening his religion. . . . Whoever seeks 
guidance from them will be guided, and whoever seeks success through them will 
be successful. And whoever contravenes them “follows a path other than that of 
the believers” [ yattabi   ʿ     ghayra sab   ı̄   l al-mu’min   ı̄   n  (Q, 4:115)], God will turn him 
over to what he has turned to.  147    

 In this construction of authority, one pull is toward the accumulated nor-

mative authority of the sacred past, and the other is toward a divine 

guarantee of the overall rectitude of the way of the living Community of 

the believers. This second dimension is more clearly formulated some-

what later as the doctrine of the infallibility   of the  ijm   a4    ʿ        of the believ-

ers, and it is no surprise that in proving its authority, Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    employed 

the same verse that  ʿ Umar II   had to ground the collective rectitude of 

the believers.  148   The two, the sacred Sunna and the living “path of the 

believers,” may or may not be in conl ict. To understand the relation-

ship  ʿ Umar II   and his likes might have envisaged between the two, let us 

  146     Al- ʿ Al ı3 , 93f., evaluates traditional and modern sources and establishes that whereas 

 ʿ Umar II   may or may not have been born in Medina   (Ibn  ʿ Abd al- H akam reports that he 

was), he was raised in Medina and had signii cant contact with the well-known “seven 

jurists of Medina” as well as other scholars.  Cf . Barthold, 71, who casts doubt on this in 

too cursory a fashion.  

  147     Ibn  ʿ Abd al- H akam,  S   ı̄   rat    ʿ    Umar , 40. Another sermon has it: “I am not a judge but an 

executor, not an innovator but a follower. None should be followed in disobedience to 

God. I am not the best of you, but a man from among you, who bears a burden heavier 

than any of you” (ibid.). For a discussion of these sermons of  ʿ Umar II  , see Sayyid, 

 Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 97–8. For M a4 lik’  s use of it, see A. Shamsy, “Rethinking  Taql   ı̄   d  in the Early 

Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    School,”  JAOS  128.1 ( 2008 ): 3.  

  148     Zysow, 208.  
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examine the attitude toward authority among the scholars of Medina  , 

 ʿ Umar’s alma mater. This is evident in the career of the great Medinan 

traditionist   al-Zuhr ı3    (ca. 51–124/671–742), the i rst systematic historian 

of the great events of the Prophet’   s life ( s   ı̄   ra ), in whose works the central 

concerns were “the development of the  Umma , as well as the  Sunna  (liv-

ing traditions) of Medina.” His accounts “generally show the community 

( Umma ) in the right” and underscore the doctrine of election   of the ruler 

by the Community (rather than designation). Despite Zuhr ı3  ’ s association 

with the Umayyad   caliphs, his history is not biased toward them and 

shows  ʿ Al ı3    in the right against Mu ʿ  a4 wiya  .  149   Zuhr ı3  ’ s star student, M a4 lik  , 

the towering traditionalist  -jurist who is said to have absorbed and faith-

fully preserved the tradition of Medinan learning,  150   rel ected the same 

Community-centered   concerns as well as the dual themes of Community 

and Sunna. He frequently invoked the aforementioned declaration of 

 ʿ Umar II  . In a recent study Ahmed El Shamsy observes that M a4 lik’s con-

cept of custom (  ʿ    amal ), which came to play a key and distinctive role in 

the formation of the M a4 lik ı3    school, was not simply a device to preserve 

the Sunna of the Prophet,  151   but rather was an indication of the “mul-

tilayered and composite nature” of M a4 lik’s legal theory, which Shamsy 

likens to Schacht’  s concept of the “living Sunna” of the i rst century and 

a half. This dynamic doctrine afforded a large measure of discretion to 

political authorities ( wul   a4   t al-amr , by which M a4 lik means judges, gover-

nors, scholars, as well as caliphs).  152   On the one hand, he appears to have 

embraced a largely egalitarian   and Community-centered vision of Islam, 

emphasizing equality of all Muslims,  153   and even condoning if not actu-

ally supporting rebellion   against the illegitimate or unjust ruler.  154   On 

the other hand, the role of the state in the Medinan jurisprudence M a4 lik 

  149     A. A. D u4 r ı3 , “Al-Zuhri: A Study in the Beginning of History Writing in Islam,”  BSOAS  

19.1 ( 1957 ): 9–10.  

  150     For M a4 lik’  s relationship with the seven jurists of Medina   who l ourished in the latter 

half of the i rst/seventh century, see Abd-All a4 h, “M a4 lik’s Concept of   ʿ    Amal  in the Light 

of M a4 lik ı3    Legal Theory” (PhD Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1978), 62–8.  

  151     See also Yasin Dutton,  The Origins of Islamic Law: The Qur’an, the Muwatta’ and 

Madinan Amal  (Routledge, 2002), who argues otherwise.  

  152     Shamsy, “Rethinking  Taql   ı̄   d ,” 3. For M a4 lik’  s use of  wul   a4   t al-amr , see Abd-All a4 h, “M a4 lik’s 

Concept,” 428–30.  

  153     M a4 lik  , for instance, strongly rejects the notion that the  maw   a4   l   ı̄   women were inferior to 

and should not be allowed to marry Arab men, as had been argued by the Ir a4 q ı3  jurists 

under the doctrine of  kaf   a4’   a  (compatibility), and recalls a strong statement on the equal-

ity of all Muslims by  ʿ Umar b. al-Kha tt  a4 b   (Abd-All a4 h, “M a4 lik’s Concept,” 42–3).  

  154     Abou El Fadl  , 76; Zaman  , 148–9; A. al-Dumayj ı3 ,  Al-Im   a4   ma al-   ʿ    u   z   m   a4     ʿ    ind ahl al-sunna     

wa ’l-jam   a4    ʿ    a      (D a4 r  T  ı3 ba, 1404), 534–6.  
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represents is quite positive, and the state is given a large measure of dis-

cretionary authority.  155   

 M a4 lik’  s critical attitude toward the state is not in contradiction to 

his acceptance of the role of state’s discretion in the Community’s life; 

rather, it is a natural result of it. It was precisely because government 

mattered in the normative life of the Community and the judgments of 

its ofi cials carried normative weight that it needed to be just and legit-

imate. Therefore, engagement, critique, and even rebellion   were proper 

attitudes toward the state: It was a rel ection of a Community-centered   

view in which the ruler must be legitimate and in some way  accountable. 

M a4 lik’s Community-centered attitude toward the state was not odd, but 

was actually shared by the variety of scholars who partook in rebellions 

that called for  sh   u4   r   a4       and reform. The rebellion in southern Iraq of Ibn 

al-Ash ʿ ath   (d. 85/704), himself motivated perhaps by tribal or status con-

cerns, had attracted a wide range of pious luminaries from among the 

Successors (the generation following the Prophet’   s companions), and 

even included the Companion Anas b. M a4 lik    156   and most likely the well-

known al- H asan al-Ba s r ı3 .  157   Similarly, the rebellion of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya   

against the Abbasids   a little more than a decade after the Abbasid acces-

sion to the caliphate was similarly widely supported by those who had 

no particular Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    leanings. Given how the later Sunni   position came to 

unconditionally proscribe rebellion, it is remarkable how many of the 

great “proto-Sunni” authorities of the late i rst and early second centuries 

  155     For instance, M a4 lik   gives the ruler the right to conclude a girl’s marriage if her guard-

ian disallowed it for invalid reasons such as race of the man, and gives the state the 

ownership of mines rather than allowing the discoverers’ descendents to inherit them 

( Abd-All a4 h, “M a4 lik’s Concept,” 43, 62).  

  156     These included: The Meccan authority on   h   ad   ı̄   th  and  i qh     ,  ʿ A t  a4  b. Ab ı3  Rab a4  h  ( ca . 

114/732), whose lectures Ab u4   H an ı3 fa   is reported to have attended ( EI   2  , s.v. “ʿA t  a4  b. Ab ı3  

Rab a4  h  ” ); the exegete Muj a4 hid b. Jabr al-Makk ı3  (d. ca. 100–4/718–22); the K u4 fan 

Successor Sa ʿ  ı3 d b. Jubayr (d. 95/714; a disciple of Ibn  ʿ Abb a4 s and Ibn  ʿ Umar, executed 

by al- H ajj a4 j for rebellion  ); the  mu   h   addith      al-Sha ʿ b ı3  (d. 103/721), the Qadar ı3    Ma ʿ bad 

al-Juhan ı3  (executed by  H ajj a4 j in 83/703; on him see  EI   2  , s.v., “Ma ʿ bad b.  ʿ Abd All a4 h”), 

Ibn Ab ı3  Layla (the father),  Ḍ arr b. al- H amd a4 n ı3  (d. 82/701), and the Companion Anas 

b. M a4 lik   (d. 93/712) (Abou El Fadl  , 70–1). For a comprehensive study on this rebellion, 

see Ri d w a4 n al-Sayyid’s dissertation as: R. Sayed,  Die Revolte des Ibn al-Ash   ʿ    atth und die 

Koranleser  (Freiburg i.Br.  1977 ).  

  157     Whether al- H asan al-Ba s r ı3  took part in the rebellion   is debated, and although mod-

ern scholarship largely accepts that al- H asan was not involved even while opposing 

the Umayyads  , a recent study persuasively argues otherwise; his participation may also 

explain why he spent the rest of his life hiding from the ruthless governor al- H ajj a4 j. See S. 

A. Mourad,  Early Islam between Myth and History: Al-   H   asan al-Ba   s   r   ı̄    (d. 110H/728CE) 

and the Formation of His Legacy in Classical Islamic Scholarship  (Brill, 2006), 34–40.  
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partook in or supported such rebellions. Among the supporters of al-Nafs 

al-Zakiyya were Ab u4   H an ı3 fa  , M a4 lik b. Anas (other chief   h   ad   ı ̄   th  scholars 

of the time) the Murji’a, the Qadar ı3 s  , and the Mu ʿ tazila  ; indeed, it was 

claimed, not without some exaggeration, that “none from amongst the 

 fuqah   a4    ’   stayed back,” and “the  a   sh    a4   b al-   h   ad   ı̄   th  all rebelled together with 

him [sc. Ibr a4 h ı3 m in Basra  , Mu h ammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya’s brother].”  158   

Al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    also ran afoul of the authorities a few times and was even sus-

pected of conspiring to rebel against H a4 r u4 n al-Rash ı3 d on account of his 

Alid sympathies.  159   The motives for such widespread dissatisfaction with 

the rulers remain a mystery. Zaman   suggests a list of possible motives: 

(1) doubts about the legitimacy of the Abbasids; (2) dissatisfaction with 

the conduct of the caliph or his governors; (3) a romantic sense that 

the pristine purity of “the early days of the  umma ” might be restored;  160   

and i nally, (iv) the belief that al-Nafs al-Zakiyya might be the  promised 

 mahd   ı̄  .  161   As in the rebellion of Ibn al-Ash ʿ ath  , it is evident that differ-

ent groups coalesced in such rebellions for widely different reasons. 

Furthermore, there is a common thread of grievances and associated atti-

tudes of doubts about – or outright rejection of – the legitimacy of the 

caliphs on the grounds of dei ciency in  sh   u4   r   a4   and requisite piety, which 

have often been passed over in silence or dubbed as one parochial ten-

dency or another by modern scholars. 

 Ab u4   H an ı3 fa’  s also appears to have been a principled Community-

centered   stance against the legitimacy of caliphs who had usurped the 

ofi ce without  sh   u4   r   a4       and ruled without observing proper limits. A critical 

study of Ab u4   H an ı3 fa’s political thought is long overdue, but from what 

we can gather, his refusal to accept judgeship, his (cautious) support of 

  158     For a discussion of reports of the authorities who took part in al-Nafs al-Zakiyya’  s 

revolt, see Zaman  , 73–5: “[T]he  ʿ Alid revolt of 145/762 was remarkable not only for 

the backing of many scholars, but also for the diversity of those scholars’ backgrounds: 

jurists,  a   sh    a4   b al-had   ı̄   th , Muriji’a, Qadar ı3 s   and Mu ʿ tazila  , and scholars and holy peo-

ple with no precise or determinable orientation could all come together to endorse the 

revolt in Mednia and Basra” (77).  

  159     Abou El Fadl  , 83n111.  

  160     M a4 lik   reports about his teacher Ibn Hurmuz (d. 117/735), a prominent Medinan 

 mu   h   addith      of Persian extraction, among whose students were other teachers of M a4 lik, 

including such luminaries as al-Zuhr ı3   :“I would go to see Ibn Hurmuz, and he would 

command his slave girl to bolt the door and to lower the curtain. Then he would remi-

nisce about the early days of the umma   and weep until his beard was wet. When later he 

rebelled with Mu h ammad, someone said to him, ‘By God, there is no i ght left in you!’ 

‘I am aware of that,’ he replied, ‘yet some ignorant fellow may see me and follow my 

example’” ( T ab.  , 4:448–9; Zaman  , 75).  

  161     Zaman  , 75.  
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rebellions, his doctrine of the invalidity of the rule of a  f   a4   siq  (an openly 

impious person), and his emphasis on the sanctity and salvational sig-

nii cance of the great majority of Muslims,  al-saw   a4   d al-a   ʿz   am     ,  162   all 

strengthen the gist of the reports that have him state valiantly to the 

Abbasid   Man s  u4 r, “The  khil   a4   fa  is only by the agreement of the believers 

and their consultation.”  163   Ibn Ab ı3  Dhi’b  , a Medinan Qadar ı3    ascetic and 

onetime judge who, like M a4 lik   and Ab u4   H an ı3 fa, had been involved or 

implicated in the revolt of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya  , is depicted as having been 

particularly fearless in telling off the caliph for his neglect of  sh   u4   r   a4   and 

usurping the caliphate.  164   

 The terms of negotiation between the caliphate and the traditionalist   

community, evolving as they had always been in a rapidly changing polit-

ical milieu, underwent a signii cant change resulting from the rupture in 

the continuity and prestige of the caliphate caused by the bloody Abbasid   

takeover. This political rupture contrasted sharply with the continuously 

growing authority of the ulama  , the keepers of the Sunna. Increasingly 

involved in systematizing legal precedents, collecting traditions of the 

Prophet   and the early predecessors, and establishing scholarly networks, 

these circles were on their way to a corporate identity as scholars. 

   For the Abbasids, seeking alliance with the emerging class of scholars 

was simply good politics, if not a necessity. Unlike the Umayyads,   whose 

claim to rule had rested primarily on their ability to unite the commu-

nity and assert continuity with the tribal past, the Abbasids had come 

to power riding on messianic religious slogans of Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    provenance, and 

needed to distance themselves from their extremist base and embrace a 

  162      EI   3  , s.v. “Ab u4   H an ı3 fa.”   Schacht   considered Ab u4   H an ı3 fa’s rejection of judgeship a “biblio-

graphical legend” (ibid.), but other than hypercriticism in order to prove his larger thesis 

of the generally misleading character of Islamic historical sources, there seems to be little 

basis for this rejection. Ab u4   H an ı3 fa consistently appears to be critical of the Umayyad   

as well as the Abbasid   state on grounds that were very similar to those of rebels like Ibn 

al-Zubayr   and in particular al- H  a4 rith b. Surayj  . His sympathy for al- H  a4 rith, the rebel 

in the name of  sh   u4   r   a4       and justice who even joined with the non-Muslim army against 

the Umayyads, is attested by the fact that he complied to write a letter of introduction 

for al- H  a4 rith when the latter sought an amnesty from the pro- sh   u4   r   a4   caliph, Yaz ı3 d III. 

He was also sympathetic to the cause of the Alids such as Zayd b.  ʿ Al ı3  (d. 122/740), and 

was acquainted with the leading Alid critics of the Umayyads, although he was not com-

mitted to Sh ı3  ʿ ism. Along with a large number of other scholars, he also supported the 

revolt of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya   against the Abbasids (Zaman  , 73). For his doctrine about 

the invalidity of the rule of an impious caliph, see A. A. Mawd u4 d ı3 ,  Khil   a4   fat-o-mul   u4   kiyat  

(Maktaba-e-Isl a4 m ı3  Publishers,  2001 ), 233, quoting al-Ja ss  a4  s  and al-Sarakh s  ı3 .  
  163     Al-Kardar ı3 ,  Man   a4   qib al-Im   a4   m al-A   ʿz   am  (D a4’ irat al-Ma ʿ  a4 rif,  1321 ), 16. The details of 

such encounters do not inspire coni dence, but the basic positions do.  

  164     Ibid.; Zaman  , 74, 150.  
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religious aura in accordance with the beliefs of the moderate majority.  165   

Building on their predecessors’ imperial momentum and institutions and 

replacing Arab tribal alliances with their Khur a4 s a4 n ı3  base, the Abbasids 

introduced changes that were on the whole expedient rather than princi-

pled in nature. 

 On the ulama’  s side, the benei ts of this alliance were not decisive. To 

those religious groups who had harbored Community-centered   hopes, 

the Abbasids   were more than a disappointment, for they only increased 

the distance between the ruler and the ruled, in a social as well as intellec-

tual sense, far beyond the Umayyads  .  166   Thanks to their Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    rhetoric and 

incredible success in propaganda, the Abbasids turned the religious dis-

course of the time away from  sh   u4   r   a4       and any role of the  umma , and toward 

the question of which part of the clan of the Prophet  , the Abbasids or the 

H a4 shimites, had the greater right to inherit the caliphate.  167   However, 

the emergent ulama also had reasons to acquiesce that had less to do 

with any merit of the Abbasids; in particular, after the failure of al-Nafs 

al-Zakiyya’  s revolt, exhaustion with futile violence and their new status 

allowing them to negotiate more favorably with the caliphate may have 

been some of the reasons why they found it useful to shy away from 

political activism. 

 Political quietism or neutralism had been one of the positions of the 

piety-minded as early as the  ʿ Al ı3 -Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   conl ict; the Abbasid era only 

furnished further reasons for it to become predominant. An example of 

this trend is the Syrian jurist and master Arabic prose writer al-Awz a4  ʿ  ı3    

(d. 157/774), who, embraced later by Sunni traditionalists   as an impeccable 

authority on par with M a4 lik   and Ab u4   H an ı3 fa  , served in the administration 

  165     For an account of the essentially Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    inspiration of the Abbasid movement’s slogans, 

but a l uctuating relationship between the Abbasid caliphs and the Sh ı3  ʿ a, see Zaman  , 

33–48.  

  166     In the pithy words of one observer, Ab u4  Bakr   al- ʿ Ayy a4 sh, who said to the Abbasids upon 

being asked to compare them with the Umayyads  , “You are better in prayers, they were 

more benei cial to people” (quoted in Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 121).  

  167     “[W]hatever the precise circumstances of Ab u4  al-Abb a4 s’s accession in 749–50 the idea 

of  sh   u4   r   a4       in the sense of the formal choice of a leader through a consultative assembly of 

the Muslim quickly disappeared, to be replaced by patrimonial and dynastic notions of 

succession with the ‘Prophet’   s family’” (Marsham,  Rituals , 187). Also, Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 

42–3, argues that although there had emerged in the main cities of Islam during the 

early-second-century civil associations that emphasized the sanctity and role of the gen-

erality of the  umma     , or  al-saw   a4   d al-a   ʿz   am      and  sh   u4   r   a4  , “such civil associations had not 

sufi ciently consolidated and established by the time of the rise of the Abbasid call and 

then the state, both of which accentuated the religious character of the ruler of the 

believers, as they relied on their being  ahl al-bayt  (from the Prophet’s clan).”  
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of both the Umayyads   and the Abbasids while  courageously criticizing 

their errors in the language of the Sunna   of the Prophet  . One recent study 

has argued that he espoused a quietist view in which caliphs’ wrongs were 

to be suffered and corrected through advice but never through rebellion  , 

for only God could hold the caliph accountable.  168   Awz a4  ʿ  ı3  presented an 

early version of the doctrine that was to be embraced by the conserva-

tive faction of emerging Sunni   orthodoxy, a view that was being fash-

ioned out of the increasingly available “raw” material of   h   ad   ı ̄   th , which 

could have been employed to support a number of political attitudes.  169   

This view was essentially a variant of the Community-centered   vision, 

in which the meanings of the Community and its rectitude were being 

rethought. The waywardness of large sections of the Community called 

into question its sanctity, prompting the pious to rethink the plethora of 

scriptural references to the centrality of the Community. The response 

was to freeze the “way of the believers” in the Sunna of the Prophet and 

the words and deeds of the pious generations of believers. Thus, there 

are many traditions that promise salvation to the  jam   a4    ʿ    a      (the congrega-

tion of believers) or  al-saw   a4   d al-a   ʿz   am      (the great blackness, meaning the 

majority of Muslims); but these end anticlimactically when some author-

ity explains that the  jam   a4    ʿ    a  does not really mean the Muslim community 

at large, but some specii c individuals, such as Ab u4  Bakr   and  ʿ Umar or a 

certain Ab u4   H amza al-Sukr ı3 .  170   

 Just as the ruler-centered   vision was reconi gured in the course of the 

second/eighth and third/ninth centuries, so was the Community-centered   

vision. As the Community could no longer be maintained as a united 

  168     A. Alajmi,  Political Legitimacy in Early Islam: Al-Awz   a4    ʿ     ı̄      Interactions with the Umayyad     

and Abbasid States  (VDM Verlag Dr. M ü ller, 2009), 169. Alajmi’s study brings a fresh 

and needed perspective to the i eld, applying Harald Motzki’s critical  isn   a4   d-cum-matn  

criticism to bear on politically relevant traditions. However, his argument that al-Awz a4  ʿ  ı3  

held a descending view of authority is  ex silentio ; that al-Awz a4  ʿ  ı3  interacted with and 

clearly tolerated both the Umayyads and the Abbasid caliphs and opposed rebellions 

against them does not seem sufi cient to establish this position.  

  169     For a recounting of pro- and antiactivism traditions, see Abou El Fadl  , 112–31.  

  170     Al-Sh a4  t ib ı3 ,  al-‘I   ʿ    ti   s    a4   m , ed. Ma h m u4 d  T .  H alb ı3  (D a4 r al-Ma ʿ rifa, 1420/ 2000 ), 515–21, col-

lects various opinion on the meaning of the  jam   a4    ʿ    a      that is meant by the “saved sect” in 

a famous   h   ad   ı ̄   th . He categorizes the answers given by authorities over the centuries in 

i ve categories: (1)  al-saw   a4   d al-a   ʿz   am      (the vast majority), (2) the (Sunni  ) ulama   of the 

Community  , (3) the Companions of the Prophet  , (4) the Community when it agrees on 

an issue, and (5) the Community when it agrees on a leader. An interesting response, 

attributed to  ʿ Abd All a4 h b. al-Mub a4 rak (d. 181/797), is that the  jam   a4    ʿ    a  means “Ab u4  

Bakr   and  ʿ Umar,” and when told that they had long passed away, he said, “Ab u4   H amza 

al-Sukr ı3”  (518). The idea being that given widespread corruption, the “saved group” 

could be limited to one man about whose rectitude one is certain.  
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political body, the theoretical part of its job was transferred to the sacred 

Sunna, and the living part to a minority in every generation who embod-

ied the Sunna. This shift is particularly noticeable as we move from Ab u4  

 H an ı3 fa   to his disciples. Ab u4  Y u4 suf   (d. 182/798), Ab u4   H an ı3 fa’s ablest 

associate-disciple, accepted, like his other  H anaf ı3    colleagues, the Abbasid 

appointment to judgeship; he later became the chief judge in the reign 

of Har u4 n al-Rash ı3 d (r. 170–93/786–809). One of A h mad b.  H anbal’  s 

authorities in   h   ad   ı ̄   th , Ab u4  Y u4 suf’s association with the caliphate, whose 

legitimacy had been questionable to many in the preceding generation 

of scholars, did not injure his scholarly credentials. He built a seminal 

alliance between his school and the Abbasid Empire and made important 

concessions to the caliphate’s claims. In his  K. al-Khar   a4   j      he conceded that 

“God . . . has appointed the rulers to be caliphs  171   upon His earth, and has 

granted them the light of wisdom which illuminates the confused affairs 

of their subjects and makes clear to them the rights and duties about 

which they are in doubt.”  172   Yet the role of the caliph’s guidance in this 

view is primarily to execute the Sunna   of the Prophet   and the pious pre-

decessors, rather than to legislate on his own or to rule with a free hand: 

“The wisdom of the rulers is manifested in applying the prescribed pun-

ishments [  h   ud   u4   d ] and in restoring established and proven rights to the 

owners thereof, by absolute and clear orders. For this purpose, the revival 

of the study of the ways [ sunan ] which the pious men of old [ salaf     ] have 

established as precedents is of chief importance.”  173   

 Ab u4  Y u4 suf   had no difi culty granting the right of policy making ( siy   a4   sa     ) 

to the caliphs in the name of God’s religion so long as the limits of God’s 

words as understood by the early authorities ( salaf     ) were respected. 

This view is distinct from both the Community- and the ruler-centered   

views that we have come across. The caliph is not the ultimate author-

ity with the Community reduced to his unquestioning obedience, nor is 

the Community’s role in electing or restraining the caliph taken to heart. 

Neither Awz a4  ʿ  ı3    nor Ab u4  Y u4 suf makes any mention of  sh   u4   r   a4       in a political 

  171     Lambton’s translation incorrectly adds “His” before “caliphs,” thus incorrectly suggest-

ing that Ab u4  Y u4 suf   considered the rulers to be God’s caliphs. The rendering is correct in 

Crone   and Hinds, 82.  

  172     Lambton,  State and Government in Medieval Islam: An Introduction to the Study of 

Islamic Political Theory: The Jurists  (Oxford University Press,  1981 ), 56; Crone   and 

Hinds, 82n160.  

  173     Ibid. I have modii ed the translation slightly for clarity and given the Arabic original as 

well. For Ab u4  Y u4 suf  , these  salaf      include, as his repertoire of authorities of the traditions 

throughout the treatise shows, not only the Rightly Guided   caliphs but also the private 

scholars, such as Ab u4   H an ı3 fa  .  
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sense. Rather, the i nal authority is invested in the great models of the 

past. The stern, pietistic, principled, yet measured tone of Ab u4  Y u4 suf’s 

 K. al-Khar   a4   j      does not smack of opportunism. It was rather the principles 

themselves that had evolved. 

 In contrast, the legal implications of the ruler-centered   vision of the 

second century had been best articulated a generation earlier by Ibn 

al-Muqaffaʿ      .  174   His theory of Islamic jurisprudence rel ects a moder-

ate and rational caliphate-centered vision and takes into account a 

new threat to this vision. This threat was no longer constituted by the 

Community-centered   rebels and  sh   u4   r   a4      -inspired naysayers, but the Sunna-

centered vision constituted by the regionally specii c legal systems of pri-

vate scholars that had been steadily growing, as had been their authority 

to dei ne the Sunna. Joseph Lowry observes in a recent study that Ibn 

al-Muqaffa ʿ  attempted to secure the authority of the caliph by drawing “a 

careful and deliberate distinction between a sphere of law that is settled 

and unproblematic and a sphere of law that requires interpretation.”  175   

Although acknowledging the indisputable authority of the settled and 

unproblematic sphere of law based on the Qur’an and the general Sunna  , 

Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ  grounded the  legitimacy  of the caliph in his adherence to 

this unproblematic sphere   but claimed for the caliph all the interpretive 

 authority .  176   

 Ab u4  Y u4 suf   and Awz a4  ʿ  ı3    would have agreed with Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ  ’   s 

grounding of caliphal legitimacy in the agreed-upon aspects of the 

Shar ı3  ʿ a  . They would not, however, agree to surrendering all the interpre-

tive authority to the sole discretion of the caliph. Ab u4  Y u4 suf’s gives large 

discretionary leeway ( siy   a4   sa     ) to the caliph and considers obedience to the 

caliph part of obedience to God, so long as that obedience did not con-

tradict the agreed upon sphere of the Shar ı3  ʿ a. However, beyond  siy   a4   sa , 

Ab u4  Y u4 suf demanded that the caliph follow the Sunna of the Prophet   

and the early righteous caliphs, including the Umayyad    ʿ Umar II  . This 

effectively meant following the scholars of the  salaf     , including jurists like 

Ab u4   H an ı3 fa  , who had preserved and systematized this Sunna. The key 

difference between the two systems lay in their view of authority: The 

  174     Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ  ’   s moderating inclinations can be appreciated from his worry about the 

extremism of many in their Khur a4 s a4 n ı3  troops who believed that the caliph could move 

mountains and reverse the direction of prayer. J. Lowry, “The First Islamic Legal Theory: 

Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ  on Interpretation, Authority, and the Structure of the Law,”  JAOS  128.1 

(2008): 29–30.  

  175     Lowry, 25.  

  176     Ibid., 33 (emphasis added).  
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caliph to Ab u4  Y u4 suf or Awz a4  ʿ  ı3  had no inherent, infallible, or even superior 

authority to interpret the sacred texts, and hence the only authority lay 

in the knowledge of the Sunna and, to pro-opinion jurists like Ab u4  Y u4 suf, 

in mastering Qur’an-based legal argument to defend one’s positions. In 

contrast, Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ  ’ s caliph, although not infallible, was the highest 

interpretive authority. Thus, the dispute between the two visions really 

concerned the middle region between the indisputable aspects of the 

Shar ı3  ʿ a on the one hand and the discretionary  siy   a4   sa  on the other, and the 

line between the two was not clearly established yet by either. 

 The argument for Sunna by the likes of Ab u4  Y u4 suf   was ill-served by 

the intense internal rivalry among the emerging groups of jurists. There 

were the pro-opinion Iraqi circles of K u4 fa   and Basra   and the protradition 

circles of Medina  , Syria,   and Egypt   (the tradition could be either based 

on   h   ad   ı̄   th  reports or, in case of Medinan jurists like M a4 lik  , the contin-

ued customary practice   ʿ    amal  of the Prophet’   s city).  177   It is in the con-

text of the threat of the centralizing policies of the Abbasids   and the 

intractable diversity and parochialism of regional schools that al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    

attempted to create a harmonious jurisprudence by disciplining the seem-

ingly arbitrary use of tradition by the Medinans and the unbridled use of 

opinion by the Iraqis. A rigorous legal theory tightly bound to scriptural 

authority was the best way for the private jurists to close ranks against 

the caliphate’  s encroachment. Yet Crone   and Hinds put the matter too 

starkly: “Having been deprived of the authority to institute new  sunan , 

the Abbasid caliphs also found that the past which they were supposed to 

imitate consisted of narrowly dei ned rules, not of vague ancestral prac-

tice compatible with any interpretation which they might wish to put on 

it. In practice, their hands had thus been tied.”  178   This statement presup-

poses that the Umayyads   had held near-total authority over an entirely 

amorphous tradition, a premise that ignores the presence of the Qur’an 

and its Community-centered   view as well as the fact that the Umayyads’ 

relations with the private scholars were of a nature not entirely distinct 

from that of the Abbasids.  179   Yet this statement correctly suggests that the 

  177     See Abd-All a4 h, “M a4 lik’  s Concept,” 76f. for M a4 lik’s attitude toward   h   ad   ı̄   th  versus cus-

tom, Shamsy, “Rethinking Taql ı3 d,” for Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3’   s critique of it; idem, “From Tradition to 

Law: The Origins and Early Development of the Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3  School of Law in Ninth Century 

Egypt  ” (PhD Dissertation, Harvard University, 2009), for the conl ict between Iraqi and 

traditionist   approaches.  

  178     Crone   and Hinds, 91.  

  179     See comments on al-Zuhr ı3    earlier, for instance. There are many reports in the Umayyad   

period of a close relationship between learned individuals and the rulers. For one 

account, see Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 108–16.  
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Abbasids had less freedom than the Umayyads, and that the organization, 

development, growth, and consolidation of Sunna had something to do 

with it. The greater Umayyad freedom was not because they had wielded 

unrestrained religious authority, but rather because of the infancy of all 

the processes, which in their developed form provided a more sophisti-

cated and workable legal system to the Abbasids while also limiting their 

freedom in dealing with religious norms. 

 Zaman   has persuasively argued that in the Abbasid   period, the caliphs 

participated with scholars in the derivation of norms and shared their 

vision of authority. No separation of “religion” and “politics” ever took 

place, the  Mi   h   na      instituted by Ma’m u4 n was an exception rather than 

the rule, and despite some tensions under such circumstances, the ear-

mark of the relationship between the ulama   and the caliphs (or later, 

sultans) was cooperation by the ulama, patronage of the rulers, and shar-

ing of political and religious authority. This symbiotic relationship, as 

well as the threat of repression by the rulers, generally goaded the ulama 

into political quietism.  180   Khaled Abou El Fadl   argues that Zaman may 

have overstated the case, for this cooperation still did not mean that the 

caliphs wielded superior legal authority. Sunni   legal literature never cites 

the decisions of caliphs or their governors or judges as authoritative, with 

the obvious exception of those agreed upon by the Sunni community 

as the  R   a4   shid   u4   n  (Rightly Guided). Indeed, it is elaboration of juristic 

doctrine within schools, not the judgments of the caliphs or their gover-

nors that ever constituted valid precedent in Islamic law.  181   Abou El Fadl 

thus accepts in a qualii ed way Crone   and Hinds’ thesis that “the caliph 

was merely executor of the law chosen by the community,” and that this 

movement against the absolute caliphate authority had commenced ear-

lier, al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3  ’   s being “simply nails in the caliphal cofi n.”  182   Yet quickly 

moving on to his own point, which is to underscore that “the jurists 

became the representatives of the divine law,” Abou El Fadl misses the 

ambiguity in Crone and Hinds formulation: Was it the Community   or the 

Sunna that was used to oppose the caliphal authority? How and when 

did the Community become identical with the Sunna? Because Crone 

and Hinds insist on a singular “God’s caliph” view of political author-

ity in early Islam, the idea of the Community could be dismissed as a 

cover by traditionalists   like al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3  for their invention of the Sunna and 

  180     Zaman  , 49, 76–8, 81–2, 98.  

  181     Abou El Fadl  , 94–5.  

  182     Crone   and Hinds, 93; quoted in Abou El Fadl  , 93.  
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resistance to caliphal authority, and hence one can speak of the Sunna 

and the Community without distinction. Abou El Fadl does not pause at 

this conl ation, perhaps because to him – interested in legal theory rather 

than history – Islamic jurisprudence is a timeless category (at one point, 

he calls even the Prophet’   s Companion Anas b. M a4 lik   a “jurist”).  183     

 Yet al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3  ’   s contribution was the formulation of an ongoing trans-

formation, not invention, of the tradition. He and the emergent juris-

tic culture were transforming the original Community-centered   view of 

political authority into a Sunna-centered   variant in order to resist caliphal 

centralization and imperialization. Sunna in its basic form needed little 

defending, but the legal edii ce the traditionalists   were erecting –  i qh      – 

did. Because the Qur’an did not explicitly endorse its authority (that is, 

there was no equivalent of “Petrine commission” for juristic enterprise in 

Islam like there is asserted for the church in Catholic doctrine), concepts 

grounded in the mission and infallibility   of the  umma  in theory were 

deployed to ground this new enterprise. 

 A key characteristic of the emerging jurisprudence was its omnicom-

petence (it addressed every domain of life and thinking).  184   N. J. Coulson 

aptly sums up the consequences of this development of  i qh     :

  The i rst 150 years of Islam were characterized by an almost untrammeled 
freedom of juristic reasoning in the solution of problems not specii cally reg-
ulated by divine revelation . . . in these early days law had a distinctly dual 
basis. It was a compound of the two separate spheres of the  divine ordinance  
and the  human decision . But this pragmatic attitude soon fell victim to the 
increasing sophistication of theological and philosophical inquiry. Among the 
growing body of scholars whose deliberations were attempting to explain 
the essence of their faith arose a group who took their stand on the principle 

  183     See, for instance, Abou El Fadl  , 58n110. This designation might have been i ne if he were 

using “jurist” to simply mean something like “learned persons in Islam,” but he in fact 

frequently invokes theories of technical juristic culture derived from Western literature, 

thus adding a layer of anachronism throughout his otherwise excellent study.  

  184     “Jurisprudence ( i qh     ) not only regulates in meticulous detail the ritual practices of the 

faith and matters which could be classii ed as medical hygiene or social etiquette – legal 

treatises, indeed, invariably deal with these topics i rst; it is also a composite science of 

law and morality, whose exponents ( fuqaha’ , sing.  faqih ) are the guardians of the Islamic 

conscience” N. J. Coulson,  A History of Islamic Law  (The University Press,  1964 ), 83. 

Johansen   writes, “In the sense of a normative system concerned with human acts,”  i qh  

at least since the second/eighth century onward has provided “the judiciary   with the 

standards for judgments which are legitimate” on both religious ethics as well as juristic 

methodology. As judges ( q   a4    d    ı ̄  s) and jurisconsults ( muft ı ̄ s ), the role of the  i qh  scholars 

“is not restricted to the production of legal rules to be applied by the courts: they lead 

debates on ethical as well as legal obligations[,] and their norms address not only the 

courts but also the religious conscience of the Muslims” (Johansen,  Contingency , 3).  
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that  every aspect of human behaviour must of necessity be regulated by the 
divine will. In their philosophy of law, the legal sovereignty of God was all-
embracing .  185    

 To hone Coulson’s observation a bit, that every aspect of human behavior 

is within God’s province in some way is immediately obvious from the 

Qur’an, but that was not signii cant for the ulama’  s purpose until joined 

by the premise that it must be regulated by the juristic enterprise whose 

job it was to derive every legal judgment and every rule as directly as 

possible from the words of revelation. Furthermore, al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3  ’   s goal was 

to tie law to scriptural texts as tightly as possible in order to restrain the 

unending subjectivity of regional approaches; he was unwilling to allow 

teleological reasoning based on general goals or common sense, like the 

 H anaf ı3     isti   h   s   a4   n , or potentially inconsistent and inscrutable sources like 

M a4 lik’  s “custom of Medina.”   Every human act was to be governed by 

a scriptural text or a linguistic or analogical extension derived there-

from. This task came to require highly technical experts who were not 

merely scriptural exegetes or generally learned or pious men. Certainly 

being a qur’anic exegete was of little help; being a   h   ad   ı̄   th  expert was rel-

atively more useful given the vast expanse of particular rulings in   h   ad   ı̄   th . 

Ultimately, however, no one could compete with the jurists who employed 

qur’anic and   h   ad   ı̄   th  texts and ultimately created a body of law and legal 

reasoning  . 

  The Mi h na   

 The intellectual efforts of system-building traditionalists   like al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    

(whose initial impact is a matter of some controversy)  186   were not, as 

Crone   and Hinds have written, “nails into the caliphal cofi n,” for the 

struggle was not yet over. Unless we wish to read history deterministi-

cally, it is possible to imagine that things might have turned out quite 

differently if a few Abbasids had turned out like  ʿ Umar II   at this junc-

ture; the ulama   would have been only too happy to serve. The fact that it 

was al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    whose Sunna-centered   approach (and not that of any of his 

intellectual rivals among the jurists who had been less Sunna-centered) 

  185     N. J. Coulson,  Conl icts and Tensions in Islamic Jurisprudence  (University of Chicago 

Press,  1969 ), 4. (emphasis added)  

  186     Hallaq  , “Was al-Shai  ʿ i the Master Architect of Islamic Jurisprudence?”  IJMES  25 

( 1993 ): 587–605, questions the role of al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3 ; Shamsy, “From Tradition to Law,” esp. 

167–79, reestablishes it.  
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won out was not a foregone eventuality, and one important factor that 

helped decide the future was the inquisition and heroic triumph of Ibn 

 H anbal  .  187   Over the next two centuries, as the Abbasids lost both sym-

bolic and political power, the juristic enterprise continued to l ower and 

developed into various legal traditions ( madhhabs ) whose grip on Islamic 

normativity was irrevocably consolidated. 

 The Mi h na   began as an unprecedented bid by the brilliant, learned, 

and ambitious caliph al-Ma’m u4 n   (r. 198–218/813–33) to add total reli-

gious and symbolic authority to his political dominion and perhaps to 

end the growing ambiguity and tension in religious authority caused by 

the increasing consolidation of the traditionalists  . Recent studies have 

further added to the evidence that it was the caliph and not the ulama   

who had invented something entirely new. The reasons could lie, accord-

ing to one study, in the Abbasids’ generally and in particular Ma’m u4 n’s 

extraordinary messianic inclinations.  188   In addition, Ma’m u4 n’s contact 

with the imperial Sassanid heritage (with its ideals of religion and state 

as twins, and absolutism of the imperial power),  189   the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    ideas (he 

seems to have harbored plans to assume the role of the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3   im   a4   m ), and 

Hellenistic philosophy all seem to have added both to the elitism and 

intellectual depth of the young ambitious prince.  190   This background 

i rmly rooted him in belief in absolute and unii ed rule and hence aver-

sion to the simple, xenophobic faith of the traditionalists as well as the 

masses (  t   ugh   a4   m ) that followed them. 

  187     The inquisition, Mi h na  , of A h mad b.  H anbal   and other traditionalist   authorities insti-

tuted by the Abbasid caliph al-Ma’m u4 n   and carried forth by his successors, al-Mu ʿ ta s im, 

al-W a4 thiq, and al-Mutawakkil, lasted for i fteen years (218–34/833–48), after which the 

caliph Mutawakkil converted to the position of A h mad b.  H anbal. Some recent studies 

on the subject are: Christopher Melchert,  A   h   mad ibn    H   anbal  (Oneworld, 2006); N. 

Hurvitz, “Who is the Accused? The Interrogation of A h mad Ibn  H anbal,”  Al-Qan   t   ara  

22 ( 2001 ): 359–73, which sees the Mi h na as a culmination of the struggle between the 

 mutakallim   u4   n  and  mu   h   addith   u4   n , which also provides an up-to-date bibliography on the 

subject.  

  188     See H. Y ü cesoy,  Messianic Beliefs and Imperial Politics in Medieval Islam: The    ̒    Abb   a4   sid 

Caliphate in the Early Ninth Century  (University of South Carolina,  2009 ), 116–35, for 

Ma’m u4 n’s messianic claims; in particular, 131–2 for some of his questioning of previous 

interpretations such as Crone   and Hinds’ as well as Zaman’  s.  

  189     Brought up in a Persian foster family of the Barmakids viziers, he imbibed Persian state-

craft, in particular the  Testament of Ardshir  with its Machiavellian absolutism, as his 

ideal (Cooperson, 29–33).  

  190     This interpretation is supported generally in M. Cooperson,  Al Ma’mun  (Oneworld, 

 2005 ); T. El-Hibri, “The Reign of the Abbasid Caliph al-Ma’mun (811–833): The 

Quest for Power and the Crisis of Legitimacy” (PhD Dissertation, Columbia University, 

 1994 ).  
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 As for traditionalists  , the dual nature of their rising authority are aptly 

captured by the title they ultimately adopted,  Ahl al-Sunna     wa’l-Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 

that is, the group representing Sunna and the united Community  , as well 

as the name their opponents gave them, the  n   a4   bita     , a new, popular, and 

dangerous social force.  191   What was new was not the doctrines they 

espoused, but the new vision of authority (which was deadly effective 

against the caliphal claims) in which the i nal say beyond God’s word lay 

not in the ruler (as the later Umayyads  , the Sh ı3  ʿ a, and now the Abbasids 

had claimed) or in the Community (the seemingly unfeasible original 

ideal), but in the Sunna (in its “raw” form as   h   ad   ı̄   th  or systematized form 

as  i qh     ), an idea which empowered but also ultimately froze the will of 

the Community.   

 A h mad b.  H anbal   did not just represent the traditionalists  ; he became 

synonymous with Sunni   Islam. It is also clear that he did not seek to 

restore the Community  -centered   vision of Islam. His predecessors may 

have rebelled against the state in the name of the  umma  or justice; he 

had no interest in political activism:  192   He challenged not the political 

aggrandizement of the caliph   but only the claim of his being the  im   a4   m 

al-huda  (the ultimate religious authority),  al-mahd   ı̄   (the guided one), or 

 al-mujaddid  (the renewer of faith).  193   He only contended that the caliph 

could not claim privileged access to normative authority of Islam above 

and beyond the tradition of discourse that the Community, represented 

by its scholars of tradition and law, had come to embrace. 

 Rather than a triumph, the Mi h na   is better understood as sealing the 

deal on a trade-off. It reafi rmed the traditionalists’   surrendering to the 

caliphate   the Community’s political “rights” that the many early rebel-

lions had aimed to restore. The loss appears serious until one consid-

ers what had been won in return. The post-Mi h na acceptance, even by 

the caliphate, of the status of the Muslim  jam   a4    ʿ    a      (a united and orga-

nized form body of the  umma     ) as the site of infallibility   and charisma 

meant that the ulama  , the representatives of the Community and of its 

  191     W. al-Q a4  d  ı3 , “The Earliest ‘N a4 bita’ and the Paradigmatic ‘Naw a4 bit,’”  SI  78 ( 1993 ): 

27–61.  

  192     “Ibn  H anbal’  s doctrine,” observes Michael Cook, “is a deeply apolitical one” and 

emerged as a result of “the adaptation of an activist heritage to a civilian society for 

which political quietism was an increasingly relevant position” (Cook,  Commanding , 

106). He “stood in unhesitating obedience to the ruler, except in disobedience to God. 

Yet it was obedience without a shadow of warmth or a hint of a smile” (Ibid., 111–13). 

Although his  H anbal ı3    followers did engage in social activism, that was, Cook thinks, 

largely in opposition to the founder’s quietist and apolitical legacy.  

  193     Y ü cesoy, 88, 140.  
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fount of normativity, the Sunna, became the true leaders of Islam, whose 

obedience in a general sense became a religious obligation. It is in this 

politico-theological context that we can appreciate the true signii cance 

of the doctrine of  ijm   a4   ʿ    (consensus), which remains notoriously elusive in 

the context of legal theory (because consensus never seems to obtain in 

practice).  194   In the words of al-Sayyid:

  It was the  umma      and its congregation [ jam   a4    ʿ    a     ] that remained sacrosanct, the 
object of God’s deputyship [ khil   a4   fa ], and that remained the fundamental and 
highest source of legitimacy, granting anything else subsidiary legitimacy to the 
extent that it remained within its purview. Thus the caliphate   dissolved a long 
time ago while the  umma  and its charisma (its consensus  , and its infallibility  !) 
stayed. Thus the  umma  in Islam has been the fundamental source of legitimacy 
[ shar   ʿ    iyya ]. All other sources of legitimacy, including the caliphate, have been 
subsidiary and contingent upon it.  195    

 This picture of the Community’  s historical centrality tells only half the 

story, the theory rather than the practice. The Community, of course, 

is a theoretical construct, an idealization, which loses signii cance if 

not expressed in political institutions. It is politics that creates institu-

tions (and constitutions), and law works with and within them. If the 

Community were to have an active role, it would have been through pol-

itics, not legal doctrine (this, I think, explains the elusiveness of  ijm   a4    ʿ        as 

a legal doctrine). The consequences of giving up the Community’s claims 

amounted to the loss of normative agency in the political realm. For the 

Sunnis, there simply was no alternative route to political legitimacy, and 

the consequences became evident in the ensuing centuries.   

       

  194     This is not to deny the signii cance of this concept in legal theory. According to A. 

Zysow, “Economy of Uncertainty,” 199 ff., esp. 211, in the  H anai   i qh     , “the chief func-

tion of  ijm   a4    ʿ       , its  raison d’être , is to coni rm the results of legal procedures, analogy, inter-

pretation, and the acceptance of unit-traditions which are not in themselves certain.” See 

also 200f. for Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    reservations about consensus, 223 and 237–9 for  H anbal ı3    views.  

  195     Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 57–8.  
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  In spite of [the turmoil caused by the First Crusade] there is no hint of 
any threat to Islam or Islamic territory from the non-Muslim world in 
al-Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s works: it would seem that the universal aims of Islam had 
been forgotten in the face of problems which had been raised by the 
fragmentation of the Islamic world.  1    

  About the same time as the central caliphate   was drawing near its end, 

a distinctly Islamic society and culture was reaching its prime. This 

society and its institutions proved remarkably adaptable and capa-

ble of weathering the ensuing centuries of frequent military invasions 

and political instability. The new military and bureaucratic elites drew 

from Turkish and Persian stock, and these traditions now furnished the 

political culture and institutions of the medieval Islamic world while 

Islam’s religious law and tradition grew under the watch of the ulama  . 

Furthermore, in contrast with the early caliphs who had ruled over a 

non-Muslim majority,  the lands of Islam were now inhabited by a clear 

majority of Muslims.  2   

 The decline of the Abbasids   during the fourth/tenth century, who were 

already suffering from the de facto independence of a number of pro-

vincial elites, gave way to a number of dynasties of Sh ı3ʿı3    provenance, 

inaugurating what has been called “the Sh ı3ʿ ite century,” with the F a4  t imids   

in North Africa and Egypt  ,  H amd a4 nids in Syria  , Zayd ı3 s   in Yemen, and 

the Buyids   (345–446/945–1055) in Iraq and Persia, including Baghdad  , 

     2 

 The Political Thought of the Classical Period    

  1     Lambton,  State , 109.  

  2     R. Bulliet,  Islam: the View from the Edge  (New York: Columbia University Press,  1994 ).  
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the very house of the Sunni   caliphate  .  3   Throughout the classical period, 

Baghdad remained the center of key developments in law, political 

thought, statecraft, and the caliphate discourse. The Persian-Sh ı3ʿı3  Buyids 

ruled over it for a century, leaving the Sunni Abbasid caliph   in place 

nonetheless. In 446/1055, the eastern and central Islamic lands were 

conquered by Turkic Sunni invaders, the Saljuqs  , whose central power 

fragmented quickly but lasted for centuries afterward as petty warring 

principalities, occasionally growing into more ambitious kingdoms. 

 These military patronage states were characterized by an unbridge-

able gap, not between religion and politics, but between the ruler and 

the ruled. The two often spoke different languages and possessed dif-

ferent cultural and social sensibilities, although the powerful sociolegal 

culture of Muslim societies was often successful in incorporating the 

ruling elite to an extent. What could rarely be imagined was a political 

community that elected its rulers or held them systematically account-

able. Yet the lingering ideal of the early caliphate   was strong enough to 

allow an alternative imagination, however vague and romanticized, of 

the basis of political legitimacy, and often precluded among the ulama   

total acceptance of the military rule as the norm. Thus, an almost 

planned political illegitimacy, which occasionally stooped to outright 

despotism, seems to have become the lot of Muslim societies of the long 

medieval period. 

 When the Sunni   Saljuqs   acceded to power, having vanquished the Sh ı 3ʿı 3    

Buyids   (it is unlikely that either were particularly committed to their 

respective religious identities or rites), and further acquired a pragmatic 

kind of Islamic justii cation for their rule by defeating the Byzantines 

at Manzikert in 463/1071, the Sunni ulama   could no longer afford to 

ignore this new presence as mere usurpers. The religious integration of 

the Saljuqs was helped further along by the shrewd Ni z   a 4 m  al-Mulk,   who 

introduced a new institution, the  madrasa , and established a network 

of these religious schools that primarily taught Sunni jurisprudence. 

The  madrasa  mediated between the rulers, who used their political and 

economic advantage to endow them and thus insert themselves into 

the sociocultural fabric of the cities, and the ulama, many of whom 

taught at the  madrasas , received stipends, and vied with each other for 

  3     See C. E. Bosworth,  Islamic Dynasties  (Edinburgh: Clark Constable Ltd.,  1980 ). For a 

detailed treatment of the ulama   and the institutions in the Buyid   period, see J. J. Donohue, 

 The Buwayhid dynasty in Iraq 334 H./945 to 403 H./1012: Shaping Institutions for the 

Future  (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2003).  
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positions.  4   Although there always remained the naysayers among the 

ulama, who resisted employment with and subservience to the rulers, 

on the whole the i fth/eleventh century saw the emergence of a new type 

of relationship between the two, in which many of the ulama served as 

“regular members of courtly circles, frequently employed on diplomatic 

missions and other state business.” The Saljuqs and their successor 

states (in particular, Zengids and Ayyubids  ) provided “livelihood and 

power to thousands of scholars and students, thus entrenching religious 

knowledge as a career, a well-marked ladder of advancement involving 

teaching, preaching and the judiciary  .”  5    

  siy   a4   sa and fiqh   

 Three distinct bodies of literature can be identii ed in the classical period 

that treated politics from different vantage points. The ulama   began to 

theorize the ideal caliphate   (at about the same time, ironically, as the 

central caliphate was losing its actual power) in treatises of theological 

polemics directed in particular against the Sh ı3ʿı3    theological and politi-

cal threat. The most prominent treatises on the subject were authored in 

Baghdad   sunder the Buyids   and then the Salj u4 qs. Yet there had been two 

other growing bodies of literature that more closely guided the practical 

life of the two types of the elite of the classical period: the  i qh      – the legal 

discourse of the ulama, who were the social elite par excellence – and 

statecraft literature, in particular, “mirrors for princes,” which addressed 

the rulers. 

 Jurisprudence ( i qh     ) is a natural place to look to understand how clas-

sical ulama   dealt with power in reality. Until the consolidation of  i qh  in 

the third/ninth century, the caliphal governors had dispensed justice based 

on custom and scripture, whereas the real development and systematiza-

tion of Islamic law was taking place in private circles of scholars in centers 

like Iraq and Medina  . As noted in the previous chapter, the relationship 

between  siy   a4   sa      and  i qh  (and between the rulers and the ulama) was far 

too supple at this point to allow for a clear-cut distinction, and hence the 

suggestion by Schacht   that the political ( siy   a4   sa ) at this time stood apart 

  4     M. Chamberlain, “Military Patronage States and the Political Economy of the Frontier, 

1000–1250,” in  A Companion to the History of the Middle East , ed. Youssef M. Choueiri 

(Wiley-Blackwell, 2008), 135–53;  idem ,  Knowledge and Social Practice in Medieval 

Damascus    , 1190–1350  (Cambridge University Press,  1994 ), 27–68.  

  5     T. Khalidi  ,  Arabic Historical Thought in the Classical Period  (Cambridge University Press, 

 1994 ), 191–2.  
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from the “ideal system of the  Shar   ı̄ʿ   a ”   is anachronistic. It assumes that the 

Shar ı3ʿ  a had already become identical to these private jurists’ teachings, 

thus the actual practices of Umayyad   governors and judges could be only 

surreptitiously imported into their ideal system. With the decline of the 

Abbasid   power and ensuing political fragmentation, the ulama acquired 

greater religious authority vis- à -vis the rulers, becoming organized in legal 

communities ( madhhabs ) networked across the Muslim lands, which 

served as professional schools or guilds of law-providing guidance and 

identity to their followers.  6   The attitudes of the various groups of ulama 

toward the military rulers remained varied and ambivalent, consisting of 

dependence and acceptance on the one hand and criticism and rejection on 

the other. This ambivalence was rel ected in their jurisprudence. In Abou 

El Fadl’  s words, the relationship between the ulama and the rulers was 

not “a dogmatic one-sided relationship.” Rather, it was a “reciprocal and 

dialectical process of accommodation and resistance” that changed with 

the sociopolitical context.  7   Yet the jurists were not merely or transparently 

responsive to sociopolitical changes in an either positive (as in response 

to the needs of the society or demands of justice) or negative sense (as in 

capitulation), for, like any legal tradition, theirs too imposed its demands 

and commitments, its constraints and logic.  8   

 Besides the irony of the ulama   both legitimizing usurpation and implic-

itly encouraging rebellion  , scholars have noted yet another irony in the 

ulama’s doctrines. On the one hand they demanded absolute obedience 

to the ruler,  9   yet on the other they were committed to a legalistic view 

of authority; they denied the rulers any authority except as executors of 

the law. Baber Johansen’  s study of  H anaf ı3     i qh      examines this paradox. 

Following Schacht  , he posits that the  H anaf ı3  jurists conceived of soci-

ety as consisting of proprietors and  i qh  as the sum total of individual 

rights.  10   They dei ned two types of rights (  h�   uq   u4   q ), those of God’s servants 

     6     G. Makdisi, “The Guilds of Law in Medieval Legal History,”  Zeitschrift fur Geschischte 

der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften Band  1( 1984 ): 233–52; C. Melchert,  The 

Formation of the Sunni     Schools of Law, 9th-10th Centuries C.E.  (Brill,  1997 ).  

     7     Abou El Fadl  , 102.  

     8     Ibid., 23–31, 102, 110f.  

     9     Thus Lambton,  State , 20: “The  Shar   ı̄ʿ   a     , which had absolute authority, preceded the 

state and was its law. The individual could therefore have no rights against the state but 

merely the right to expect that the leader of the community, the caliph  , would act in con-

formity with the law. . . . Later jurists were to demand absolute obedience to the caliph 

as a religious obligation dei ned in terms of the Shar ı3ʿ a and justii ed by the Qur’anic 

obligation.”  

  10     Johansen  ,  Contingency , 62; see earlier.  
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( ʿ  ib   a4   d  or   a4   damiyy   u4   n ) and those of God. The precarious balance of indi-

viduals’ rights, the classical  H anaf ı3  jurists held, could “only be fuli lled 

by a Muslim state.” “The Islamic state is considered to be the trustee and 

the executor of the ‘claims of God,’ of the   h�   uq   u4   q All   a4   h , or to use the 

synonymous expression, the   h�   uquq al-shar   ʿ   , the claims of the law.” The 

 H anaf ı3  jurists “all agree in interpreting the   h�   aqq All   a4   h  as representing the 

public interest ( ma   s�    a4   li   h�    al-   ʿa4   mma ), or the interest of all Muslims ( k   a4   ffat 

al-muslim   ı̄   n ).”  11   In this view, “the public sphere is the realm of the abso-

lute, the realm of God, as represented by the ruler.”  12   Whereas in theory, 

Johansen argues, these jurists considered a government indispensable, in 

reality they did not leave any legitimate space for it, the reason being that 

 H anaf ı3  law “is based on the rights of the individual and gets into difi -

culties whenever it tries to reconcile these rights with the public interest.” 

Thus, the classical jurists leaned toward the individual “by protecting the 

rights of the individual” against the state, and by accepting that the “state 

must inevitably transcend the sphere of competence which the lawyers 

are willing to grant it” – thus effectively rendering the state either ineffec-

tive or illegitimate.  13   Yet this insight still does not help us understand why 

classical jurists engaged in such oddly contradictory attitudes toward 

state and politics. Johansen’s answer suffers from the same limitation as 

Abou El Fadl’  s to our earlier question by attributing the attitude of jurists 

toward political authority to juristic culture or formal legal construc-

tions. Although features of Islamic juristic culture remain indispensable 

guides in understanding the jurists’ doctrines, we need to dig deeper to 

understand the constraints that shaped the legal doctrine itself.  

  statecraft   and the ulama 

 Aside from jurisprudence, there had grown in the Islamic world statecraft 

and political advice literature written by men in power or their observers, 

secretaries, and scribes. Men like  ʿ Abd al- H am ı3 d b. Ya h y a4  (d. 132/750), 

scribe to the last Umayyad   caliph  , Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ    (d. 139/759), whose 

caliphate-centered   view we have already encountered and who was 

  11     Ibid., 210.  

  12     Ibid., 212–13.  

  13     Ibid., 217. Corresponding to this theoretical prejudice, Johansen   observes, the  H anaf ı3    

law is well-developed in the area of the “rights of humans” (  h�   uquq al-   a4   damiyy   ı̄   n ). In the 

domain of the “rights” or “claims” of God, only worship is a well-developed area; “penal 

law and i scal law are rough drafts” compared to these, and “administrative law is virtu-

ally non-existent in the law books” (216).  
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scribe to an Umayyad and then an Abbasid personage, Qud a4 ma b. Ja ʿ far   

(d. 337/948),  14   a late-Abbasid state ofi cial and scholar, as well as others 

had already created a distinctly statist or imperial view of politics that 

drew on Sassanid and Hellenist political heritage. This view was not nec-

essarily secular  , but its starting point was the survival of the state and the 

ruling elite, not religious doctrines or vision. The political ideas, notes 

Lambton, “found in administrative handbooks and mirrors for princes 

hold a position midway between the theory of the jurists on the one hand 

and that of the philosophers on the other.”  15   The Muslim philosophers 

( fal   a4   sifa ) assigned purely instrumental value to religion and were com-

mitted to Greek wisdom on society, politics, and metaphysics as inherited 

in its Near Eastern Neoplatonist   form. The Persianate statecraft litera-

ture and the Neoplatonist philosophers were in agreement in one crucial 

respect, namely, their vision of agency in political life and their exclu-

sive focus on the person of the ruler. They “located the effective agent of 

political community in the ruler whose task it was to govern society by 

enforcing its laws, punishing its rebellious members and training himself 

in the various virtues and norms of conduct.”  16   

   Siy   a 4   sa  as a Friend 

 The ulama   also contributed to practical statecraft, i rst through 

legal  manuals (various compositions along the lines of Ab u 4  Y u 4 suf’  s 

 K. al-Khar   a 4   j     ) and, with the rise of the military patronage states, in their 

capacity as ofi cials and judges, in the idiom of Persian statecraft tradi-

tion. Ab u 4  Y u 4 suf had recommended to the caliph   the righteous predeces-

sors’ ways of ruling in strictly Islamic idiom, but the classical ulama 

had to deal with a different audience, rulers who on the whole had no 

appreciation of or attachment to the constructions of Sunni    i qh     . Yet the 

ulama’s contribution to statecraft literature did not mean that their main 

body of thought ( i qh ) systematically theorized power in Islamic terms. 

They never bridged the gap between the private juristic enterprise of  i qh  

and the realities of power. 

  14     For a comprehensive recent treatment of this i gure, see P. Heck,  The Construction of 

Knowledge in Islamic Civilization: Qud   a4   ma b. Ja   ʿ    far     and his Kit   a4   b al-Khar   a4   j wa    s�   in   a4ʿ   at 

al-kit   a4   ba  (Brill, 2002).  

  15     A. K. S. Lambton, “Islamic Political Thought,” in J. Schacht   and C. E. Bosworth (ed.), 

 The Legacy of Islam  (Oxford University Press, 1979), 416.  

  16     Heck, 195.  
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 In order to understand this relationship between Shar ı3ʿ a   and politics, 

I begin with a text that has been called “one of the clearest statements 

of the problematic relationship between  siy   a4   sa      and  Shar   ı ̄ʿ   a .”  17   This was, 

according to Tarif Khalidi  , the inl uential mirror  Sir   a4   j al-Mul   u4   k      ( Guiding 

Sun for Kings ), by the sixth-/twelfth-century M a4 liki jurist,   h�   ad   ı ̄   th  scholar, 

and well-known ascetic, Ab u4  Bakr Mu h ammad b. al-Wal ı3 d al- T ur t  u4 sh ı3    

(b. 451/1059; d. 520/1126):

  With a wealth of historical examples,  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    had stated in clear terms the case 
for a secular   state, one based upon an orderly routine of government and work-
ing to maintain public peace and stability. A state well ordained and i rmly ruled, 
no matter what the religion or its ruler, was ini nitely preferable to one ruled 
piously but incompetently. In adopting this approach,  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  was bypassing a 
long tradition of political thought represented by thinkers like al-M a4 ward ı3    and 
Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4   .  18    

 Khalidi   further qualii es this characterization of  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’   s thought in a 

footnote:

  In calling  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’   s thought “secular”  , I must emphasize that he was writing 
very much within the Islamic tradition, especially the  Adab -history tradition. 
Nevertheless, the Qur’an was for him “the mine of  siy   a4   s   a4   t ” while the ethics he 
advocated, largely of Sui  inspiration, e.g., mercy in the ruler and patience in the 
subjects, all presume total obedience to the ruler, just or unjust. Uppermost in his 
mind is state preservation and not the integrity of the ruler nor his relationship to 
 Shar   ı̄ʿ   a     , as in political thought of the  shar   ʿ ı ̄   tradition.  19    

 Let us examine the case Khalidi   has built for this conclusion. Khalidi 

quotes an illuminating passage in  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’   s  Sir   a4   j  in which he writes 

about the relationship between  siy   a4   sa      and legal ordinances ( a   h�   k   a4   m ). He 

writes:

  When I examined the histories of ancient nations . . . and the policies ( siy   a4   s   a4   t ) they 
instituted for governing states as well as the laws they adhered to for the protec-
tion of their religions, I found these to be of two kinds: legal ordinances ( a   h�   k   a4   m ) 
and state policies. The ordinances, which included what they took to be licit and 
illicit and the laws governing such things as commerce, marriage, divorce, and so 
forth . . . were all such as they had agreed upon by convention or mentality, there 
being no rational proof for any of them nor any commandment about them from 
God . . . nor were these nations following any prophet. The ordinances had sim-
ply been issued by the priests of i re-temples and guardians of idols. . . . It would 
therefore not be impossible for anyone to enact such ordinances on his own 

  17     Ibid., 193.  

  18     Ibid., 195.  

  19     Ibid., 195n31.  
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initiative. . . . But as regards the policies they instituted to uphold and defend these 
ordinances . . . here they followed the path of justice, sound policy  , consensus   and 
equity in obedience to these ordinances, as also in their conduct of war, protection 
of high ways and preservation of wealth. . . . In all these matters, they pursued a 
laudable path, none of which was contrary to reason if only the principles and 
basics had been sound or compelling. In their admirable pursuit of means to 
protect their corrupt principles they may be compared to one who embellishes a 
latrine. . . . Hence, I collected together what is of value in their histories.  20    

 Contrary to Khalidi’  s reading, the relationship that emerges between 

 siy   a4   sa      and law in this passage is not one of conl ict, but one in which 

good politics protects laws; yet the two are independent of each other 

such that even bad laws could be protected by good politics and thus 

could bring prosperity and longevity to the rule.  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    continues:

  It may therefore be said that an ini del ruler who complies with the requirements 
of conventional policy   lasts longer and is stronger than a believing ruler who in 
his own person is just and obedient to a prophetic policy of justice . . . for you 
ought to know that a single  dirham , taken from the subjects in a negligent and 
foolish manner, even though justly, corrupts their hearts more than ten  dirhams  
taken from them in accordance with a policy seen to be well regulated and of a 
familiar pattern, even though unjustly.  21    

 We can glean from passages such as this that  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    had three, not two, 

i elds of governance in mind, even if he does not explicitly state so. One is 

the actual laws, which govern the essence of all relationships and which 

he considers to be the most important element of all. The second i eld is 

politics, the management and prudent application of those laws. Good 

politics includes virtues such as justice and consensus  . The non-Muslim 

states protect their arbitrary and inferior laws with good politics, which is 

like “one who embellishes a latrine!” The third i eld is the ruler’s shrewd 

management of the perceptions and loyalties of the subjects, a i eld mod-

erns should immediately recognize as propaganda, public relations, or 

“spincraft.” These practices may be unjust, but when applied well, they 

will keep the subjects satisi ed and in place. Effective rulers, most of all 

despots and tyrants, are typically masters of this i eld. 

  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    urges the Muslim prince not only to apply divine laws, but 

also to master the second i eld of prudence and the third i eld of propa-

ganda. He does not much rel ect on the possibly troubled relationship 

between these i elds, on whether divine laws could be compromised at 

  20      T ur t  u4 sh ı3   ,  Sir   a4   j al-Mul   u4   k     , 50–1, qtd. in Khalidi  , 193–4.  

  21     Ibid., 194.  
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the expense of prudence or propaganda, or whether justice is a goal or 

merely a tool to achieve stability and control. He is a creature of his age 

and, as Khalidi   rightly notes, sees Persian-style hierarchy   and stratii ca-

tion as the ideal of politics and statecraft. He was obsessed with order at 

any cost and hence with the issue of rank and station, like most writers 

of mirrors for princes at the time. Islamic egalitarianism   and political sig-

nii cance of the Community   do not seem to trouble his imagination in the 

least. Yet his prescription of politics cannot be called “secular  .” Khalidi’s 

characterization of  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’ s work is misleading in suggesting that there 

is a contradiction between  siy   a4   sa      and Shar ı3ʿ a   in  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’ s mind.  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  

seems to have suggested in these passages simply a  distinction  between 

 siy   a4   sa  and  legal ordinances , not  contradiction  between  siy   a4   sa  and the 

Shar ı3ʿ a. This confusion is even more surprising given  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’ s explicit 

pronouncements to the contrary. Despite his appreciation of their politics 

of “justice, sound policy  , consensus   and equity in obedience to these ordi-

nances,” he could not be clearer about his disapproval of the man-made 

 laws . The key to understanding  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’ s prescriptions is the recogni-

tion that to him even politics is taught by the Shar ı3ʿ a.  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’ s most 

central distinction, Khalidi observes, is  

  between divine or prophetic ( il   a4   h   ı ̄  ;  nabaw   ı̄  ) justice and conventional ( i   s�t�   il   a4    h�    ı ̄  ) jus-
tice. The i rst is the sum total of prophetic teachings; the second approximates to 
conventional policy   ( siy   a4   sa     i   s�t�   il   a4    h�   iyya ). . . . The i rst type of justice is ideally repre-
sented in a ruler gathering around him religious scholars, described by  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    
as the “proofs of God,” without whose counsel the ruler should not act in any 
matter. As regards conventional policy, the arrival of Muhammadan  Shar   ı̄ʿ   a      con-
i rmed certain policies and cancelled others.  22    

 The i rst type of justice, represented by the legal ordinances and taught 

by the ulama  , who are the “proofs of God,” is the direct expression of the 

Shar ı3ʿ a  , whereas the second type – the conventional justice represented 

by  siy   a4   sa      – is guided and restricted by the Shar ı3ʿ a. These are not two 

distinct options but two aspects of justice, and both are regulated by 

the Shar ı3ʿ a.  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’   s claim that a politically wise ini del ruler is better 

than a pious but politically incompetent one is little more than rhetori-

cal reinforcement of the importance of attending to conventional policy   

and not merely applying laws without prudence. None of this can be 

taken to mean that  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  endorsed the supplanting of the Shar ı3ʿ a by 

secular   laws or politics. All evidence from  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’ s biography suggests 

  22     Khalidi  , 194.  
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a staunchly orthodox, pietistic, even ascetic commitment to the Shar ı3ʿ a. 

Indeed,  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  was a critic of his illustrious contemporary, Ghaz a4 l ı3   , 

due to the latter’s writing of  I   h�   y   a4    ’  , in which he slighted  i qh      in favor of 

Sui sm  .  23   

 Precisely because  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  ’   s propositions cannot be explained by secu-

lar   motivations, his distinction between law ( i qh     ) and policy   ( siy   a4   sa     ) and 

his appreciation of just  siy   a4   sa  acquire new signii cance.  T ur t  u4 sh ı3 , in fact, 

was not alone. In the early i fth/eleventh century, M a4 ward ı3   , the Sh a4 i  ʿı3    

chief justice of Baghdad   and the author of the most inl uential treatise on 

Islamic government, used the same term  siy   a4   sa  to refer to the this-worldly 

part the job of the  khal   ı ̄   fa      or the  im   a4   m , which he described as “hir a4 sat 

al-d ı3 n wa siy a4 sat al-dunya,” that is, protection of religion and  siy   a4   sa  of 

this world. Because the caliphate   itself is a religious ofi ce (i.e., required by 

and in service of  d   ı̄   n ), M a4 ward ı3  ’ s separation of  d   ı ̄   n  from  siy   a4   sa  is meant 

to emphasize that the caliph uses worldly means to protect the norms of 

 d   ı̄   n  itself, as well as the goals of the polity set by  d   ı̄   n  through  siy   a4   sa . Here, 

just like in Ziy a4 d’s use of it in the Umayyad   period,  siy   a4   sa  could only 

mean administration, good management, and wise rule – and, clearly, 

M a4 ward ı3  sees it as part of the normative i eld of Islam. M a4 ward ı3  too was 

the author of a few important treatises on statecraft; in them, he bases his 

insights into human societies and governance explicitly on Persian and 

Hellenist political thought as well as anecdotal Islamic wisdom, but the 

basic framework remains at odds with his work on the caliphate.  24   Before 

we understand why the pro- siy   a4   sa  ulama   embraced this dual personality, 

let us look at the arguments antagonistic to  siy   a4   sa .  

   Siy   a 4   sa  as Evil 

 Around the i fth/eleventh century,  siy   a4   sa      seems to have increasingly taken 

on negative connotations. One of these meanings was “discretionary 

  23     He was a renowned M a4 lik ı3    jurist, traditionist  , ascetic, and exegete; he was born in 

 al-Andalus but lived in the Islamic east, and was clearly informed in Persian political 

heritage. His biographers inform us that he arrived in Alexandria toward the end of the 

i fth/eleventh century and set up a  madrasa  for the teaching of the M a4 lik ı3  law; and he 

pleaded with the vizier to cease the imposition of Fatimid laws on the Sunnis. See Y. Lev, 

 State and Society in Fatimid Egypt      (Brill, 1991) 138–40.  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    was one of the teach-

ers of Ibn T u4 mart  , the Ash ʿ ar ı3    warrior, self-proclaimed Mahdi and the founder of the 

Almohad (al-Muwa hh id u4 n) movement. Al-Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s student al-Q a4  d  ı3  Ibn al- ʿ Arab ı3  met 

him in Jerusalem and admired his erudition and asceticism (al-Q a4  d  ı3  Ibn al- ʿ Arab ı3 ,  Ri   h�   la , 

80).  

  24     See later.  
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punishment beyond the stipulation of the  Shar   ı ̄ʿ   a    . ”  25   This is demonstrated 

clearly in the case of N u4 r al-D ı3 n   Ma h m u4 d b. Zank ı3  (r. 541–68/1146–73), 

known for his piety and strict adherence to the Sh a4 i  ʿı3    school of law and 

for raising the banner of  jih   a4   d      against the crusaders. David Ayalon reports 

a Mamluk  -period historian’s praise of the pious ruler:

  When N u4 r al-D ı3 n   annexed Mosul to his kingdom, he ordered its governor to 
do everything according to the Shar ı3ʿ a  . The same source states that N u4 r al-D ı3 n 
never implemented the  siy   a4   sa     . This caused resentment in Mosul, and people there 
said to Kemishtak ı3 n that the number of criminals, robbers and evil doers had 
increased, and the only way to overcome that plague was to execute the culprits. 
They asked him to write to N u4 r al-D ı3 n and explain the situation, but he did not 
dare to do so. At last Shaykh  ʿ Umar al-Mulla, N u4 r al-D ı3 n’s trusted representative 
in Mosul, took courage and wrote his master telling him that in view of the dan-
gerous situation, a certain kind of  siy   a4   sa  has to be employed, for only severe pun-
ishments like execution could be effective in that kind of situation. To strengthen 
his argument, al-Mulla asked categorically: “if a person is robbed in the desert 
[in the open country?] who will give witness on his behalf?” When N u4 r al-D ı3 n 
received the letter he turned it and wrote on its back that God knows better than 
man and he made for him a perfect Shar ı3ʿ a. Had He thought that the Shar ı3ʿ a 
needed addition, He would have included that addition in the Shar ı3ʿ a anyway.  26    

 N u4 r al-D ı3 n   is praised by the ulama   for his insistence on observing for-

mal judicial procedures of  i qh      despite complaints about their ineffec-

tiveness in securing peace. He deemed them an inalienable part of the 

Shar ı3ʿ a   and believed the Shar ı3ʿ a (as concretized in  i qh ) to be in no need 

of emendations.  27   

 Crusades seem to have effected a brief rapprochement and conver-

gence of attitudes between the ulama   and the ruling class, which histo-

rians have distinctly noted during the reign of the two Muslim heroes 

against the Crusaders, N u4 r al-D ı3 n   and Saladin  . Both sultans are depicted 

  25     Bernard Lewis goes on to even suggest that “ siy   a4   sa     , at that time and in that place, does 

not mean politics at all. It means punishment,” but later, perhaps correcting himself, con-

tinues that “there is of course a connection between politics and punishment, but the two 

terms are not as yet synonymous.  Siy   a4   sa     , in later medieval Islam, more commonly means 

punishment than politics, more specii cally discretionary punishment administered at the 

will of the ruler in contrast to legal punishment prescribed in accordance with the holy 

law of Islam” (Lewis,  Political , 44).  

  26     D. Ayalon, “The Great Y a4 sa of Chingiz Khan: A Reexamination (Part C2). Al-Maqr ı3 z ı3’   s 

Passage on the Y a4 sa under the Mamluks  ,”  SI  38 ( 1973 ), 124–5.  

  27     The well-known historian of the Ayy u4 bid age, Ab u4  al- H asan  ʿ Al ı3   ʿ Izz al-d ı3 n Ibn al-Ath ı3 r 

(d. 630/1233), too, uses the term  siy   a4   sa      to mean primarily discretionary punishment, and 

extols N u4 r al-D ı3 n   as “a very religious, very just and good-hearted person” who, presum-

ably unlike other rulers of Ibn al-Ath ı3 r’s time, “did not punish people solely on the basis 

of suspicions and accusations” – namely, on the basis of  siy   a4   sa  (Ayalon, C2, 124).  
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as the embodiment of the Sunni   orthodoxy of the age and as defenders of 

Islam against external enemies and, therefore, as rulers whom one could 

serve without demur. “Twelfth- and thirteenth-century ulama,” Yaacov 

Lev observes, “expected the rulers to defend Islam as a territorial and 

political entity ( d   a4   r al-Isl   a4   m ) and as a social organism ( ummah ) and to 

adhere to the principles of Sunni Islam.”  28   Yet despite his personal com-

mitment to the  legal madhhabs , the political concepts and legitimacy of 

the dynasty Saladin created had little relationship to the Shar ı3ʿ a   or to the 

caliphate  , and his dynasty consisted of a number of lesser sultans under a 

greater sultan, on the pattern of the decentralized and loosely connected 

Central Asian model.  29   This shows that with the symbolic caliphate in 

place, even a pious and jurisprudentially correct ruler was not expected 

to abide by any Islamic model of politics or legitimacy; one simply did 

not exist. 

 Beyond the question of the legitimacy and constitution of the actual 

state (apart from the caliphate  , that is), in which even the juristic tradi-

tion did not see the Shar ı 3ʿ a   as relevant, there raged a lively controversy 

about the efi cacy of the Shar ı 3ʿ a in the domain of public law and order 

which the mainstream jurists did see as its exclusive prerogative. It was 

in this domain that it was pitted by the state-centered writers against 

 siy   a 4   sa     . Many seem to have accepted that the Shar ı 3ʿ a was incapable of 

dealing with the problems of the real world and that  siy   a 4   sa , equated 

with extra-Shar ı 3ʿ a punishments, was justii ed by its utility alone.  30   

However, the opponents of  siy   a 4   sa  did not simply oppose extrajudi-

cial punishments, but all extra- i qhi  policy   and nonformal procedures 

by which crimes could be investigated or culpability established. There 

was a distinct awareness on both sides of the existence of “administra-

tive  justice,” which prevented crime more effectively because of a more 

  28     Y. Lev, “Symbiotic Relations: Ulama and the Mamluk   Sultans,”  Mamluk Studies Review  

1 (2009): 10.  

  29     S. Humphreys,  From Saladin     to the Mongols: the Ayyubids     of Damascus    , 1193–1260  

(SUNY Press,  1977 ), 365–70.  

  30     That many pro- siy   a4   sa      writers understood and advocated politics as independent of or 

even opposed to the Shar ı3ʿ a   is true, but the extent of such writers seems to be exaggerated 

by modern scholars. In addition to  T ur t  u4 sh ı3   , Khalidi   places Idr ı3 si (d. c. 560/1165), Ibn 

al- ʿ Ibri (d. 1286), Ibn al-Ath ı3 r, Ibn  T iq t aqa (d. ca. 709/1309), Ibn al-Fuw a4 ti (d. 723/1323), 

and Ibn Khald u4 n   in the  siy   a4   sa  tradition. Of these,  T ur t  u4 sh ı3  and Ibn al-Ath ı3 r’s positions 

have already been noted. Ibn Khald u4 n, Gibb   has cogently shown, did not privilege  siy   a4   sa  

over the Shar ı3ʿ a (Gibb,  Studies , 174). Ibn  T iq t aqa, a Sh ı3ʿı3  historian in the Mongol entou-

rage, appears to be one author who privileged Mongol-style politics as a model, but he 

cannot be counted among the ulama   (Khalidi, 195).  
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relaxed, rational, or utilitarian system of evidence than  i qh     ; hence the 

reference in the letter to N u 4 r al-D ı 3 n   to being robbed in the desert, where 

the two formal witnesses required by the classical jurisprudence would 

not be available. The equation of  siy   a 4   sa  with corporal punishment 

appears to be its opponents’ way to deprecate  siy   a 4   sa  altogether. This is 

evident in the writings of the Mamluk  -period Sh a 4 i  ʿı 3    jurist, al-Maqr ı 3 z ı 3    

(d. 845/1442), also a scholar of   h �   ad   ı̄   th  and historian, who wrote most 

derisively of  siy   a 4   sa : “Siy a 4 sa . . . is a Satanic word the origin of which 

most people of our time do not know and which they utter negligently 

and indifferently, saying: this matter is not included in the domain of the 

Shar ı 3ʿ a   and constitutes part of the siy a 4 sa   judgment. They deem it a light 

matter while before God it is an enormity.”  31   

 It appears therefore that rulers often had to choose between follow-

ing the Sharı3 ʿ a  , as represented by the ulama  , and effectively maintaining 

peace and order. The case of N u4 r al-D ı3 n   and Saladin   is important only 

as the exception that proves the rule. Most rulers, as Ibn al-Ath ı3 r points 

out, availed themselves of policies that the jurists did not deem legitimate 

under the Shar ı3ʿ a yet were considered necessary by the rulers for main-

taining peace, suppressing disorder, and punishing criminals who could 

not be punished under the Sharı3 ʿ a. 

 The ulama   like M a4 ward ı3    and  T ur t  u4 sh ı3 ,   who did not see  siy   a4   sa      as a 

contradiction or even limitation of the Shar ı3ʿ a,   were a minority (neither 

could be explained away as a “sell-out” – which is not to say there were 

not many among the ulama motivated by less noble concerns in their 

support of politics). And although the ulama rarely conceded that the 

Shar ı3ʿ a was anything but what they elaborated, thus leaving the rulers 

to either conform like N u4 r al-D ı3 n   or be condemned in the socioreligious 

sphere as being outside the bounds of the Shar ı3ʿ a, the rulers also at least 

occasionally seem to have contested the ulama’s claim. Ibn Taghr ı3 bird ı3  

reports an incident in which a Jewish merchant was unsatisi ed with the 

 q   a4    d�    ı ̄    ’      s judgment and contested the trial as having not been in conformity 

  31     Ayalon, C2, 109. Maqr ı3 z ı3    is known for his odd opinion that  siy   a4   sa      was nothing but a cor-

ruption of the Mongol military code of law,  y   a4   sa . However, David Ayalon has established 

that Maqr ı3 z ı3  was well aware of the classical usage of the term in the Islamic context, but 

he did suggest, and correctly if with some exaggeration, that in his time  siy   a4   sa  has come 

to refer to the Mongol  y   a4   sa , which these Mamluk   rulers are obsessed with. This corrup-

tion and its implications incensed Maqr ı3 z ı3 . Ayalon further notes that it was the great Ibn 

Khaldun, who l ourished half a century before Maqr ı3 z ı3 , who seems to have deliberately 

conl ated the two entirely distinct terms, and translated  al-y   a4   sa al-kab   ı̄   ra  of Gengiz Khan 

as  al-siy   a4   sa al-kab   ı̄   ra ; although it appears that he did so consciously, it is not clear why 

(ibid., 118).  
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with the Shar ı3ʿ a. He complained to the Sultan, who asked the  q   a4    d�    ı ̄   for an 

explanation. The  q   a4    d�    ı̄   said, “What I did is in conformity with the  shar   ʿ   ,” 

upon which the Sultan said something to this effect: “ Siy   a4   sa  is in con-

formity with the  shar   ʿ   , while you have judged for some personal end.”  32   

 T ur t  u4 sh ı3  would not have disagreed. Incidentally, the Sultan’s contention 

here – that justice is require by the Shar ı3ʿ a even if procedurally it goes 

beyond the formal rules (or imperfect implementation) of  i qh      – seems 

to be closer to the original meaning of  siy   a4   sa  down to at least as late as 

the fourth/tenth century, as suggested earlier, which took  siy   a4   sa  as policy   

beyond the words of – but in accordance with – the spirit of the Shar ı3ʿ a. 

 One of most important bulwarks against this pro- siy   a4   sa      tendency 

was Ghaz a4 l ı3   , who believed  siy   a4   sa  to be nothing but the legal ordinances 

known to the jurists. He writes:

  Men are overwhelmed by undisciplined desires leading to mutual rivalries, hence 
there is a need for a Sultan to manage them [ yas   u4   suhum ], and the Sultan needs a 
law by which to administer [ i   h�   t   a4   ja al-sul   t�    a4   n il   a4    q   a4   n   u4   n     yas   u4   suhum bihi ]. A  faq   ı̄   h  is 
the scholar of the law of politics [ al-faq   ı̄   h huwa al-   ʿa4   lim bi q   a4   n   u4   n al-siy   a4   sa    ]  and 
the way to mediate between men if they disagree owing to their undisciplined 
interests. Thus, a  faq   ı̄   h  is the teacher and guide of the Sultan in ways of adminis-
tering and controlling men.  33    

 Ghaz a4 l ı3    seems not to doubt that  siy   a4   sa      is necessary for religion to prosper, 

but his contention is that it is nothing beyond the law. There is no consid-

eration that cannot be tied down by the stipulations of law and, hence, 

known i rst and foremost by the jurists; it is inconceivable that justice 

could be known outside of the  specii c  commandments of revelation. 

 Both sides among the ulama   seemed agreed on the primacy of the 

Shar ı3ʿ a  ; the question, therefore, had to do with whether the Shar ı3ʿ a could 

be identii ed with the jurists’ enterprise ( i qh     ) or whether there was room 

left within the Shar ı3ʿ a but outside of  i qh . The  siy   a4   sa      advocates’ na ï ve 

optimism toward rational policy   as a way to safeguard and implement 

the divine law was no match for the theoretical sophistication of the 

opposing and prevalent position. Their recognition of the virtue of pru-

dence and wise policy making beyond the words of revelation was com-

monsensical, but was not backed by any coherent theory grounded in the 

Shar ı3ʿ a discourse. The real objection that underlay the anti- siy   a4   sa  stance 

was theoretical, even theological, and not just the tendency of unbridled 

  32     Ibn Taghr ı3 birdi in   H�   awadith al-Duh   u4   r , cited in Ayalon, C2, 141.  

  33      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:30.  
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 siy   a4   sa  to transgress into tyranny.  34   With rare exceptions, the abuse and 

tyranny of the rulers continued anyway; outlawing  siy   a4   sa  from the Shar ı3ʿ a 

scarcely helped in that respect. Alienating rulers from the sources of legit-

imacy, one may argue, may have pushed them further toward unbridled 

recourse to power. The real concern for the ulama seems to have been to 

safeguard religious authority. That is, on what basis could the political 

actions and commands of the rulers be authorized such that it would 

become religiously normative for the subjects to obey or cooperate? In 

a society where the sole criterion for normativity of an action is its echo 

in the afterlife, calculations of interest, benei t, and harm, however ram-

pant, had no real normative basis. The creation of such political authority 

required religiously authorizing rational ethical judgments. Yet who could 

authorize such extratextual judgments? In Im a4 m ı3  Sh ı3ʿ ism, that authority 

would have been the  im   a4   m . For Sunni   Islam, however, it had been the 

Community  . Just as the Sh ı3ʿı3     im   a4   m  went in occultation sometime during 

the third/ninth century, so did perhaps the Community for the Sunnis. 

The net result was the same: a fundamental illegitimacy of political life; 

the authority the Qur’an had granted to the  ulu’l-amr  had to be denied 

them in the mainstream of classical Islam.   

  the caliphate discourse 

 The third relevant discourse of the classical period, the one which directly 

addressed the problem of the caliphate    , was the work almost exclusively 

of the Sunni     theologians     of Baghdad   during fourth/tenth and i fth/ eleventh 

centuries. The replacement of the Community  -centered   vision with its 

Sunna-centered   variant, which involved surrendering the rights of the 

community in the political sphere  , was a gradual change that started as 

early as the late second century in the views of juristic traditionalists   like 

Ab u4  Y u4 suf   and climaxed in A h mad b.  H anbal’  s political quietism. It had 

not, however, yet been formally theorized.  35   The dynastic legitimacy of the 

  34     Sib t  Ibn al-Jawzi, reports a case in 613/1216 in the presence of Al- Ẓ  a4 hir Gh a4 zi, Saladin’  s 

son, when a judge,  Q   a4    d�    ı̄   Ibn Shadd a4 d, judged against a woman who had slandered some-

one and said, “She should be lashed with the whip in accordance with the Shar ı3ʿ a   and her 

tongue cut off in accordance with  siy   a4   sa     .” Ibn al-Jawzi then intervened, “the Shar ı3ʿ a is 

 siy   a4   sa  perfected. To punish her above and beyond the Shar ı3ʿ a would be to do her a violent 

injustice” (Khalidi  , 195).  

  35     A h mad b.  H anbal’  s own opinions on the matter of obedience to unjust caliph  /imam are, 

as usual, divergent (Dumayj ı3 , 537–40), although Cook argues that his practical atti-

tude was quietism (Cook,  Commanding , 101–13). The three earlier canonical  im   a4   ms  

of  i qh     , namely Ab u4   H an ı3 fa  , M a4 lik,   and al-Sh a4 i  ʿı3    are all reported to have had “activist” 
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Abbasid   caliphs was at i rst silently accepted, but, after the Mi h na  , with 

the ofi cial endorsement of the traditionalist creed, the traditionalists, in 

particular the  H anbal ı3 s  , were only too happy to support a caliphate that 

surrendered to their religious vision. After the loss of effective Abbasid 

power to a series of Sh ı3ʿı3    military adventurers, the traditionalists naturally 

became the caliphate’s biggest advocates and supporters. Yet the loss of 

the Community-centered vision and  sh   u4   r   a4       had not been theoretically jus-

tii ed as the norm of Islamic political thought.  36   Throughout the fourth/

tenth and i fth/eleventh centuries, a number of attitudes toward the early 

history were possible among the Sunnis. 

 Sunni political thought began to consolidate as the  kal   a4   m      tradition 

took off in the fourth/tenth century, when al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    and his followers 

took up the banner of defending the traditionalist   orthodoxy that was 

represented by Ibn  H anbal   and vindicated by his triumph in the Mi h na  . 

The rise of Sh ı3ʿı3    dynasties that ruled over a Sunni majority and their open 

support for Sh ı3ʿı3  political theology spurred Sunni  kal   a4   m  scholars to con-

solidate and defend Sunni orthodoxy and to provide a theoretical basis 

for the Sunni caliphate. The challenge for Sunni theologians now was to 

theorize the caliphate while attempting to defend the historical legitimacy 

of the early caliphate against attacks by the Sh ı3ʿ a and the Kh a4 rij ı3 s   on the 

one hand and the Sunni compromise that required a limited caliphate on 

the other. Equally momentous foes were the Mu ʿ tazila  , who had backed 

and fueled the Mi h na, and who continued to pose a substantial intellec-

tual threat, the response to which had been Sunni  kal   a4   m ’s raison d’être. 

Their fall from grace after the Mi h na had not spelled their intellectual 

demise; that was to be accomplished by the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s. The Mu ʿ tazil ı3  ratio-

nalist theology was both the main target as well as the source of the intel-

lectual toolset of Sunni  kal   a4   m . 

 These theologians wrote over the course of several of centuries and 

witnessed the Abbasid   caliphate reduced to little more than a sym-

bol. Without denying their individual contributions, we can detect a 

opinions – in the sense that they permitted  khur   u4   j  (rebellion  ) against an unjust ruler – 

although the question of what makes a ruler unjust and deprives him of legitimacy is far 

from straightforward (Dumayj ı3 , 534–7).  

  36     One may argue that the selective acceptance or fabrication of politically oriented   h�   ad   ı̄   th  

reports among the traditionalists   remains one way in which justii cation for quietism 

was being provided. That might be true, but the uses of these reports were so multifari-

ous that without becoming part of a systematic theorization, in itself the collectivity of 

  h�   ad   ı̄   th  reports did not provide a clear political program. See, for collections of pro- and 

counter-obedience traditions, Abou El Fadl  , 112–31; Dumayj ı3 , 500–48.  
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continuing thread of concerns and presumptions alongside changing 

priorities in their theorization of the caliphate as they responded to their 

changing predicament. Whereas the aforementioned political and intel-

lectual conditions provided this discourse its context, limits, questions, 

and direction, the theological, epistemological, and political theories 

that emerged in response cannot be taken as “logical” or predictable 

developments of these conditions, and hence must be examined in their 

own right. 

 The dramatic conversion of the master Mu ʿ tazil ı3    debater Ab u4  ’l- H asan 

al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    (d. 324/936) to the traditionalist   position in the year 300/913 

catalyzed the Sunni intellectual counter-assault against the Mu ʿ tazila and 

the Sh ı3ʿ a. The fourth/tenth century thereafter saw increasing systemati-

zation of Sunni  kal   a4   m ,   which came to identify al-Ash ʿ ar ı3  as its eponym. 

Because the key issue in Muslim theological disputes had been political 

legitimacy, these Sunni theologians customarily included a chapter on 

the issue of caliphate (interchangeable with “imamate”  )  37   in theological 

treatises. 

 One of the i rst signii cant Ash ʿ ar ı 3  texts to discuss the caliphate at 

length is  Al-Tamh   ı̄   d f   ı̄    al-radd    ʿ    al   a 4    al-mul   h �   ida al-mu   ʿ    a   t �t �   ila wa al-r   a 4   i    d �   a 

wa al-khaw   a 4   rij wa al-mu   ʿ    tazila  ( The Preliminary in the Refutation 

of the Deviant Deniers  [of God’s attributes],  the Rai    d �    ı ̄   s  [the Sh ı 3ʿ a] , 

the Kh   a 4   rij   ı ̄   s    , and the Mu   ʿ    tazila     ) by the M a 4 lik ı 3    al-Q a 4  d   ı 3  Ab u 4  Bakr 

al-B a 4 qill a 4 n ı 3    (d. 403/1013).  38   As its very title suggests, it was a theo-

logical polemic directed against the most prominent threats to Sunni 

orthodoxy. Another one is the theological treatise of  ʿ Abd ’l-Q a 4 hir  T   a 4 hir 

al-Baghd a 4 d ı 3    (d. 429/1037),  U   s �    u 4   l al-d   ı ̄   n  ( The Principles of Religion ), 

better organized than B a 4 qill a 4 n ı 3  ’ s but otherwise less original, and hence 

perhaps a better representative of the accepted Ash ʿ ar ı 3  doctrine. In the 

history of Sunni political thought, the work of Ab u 4  ’l- H  asan b. al- H  ab ı 3 b 

al-M a 4 ward ı 3    (d. 450/1058) is considered a landmark. His inl uential 

 al-A   h �   k   a 4   m     al-sul   t �    a 4   niyya  ( Ordinances of Government ) has long been 

considered by subsequent scholars an authoritative, and for some,  the  

  37     Sunni treatises on this issue typically preferred the term “ im   a4   m /imamate”   over “caliph  /

caliphate”   to refer to the ideal ruler of the Community  , possibility following the Sh ı3ʿ a, or 

simply because it ( im   a4   m , lit. leader) might have been used to clarify the confusion around 

the multivalent term  khal   ı̄   fa .  

  38     Ab u4  Bakr   Mu h ammad b. al- T ayyib Ibn al-B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , born in Basra  , spent most of adult life 

in Baghdad  , and is considered the main systemizer of Ash ʿ arism ( EI   2  , s.v. “al-B a4 qill a4 n ı3” ). 

See also, Y. Ibish,  The Political Doctrine of Al-B   a4   qill   a4   n   ı ̄   (Beirut: American University of 

Beirut,  1966 ).  
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authoritative, expression of the classical Sunni theory of caliphate. Yet 

many  scholars, traditional as well as modern, have decried it on various 

grounds. M a 4 ward ı 3  differs from the earlier authors in this tradition in 

important ways. Before M a 4 ward ı 3 , the issue of imamate   had been dis-

cussed in the works of  kal   a 4   m     ; his treatise is not a theological treatise but 

a new legal genre altogether, in which issues previously discussed in the-

ology (nature, election,   and role of the  im   a 4   m ) were united with those in 

jurisprudence for the i rst time. Ab u 4  al-Ma ʿa 4 l ı 3  al-Juwayn ı 3’ s   (d. 478/1085) 

 Ghiy   a 4   th al-umam      is primarily a theological discussion that corresponds 

to only the i rst two chapters of M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s work. M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s legal dis-

cussions on administration mostly did not concern other writers in the 

caliphate tradition. Juwayn ı 3  stands out in the Ash ʿ ar ı 3  tradition for his 

realist streak, which was, nonetheless, overturned by his disciple, Ab u 4  

 H   a 4 mid al-Ghaz a 4 l ı 3    (d. 505/1111). Ghaz a 4 l ı 3  was one of the most inl uen-

tial thinkers of classical Islam, and his political thought, just as his other 

writings, both rel ected the ironies of his age and left a deep imprint on 

it. His discussion of caliphate in  Fa   d �    a 4    ’   i   h �    al-b   a 4    t �   iniyya  (also known as 

 al-Musta   z �   hir   ı ̄      ), then in  Al-Iqti   s �    a 4   d     f   ı ̄    ’l-i   ʿ    tiq   a 4   d , and i nally in  I   h �   y   a 4    ’   had a 

lasting inl uence on the caliphate tradition. 

 Before presenting an outline of this discourse, a note on the placement 

of the caliphate discourse between theology and law is in order. Issues 

such as the permissibility of rebellion   against an oppressive ruler, obliga-

tion on the community of installing an  im   a4   m , and the limits of the powers 

of the  im   a4   m  are all practical questions and hence were naturally dis-

cussed in legal discourses. Yet disputes about imamate   had always been 

treated i rst and foremost as theological issues, because legal treatment 

of an issue takes for granted certain fundamentals and cannot come into 

place if theology (or a theory of government) has not made room for it. 

Premises such as the following had to be established by the Sunnis before 

the law of caliphate could be written: whether the knowledge of legal 

obligations derives from the Qur’an and the Sunna or infallible  im   a4   ms  

or caliphs; whether it is the  im   a4   ms  who need to be bound by the law or 

the law that stands in need of the  im   a4   m ’s interpretation or blessing for 

its validity; whether it is the entire Muslim Community   or a particular 

person or group that inheres the infallibility  , charisma, and mission of 

the Prophet  ; and so on. It is obvious how theological settlement of any of 

these issues could profoundly affect the law. Logical causation, however, 

rarely drives historical development. It was only after the Mi h na,   when 

the caliphate’s self-view accorded with that of the ulama,   that the latter’s 

wholehearted endorsement of the former could be expected. Regardless 
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of the reason, the fact remains that the juristic discourse was silent about 

imamate until theology had sorted it out.  39   

 In the following, I summarize the development of the Ash ʿ ar ı3    caliph-

ate doctrine from B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , through Baghd a4 d ı3   , M a4 ward ı3 ,   and Juwayn ı3 , 

and then   to Ghaz a4 l ı3   . To guide my comparison, I have used Baghd a4 d ı3  ’ s 

original headings, which capture well the main debates that dei ned this 

tradition across the centuries.  40   

  1. The necessity of the imamate    .  Most likely it was the Kh a4 rij ı3    insur-

gency that had made this point a matter of debate. With the exception 

of the Kh a4 rij ı3 s and some of the Baghd a4 d ı3    Mu ʿ tazila  ,  41   all sects agreed on 

the necessity of installing an  im   a4   m . Most of the Mu ʿ tazila considered 

the imamate necessary by reason, whereas most of the Sunnis considered 

it necessary by  shar   ʿ ı̄   commandment only. For the Baghd a4 d ı3  Mu ʿ tazila, 

the imamate was only a rational necessity, whereas the Basran Mu ʿ tazila  , 

with the exception of al-J a4  h i z   , seem to have considered reason as well 

as revelation the provenance of the obligation. B a4 qill a4 n ı3  is silent on this 

issue, but the reason is likely to be omission rather than disagreement 

with the general Sunni opinion.  42   Al-Ash ʿ ar ı3 , Baghd a4 d ı3 , Juwayn ı3 ,   and 

Ghaz a4 l ı3    all insist that the imamate is an obligation by revelation, not 

reason.  43   M a4 ward ı3    mentions both opinions, but contrary to the common 

interpretation, remains noncommittal on the source of this obligation.  44   

Juwayn ı3  adds that it is an obligation only if it is possible, otherwise a 

lay (non-Quraysh ı3 ) ruler or the ulama   should grab hold of the reins of 

government.  45   

  39     By the time of Ghaz a4 l ı3   , the custom of including a chapter on the issue of the imamate   

in the treatise on creed was so prevalent that he found it irresistible despite disliking it 

( Iqti   s�    a4   d     , 127).  

  40     These headings are listed in Lambton,  State , 77.  

  41     Some Mu ʿ tazila  , like al-A s amm (d. ca. 225/840) and Hisham al-Fuwa t  ı3  (d. before 

218/833) could contemplate doing without an  im   a4   m  in times of peace and when people 

desisted from harming each other (Dumayj ı3 , 45; Lambton,  State , 77–8). Dumayj ı3  states 

that al-Q a4  d  ı3   ʿ Abd al-Jabb a4 r in  al-Mughn   ı̄   agrees with the Sunnis on this, probably repre-

senting a later Mu ʿ tazil ı3  development (Dumayj ı3 , 46).  

  42     Lambton suggests that B a4 qill a4 n ı3  did not consider the imamate   an obligation, see 

Lambton,  State , 77. Omission is not sufi cient evidence, however, for attributing such a 

radical departure to B a4 qill a4 n ı3 .  

  43     Baghd a4 d ı3    writes, “Al-Ash ʿ ari argued that the imamate   is itself an ordinance of the revealed 

Law, and that though it can be demonstrated by reason that subordination to it is admis-

sible, the necessity of it is known only by the authority of the Revelation” (ibid., 78).  

  44     Ibid., 86, states that M a4 ward ı3    states his own view after listing the two opinions, but in 

fact he does not ( A   h�   k   a4   m     , 30).  

  45     W. Hallaq  , “Caliphs, Jurists, and the Salj u4 qs in the Political Thought of Juwayn ı3   ,”  MW  

74.1 ( 1984 ): 33.  
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 At i rst blush, the dichotomy between obligation by reason and reve-

lation seems superl uous and not motivated by any immediate concerns, 

but precisely because of this, it serves as an indication of the intellectual 

apparatus underlying the entire discourse. 

  2. The circumstance of appointment.  This point is designed to counter 

the Sh ı3ʿı3    claim of having an invisible  im   a4   m  – the Sunnis, Baghd a4 d ı3    main-

tains, require an  im   a4   m  who is visible.  46   

  3. The number of im   a4   ms at any given time.  B a4 qill a4 n ı3  stipulated 

that there be only one  im   a4   m  of the  umma      at any given time, whereas 

al-Ash ʿ ar ı3   , Baghd a4 d ı3 ,   and others held that more than one  im   a4   m  is possible 

if separated by a sea – an obvious concession to the Spanish Umayyads  .  47   

M a4 ward ı3   , Juwayn ı3   , and Ghaz a4 l ı3    rejected the possibility of coexistence of 

more than one  im   a4   m , but when they wrote, they had in mind the threat 

of the Fatimid counter-caliphate.  48   

  4. The race and tribe of the im   a4   m.  Al-Ash ʿ ar ı3 , Baghd a4 d ı3   , M a4 ward ı3   , 

Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4 ,   and Ghaz a4 l ı3    all agree on the requirement of Quraysh ı3  descent. 

B a4 qill a4 n ı3  has contradictory opinions on this; in  al-Tamh   ı ̄   d , he writes 

that neither reason nor revelation requires the Quraysh ı3  descent, but in 

 al-In   s�    a4   f , he clearly upholds it.  49   

 Later, Juwayn ı3    argued to dilute this requirement, not as a matter of 

principle, but as concession to reality. Clearly, the Saljuqs   as the protec-

tors of Sunni Islam could now conceivably occupy this role, which could 

not have been imagined for the Sh ı3ʿı3    Buyids  . Ghaz a4 l ı3   , Juwayn ı3  ’ s disci-

ple, however, disagreed and forcefully argued for the necessity of this 

condition. 

  5. The qualii cations for the im   a4   m.  The requirements for the  im   a4   m  

for all of the Sunnis were, with some variations: (1) Quraysh ı3  descent, 

discussed previously; (2) the qualii cations of a  mujtahid  in knowledge – 

B a4 qill a4 n ı3  had required the qualii cations only of a  q   a4    d�    ı̄      , a rank lower 

than  mujtahid ; (3) the probity (  ʿ    ad   a4   la ) of an acceptable witness before a 

judge; (4) judgment and capacity to command in peace and war. Notably 

however, Baghd a4 d ı3    adds to this the ability to know the ranks and clas-

ses ( mar   a4   tib ) of his subjects as well as the ability to keep them in their 

  46     Lambton,  State , 78.  

  47     It is noteworthy that the M a4 lik ı3    B a4 qill a4 n ı3  did not accept the legitimacy of more than one 

 im   a4   m  at one time, despite the fact that the Spanish Umayyads   had been the patrons of 

the M a4 lik ı3 s.  

  48     For the opinions of Juwayn ı3   , al-Isfar a4’ı3 n ı3  and Ash ʿ ari on the issue, see Hallaq  , 35; for 

M a4 wardi, see Lambton , State , 90.  

  49     Dumayj ı3 , 275.  
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proper ranks, a clear concession to the increasing stratii cation   and con-

siderations of hierarchy in the classical age; Lambton attributes this to 

Baghd a4 d ı3  ’ s Persian upbringing.  50   

 M a4 ward ı3    famously accepts the imamate   of one overpowered and con-

i ned (  h�   ajr ) by someone who is not openly rebellious and disobedient – an 

unveiled concession to the Buyid   control of Baghdad  , but also a veiled 

warning to the Buyids, and possibly the Saljuqs  , to watch their limits.  51   

 Juwayn ı3    adds to Baghd a4 d ı3  ’   s list physical i tness (as does M a4 ward ı3   ), 

but more important, independent power and self-sufi ciency ( istiql   a4   l  

and  kif   a4   ya ),  52   which is more than the capacity required by most in (4) – 

Juwayn ı3  here means actual power, in conscious contrast to M a4 ward ı3  ’ s 

potentially overpowered caliph. 

  6. Impeccability.  This qualii cation of the  im   a4   m  was a major bone 

of contention with the Sh ı3ʿ a; that is perhaps why Baghd a4 d ı3    mentions it 

under a separate heading. He rejects, like B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , the Sh ı3ʿı3    requirement 

of infallibility   (  ʿ    i   s�   ma ). B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , and later Juwayn ı3   , recommended that 

the electors should look for the best possible candidate ( al-af   d�   al ). If that 

is not possible, a less excellent ( al-maf   d�    u4   l ) candidate may be elected and 

may not be replaced if a better one is found afterward.  53   Baghd a4 d ı3  drops 

this issue altogether. 

  7. The means whereby the im   a4   m is established in ofi ce.  Along with 

the issue of the source of obligation of the imamate  , this issue is the most 

revealing with regard to the nature of this discourse. Most authors agree 

that the imamate is established by:

      1.     Election ( ikhtiy   a4   r     ) by one or more electors,  54   followed by a con-

tract ( bay   ʿ    a     ).  

     2.     Testamentary designation by the previous  im   a4   m  (  ʿ    ahd ).  

     3.     Brute force ( ghalba ). This appears, especially starting with 

Juwayn ı3   , as another independent way of (self-) appointment of 

the  im   a4   m .    

  50     Lambton,  State , 80n34; he was brought up in Nishapur and Isfara’ı3n (77).  

  51       A   h�   k   a4   m     , 58.  

  52     Hallaq  , 34.  

  53     Lambton suggests that al-B a4 qill a4 n ı3  is likely to have picked up the  al-af   d�   al  requirement 

from the Zayd ı3    Sh ı3ʿ a. For B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , see Lambton,  State , 74; for Juwayn ı3   , see Hallaq  , 

“Caliphs,” 35.  

  54     The electors are commonly termed as  ahl al-   h�   all wa ’l-   ʿ    aqd  (those who untie and tie); 

M a4 ward ı3    replaces this term with simply  ahl al-ikhriy   a4   r  (the electors). Baghd a4 d ı3    cites var-

ious opinions on the requirement of moral probity ( ‘ad   a4   la ) for the electors, with which 

M a4 ward ı3  agrees, but he does not consider election   by a  f   a4   siq  (impious) invalid.  
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 In the early phase of the caliphate discourse, there existed signii cant 

 disagreement about whether testamentary designation is an indepen-

dent means of appointing an  im   a 4   m . The Mu ʿ tazila   consider it invalid 

 altogether.  55   The M a 4 lik ı 3    B a 4 qill a 4 n ı 3   , the  H  anbal ı 3    Ab u 4  Ya ʿ l a 4 ,   and others 

consider it valid only if followed by  bay   ʿ    a      by the electors, thus effec-

tively reducing its value to mere nomination.  56   Baghd a 4 d ı 3    considered 

designation legitimate but without explicitly specifying whether the 

coni rmation by the electors is necessary. He does state, however, that 

if the designated person is i t for the imamate  , it is an obligation upon 

the Community   to accept it – as in the case of Ab u 4  Bakr’  s designation 

of  ʿ Umar – which would mean that the electors’ coni rmation is unnec-

essary if the designated  im   a 4   m  is suited for the ofi ce (he does not tell 

us who makes that decision).  57   M a 4 ward ı 3    was the i rst not only to claim 

a consensus   on the issue, but also to consider designation a method of 

appointment independent of coni rmation by the electors.  58   

 Baghd a4 d ı3    reports that al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    accepted election   and contract by one 

qualii ed elector “just as a marriage can be validly contracted by a sin-

gle guardian of legal probity,”  59   whereas some Mu ʿ tazila   and one Zayd ı3    

scholar required at least two electors to make the contract, invoking once 

again the analogy of marriage. Al-Qal a4 nis ı3 , an Ash ʿ ar ı3  contemporary of 

Baghd a4 d ı3 , held that “the contract of the imamate   is validly made by the 

ulama   of the Community   who are present at the residence of the  im   a4   m , 

irrespective of their number.”  60   Such method of election obviously leads 

to the possibility of multiple simultaneous elections. Baghd a4 d ı3  in such 

cases suggests redoing the contract;  61   others suggest lottery as a method. 

M a4 ward ı3   , using analogy of marriage contract once again, considers the 

chronologically i rst one to be valid, and if the two are exactly simulta-

neous, then he too deems them invalid.  62   

  8. The appointment of im   a4   m after the death of the Prophet.  

  55     For instance, the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    al-Q a4  d  ı3   ʿ Abd al-Jabb a4 r in  al-Mughn   ı̄   cited in Dumayj ı3 , 188.  

  56     For B a4 qill a4 n ı3’ s view, see Lambton,  State , 73–4. Lambton does not fully distinguish the 

subtle difference between designation as an independent method or merely nomina-

tion, however. For a more careful discussion, see K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 25; for Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4   , see Ibid., 

32–3.  

  57     Lambton,  State , 82.  

  58      A   h�   k   a4   m     , 43–4; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 25.  

  59     Lambton,  State , 81.  

  60     Ibid.  

  61     Ibid., 82.  

  62      A   h�   k   a4   m     , 37–8.  
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  9. Inheritance and testament in regard to the imamate     ( na ss  ).  The 

appointment of Ab u4  Bakr   after the Prophet and the election   of the three 

subsequent caliphs are the critical historical points around which most 

controversies regarding the imamate revolved. The Sunni political the-

ology rejected the Sh ı3ʿı3    doctrine on two main points: a normative one, 

that is, the obligation upon God of appointing an infallible  im   a4   m ; and a 

corresponding historical one, that is, the historical claim of the Prophetic 

testament ( na   s�s�  ) to appoint  ʿ Al ı3  as the next  im   a4   m . 

  The Early Phase: B a 4 qill a4 n ı3  and Baghd a 4 d ı3    

 B a4 qill a4 n ı3  lived through the rise of the Sh ı3ʿ ı3    Buyid   mercenaries, who had 

placed the Abbasid   caliph under virtual house arrest – a situation that we 

may expect to have been traumatic for the Sunnis. His work, however, 

seems to be concerned with the theological rather than political implica-

tions of Buyid ascendancy. B a4 qill a4 n ı3  considers the function of the  im   a4   m  to 

execute the Shar ı3ʿ  a  ; he was the  wak   ı̄   l  of the Community  , that is, a represen-

tative who acted on the Community’s behalf.  63   In this respect, the  im   a4   m  

was to be guided by the Qur’an, the tradition of the Prophet,   and the early 

caliphs, all of which were elaborated and protected by Sunni scholars. If 

he strayed from the Shar ı3ʿ  a, it was the duty of the Community to correct 

him, and if he transgressed certain boundaries, he was to be deposed. 

 These early Ash ʿ ar ı3 s were not invested in practical politics; it was the 

example of the election   of Ab u4  Bakr   and  ʿ Umar that informed these the-

ories rather than the contemporary Abbasids  . Their focus was polemics 

against the Sh ı3ʿ a in defense of the Sunni vision of the Rightly Guided   

caliphate and the continuity and general redemption of the history of the 

Community  . B a4 qill a4 n ı3    and Baghd a4 d ı3   , for instance, are consistent about 

the lofty qualii cations required of the  im   a4   m  and, if he strayed from the 

path of justice or the Shar ı3ʿ a  , they do not hesitate to suggest he be simply 

deposed. If the  im   a4   m  loses his freedom to rule, as was the case during this 

time, his imamate   was no longer deemed valid: There was no reason to 

retain the i ction of the imamate if he lost effective power. The fact that 

the Community would then live without an  im   a4   m , as was the case in their 

own time, did not much concern them. They had done their homework in 

history and in theology, but contemporary politics was simply not their 

concern. 

  63     Lambton,  State , 76.  
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 That they were not interested in real politics is also suggested by their 

lack of attention to any legal means to depose the  im   a4   m . Legal checks 

and balances to round off their emphasis on the caliph’s obligation to 

the Shar ı3ʿ a   were of no concern to them. In emphasizing the centrality of 

the Community  , they were concerned primarily with responding effec-

tively to the Sh ı3ʿı3    requirement of the impeccability of the  im   a4   ms . The 

logic went something like this: Even though, unlike the Sh ı3ʿı3   im   a4   m , the 

Sunni caliph was not infallible, the Community on the whole was, and 

the Community’s feedback and authority – in theory – could guard the 

Sunni  im   a4   m  against serious error and heresy.  64   

 Another already noticeable feature of this discourse is its pervasive 

formalism    : Historical coincidences are recruited as universal models for 

political behavior, and questions of power, over which contenders had 

massacred men and destroyed cities in not so distant past (these authors 

could easily recall the dispute of succession between al-Ma’m u 4 n   and 

al-Am ı 3 n)  65   are dealt with nonchalantly like theoretical riddles: If two 

 im   a 4   ms  were simultaneously contracted, for instance, some recommended 

drawing lots to decide between them. Similarly, the juristic analogy of 

marriage contract to the  bay   ʿ    a      of a ruler was constantly invoked with 

no attention to the inconvenient detail that, while in a marriage contract, 

the two interested parties were required to give their consent. In the case 

of an  im   a 4   m ’s appointment, in which not two persons but presumably the 

welfare of the entire Community   rested, the Community – presumably 

the source of the caliph’s authority – was altogether neglected. In the 

case of marriage, to press this analogy further, the means to dissolve the 

contract was clear on the part of both the parties.  66   There was no discus-

sion, however, as Lambton frequently points out, about how to dissolve 

the imamate   contract and to depose the  im   a 4   m  if his conduct went awry. 

The mechanism to obtain the will of the Community – whose  wak   ı̄   l  

(representative) the  im   a 4   m  presumably was, in B a 4 qill a 4 n ı 3  ’   s view – was 

entirely ignored. Depending on the authority in question, as few as one, 

two, or four electors were sufi cient to contract the  bay   ʿ    a ; some sug-

gested that however many happened to be present at the residence of the 

deceased imam would sufi ce. Of the two aspects of the appointment, 

election   ( ikhtiy   a 4   r ) was virtually ignored, and only the ritual of contract 

  64     Ibid., 77, 80.  

  65     Cooperson,  Al Ma’mun , 39–56.  

  66     Namely, directly effective divorce,   t�   al   a4   q , on the man’s part, and mediated divorce,  khul   ʿ   , 

on the woman’s part.  
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( bay   ʿ    a ) was emphasized. In modern times, this would be analogous to 

British political thinkers ignoring the entire political process and focus-

ing exclusively on the formalities of the inauguration ceremony of the 

British queen. 

 Finally, although the establishment of the imamate  /caliphate was 

deemed an obligation, it is noteworthy there was no function that 

B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , or Baghd a4 d ı3   , assigned to the  im   a4   m  without which the religious 

life of the Community   could not continue. The  im   a4   m , in other words, was 

neither indispensable nor the source of legitimacy of the Community’s 

religious life, but only its protector, organizer, and representative, with-

out whom the Community could continue, albeit imperfectly. Baghd a4 d ı3  ’ s 

justii cation for the necessity of the  im   a4   m  makes this clear: “It is essential 

for the Muslims to have an  im   a4   m  to execute their ordinances, enforce 

legal penalties, direct their armies, marry off their widows and divide 

the revenues amongst them.”  67   These were functions that any “lay” ruler 

could perform. All these requirements are known by reason, even if their 

particular form in Islamic societies is determined by revelation. This is 

obviously not the caliphate- (or imamate  -) centered vision of Islam. It is 

rather close to the view shared by Ab u4  Y u4 suf   and Ibn  H anbal  .  

  M a 4 ward ı 3 : Concessions to Reality 

 M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s  al-A   h �   k   a 4   m     al-sul   t �    a 4   niyya  has received much attention, but 

close readings of M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s entire oeuvre have been rare in Western 

scholarship.  68   Owing particularly to his notorious concession to legiti-

mize a usurper, his was, as Gibb   noted, “[s]o far from being an objective 

exposition of an established theory . . . in reality an apologia or adap-

tation inspired and shaped by the circumstance of his own times. . . . 

He took the i rst steps on the downward slope which was to lead to 

the collapse of the whole theory.”  69   Within a generation the political 

thought of Juwayn ı 3    and Ghaz a 4 l ı 3    had moved “further along the path 

  67     Ibid., 77.  

  68     Some important exceptions are: H. Mikhail,  Politics and Revelation: Mawardi and After  

(Edinburgh U. Press, 1995); N. Hurvitz,  Competing Texts: The Relationship between 

al-M   a4   ward   ı̄’     s and Ab   u4    Ya   ʿ    l   a4’     s al-A   h�   k   a4   m     al-Sul   t�    a4   niyya  (Islamic Legal Studies Program, 

Harvard Law School, Occasional Publications 8,  2007 ) In Arabic scholarship, important 

contributions have been made by Ri d w a4 n al-Sayyid, who has edited M a4 ward ı3’ s three 

works on the subject, all published by Beirut: D a4 r al-Kit a4 b al- ʿ Arab ı3 ; see in particular his 

introduction to M a4 ward ı3 ,  Tash   ı̄   l al-na   z�   ar     wa ta   ʿ    j   ı̄   l al-   z�   afar  (D a4 r al- ʿ Ul u4 m al- ʿ Arab ı3 yya, 

 1987 ).  

  69     Gibb  ,  Studies , 142.  
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of compromise,” and this “shows almost startlingly the rate at which 

the Ash ʿ ar ı 3  doctrine was collapsing.”  70   The apologia, which began in 

al-Ash ʿ ar ı 3   , in these three authors, “ends up divorcing the imamate   

from the Shar ı 3ʿ a”   and leads to “the complete negation of the rule of 

law.”  71   Most modern commentators agree that M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s  al-A   h �   k   a 4   m 

al-sul   t �    a 4   niyya  was an attempt to legitimize the status quo and legalize 

the illegal. However, later scholars have criticized Gibb’s dismay and 

censure of M a 4 ward ı 3  for, as Crone   puts it, “what could be more com-

mon in history than the recognition of usurpers?” M a 4 ward ı 3 , in Crone’s 

view, helped save the law and its authority.  72   At least in the short term, 

it is difi cult to substantiate either claim, for the law was neither being 

threatened (hence it didn’t need to be saved) nor did it collapse after 

M a 4 ward ı 3 . If anything, the Muslim society, having lost politics, became 

increasingly dependent on law. If, however, we are concerned with the 

constitutional legality of government, Gibb’s outrage seems to be more 

justii ed. What M a 4 ward ı 3  did accomplish, in Crone’s view, was merely 

to codify what had long been practiced. Even so, the act of codifying 

practice is far from an insignii cant choice. 

 The work of the “Ash ʿ arized”  73    H  anbal ı3    al-Q a4  d  ı3  Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  al-Farr a4  ’    

(d. 458/1066), also titled  al-A   h�   k   a4   m     al-sult   a4   niyya , provides the best con-

trast to M a4 ward ı3  ’   s contribution. Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  ’ s work is usually considered, 

albeit unfairly, an unimaginative copy of M a4 ward ı3  ’ s treatise.  74   It is likely 

that Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  ’ s work was written later, but the differences between the 

two works are signii cant and attributable to a different ideological out-

look. Whoever wrote i rst, it is likely that each was aware of the other’s 

positions. Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  and M a4 ward ı3 , writing little over a generation after 

B a4 qill a4 n ı3   , differ from each other in the following important ways:

      1.     Like B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4    requires the  im   a4   m  to be the best of 

men in knowledge and piety if possible – this last requirement 

( af   d�   aliyya ) being one that M a4 ward ı3    does not require.  

  70     Ibid.  

  71     Ibid., 143.  

  72     Crone  ,  God’s Rule , 233.  

  73     Laoust  ,  Essai , 78.  

  74     See editor’s introduction,  A   h�   k   a4   m     , 9–11. Laoust’  s suggestion that “both similarities and 

differences may be explained by the fact that the two men belonged to the entourage of 

Ibn al-Muslima but that one was Sh a4 i  ʿı3    and the other  H anbalite” appears correct, so 

long as we keep in mind that it was not their jurisprudence but their theological visions 

that informed their view of the caliphate   ( EI   2  , s.v. “Ibn al-Farr a4’” ).  
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     2.      Imamate, to him, is not established  except by the consent of the 

majority of the people ; an opinion that M a4 ward ı3    rejects out of 

hand (but he does not mention the source of this opinion);  

     3.      Even going beyond B a4 qill a4 n ı3   , Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4    does not consider 

appointment by designation sufi cient in itself until the  ahl al-   h�   all 

 wa’l-‘aqd  (lit., the untiers and tiers) approve it. The untiers and 

tiers are considered in Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  to be the representatives of the 

people. M a4 ward ı3    is the i rst one to consider their agreement 

immaterial.    

 These differences are not accidental. Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4    is consistently more 

“ idealistic” and closer to the earlier Sunni views expressed by B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , 

for he consistently maintains the early ideal of caliph as the representa-

tive of the Community  .  75   M a4 ward ı3    seems to be systematically insulating 

the imamate   from the will of the Community or the whims of the caliph-

makers – namely, the sultans. In contrast with B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , whose concern 

was responding to the Sh ı3ʿı3    and Mu ʿ tazil ı3    theological attacks against the 

Sunnis, M a4 ward ı3  was concerned with the defense of the living Abbasid   

caliph against the possibility of becoming irrelevant or extinct at the 

hands of the Buyids   or whoever assumed military control next (i.e., the 

Saljuqs  ; the decline of the Buyids at the hands of the Saljuqs must have 

seemed a real possibility by the time M a4 ward ı3  wrote his work). 

 M a 4 ward ı 3   , it would seem, reenacted the caliphate-centered   vision of 

Islam but did so at a time when the caliphal power had been severely 

reduced. In this vision, the caliph was seen as chosen by God to be 

the center of the divine mission on earth, and the Muslim Community   

merely his extension. As if theoretical claims could compensate for the 

loss of power and relevance in reality, M a 4 ward ı 3  opens his  al-A   h �   k   a 4   m     

al-sul   t �    a 4   niyya  thus:

  God Almighty has  appointed  [ nadaba ] for the  umma      a leader by whom He [God] 
has  followed up the prophethood  [ khalafa bihi al-nubuwwa ], protected the creed 
[ milla ] and entrusted to him the conduct of policy   [ siy   a4   sa     ], so that affairs may be 
managed upon the prescribed way [ d   ı̄   n mashr   u4ʿ  ] and consensus   may obtain on 
the course to pursue. The  imamate      is, therefore, the  foundation  [ a   s�   l ] upon which 
the principles of the creed [ qaw   a4    ‘   id al-milla ] are established and whence originate 
[  s�   adarat ‘anhu ] all the particular ofi ces. It is therefore incumbent to privilege the 
decrees of [the imamate] over any of the decrees of the ruler [  h�   ukm sul   t�    a4   ni ], and 
to mention its opinion over any other religious opinion.  76    

  75     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 33.  

  76      A   h�   k   a4   m     , 27.  
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 In his  A   h�   k   a4   m , M a4 ward ı3    declared the title “God’s caliph” to be illicit  , 

although, although, in his  Tash   ı ̄   l al-na   z�   ar     , written in the statecraft genre, 

he approvingly employs the title, in keeping with the different sets of 

sensibilities and limits that attended that discourse.  77   Yet rhetorically, 

M a4 ward ı3  gave the caliph all the symbolic sanctity he could short of 

equating him with a Sh ı3ʿı3     im   a4   m . In arguing against the Sh ı3ʿı3  concept of 

imamate  , in which the imamate is a part of creed ( u   s�    u4   l ), the Sunnis had 

been generally cautious to make a distinction and consider the caliphate 

an obligation, but one at the level of branch ( far   ʿ   ), not foundation ( a   s�   l ).  78   

By calling the imamate the “foundation,” M a4 ward ı3  is dangerously near-

ing the Sh ı3ʿı3  position, but for reasons that are entirely pragmatic. 

 Three aspects of M a4 ward ı3  ’   s caliphate theory stand out as distinct from 

what his predecessors and contemporaries wrote on the subject: (i) He 

moves the discourse of caliphate from theology to jurisprudence; (ii) he 

ritualizes the imamate   by allowing the separation of caliphal authority 

from effective power to govern; and (iii) the Community   plays no role in 

his theory. 

 The reasons for M a 4 ward ı 3  ’   s choices are not hard to guess. M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s 

interest is to wed theory to reality and sustain the caliphate as much as 

possible, and so he makes the formal aspect of the appointment an easy-

to-carry-out ritual. That his political program looks odd and unrealistic 

is not because it is divorced from practice but precisely because he was 

trying to wed theory to practice without challenging either too much. 

M a 4 ward ı 3  ’ s “ritualization” of the ofi ce of caliphate and preference for 

an easily manageable  bay   ʿ    a      as against the involvement of the representa-

tives of the Community   are understandable, for it does not matter if a 

symbolic caliph has an effective  bay   ʿ    a  or allegiance of the Community 

or not. Besides, the will of the Community had become increasingly 

difi cult to imagine let alone express given territorial and ideological 

fragmentation. 

 If there was a theoretical way to resurrect the political role of the 

Community   and avoid the slippery slope perpetual illegitimacy, M a4 ward ı3   , 

like all others in the tradition, did not pursue it. The question remains 

why. It might be that M a4 ward ı3  had not entirely given up the hope of the 

revival of the caliphate altogether, and wrote under the assumption that 

the caliphate could regain control under normal circumstances while all 

the time making concessions for the present “state of emergency.” What 

  77     See Chapter 6, on M a4 ward ı3’   s contradicting opinions on the subject.  

  78     Al- I3 j ı3   ,  al-Maw   a4   qif , quoted in Khan, 23–4.  
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mattered was that the caliph’s ofi ce was continued, sanctii ed, and con-

sidered off-limits to any military adventurers. 

 Ri d w a4 n al-Sayyid has argued that the difference between M a4 ward ı3    and 

Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4    stemmed from the fact that M a4 ward ı3  was able to foresee that 

the caliphate could never reclaim the power and authority it commanded 

in the past, and hence he tried to simply safeguard it as an institution. 

His real intention was not to revive a caliphate-centered   vision of Islam 

but to save the caliphate as a symbol of continuity, legitimacy, and unity 

of the Community  . Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4 , on the other hand, an heir to the  H anbal ı3    

legacy that had once seen the consequences of an overblown caliphate in 

the Mi h na   of A h mad b.  H anbal  , was not willing to concede the caliph 

this symbolic power after the caliphate had conceded the socioreligious 

sphere to the Sunni ulama  .  79   This explanation is difi cult to accept because 

when M a4 ward ı3  wrote the end of the Buyids   was in sight, and what the 

Sunni Saljuqs   were to do with the caliph was not yet clear. Regardless, 

attempting to appreciate the possible motives of M a4 ward ı3  ’ s concessions 

need not keep us from evaluating their nature and impact. It was not his 

infusion of the caliphate with increased religious authority that proved 

to be the most signii cant legacy of his thought, but rather the concomi-

tant disappearance of the Community from his political equation. If his 

theory were to be embraced, there would remain nothing to balance the 

caliph’s authority in theory and nothing to balance the sultan’s power in 

practice. To place such inordinate authority in an empty symbol was to 

ensure that neither the ulama (the actual source of  authority) nor the rul-

ers (the actual source of power) would ever countenance the realization 

of such a political vision. 

 Politics is the art of the possible; to put a set of ideals to work inevi-

tably requires compromise. To call M a4 ward ı3  ’   s political vision pragmatic, 

expedient, and a compromise, as most modern scholars have done, is to 

say nothing more than that M a4 ward ı3  tried to put ideals to work and, in 

the process, reinterpreted and adjusted them. What is signii cant is not 

that he legitimized the usurpation of power – that was an insignii cant 

element of his work anyway – but  how  he did so and how he altered the 

conception of the caliphate. If the subsequent direction of the tradition 

is any indication, it seems that by further undermining the role of the 

Community   and detaching normative political thinking from the realm 

of actual political power, M a4 ward ı3  contributed to the political desicca-

tion of Islamic thought.  

  79     Sayyid,  Jam   a4ʿ   a , 55.  
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  Juwayn ı3   : An Attempt to Embrace Power 

 M a 4 ward ı 3  ’   s treatise must have had an impact, for his contemporaries’ 

and successors’ writing on the topic had to contend with his opinions. 

However, the political circumstances that had most concerned M a 4 ward ı 3  

were to change almost immediately after his writing of  A   h �   k   a 4   m     . The 

distinguished jurist and theologian Im a 4 m al- H  aramayn  ʿ Abd al-M a 4 lik   

b.  ʿ Abd All a 4 h Ab u 4  al-Ma ʿa 4 l ı 3  al-Juwayn ı 3    (d. 478/1085),  80   the next sig-

nii cant writer in the tradition – an Ash ʿ ar ı 3  who unlike M a 4 ward ı 3  had 

no qualms about his Ash ʿ arism – was associated with the great Persian 

vizier of the Saljuqs  , Ni z   a 4 m al-Mulk  . He severely criticized M a 4 ward ı 3  at 

a number of levels in order to make room for his daring proposal that, 

at least in an emergency situation, a non-Quraysh ı 3  like Ni z   a 4 m   al-Mulk 

or a capable Saljuq sultan could legitimately hold the imamate  .  81   He 

also criticizes M a 4 ward ı 3  for not noting all the disagreements about issues 

surrounding the caliphate, for not being attentive to the nature of the 

evidence proffered for them, and for differentiating between conclu-

sions based on dei nitive proofs ( qa   t �    ʿ ı̄  ) from opinions based on specu-

lative evidence (  z �   ann   ı ̄   or  ma   z �   n   u 4   n ).  82   In his  Ghiy   a 4   th al-umam     , Juwayn ı 3  

goes beyond M a 4 ward ı 3  in his concession to the reality and proposes yet 

another modii cation in the caliphate theory. Given his connection with 

the new political elite and the changed circumstances, these suggestions 

are far from unexpected. Juwayn ı 3  agreed with M a 4 ward ı 3  on the issue of 

the necessity of the “power state,” but criticized him for not going far 

enough in supporting the sultanate and for suggesting excessive mea-

sures to protect an ineffectual symbol of the caliphate. True, Juwayn ı 3  

seems to be saying, the caliphate is signii cant because of its historicity, 

noble lineage, and traditional representation of the inherited Sunni con-

sensus   – but that reverence had been granted it for two reasons: its pro-

tection of unity of the Community   and society (prevention of civil war 

and other internal strife) and its i ghting of the enemy (defense of the 

house of Islam). The new power-sultans, to him, fuli lled both of these 

requirements.  83   

  80     Born in Nishapur, Khur a4 s a4 n  , forced out due to a  H anaf ı3   -Mu ʿ tazil ı3    vizier’s animosity, 

returned at Ni z  a4 m al-Mulk   behest, who appointed him the head of the Ni z  a4 miyya 

 madrasa  (Hallaq  , “Caliphs,” 27–8).  

  81     Hallaq  , “Caliphs,” 29, ventures that there are good reasons to think that Ni z  a4 m al-Mulk 

entertained the idea of abolishing the caliphate   altogether.  

  82     Hallaq  , “Caliphs,” 30–1.  

  83     Sayyid,  Jam   a4ʿ   a , 56–7.  
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 Juwayn ı3    thus opened up the possibility of “imamate   by force,” or more 

accurately, the transfer of the title of imamate to the military rulers, the 

Saljuqs  , the uncouth defenders of Sunni Islam.  84   These new rulers and 

defenders of Sunni Islam, although far from the ideal candidates for the 

caliphate, could still fuli ll the main requirement of power being used in 

largely the right direction, however unruly it might have been. He argued 

against the necessity of Quraysh ı3  lineage for the imamate:  85    

  If there is in an era someone who possesses sufi ciency and strength but does not 
reach independence in his mastery of knowledge, and has dominated by means 
of his numerous [troops] and helpers and endorsed by the loyalty of powerful 
people, then he is the ruler and under his power are the affairs of wealth, military 
and other ofi ces, but it is incumbent upon him to not i nalize any matter without 
the consultation   of the ulama  .  86    

 Juwayn ı3    now is willing to imagine religious life, not only in the absence 

of an  im   a4   m , but even without any ruler – and in that case, the “affairs 

become entrusted to the ulama   – and it is incumbent upon the people of 

all different classes (  t�   abaq   a4   t ) to turn to the ulama.”  87   Juwayn ı3  had the 

foresight, Wael Hallaq   suggests, to anticipate the decline and even extinc-

tion of the caliphate, and wished to create room in the Shar ı3ʿ a   for such a 

situation to remain legitimate and comprehensible. 

 The most important of Juwayn ı3  ’   s contentions on the whole was that 

the caliphate could not be legitimized without power – that it was not 

merely a symbolic, ritual ofi ce but the locus of actual power, and if the 

caliph did not have power, he was no caliph at all. In one respect, he fol-

lowed in M a4 ward ı3  ’   s footsteps, namely, by putting the caliphate theory to 

work as a political program and not only for theological polemics. 

 Hallaq   observes that whereas M a4 ward ı3    had emphasized the “sacro-

sanctity of the imam,” Juwayn ı3    “detached the imamate   altogether from 

the domain of prophecy and sacred objects,” thus demoting the  im   a4   m  “to 

a temporal functionary, though still responsible for the well-being of the 

religion.”  88   Hallaq concludes that Juwayn ı3  not only broke with the clas-

sical theory, which had held the  im   a4   m  as being the only supreme spiritual 

and temporal leader of the community, but also attempted to inject power 

(sultanate) and Shar ı3ʿ a  -mindedness (ulama  ) as two organic elements into 

  84     Juwayn ı3    might have had in mind their Persian vizier Ni z am al-Mulk, the de facto ruler.  

  85     Hallaq  , “Caliphs,” 34.  

  86      Ghiy   a4   th   ı̄  , 392; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 35.  

  87      Ghiy   a4   th   ı̄  , 391; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 36.  

  88     Hallaq  , “Caliphs,” 30.  
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the body of the government.  89   Yet this is unwarranted; it is more accu-

rate to say that the religious sanctii cation of the caliphate in the Sunni 

discourse had been M a4 ward ı3  ’ s contribution, which Juwayn ı3  rejects. Like 

the rest of the contributors to the tradition, he suggests deposition of 

an incapable  im   a4   m  without suggesting any mechanisms. He requires the 

 im   a4   m  to be capable of the highest  ijtih   a4   d      in knowledge, but if that is to 

not to be had, consulting with the ulama frequently is suggested. The 

functions he assigns to the  im   a4   m  include the religious ones, such as “the 

promotion of pious attitudes . . . [and] i ghting of apostasy” as well as sup-

port of all Sunni schools in law but only Ash ʿ arism in theology, whereas 

the temporal functions include  jih   a4   d      against the enemy, administration, 

appointment of  q   a4    d�    ı ̄   s , and most importantly, applying the Shar ı3ʿ a. Like 

M a4 ward ı3 , he diminishes the signii cance and involvement of the “untiers 

and tiers,” or the Community  , and considers the  im   a4   m ’s choice of his heir 

apparent (testamentary designation,  ‘ahd ) irrevocable by them.  90   In fact, 

like M a4 ward ı3 , he allows the  im   a4   m  to choose a succession of heirs, thus 

theoretically strengthening the assumption that the  im   a4   m  is the owner 

of the ofi ce, rather than a representative of the Community. The  im   a4   m  

may also “delegate absolute authority and power to ofi cials to act on 

his behalf concerning all matters of state” – obviously referring to the 

Saljuqs   dependence on Ni z  a4 m al-Mulk  .  91   Hallaq’s conclusion might be 

an overstatement of Juwayn ı3  ’ s break with the Ash ʿ ar ı3  political tradition. 

First, Juwayn ı3  did not “inject” sultanate into a well-thought-out theory of 

government, but simply dropped the Quraysh ı3  lineage requirement from 

the conditions of imamate in order to make it attainable to his patrons. 

Second, Juwayn ı3  ’ s admonition to the ruler about paying heed to the 

ulama is hardly making them an “organic” part of his theory – although 

admittedly he mentions them in an advisory capacity whereas M a4 ward ı3  

does not. And although the role of the ulama does improve in Juwayn ı3  as 

compared to M a4 ward ı3 , the role of the Community does not. 

 Hallaq’  s suggestion that “by bringing the sultan’s power into this insti-

tution as an organic part of it (and not merely as a subordinate entity, 

as M a4 ward ı3    viewed it) Juwayn ı3    was breaking ground for a new theory 

which was to be further elaborated by his disciple Ghaz a4 l ı3  ”     92   is ren-

dered even more problematic by the fact that Ghaz a4 l ı3  fundamentally 

  89     Ibid., 41.  

  90     Ibid., 34–7.  

  91     Ibid., 37.  

  92     Ibid., 40.  
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disagreed with his teacher about the relative signii cance of power and 

ritual authority. The assumption that Ghaz a4 l ı3  was the i rst to relate the 

imamate   to the question of political power (which is a non-issue any-

way; before M a4 ward ı3  ’ s exception, the  im   a4   m ’s power had always been 

assumed), which Hallaq bases on Lambton’s view, who in turn had based 

it on Binder’s study,  93   has been cogently rejected by Carol Hillenbrand’  s 

thorough study of Ghaz a4 l ı3 .  94    

  Ghaz a 4 l ı3 : Caliphate as Ritual and Government 

as Necessary Evil 

   None of the aforementioned contributors to the Ash ʿ ar ı3  caliphate dis-

course capture the dilemmas and contradictions of the political and social 

conditions of the age as clearly and poignantly as Ab u4   H  a4 mid al-Ghaz a4 l ı3  

(d. 505/1111). Juwayn ı3   , his teacher, was also a towering i gure in classical 

theology and law, but the impact of his pragmatic political concessions to 

the Saljuqs   seems to have been meager both in practice and in subsequent 

thinking, and his realistic strain seems to have been quickly forgotten. It 

was partly so because Ghaz a4 l ı3 , his disciple of surpassing merit and inl u-

ence, overturned many of Juwayn ı3  ’ s propositions. If Juwayn ı3  had fore-

seen the eventual extinction of the caliphate and attempted to provide an 

alternative to it, Ghaz a4 l ı3  too seems to have shared that foresight, but his 

reaction was the exact opposite: the most desperate attempt yet to rescue 

the symbol, however empty, of the caliphate. 

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  accepts Juwayn ı3  ’   s emphasis on power but turns it upside 

down. Juwayn ı3  had emphasized the dimension of power and effective-

ness rather than religious symbolism and continuity in the concept of 

imamate   by merging it with sultanate and deemphasizing, for prag-

matic reasons, and without altogether eliminating, the Quraysh ı3 -descent 

requirement. Ghaz a4 l ı3 , to the contrary, emphasized the absolute necessity 

of the Quraysh ı3  descent, going even beyond M a4 ward ı3    in underscoring 

the sanctity and religious signii cance of the Abbasid   caliphate. Like 

M a4 ward ı3 , he embraced the element of power but invested it in the insti-

tution of sultanate – which to him was categorically different from the 

imamate. Ghaz a4 l ı3  charged the possessor of effective power,  shawka , with 

  93     Lambton,  State , 115; L. Binder, “al-Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s theory of government,”  MW  45 ( 1955 ), 

233–40.  

  94     C. Hillenbrand  , “Islamic Orthodoxy or Realpolitik? Al-Ghaz a4 l ı3’ s Views on Government,” 

 IRAN  26 ( 1988 ), 81–94.  
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political and administrative responsibility to govern the Muslim lands 

and also with the responsibility to appoint an Abbasid caliph who could 

then grant him formal legitimacy. The usurper that had been accepted 

only grudgingly and conditionally in M a4 ward ı3  had become naturalized in 

Juwayn ı3  and Ghaz a4 l ı3 , although only in the name of necessity. 

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s political thought is dominated by fear of civil war ( i tna ) 

and corruption ( fas   a4   d ), concern for a workable relationship between 

the caliph and the sultan, and the threat to Sunni Islam posed by the 

rise of the F a4  t imid   B a4  t in ı3 s   in Egypt  . Scholars like Leonard Binder, Henri 

Laoust,   and, following them, Lambton ascribed to Ghaz a4 l ı3  a “tripartite” 

or “mixed” concept of the caliphate, in which  

  [t]he imamate   still stood for the whole of Islamic government, but it had been 
separated into three main elements, the imam, the sultan, and the ulama  , each 
corresponding to some aspect of the authority behind Islamic government and 
each performing a function required by that authority. . . . It is in this point, in 
relating the imamate to the question of political power, that al-Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s original-
ity lies. Earlier writers had virtually ignored the problem.  95    

 There is, however, little evidence for such a schematic trinitarian inter-

pretation of Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s political thought. Carol Hillenbrand’  s exhaustive 

study of all of Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s political writings, with attention to their con-

text and objectives, instead i nds “an unusually strong element of com-

promise in al-Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s ideas,” which Ghaz a4 l ı3  recognizes and defends 

through the analogy that “eating carrion is prohibited but that starva-

tion is worse.”  96   In reality, Hillenbrand suggests, Ghaz a4 l ı3  does little more 

than offer another compromise under changed circumstances: Because, 

unlike Juwayn ı3   , he had no disciplined strongman like Ni z  a4 m al-Mulk   

to hinge his hopes on and there remained neither a strong candidate for 

the caliphate nor for the sultanate, and because the political threats (the 

F a4  t imid   “anti-caliphate” in Egypt   and their missionaries) were only get-

ting worse, he suggested a combination of men to do the job: symbolic 

caliphal authority bolstered by the strong, if unruly – even loathsome – 

Saljuq   Sultans.  97   

  95     Ibid.  

  96     Hillenbrand  , 90.  

  97     Ibid., for the threat of Isma ʿı3 l ı3 s in Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s time, 82, for the lack of strong men in politics, 

84. Ghaz a4 l ı3  presents his seemingly bizarre argument about the necessity of an  im   a4   m  – that 

he is merely a symbol, and that without an  im   a4   m  the entire legal life of the Community, 

from marriages to business contracts, will be rendered invalid – in  Musta   z�   hiri  and then 

repeats it in  Iqti   s�    a4   d      (Ibid., 82–83, 88).  
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 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s most signii cant contribution to political theory perhaps was 

his piercing self-rel ection. He recognized that political choices in his time 

were far from glorious: Reduced to eating carrion or starving to death, 

his political program consisted in choosing carrion over death. On the 

whole remaining faithful to the Ash ʿ ar ı3  political tradition, he too intro-

duced his own peculiar l avor to it: a sense of helpless piety and strong 

cynicism toward power and politics. He wrote:

  There are those who hold that the imamate   is dead, lacking as it does the required 
qualii cations. But no substitute can be found for it. What then? Are we to give up 
obeying the law? Shall we dismiss the  q   a4    d�    ı ̄   s , declare all authority to be valueless, 
cease marrying and pronounce the acts of those in high places to be invalid at all 
points, leaving the population to live in “sinfulness”? Or shall we continue, as 
we are, recognizing that the imamate really exists and that all acts of the admin-
istration are valid, given the circumstances of the case and the necessities of the 
actual movement? The concessions made by us are not spontaneous, but  neces-
sity makes lawful what is forbidden . We know  it is not lawful to feed on a dead 
animal: still, it would be worse to die of hunger . Of those that contend that the 
caliphate is dead for ever and irreplaceable, we should like to ask:  which is to be 
preferred, anarchy and the stoppage of social life for lack of a properly consti-
tuted authority, or acknowledgement of the existing power, whatever it be ? Of 
these two alternatives, the jurist cannot but choose the latter. (emphasis added)  98    

 In the following passage, in one of his last and most inl uential writ-

ings,  I   h�   ya ul   u4   m al-d   ı̄   n , Ghaz a4 l ı3  sums up his cynical view of politics in its 

most mature form: “In short, we consider attributes and conditions in 

sultans with a view to [deriving] the optimum advantages. If we decree 

that public functions [ wil   a4   ya ] are now invalid, the interests of the com-

mon weal would also be invalid.  Why lose one’s capital by seeking  [to 

gain interest]?  No indeed, sovereignty nowadays is possible only through 

force  [shawka].”  99   

 In the context of the Ash ʿ ar ı3  political tradition, two of Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s con-

tributions stand out: i rst, the radical doctrine of the caliphate as being 

the source of legitimacy of religious life, which no Sunni theologian had 

before argued;  100   and second, total disappearance of the Community   

     98     Lambton,  State,  110–11.  

     99     Hillenbrand  , 90;  I   h�   y   a4’  , 2:178–9.  

  100     Hillenbrand   argues that Ghaz a4 l ı3’ s political program was to insist on the indispensability 

of the Abb a4 sid caliph   al-Musta z hir against the backdrop of an unstable Saljuq   sultan-

ate and the Fatimid threat in Egypt  , thus attempting “to accommodate the political 

 status quo  into his own system of beliefs on Islamic government,” and characterizes it 

as “pious dishonesty” (idem, 85–6). Yet she suggests that Ghaz a4 l ı3  might have actually 

believed the rather extreme and unique position in Sunni history that the legitimacy of 

the Islamic life would come to an end without an  im   a4   m , for he repeated it even later 
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from the political sphere  , for now even the symbolic authority of the 

caliphate was bestowed by the man in power. We conclude, hence, that in 

terms of their political thought, Ghaz a4 l ı3  or Juwayn ı3    broke no signii cant 

grounds any more than M a4 ward ı3    – they remained faithful to the Ash ʿ ar ı3  

tradition and its basic concerns and presuppositions. They differed from 

their predecessors in that they had clear, immediate concerns, which is 

not to say they sought to go past ritualism and enable political thinking, 

but rather that their ritualism had different goals.   

  caliphate, reason, and revelation 

 The one premise that is common to all Ash ʿ ar ı3  expositions is the con-

tention that the source of the obligation of caliphate is revelation, not 

reason. The later and more developed Ash ʿ ar ı3 s like Juwayn ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3  

have been the most emphatic on this point. An example may help illus-

trate the practical implications of this contention. To say that a practice 

is an obligation by revelation and not accessible to reason means that it 

is analogous in Islamic law, for instance, to the prescribed ritual prayer, 

which cannot be known by reason alone; nor can any of its details of per-

formance.  101   They are to be performed as a ritual – exactly as prescribed. 

And although the main purpose of the prayers is spiritual connection with 

God, legally speaking, the validity of their performance is judged based 

on certain observable and objective factors. If a necessary condition of 

these prayers, such as ritual ablution, is absent, they are considered inva-

lid altogether and must be repeated. Legally, therefore, a performance of 

the i ve obligatory prayers is either valid or invalid, based on whether cer-

tain rituals have been performed correctly. On the spiritual plane, which 

is what truly matters, such performance may be only partially accepted or 

not accepted at all, depending on the level of spiritual concentration and 

the right feeling of love for and obedience to the divine. 

 In contrast, earning money for one’s family is a rational as well as 

revelational obligation in the Shar ı3ʿ a  . All human beings know the neces-

sity of working to earn a living and feed their families; God’s law only 

in his life when he was free of any political obligations to defend the caliphate  . On 

the third-/ninth-century Sunni view of the legitimacy of life without a just ruler, see 

Mu h  a4 sib ı3   ,  K. al-Kasb , ed. N u4 r Sa ʿı3 d (Beirut: D a4 r al-Fikr al-Lubn a4 n ı3 ,  1992 ), 71–2.  

  101     See Ibn Rushd,  The Distinguished Jurist’s Primer , 1:3, where he discusses  wu   d�    u4’   (ablu-

tion) as falling between   s�   al   a4   h  (regular prayers), which is a clear ritual worship (  ʿ    ib   a4   da ) 

that he dei nes as “not subject to rationalization and intended only for the pleasure of 

All a4 h,” and a kind of worship that is also rational such as washing off dirt.  
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emphasizes it, encourages it, promises reward for it, and circumscribes 

certain undesirable ways of accomplishing it. Yet even without revela-

tion, human reason knows the necessity of the basic act. Because earning 

a living is a rational function, its validity is indicated wholly by its efi -

cacy. It has to put food on the table: No amount of “symbolic” pretense 

of being employed, for instance, will be of any use unless that job brings 

some form of income. 

 A further difference might be suggested. A rational obligation is divisi-

ble – it admits of division, partial attainment, and compromise – whereas 

a ritual is not. One may work part time and make less, but as far as the 

legal judgment is concerned, there can be no half-performance of the 

ritual prayers; it is either valid or invalid. To say that the imamate   is pri-

marily or exclusively a revelational obligation, therefore, is tantamount 

to saying that it is like the performance of ritual prayers. It has certain 

formal requirements, such as the prerequisite qualities of the  im   a4   m , and 

certain means of appointment, such as  bay   ʿ    a      by a certain number of elec-

tors who fuli ll certain criteria, and so forth. 

 To understand the role of reason versus revelation in Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s view, 

let us turn to one concise but comprehensive discussion of the issue in his 

 Iqti   s�    a4   d     . He writes:

  It is not permissible to think that the obligation [ wuj   u4   b ] of [the imamate  ] is based 
on reason, for we have explained that that [any] obligation must be based on the 
 shar  ʿ  [alone]. Except if obligation is understood as an act in which there is benei t 
and in its neglect some harm; if so, [the reason] then does not deny the obligation 
[understood as such] of installing an  im   a4   m  due to its benei ts and the avoidance 
of the harms of this world. However, we shall demonstrate its obligation by the 
dei nitive proof of  shar   ʿ    [ al-burh   a4   n al-qa   t�    ʿ ı ̄    al-shar   ʿ ı̄  ] and shall not merely rely 
in this regard on the consensus   [ ijm   a4ʿ  ] of the  umma     , but point out the basis 
[  mustanad ] of this consensus, viz., the good ordering [ ni   z�    a4   m ] of religion is an 
objective of the lawgiver [the Prophet  ] without any doubt, and the good ordering 
of religion cannot be attained except by an imam who is obeyed.  102    

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s foregoing passage suggests that there are two types of obliga-

tion: rational and revelational. Only a revelational obligation, that is, 

known by the  shar   ʿ   , can have soteriological consequences. Oddly, how-

ever, the proof that Ghaz a4 l ı3  goes on to proffer for the imamate   appears 

rational despite his insistence on characterizing it as revelational. The 

reason might be that he bases his justii cation on the consensus   of the 

Community,   but, perhaps anticipating the problem of proving such a 

  102      Iqti   s�    a4   d     , 127  
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consensus, he moves quickly to a rational proof in the form of a  syllogism  . 

Yet the “rational” proof that he offers as the basis of the consensus has 

problems of its own. His explication of the logic of the claimed consensus 

introduces the more difi cult problem that one of its premises, namely, the 

good ordering of religion based on an obeyed  im   a4   m , did not apply to the 

 im   a4   m  in Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s time. This logic, in fact, undermined the very claim it 

was supposed to bolster: Because the  im   a4   m  possesses no power, he is not 

capable of securing the good ordering that is the raison d’être of imam-

ate, and hence his imamate is no longer valid. 

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  goes on consider some objections to his position, for instance, 

the existing  im   a4   m ’s lack of knowledge, justice, and “other such  qualities.” 

If the  im   a4   m  lacks these rather important qualities, a reasonable jurist is 

forced to accept the imamate   because “eating carrion is prohibited, but 

death is worse.”   103   It is not clear whether “other such qualities” include 

the quality that is constitutive of the imamate, namely, power to secure 

“the good ordering” of this world. If Ghaz a4 l ı3  is willing to let the imam-

ate stand without actual power (in the manner of the Sh ı3ʿı3     im   a4   m ), which 

indeed appears to be the case, then the entire rational proof, which is 

brought forth as basis for the consensus  , falls. If, on the other hand, 

Ghaz a4 l ı3  still demands political power on the part of the  im   a4   m , then this 

discussion would apply to the Saljuq   ruler (who has power, but no nor-

mative legitimacy), not the Abbasid   caliph. However, in  Iqti   s�    a4   d      as well 

as his earlier work,  al-Musta   z�   hir   ı̄      , to which he refers in  Iqti   s�    a4   d  approv-

ingly, he leaves no doubt that Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s discussion is directed toward the 

Abbasid caliph and not the Saljuq sultan.  104   And although the idea of a 

symbolic merger of the two, along with the ulama   to complete the trin-

ity, might seem attractive in the imagination of later scholars, Ghaz a4 l ı3  

must have been well aware, as Hillenbrand   points out, of the volatile and 

erratic relationship between the uncouth men of sword and the hapless 

caliph to posit any unitive institution or “constitution.” He does recom-

mend a mutually symbiotic relationship, and recognizing the weakness 

of his case for a powerless  im   a4   m , compensates with the threat, or appeal, 

that without the Abbasid caliph all socioreligious life of the Community   

would cease to be legitimate. 

 Only in the context of these theological contentions does the symbolic 

imamate   advocated by the Ash ʿ ar ı3  writers, in particular M a4 ward ı3    and 

Ghaz a4 l ı3 , begin to make sense. The Shar ı3ʿ a  , in Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s view, required 

  103      Iqti   s�    a4   d     , 130.  

  104      Iqti   s�    a4   d , 120.  
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an  im   a4   m  from whose person all political ofi ces and social relationships 

sought their legitimacy; ideally, this person of the  im   a4   m  also wielded 

power and control, but if that was not to be had, his symbolic authority 

was still necessary. This does not mean that Ghaz a4 l ı3  denied the rational 

need for an effective government – quite the contrary. Yet the institution 

of the caliphate/imamate required by revelation was different in that it 

remained an obligation even if it did not furnish its rational benei t. This 

i ts well with the Ash ʿ ar ı3  theological insistence that God’s commandments 

need to have no purpose, and that He may oblige humans to perform 

acts that are rationally unjustii ed or even downright impossible. Nor 

could reason pass judgment on acts being good or evil. Reason in the 

Ash ʿ ar ı3  view could, of course, distinguish the benei cial from the harmful. 

Hence, reason could undergird interest politics but not normative polit-

ical action. In following reason’s political judgments outside of explicit 

scriptural command, no matter how benei cial or just such an act might 

appear, there could be no benei t in the afterlife. In an ethic in which all 

actions were to be directed toward the afterlife and eternal bliss, political 

thinking and engagement were thus at best futile.  

  the disappearance of the community   

 The increasing disappearance of the Community   from the political equa-

tion even in theory is a distinct development in Ash ʿ ar ı3    political thought, 

which is brought about by the Ash ʿ ar ı3  polemical engagement with their 

Sh ı3ʿı3    opponents. B a4 qill a4 n ı3    had seen the  im   a4   m  as a representative or an 

agent ( wak   ı̄   l ) of the Community who could be theoretically deposed. 

M a4 ward ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3  had already abandoned that notion and embraced 

the idea of the sanctity of the caliphate.   Two centuries later, the concept 

of imamate   in the writings of the inl uential Ash ʿ ar ı3 -Sunni theologian, 

 ʿ A d  u4  d  al-D ı3 n al- I! j ı3    (d. 756/1355), a follower of Ghaz a4 l ı3 , is signii cantly 

closer to the Sh ı3ʿı3  view of the imamate than the early Sunni one. In his 

 Kit   a4   b al-maw   a4   qif ,  I! j ı3  enumerates and refutes Sh ı3ʿı3  arguments.  105   The i rst 

Sh ı3ʿı3  objection is as follows:

  The imamate   is God’s and the Prophet’   s lieutenancy, and so the validity of 
the ofi ce cannot be established by the decision of others, i.e., the electors ( ahl 
al-bay   ʿ    a     ); if it were so, then the imam would be their caliph, not God’s and the 
Prophet’s.  

  105     Cited in Kerr,  Islamic Reform , 34–5.  
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 I! j ı3    replies:

  The elector’s choice of the Imam is itself an indication of the lieutenancy of God 
and the Prophet  , who set him up as a sign of their judgment in favor of that lieu-
tenancy, as is the case with the signs of other ordinances. The explanation accord-
ing to our view is that the  bay   ʿ    a      is  not what validates the Imamate , in the sense 
you referred to, but rather it is a sign bringing the Imamate to light, as is the case 
with analogy [ qiy   a4   s ] and consensus   [ ijm   a4    ‘  ] which indicate [but do not create] the 
ordinances of the  Shar   ı̄ʿ   a     .  

 The second objection is:

  The electors have no authority [lit., disposal] over other persons, and therefore 
their action and their choice cannot have any binding force over others. They do 
not themselves enjoy authority over the Muslims, so how can they invest some-
one else with such authority?  

 And the answer:

  If their action and choice is a procedure established by God and His Prophet   as 
an indication of their judgment in favor of the Imamate of whomever the electors 
decide to recognize, then the objection falls. For their  bay   ʿ    a      becomes a decisive 
proof for the Muslims and must be followed. Your position is also refuted by 
the example of the witness and the judge. They must be followed because the 
Lawgiver made their words an indication of divine judgment which must be fol-
lowed, even though they have no authority over the object of the testimony and 
of the judicial verdict.  

 Commenting on this dialog, Malcolm Kerr rightly observes: “This is a 

decisive rejection of the contract theory; the  ahl al-bay   ʿ    a      are considered 

mere functionaries, not interested parties.”  106   What is noteworthy in this 

polemic is the extent to which the Ash ʿ ar ı3  theologians concede the basic 

premises of their Sh ı3ʿı3    interlocutors. Rather than arguing for the right of 

the Community   to elect one of them as their representative,  I! j ı3    simply 

concedes that the Sunni  im   a4   m  is chosen directly by God; but instead of 

the Sh ı3ʿı3  method of the  na   s�s�   of an infallible  im   a4   m , God guides the electors 

to the already divinely chosen  im   a4   m . Now, the will of the Community is 

utterly irrelevant, as is any institutional or political mechanism to obtain 

and safeguard the right of the Community to choose. The contractors, 

 ahl al-bay   ʿ    a , are simply an instrument of God (in a theological sense), 

not representatives of the Community, even in theory. To use the earlier 

  106     Kerr, 34–5, who rightly sees this as tension between law and theology: “the Sh ı3‘ ite objec-

tion, then, distorts the issue by lifting it entirely out of the realm of law and into that 

of theology, rendering meaningless any notion of human rights and duties conceived on 

their own level.”  
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theorists’ favorite analogy, marriage may be said by Muslims to be a 

match made in heaven theologically, but the will of the married parties 

have a real, legal effect in Islamic law, and the parties could undo the 

heavenly match if they so choose. The subtle change of rhetoric in  I! j ı3  is 

not semantic hairsplitting at all. Rather, it means the difference between 

Islamic marriage, a legal relationship, and Catholic marriage, indissolu-

ble because it is truly a match made in heaven in a theological sense.  I! j ı3  

thus brings theological fatalism to bear on a legal and political dispute 

to deadly effect. The Community’s will no longer is, for political pur-

poses, an instrument or the best approximation of God’s will. God’s will 

is done regardless of whom the electors choose as caliph and what the 

Community wills. 

 Faced with immitigable domination of the imperial caliphate and 

failed rebellions, the socioreligious leaders of the Community   had relin-

quished its political claims already, in what I have called the traditional-

ist’  s Sunna-centered   view of political authority in the early-Abbasid   era. 

This compromise was theorized and normalized, however, only with the 

consolidation of the caliphate discourse, especially in its most inl uential 

forms as elaborated by M a4 ward ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3   . As a result, the Community 

lost its political relevance in theory as well. In the early Community-

centered   vision, the Community had possessed the symbolic authority 

over the mission of Islam and could grant it to the caliph; in the caliph-

ate-centered vision, that intermediate step was unnecessary. Yet for the 

ulama   in the classical age, including the pro- siy   a4   sa      ones, the Community 

seems to have had no effective currency. It is this vacuum that pre-Islamic 

imperial traditions naturally i lled; it was not that the ulama became 

“secularized” in any meaningful sense, but rather that the agency of the 

Community disappeared, and the ruler had to be justii ed and legitimated 

by the facts of power and necessity. 

 This absence, I propose, is the one responsible for the paradoxes mod-

ern scholars have observed in the ulama’  s attitudes toward the legiti-

macy of the government and the limits of its power. What looks like 

absolutism is the remnants of a Community  -centered   vision, in which the 

Community’s role to constrain the religiously bound state is expected. 

Yet when that role is lost, rather than acknowledging and reviving it, the 

ulama end up creating i ctions. The situation is analogous to refusing 

to replace the worn-out brakes of an automobile and instead prohibit-

ing the driver from going too fast – in reality, any speed without good 

brakes is too fast. This is why the medieval state begins to look abso-

lutist if one looks at the formal doctrine (because the brakes – i.e., the 
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“Community” – are missing), and illegitimate if one looks at its real oper-

ation (because the driver is inevitably going too fast). 

 The medieval military state required no theoretical legitimacy because, 

although justifying itself through its claim to protect Islam, its law, and 

community, it sought no moral vision (of Islam or otherwise) beyond 

itself. So long as the empty symbol of the caliphate was in place, there 

were no  constitutional  terms the ulama   could offer to bilaterally bind the 

rulers by way of granting legitimacy (by, for instance, legitimizing prin-

cipled  siy   a4   sa     ) in return for accountability and regulation of accession to 

power. 

 In reality, the caliphate increasingly became largely irrelevant in the 

classical age, and the real tug-of-war was between the power of the rulers 

and the authority of the ulama  . The real impact of the classical caliphate 

discourse was not in that it was ever institutionalized – it wasn’t meant 

to be – but that it embodied ideals, visions, and boundaries of normative 

thought. Although the bar is set at an impossible height in the proper 

caliphate theory, it is complemented by “mirrors for princes,” in which 

the rulers are advised to be pious, just, and politically shrewd (even if they 

can never be legitimate). The trade-off, however, was that it protected the 

religious doctrine from the ambitions of military rulers. Furthermore, the 

caliphate discourse maintained and justii ed the status quo and assured 

the ulama that nothing in their theoretical constructs or practical conduct 

was amiss – that it was lack of righteousness of the rulers and people in 

general ( fas   a4   d al-zam   a4   n ) that was responsible for their political upheav-

als, and nothing could be done about it. 

 The Community  , deemed in theory to be the site of legitimacy, was 

never addressed in either of these genres of political discourse as an  agent . 

There was nothing the Community could do to change its plight besides 

waiting for a savior or an apocalypse; and this is precisely what it did for 

the most part. 

 Although the loss of political community and sensibility is ubiquitous 

in the legal culture of the classical period, perhaps few anecdotes bring 

out its implications as dramatically as the following one. It concerns the 

chief judge of Cairo, the great Shai  ʿı3  jurist, an emblem of piety and speak-

ing truth to power,  ʿ Izz al-D ı3 n b.  ʿ Abd al-Sal a4 m al-Sulam ı3  ( ca . 577/1181–

660/1262),  107   who would witness later in his life the demise of the Ayyubids   

  107     T a4 j al-D ı3 n al-Subk ı3 ,   T�   abaq   a4   t al-sh   a4   i    ʿ    iyya al-kubr   a4  , M. M. al- T an a4  h  ı3  and  ʿ A. M. al- H ilw 

(n.p.,  Hijr li’l-   T�   ab   a4ʿ    a wa’l-Nashr wa’l-Tawz   ı̄ʿ  ,  1413 ), 8:209; S. R. Ali,  Izz al-Din  al-Sulami: 

His Life and Works  (New Delhi: Kitab Bhavan, n.d.; i rst published, 1898), 37.  
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and the rise of the Mamluks   (military slaves) as kings. When al-S a4 li h  

Ayy u4 b b. K a4 mil Najm al-D ı3 n (d. 647), the grandson of Saladin   who had 

ruled over Syria   as a governor, acceded amidst internecine warfare to the 

throne of the Ayyubid dynasty, he brought along to Cairo the slave army 

he had built during his governorship and distributed governmental ofi ces 

among them.  108   The biographer Subk ı3  tells us that as a pious, daring, and 

learned chief judge,  ʿ Izz al-D ı3 n,  109   in keeping with the rules of the Sh a4 i  ʿı3    

 madhhab , refused to accept the legitimacy of these Mamluks as govern-

mental ofi cials, which included the commander of the army, and to ratify 

any contracts they made, which caused great angst and annoyance. When 

the Sultan interfered, he abandoned his post and prepared to leave town. 

The Sultan, moved, summoned him and apologized, and i nally the  q   a4    d�    ı ̄    ’      s 

verdict was carried out: The Mamluks were publicly auctioned and freed 

before resuming their posts. After some analysis, a modern historian tells 

us that even though the details of this story are most likely adornment, it 

is plausible in its outline.  110   Yet regardless of its historicity, the point of 

the anecdote is to express the piety and uprightness of a hero, which was 

expressed, remarkably, by his  unrelenting legal formalism     . To the grad-

ual takeover of the government by imported slaves who were completely 

detached from the Community and whose instrument of governance was 

primarily violence, the most heroic scholarly objection was that this vio-

lated a minor legal rule that could be i xed by a theatrical act! The great 

jurist did not, or perhaps could not, produce any “political” critique of 

this alarming state of affairs. This anecdote is a testament to the state of 

mind that reduced a historic  political  tragedy to a matter of  legal  tril e. 

 The predicament that the late A. K. S. Lambton perceptively captures 

as the loss of “the universal aims of Islam . . . in the face of problems 

which had been raised by the fragmentation of the Islamic world” I have 

contended can be best understood as the mainstream classical ulama’  s 

deliberate l ight from politics. The relationship between Islam and poli-

tics in the classical age can neither be described as a formal divorce nor 

a honeymoon, but rather a tenuous and unstable separation of spheres 

  108     S. Humphreys,  From Saladin     to the Mongols  (SUNY, 1977), 250–300.  

  109      ʿ Izz al-D ı3 n had been appointed as the preacher ( kha   t�    ı̄   b ) of the Umayyad   Mosque in 

637/1239 by the Ayyubid   Sultan of Damascus  , al-S a4 li h  Ism a4ʿı3 l, but when he criticized the 

Sultan for alliance with and concessions to the crusaders against his Ayyubid cousin in 

Cairo (namely, the chief Sultan, al-Sul t  a4 n al-Mu ʿ a zz am, al-Sali h  Ayy u4 b), he had to leave 

Egypt   in 638/1240, where he was received in honor and appointed  kha   t�    ı̄   b  of the main 

mosque of Cairo and soon the Chief Judge by the Sultan (Ali,  Izz al-Din , 11–13).  

  110     Ibid., 95.  
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of religious authority from political power that was neither justii ed in 

theory nor wholeheartedly accepted. 

 In order to understand why the classical tradition chose the settlement 

it did, we need to look into conceptions of reason, agency, and their dis-

tribution in the political community that informed the discourse of  kal   a4   m      

in which the caliphate theory was shaped.  
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  There is consensus   among [our companions] that the appointment of a 
caliph   is an obligation and that this obligation is [established] by reve-
lation, not reason. 

 Nawaw ı3    (d. 676/1277)  

  If revelation and reason contradict each other, reason takes precedence. 

 R a4 z ı3    (d. 606/1209)  

  The last chapter addressed how the three main discursive sites of Islamic 

political thought – the caliphate   discourse, jurisprudence, and statecraft 

literature, all of which had their antecedents in the i rst three centuries 

of Islam – responded to the political and social transformations of the 

fourth/tenth century. In these discourses, I have identii ed some peculiar 

features of classical Islamic political thought, in particular, the rituali-

zation of the caliphate (the source of its obligation being revelation and 

not reason) and the exclusion of the Community   ( umma ) from even the-

oretical constructions of political legitimacy. This contrasts sharply with 

the Community-centered   vision that had characterized the i rst century 

and a half of Islam. Both of these new features, the reason-revelation 

debate and the role of the Community, it is worth noting, are in essence 

theological. This chapter seeks to go behind the scenes, so to say, to inves-

tigate the intellectual motivations behind and consequences of these intel-

lectual attitudes toward reason/revelation and the Community. 

 The political and social changes, such as the political fragmentation 

that resulted from the demise of the Abbasid   caliphate  ; the rise of the 

ulama   as the veritable socioreligious guides of society and, in a more 

     3 

 Reason and Community   in the Classical Period    
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ambivalent way, of the rulers; and the conversion of most of the inhabit-

ants of Islamic lands to Islam, all provide undeniable potential explana-

tions for the kinds of transformations we observe in political thought. 

However, discursive traditions, as I have argued, even as they respond to 

their sociopolitical world do so on their own terms. Sociopolitical circum-

stances, therefore, can only provide the context but never determinative, 

causal explanation for discursive transformations. Thus, an intellectual 

history of these signii cant and peculiar transformations in Islamic polit-

ical attitude toward reason, revelation, and Community is warranted, 

even indispensible, in understanding the overall trajectory of Islamic 

political thought. 

 Furthermore, these admittedly sociopolitically contingent attitudes of 

the classical period became inscribed in Islamic legal, theological, and 

even spiritual discourses as authoritative doctrines. Discursive traditions, 

being “living organisms,” continue to respond to changes, adding in each 

generation layers of meanings to inherited concepts of language or even 

radically changing the terms. Yet history does tend to paint layers pro-

duced in some periods thicker than those produced in others (Why is it, 

for instance, that we all know Aristotle and Plato but not their predeces-

sors or successors?), and thus some periods and thinkers acquire greater 

formative weight than others; the “classical” period of Islamic thought 

has been so called for good reason. The orthodoxies that consolidated 

at the hands of the thinkers of the fourth/tenth through sixth/twelfth 

centuries have had an abiding imprint on subsequent Islamic thought in 

their respective traditions, providing compelling solutions for subsequent 

generations of thinkers. This intellectual momentum continued to inform 

and indeed shape (without, however, determining) the possibilities of 

Muslim political thought for centuries to come, even after the passing of 

the circumstances that brought that political thought into existence. 

 The inl uential seventh-/thirteenth-century Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    jurist al-Nawaw ı3  ’   s 

summation of the Ash ʿ ar ı3    argument about the basis of the obligation of 

caliphate   serves as an apt starting point for our inquiry:

  There is consensus   among [our companions, Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3   -Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  ] that the appoint-
ment of a caliph   is an obligation and that this obligation is [established] by reve-
lation, not reason. Some have disagreed, like al-A s amm [a Mu ʿ tazil ı3   ] and some of 
the Kh a4 rijites who say that the appointment of a caliph is not an obligation alto-
gether, while some of the Mu ʿ tazila who disagree say that it is an obligation, but 
by reason, not by revelation. Both of these latter opinions are false. Al-A s amm’s 
opinion is based on the argument that the Companions stayed without a caliph 
until the day of Saq ı3 fa and after  ʿ Umar’s death until the  sh   u4   r   a4       was complete. 
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But this is no argument because they did not agree on abjuring or neglecting the 
appointment; rather they strove to appoint a caliph. The latter opinion [that of 
the Mu ʿ tazilites] is evidently false, for reason has no role in obligating or prohib-
iting, nor in judging things to be good or bad – for it does so merely as a result 
of custom.  1    

 The insistence that human reason has no ethical capacity is not evidence 

of out and out antirationalism, but of a complex, even paradoxical, rela-

tionship with reason that should be understood against the “principle of 

interpretation” ( q   a4   n   u4   n     al-ta’w   ı ̄   l ) that came to dei ne later Ash ʿ arism and 

that appears to unequivocally endorse reason over revelation: “If rev-

elation and reason contradict each other, reason takes precedence over 

revelation. This is based on three premises: one, reason is what, in the 

i rst place, leads one to revelation and to ignore reason would be to cut 

off the very basis of revelation; two, revelation never imparts dei nitive 

knowledge . . .; three, reason imparts dei nitive knowledge.”  2   This clear 

formulation of the  q   a4   n   u4   n      is the work of R a4 z ı3   , but the same principle had 

been intimated in a less emphatic form by Ghaz a4 l ı3   . To understand why 

the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   insisted on keeping reason out of the realm of normativity 

despite their apparent claim of reason’s superiority over revelation and 

the implications it had on their political thinking, let us turn to the his-

tory of  kal   a4   m      and its relationship to reason.  

  sunni   kal   a4    m   

 The theological speculation that came to be labeled as  kal   a4   m      i rst emerged 

toward the close of the i rst century as Muslims attempted to defend 

Islam in the context of the religious and philosophical traditions of the 

Near East. “Of the three formative agents of Islamic theology,” Schacht   

observed, “one is politics, another religious piety, and the third Christian 

polemics.”  3   Identifying phases of the reception of  kal   a4   m  in Islam, the 

French Islamicist Louis Gardet suggests that in the i rst phase, under the 

Umayyads  , it was applied to a “heretical” trend and captured the ratio-

nalist discourse of the Murji’a, Qadariyya  , and Jabb a4 riyya (or Jabriyya, 

  1     Ibn  H ajar,  Fat   h�    al-b   a4   ri  (D a4 r al-Ma ʿ rifa,  1379 ), 13:208. This last statement, that what 

reason deems to be good or evil is merely a result of custom, appears to be a rel ection of 

Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s ‘psychological’ explanation of ethics.  

  2     See discussion later in the chapter.  

  3     Schacht  , “Theology and Law,” in  Theology and Law in Islam , ed. Gustave von Grunebaum 

(Harrassowitz, 1971), 18.  
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or Jahmiyya). In the second phase, the more politically inclined legacy of 

the Qadariyya was taken over and doctrinally developed by the Mu ʿ tazila   

beginning in the second/eighth century.  4   The Mu ʿ tazila l ourished under 

the Abbasid   caliph   al-Ma’m u4 n   and his successors, but after their key role 

in the unsuccessful inquisition of the traditionalists  , they gradually lost 

political as well as intellectual ground. In the third phase, from the fourth/

tenth century onward, there appear Sunni   versions of  kal   a4   m  in the form 

of Ash ʿ arism in Baghdad   and M a4 t u4 r ı3 dism in the East.  5   

 The distinct formation of a Sunni   caliphate   discourse, it has been 

noted, was the work of these scholars of Sunni  kal   a4   m     , and its salient fea-

tures, including its attitude toward the roles of reason and Community   

in politics, were mostly rooted in the particular intellectual challenges of 

 kal   a4   m , although the role of the new sociopolitical arrangements is not 

negligible either. A. K. Reinhart  , for instance, has argued that Mu ʿ tazilism   

had emerged in the second/eighth century but came to represent by the 

fourth/tenth century an “archaic form of Muslim thought carrying for-

ward earlier ideas formed in a missionary, that is to say, a minoritarian 

context.” After the third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries’ mass conver-

sions to Islam, there occurs a “shift of the religious paradigm.” Muslims 

were now a majority and were no longer mostly Arabs, yet they were also 

less coni dent as a result of political fragmentation. Religious authority 

now rested securely in the hands of the ulama,   who were often insecurely 

dependent on the rulers. “Their Islam is both imperious and insecure – 

it needs no further coni rmation nor does it tolerate extra-Revelational 

authority. Their God is a Persian Shah, not an Arab king.” The contrast 

Reinhart presents here could be further sharpened if it is recalled that the 

early Muslims did not liken their rulers to their God, but thought of him 

as one of them. Reinhart further brings out the difference he sees between 

the early rationalist and the later voluntarist (Ash ʿ ar ı3   ) theologians: “One 

trusted the world, and trusted innate human ability to assess human acts, 

the other did not.”  6   Although Reinhart’s basic insight is persuasive, I go 

on in the following to qualify and nuance his account by pointing out a 

  4     S. Stroumsa, “The Beginnings of the Mu ʿ tazila   Reconsidered,”  JSAI  13 ( 1990 ): 265–93, 

argues that political reasons do not explain the rise of the Mu ʿ tazila, for they had diverse 

political positions; the only uniting factor was a movement of religious revival. It appears 

to me that the Qadariyya  , like the rest of the factions, become depoliticized about the 

same time as the traditionalists   and the Im a4 m ı3 -Sh ı3  ʿ a – that is, in the early-Abbasid   period 

following the failed revolt of al-Nafs al-Zakiyya  ; the Mu ʿ tazila thus emerge as their the-

ologized version.  

  5      EI   2  , s.v. “Kal a4 m  .”  

  6     Reinhart  , 178–9.  
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few factors in this intellectual struggle over Islam that do not  easily i t 

into his scheme: (1) the role of the traditionalists   who rejected  kal   a4   m  alto-

gether from early on and, beginning in the i fth/eleventh century (when 

Reinhart’s inquiry admittedly ends), the development of new social and 

intellectual trends and forces. These were: (2) partial reconciliation of 

the later Ash ʿ ar ı3 s with their Mu ʿ tazil ı3  opponents beginning in the i fth/

eleventh century. (3) The growing inl uence of the Muslim Neoplatonist   

Aristotelians, the  fal   a4   sifa , and their embrace of Islamic religious doc-

trine, or at least its rhetoric, made them a far more serious challenge 

(aggravated by the ascendancy of B a4  t in ı3 -Sh ı3  ʿ ism in Egypt  ) to Sunni  kal   a4   m  

generally than Mu ʿ tazilism had been. (4) Finally, the emergence of the 

intimately related tendencies of esotericism (mystical Sui sm   as well as 

Ism a4  ʿ  ı3 l ı3  B a4  t inism) and elitism (both mystical and social) shaped the social 

context as well as the intellectual outlook of Sunni theologians and polit-

ical thinkers. 

 To return to the realm of ideas, the bone of contention between the 

traditionalists   and the Mu ʿ tazila   during the second/eighth and third/ninth 

centuries had been the interpretation of certain divine attributes in the 

Qur’an.  7   Al-Ash ʿ ar ı3  ’   s conversion to A h mad b.  H anbal’  s position had not 

been grounded in a clear alternative to Mu ʿ tazil ı3   kal   a4   m ,   but rather in the 

premise that there existed no irreconcilable conl ict between the tradition-

alist position and the foundational assumptions of  kal   a4   m .  8   Al-Ash ʿ ar ı3  and 

his early followers found themselves trapped between two unl inching 

parties: the Mu ʿ tazila, who accused them of anthropomorphism, and the 

traditionalist  H anbal ı3 s  , who accused them of following the Mu ʿ tazila in 

reducing God to a theoretical abstraction without any attributes. Both 

sides accused them of inconsistency. 

 The lure of rational consistency proved irresistible, and increasingly 

they leaned toward their rationalist interlocutors.  9   As early as the i rst 

  7     The traditionalists  , in particular the anti- kal   a4   m      wing, called themselves  ahl al-ithb   a4   t , 

afi rmers of God’s attributes “without asking how” [ bil   a4    kayf ], and were denigrated by 

their detractors as  H ashwiyya or Mujassima, that is, anthropomorphists (J. van Ess, s.v. 

“Tashb ı3 h wa-Tanz ı3 h,” in  EI   2  ).  

  8     S. Vasalou,  Moral Agents and Their Deserts: The Character of Mu   ʿ    tazilite Ethics  (Princeton 

University Press,  2008 ), 4. This belief had been shared by most Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   after him, with 

the exception perhaps of R a4 z ı3   , who expressed serious doubts about it. See A. Ma h m u4 d, 

 Mawqif Ibn Taymiyya     min al-Ash   a4    ʿ    ira  (D a4 r al-Rushd,  1415 ), 515.  

  9     Vasalou, 4. M. Watt writes that after conversion, some of al-Ash ʿ ari’s writings are based 

on interpretations of the scripture and in such cases differ scarcely from the content 

and style of the traditionalists  ; however, when his opponents used a rational argument, 

he did not hesitate to use a similar argument. Once, however, the possibility of rational 
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generation Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   like al- H asan al- T abar ı3    (d. ca. 380/990), the distaste 

for the traditionalist   literalism that led in its coarse forms to anthro-

pomorphism is apparent. Yet the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s were also not willing to strip 

God entirely of attributes ( ta   ʿ t�    ı̄   l ) and hence personality, thus rel ecting the 

ambivalence of the founder, al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    himself.  10   Starting with B a4 qill a4 n ı3   , 

credited as having been the i rst systematic theologian who established 

Ash ʿ arism as a school, rational rather than revelational arguments become 

predominant.  11   Yet on the issue of divine attributes, B a4 qill a4 n ı3  ’ s position 

is close to the traditionalists’ in important respects,  12   and he is at pains 

to show his commitment to the legacy of A h mad b.  H anbal  .  13   B a4 qill a4 n ı3  ’ s 

opposition to the Mu ʿ tazila   had been complete and uncompromising, and 

in that he was in step with al-Ash ʿ ar ı3 . On the key issue of theodicy, he had 

embraced al-Ash ʿ ar ı3  ’ s total voluntarism.  14   

 The i fth/eleventh century, the century of the so-called Sunni   revival, 

saw a number of key social and intellectual transformations, includ-

ing the spread and stabilization of Ash ʿ arism in numbers as well as in 

the traditional domains of scholarship.  15   Thus far primarily a tradition 

of theology, its proponents were not known to be skilled in traditional 

Islamic sciences, namely jurisprudence and   h�   ad   ı ̄   th . With the emergence of 

loyal Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   like al-Bayhaq ı3    (d. 458/1066) in the domains of   h�   ad   ı ̄   th  and 

Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    jurisprudence and al-Qushayr ı3    (d. 465/1074)  16   in Sui sm  , Ash ʿ arism 

began to be stabilized as a school. Furthermore, a notable contribution of 

Sui  writers like Qushayr ı3  to Ash ʿ arism was increased inclination toward 

elitism and esotericism in the spiritual and social domain. 

 arguments was established, at least among his followers, it was possible for the later 

Asha ʿ ar ı3 s “to develop this side of his method until in later centuries theology became 

thoroughly intellectualist. This, however, was far removed from the temper of al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    

himself” ( EI   2  , s.v. “al-Ash ʿ ar ı3”   ). See also, Ma h m u4 d, 557.  

  10     Ma h m u4 d, 518ff.  

  11     Ma h m u4 d, 556.  

  12     Such as in afi rming that God’s having two hands in the Qur’an cannot be reduced by 

interpreting “hand” as simply power (B a4 qill a4 n ı3 ,  Tamh   ı̄   d , 259; Ma h m u4 d, 539).  

  13     Ibn Taymiyya   informs us that B a4 qill a4 n ı3  would at times sign his name as “Mu h ammad 

b. al- T ayyib al- H anbali,” identifying himself as a  H anbal ı3   , as would al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    himself 

( Dar’(S),  1:270).  

  14     J. N. Bell,  Love Theory in Later    H�   anbal   ı̄      Islam  (SUNY Press,  1979 ), 56–7, on B a4 qill a4 n ı3’ s 

equation of God’s love with His will; 62–3 for his denial of causality.  

  15     M. Sub h  ı3 ,  al-Ash   a4‘   ira,  93, quoted in Ma h m u4 d, 586.  

  16      ʿ Abd al-Q a4 sim al-Qushayr ı3    was a Sui  author and staunch Ash ʿ ar ı3    from Khur a4 s a4 n   who 

wrote his  Ris   a4   la  in defense of al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    as well as the inl uential  Ris   a4   la f   ı ̄    al-ta   s�   awwuf  

(Knysh, 130–2). He was perhaps the i rst to expound the i ction that all great men of 

Sui sm   have been Ash ʿ ar ı3 s (Ma h m u4 d, 599–609).  
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 Intellectually, the i rst major turning point in the Ash ʿ ar ı3    tradition was 

the work of Juwayn ı3   , whose most signii cant contribution was a par-

tial rapprochement with the Mu ʿ tazila  . His thorough acquaintance with 

Mut ʿ azilism, it seems, urged him to seek greater consistency in the doc-

trines of his own school. Because the Mu ʿ tazila in their original form 

were less of a threat (outside of Sh ı3  ʿ ism, that is), Juwayn ı3  did not shy 

away from acknowledging their cogency and consistency in key issues. In 

a way, the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s had come full circle with respect to the Mu ʿ tazil ı3  doc-

trines, based on whose methodology and against whose positions they 

had begun as a school.  17   Perhaps part of the reason for this softening was 

that by the i fth/eleventh century, the Mu ʿ tazil ı3  threat had been all but 

replaced by a greater one, the  fal   a4   sifa .  18   In particular, F a4 r a4 b ı3    (d. 339/950) 

and Ibn S ı3 n a4    (428/1037) had worked out a synthesis of Neoplatonist   and 

Aristotelian ideas, which posed a formidable threat to Sunni   tradition. 

For Ghaz a4 l ı3    and after, it was no longer the Mu ʿ tazila but the  fal   a4   sifa  and 

the Ism a4  ʿ  ı3 l ı3  B a4  t in ı3 s    19   that became the main interlocutors and adversaries. 

In addition to drawing the Ash ʿ ar ı3  tradition nearer to  falsafa     , Ghaz a4 l ı3  

also reasserted Qushayr ı3  ’ s inl uence of  ta   s�   awwuf  in both  i qh      and  kal   a4   m     . 

The next major intervention in the Ash ʿ ar ı3  tradition was to continue in 

the direction of reason and  falsafa  at the expense of traditional reliance 

on revelation. Fakhr al-D ı3 n al-R a4 z ı3    (d. 606/1209), a more thorough-

going philosopher than Ghaz a4 l ı3 , completed the philosophical turn that 

had begun in Juwayn ı3  and Ghaz a4 l ı3 .  20   R a4 z ı3  ’ s overall contribution to the 

Ash ʿ ar ı3  tradition is best summed up in the following comment in Ayman 

Shehadeh’s recent study of R a4 z ı3  ’ s ethics:

  The gap separating the two traditions [that is,  kal   a4   m      and  falsafa     ] was initially so 
wide that many notions central to one tradition of ethical theory were completely 
alien to the other, in which they would normally be dismissed  in toto , without 

  17     For instance, in the matter of human capacity to act ( isti   t�    a4‘   a  or  qudra ), Juwayn ı3    refutes 

al-Ash ʿ ar ı3’   s doctrine that the power to act is simultaneous with the act itself (idem, 

 al-Burh   a4   n , 1:277; Ma h m u4 d, 612f, 620).  

  18     A. al-Nashsh a4 r,  Man   a4   hij al-Ba   h�   th    ʿ    inda Mufakkir   ı ̄    al-Islam , 4th ed. (Dar al-Ma ʿ  a4 rif, 

 1978 ), argues that in Juwayn ı3    we i nd the i rst attempt to incorporate Aristotelian logic 

into  u   s�    u4   l al-i qh     .  

  19     B a4  t iniyya  , lit., esotericists, a name given to the Ism a4  ʿ  ı3 l ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a, emphasizing their empha-

sis on  b   a4    t�   in , the “inward” meaning behind the literal wording of the scripture; ( EI   2  , s.v. 

“B a4  t iniyya”).  

  20     Unlike Ghaz a4 l ı3   , his state-sponsored intellectual life and works were much less imbued 

with pietistic exhortations, F. Griffel  , “On Fakhr al-D ı3 n al-R a4 z ı3’   s Life and the Patronage 

He Received,”  JIS  18.3 ( 2007 ): 313–44. On R a4 z ı3’ s tremendous inl uence on legal theory 

( u   s�    u4   l al-i qh     ) in Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    and M a4 lik ı3    schools, see Jackson  , 8.  
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engagement in any proper dialogue. Yet there then emerged signs of increasing, 
and more positive, interaction between  kal   a4   m  and  falsafa , culminating in the 
efforts of al-Ghaz a4 l ı3   , who was both a severe critic of the  fal   a4   sifa  and deeply inl u-
enced by them in many respects. A century later, Fakhr al-Din al-R a4 z ı3    was to open 
the gates widely, allowing a more liberal exchange of ideas, a ‘synthesis’ even, 
between  kal   a4   m  and  falsafa .  21      

  falsafa, epistemology, and political 
organization 

 To understand the signii cance of Sunni    kal   a4   m  ’   s rapprochement with  fal-

safa      and its surreptitious inl uence on Sunni political thought, we need to 

begin with an often-ignored part of the story of the intellectual struggle 

starting in the third/ninth century. At the heart of the validity of  kal   a4   m  

there had been debates between the traditionalists  , the Mu ʿ tazil ı3   s, and the 

 fal   a4   sifa  about the nature and role of   ʿ  aql  (reason/intellect  ) and its limits 

before and after revelation. It affected such basic questions as whether 

there exists a particular line of speculative reasoning that is necessary to 

establish the existence of God and whether natural human reason avail-

able to the common believers possesses what is needed to do so. More 

importantly, how intelligence was thought to be distributed within the 

human community directly bore upon the questions of political agency 

and social organization. The i rst philosopher of the Arabs, Ab u4  Y u4 suf   

Ya ʿ q u4 b al-Kind ı3  (d. ca. 256/870), already theorized intellect (  ʿ    aql ), in terms 

of Neoplatonic realism, as “the First Intellect” – as God’s i rst creation 

and through which all other things came into being.  22   The i rst systematic 

 faylas   u4   f  was al-F a4 r a4 b ı3    (d. ca. 339/950),  23   who expounded on Aristotle 

and directly countered the range of Muslim opinions on the issue. Next 

came the most important i gure among the  fal   a4   sifa , ‘al-Shaykh al-Ra’ı3s’ 

Ab u4   ʿ Al ı3  Ibn S ı3 n a4    (d. 428/1037), who further developed F a4 r a4 b ı3  ’ s view of 

the intellect. In the words of Am é lie Marie Goichon, the  fal   a4   sifa  espoused, 

owing to Neoplatonist   inspiration, an “emanationist theory of creation” 

whereas “[t]he Qur’an, like the Old and New Testaments, explains cre-

ation by a free act of will on the part of God.” The Neoplatonist cos-

mology  , in contrast, is necessitarian: “For Ibn S ı3 n a4 , by way of Plotinus, 

the necessary Being is such in all its modes – and thus as creator – and 

  21     A. Shihadeh,  The Teleological Ethics of Fakhr al-D   ı̄   n al-R   a4   z   ı̄       (Brill,  2006 ), 1.  

  22     F. Klein-Frank, “Al-Kindi,” in O. Leaman and S. H. Nasr,  History of Islamic Philosophy  

(Routledge,  2001 ), 165.  

  23      EI   2  , s.v. “al-F a4 r a4 b ı3   , Ab u4  Na s r.”  
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being overl ows from it.”  24   Ibn S ı3 n a4  ’ s merit, his modern advocates hold, 

was precisely his “recognition of the compatibility between the [religious] 

metaphysics of contingency . . . and the metaphysics of necessity, in which 

the followers of Aristotle had enshrined the idea that the goal of sci-

ence is understanding as to why and how things must be as they are.”  25   

Ibn S ı3 n a4  ’ s attempt of reconciliation, however impressive and seductive 

even to such celebrated Sunni theologians as Ghaz a4 l ı3   , was on the whole 

rejected. 

 The  fal   a4   sifa ’s cosmologically grounded epistemological scheme (in a 

necessitarian system, cosmology  , that is, the structure of the universe, was 

directly related to the process of knowing) had direct implications for the 

nature and possibilities of human thought as well as collective organiza-

tion. Modern historians have argued that the Aristotelian epistemology   

had been fundamentally at odds with the Biblical – and, on the same 

account, Islamic – worldview in which the universe was created by an act 

of free will by the transcendental, “personal” God.  26   The Hellenic view is 

immanentistic, in that “nature is conceived in organismic terms, fraught 

with purpose and i nality and open to investigation by analytic or  deduc-

tive  modes of reasoning capable of delivering  knowledge that is certain or 

absolute .”  27   The concept of a transcendental God who created the world 

freely, in contrast, presupposes an “external relations” doctrine, which 

entails “a nominalist epistemology, and a natural philosophy of empirical 

mode . . . emphasizing the conditional nature of all knowledge based on 

observation of a created and radically contingent world which could well 

have been other than it is.”  28   Yet this incommensurability did not deter 

medieval Christian theologians, any more than it did Muslim theologians 

a few centuries later, from attempting to synthesize the two concepts of 

God and knowledge. Augustine, writes Francis Oakley, “attempted to 

close the way to any further Christian l irtation with the Greek notion of 

the eternity of the world,” yet he conceded to the Neoplatonists and some 

of his Christian predecessors “that the creative act was indeed an intelli-

gent one guided by forms, archetypes, or ideas of the Platonic mold, but 

ideas now situated in the divine mind itself as a sort of creative blueprint.” 

  24     Ibid.  

  25     L. E. Goodman,  Avicenna  (Routledge,  1992 ), ix.  

  26     For the use of the adjective “personal” for God in Islam, see L. Gardet’s discussion of it 

in  EI   2  , s.v. “All a4 h,” 1:409.  

  27     F. Oakley,  Natural Law, Laws of Nature, Natural Rights  (Continuum International Pub., 

 2005 ), 30; emphasis mine.  

  28     Ibid.  
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This “extraordinary accommodation,” however, which secured for “the 

doctrine of the divine ideas an enduring place in later Christian philoso-

phy . . . was a victory for delicate philosophical and theological diplomacy 

rather than the achievement of any truly stable synthesis.”  29   

   The Sunni traditionalists at least as early as A h mad b.  H anbal   already 

rejected the philosophers’ view of the intellect   and knowledge, which 

must have appeared as one of the imported heresies of the Greeks, and 

held resolutely that “intellect is an instinct [ ghar   ı ̄   za     ], wisdom is recog-

nition, and true knowledge [ al-   ʿ    ilm ] is revelation.”  30   Al- H  a4 rith b. Asad 

al-Mu h  a4 sib ı3    (d. 243/857),  31   a   h�   ad   ı̄   th  scholar and a spiritually and intel-

lectually inclined contemporary of A h mad b.  H anbal, defended the tra-

ditionalist opinion that intellect “is an instinct [ ghar   ı̄   za ] through which 

knowledge [ ma   ʿ    rifa ] is acquired”  32   against the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    view that intellect 

is knowledge ( ma   ʿ    rifa )  33   and the philosophers’ view that it is an essence 

( jawhar ). Two centuries later, seeing that some Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   (like B a4 qill a4 n ı3    

and M a4 ward ı3   ) had preferred the Mu ʿ tazil ı3  opinion, Juwayn ı3    complained 

that his contemporary Sunni theologians no longer understood the sig-

nii cance of this issue and that Mu h  a4 sib ı3  ’ s opinion had been the only 

correct one.  34   

 The way these groups understood epistemology   had direct implica-

tions for their sociopolitical vision. The relationship between epistemol-

ogy and political thought in the third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries, a 

problem seldom treated in modern scholarship notes al-Sayyid, was the 

subject of intense intellectual struggle “about the vision of the society, 

the means of governing and constraining it, and the sources of authority 

in it.” “All parties,” including the traditionalists  , “accepted that the gov-

erning constraint and authority for the society is intellect  , but differed 

about “the what-ness of intellect [ m   a4    ’   iyat al-‘aql  or  m   a4   hiyat al-‘aql ].” 

The  fal   a4   sifa  insisted that  

  the intellect   is an essence, not part of the cognitive or physiological foundation 
of the human being, but an element bestowed from above in order to direct 
the human person and facilitate his life, and when life leaves the body, intellect 
returns to its world. And just like the intellect with respect to a human person 

  29     Ibid., 46–7.  

  30     Ibn Taymiyya  ,  al-Musawwada f   ı̄    u   s�    u4   l al-i qh     , cited in Sayyid,  al-Jam   a4 ʿ     a , 241.  

  31     For a list of Mu h  a4 sib ı3’   s works, see F. Najjar,  Al-   ʿ    Aql  (Fahmi Najjar,  2004 ), 59–60; for 

Mu h  a4 sib ı3’ s spiritual biography and impact, see Knysh, 43–8.  

  32     Najjar,   ʿ    Aql , 61; Mu h  a4 sib ı3   ,  M   a4’   iyat al-   ʿ    aql  (JK), 1.  

  33     See Sayyid’s introduction to M a4 ward ı3   ,  Tash   ı̄   l al-na   z�   ar     , 37.  

  34     Najjar, 62.  
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is both an (external) essence and a function, its relationship to the society is the 
same, in the sense that the society is governed and constrained in its private and 
public life by the intellectual elite whom the Active Intellect has endowed with 
the right to govern in the matters of spirituality [ sul   u4   k ], economy, education and 
culture. On the political level, the implication of this view is that the ruler is 
the  ʿ  aql  of the society – which, accordingly, does not derive from within it but 
is given to it from above by the verdict of nature. Human society is comprised 
of instincts, tendencies, and base desires which if left to themselves would clash 
with each other until they perish, thus leading to near or complete annihilation of 
the society. Hence the necessity of the constraining and governing social intellect 
embodied in the ruler.  35    

 In contrast, the traditionalists’   view is that the intellect   is an instinct, an 

integral part of the human person whose function is to constrain and 

direct from within, and is rel ected in the view that the society inher-

ently and internally directs and organizes itself.  36   This was obviously 

commensurate with the traditionalists’ Community  -centered   view of 

political life. 

 The question is to what extent the  fal   a4   sifa ’s epistemology   and socio-

political vision inl uenced Sunni  kal   a4   m     . Although this encounter has been 

recognized widely as having had a profoundly formative inl uence on 

 kal   a4   m , its extent and nature have been widely debated. On the one hand, 

Sunni theologians had to defend their orthodoxy at the apex of which 

was the qur’anic concept of God, but on the other, the attraction of  fal-

safa      proved irresistible. It is in the context of reconciling revelation with 

the rational system of the  fal   a4   sifa  that we can best understand the devel-

opment of  q   a4   n   u4   n     al-ta’w   ı ̄   l .    

  the principle of interpretation 
(q   a4   n   u4   n al-ta’w   ı 3   l) 

   In Sunni  kal   a4   m , the  q   a4   n   u4   n      appears to have been i rst formulated by 

Ghaz a4 l ı3   . In his treatise titled  Q   a4   n   u4   n al-ta’w   ı ̄   l , Ghaz a4 l ı3  wrote, “Rational 

demonstration [ burh   a4   n al-   ʿ    aql ] in essence cannot be wrong, for reason 

can never lead to falsehood. If it is deemed possible for reason to lead to 

falsehood, its establishment of [the truthfulness of] revelation is called 

into question.”  37   For Ghaz a4 l ı3   , the  q   a4   n   u4   n      has a simple, “minimalist” 

 function: If one could demonstrate beyond doubt (i.e., establish  burh   a4   n ) 

  35     Sayyid,  Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 242–3.  

  36     Ibid.  

  37     Ghaz a4 l ı3   ,  Q   a4   n   u4   n al-ta’w   ı̄   l , translated in Y. Michot  , “Maml u4 k Theologian,” I, 157.  
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a certain proposition, revelation could not be interpreted in such way as 

to contradict it. Some of Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s disciples such as al-Q a4  d  ı3   ʿ Iy a4  d  also 

wrote on the subject, but it found its most systematic and dispassionate 

expression in R a4 z ı3   . R a4 z ı3  ’ s formulation of the  q   a4   n   u4   n , defended at length 

in his treatise  As   a4   s al-taqd   ı̄   s     , is as follows: 

  Fa   s�   l Thirty Two. What if rational proofs oppose the evident meaning of revela-
tion?  Know that if dei nitive rational proofs lead to a conclusion and we i nd 
some revelational evidence that seems to oppose it, one of four possibilities exist: 
(i) We accept both as true, which would lead to a contradiction, which is impos-
sible; (ii) we reject both, which is also impossible; (iii) we accept the evident 
meaning of revelation while rejecting the evident conclusion of reason, which 
is invalid, because it is impossible for us to know the soundness of the evident 
meanings of revelation except if we already know, by means of rational proofs, 
the existence of the Creator and His attributes, the nature of the evidence of the 
miracles that establish the truth of the Apostle of God, may peace be upon him, 
and the actual occurrence of miracles at the hands of Mu h ammad, upon him be 
peace. If we were to accept the invalidity of rational proofs, reason itself would 
be invalidated and its conclusions could no longer be accepted. And if that were 
to happen, revelational evidence itself could no longer be valid. Thus, it has been 
established that to invalidate reason in order to save revelation leads to invalidat-
ing both reason as well as revelation, which is false. 

 Now that the four [sic.; he probably means three] types have been invalidated, 
we have no choice but to conclude the validity of dei nitive rational arguments by 
holding that revelational arguments are either incorrect or are correct but their 
true meaning [ al-mur   a4   d ] is different from their appearance. 

 Now if we deem metaphorical interpretation [ ta’w   ı̄   l ] valid, then we engage out of 
reverence the details of those metaphors; while if we deem it invalid, we leave the 
true knowledge [of revelational arguments] to God Almighty. 

 This is the governing principle [ al-q   a4   n   u4   n al-kull   ı̄  ] that must be followed in all 
equivocal matters.   38    

 This can be called a “maximalist” view of the  q   a4   n   u4   n     : Revelation was 

to generally lose its authority against any proposition that reason could 

“establish.” All later  kal   a4   m      theologians, perhaps not as daring as R a4 z ı3   , 

had a i eld of varying sizes – various limits of tolerance so to say – beyond 

which revelation was to be metaphorically reinterpreted ( ta’w   ı̄   l ) in a 

wholesale fashion. The potency of the  q   a4   n   u4   n  can be fully appreciated 

if it is realized that many of the later Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   reject altogether – as R a4 z ı3  

does – the possibility of certitude in any proposition based on revela-

tion, hence they hold that arguments based on reason are the only source 

  38     R a4 z ı3   ,  As   a4   s al-taqd   ı̄   s      (Ma t ba ʿ a Mu s taf a4  al-B a4 bi al- H ilb ı3 , 1935), 172–3; Ma h m u4 d, 857.  
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of certitude and always in principle supersede revelation. In  Nih   a4   yat 

al-   ʿ    uq   u4   l , R a4 z ı3  writes that “Proof by revelation in foundational mat-

ters [ mas   a4    ’   il u   s�    u4   liyya     ]” – and the signii cance of this qualii cation will 

become clear presently – “is never possible because such proof is based 

on speculative premises [ muqaddim   a4   t    z�   anniyya ] and on refutation of all 

possible rational objections. And refutation of objections does not yield 

certain knowledge [ al-   ʿ    ilm ], because it is possible that in the same matter 

[being argued by revelation] there is a contradicting rational argument 

that opposes what the Qur’an [truly] implies but it did not occur to the 

interpreter.”  39   On the other hand, in case of reason, R a4 z ı3  appears quite 

coni dent: “This [provisional nature of revelational arguments] stands in 

contrast to the rational arguments, which consist of premises whose suf-

i ciency does not rely on our lack of knowledge of their invalidity.”  40   

  The Purpose of the Principle 

 At i rst blush, the principle of interpretation seems to represent near-

complete triumph of reason in Sunni  kal   a4   m     , and it appears that the 

 mutakallim   u4   n , in particular in their most developed form such as in R a4 z ı3   , 

are little different from the  fal   a4   sifa , for whom revelation was intended 

only for the commoners   and the intellectually challenged – the real truth 

was as revealed by  falsafa     . Yet the  mutakallim   u4   n  – who were, after all, 

faithful Muslims who saw themselves as the defenders of Sunni Islam – 

could not live with that either. Even though its internal logic is universally 

applicable, the  q   a4   n   u4   n      was meant to justify their denial of certain qur’anic 

attributes of God that sounded anthropomorphist or contradicted their 

theodicy. Early Muslim authorities ( salaf     ), and following them the anti-

 kal   a4   m  traditionalists   and the early Ash ʿ ar ı3 s,   had accepted these attri-

butes as such with the doctrinal caveat of  bil   a4    kayf  (without inquiring 

about modality). However, later  mutakallim   u4   n  could not accept this 

attitude. For many, the justii cation for emphasizing metaphorical inter-

pretation was the desire to safeguard  tanz   ı̄   h  (God’s transcendence or 

 de-anthropomorphism). The critics of  kal   a4   m  did not i nd this explanation 

sufi cient, and criticisms were heaped from both sides, from the  fal   a4   sifa  as 

well as the traditionalists, for this inconsistency and arbitrariness. 

 This need for  q   a4   n   u4   n      arose from the fact that the rational path that was 

necessary to establish God’s existence, and the truthfulness of revelation 

  39     Quoted by Ibn Taymiyya   in  Dar’(S) , 1:21, 5:331.  

  40     Ibid.  
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required limiting what revelation could say or, at least, mean. Now, it is 

understandable immediately that revelation could not, for instance, claim 

that the God who has sent this revelation does not exist. However, what 

else revelation could say now depended on whether it agreed with the 

rational system.  41   The system that had been recruited to defend revela-

tion, in other words, had silenced, or at least severely limited, revelation 

itself. The  fal   a4   sifa , for their part, had upped the stakes signii cantly; one 

was either with them or an ignorant, superstitious fool (and, the worst 

insult, a commoner). Firstly, they preached the unity of all philosophical 

truth – it was not a particular system of reasoning that the prorevela-

tion folks had to contend against, but against rational, apodictic truth. 

Particularly in the hands of F a4 r a4 b ı3    and Ibn S ı3 n a4   , all true philosophers, 

most of all Aristotle and Plato, were presented as mutually agreed; any 

real disagreement between the great masters of philosophy would have 

weakened the case for it. Secondly, the theistic  fal   a4   sifa , in particular Ibn 

S ı3 n a4 , insisted on the compatibility of Greek philosophy with monothe-

ism. The great Greek masters of philosophy, in their view, had been all 

monotheists – a contention that both justii ed philosophy and reassured 

Muslim theologians.  42   

 The price of the apparent philosophical coherence proved not to be 

marginal. The threat this approach posed to scripture in the medieval 

intellectual milieu cannot be easily appreciated by the inhabitants of a 

skeptical modern world running dangerously low on apodictic truths. In 

the Neoplatonist  -Aristotelianism of the  fal   a4   sifa , there existed a plethora 

of such indisputable truths, ranging from metaphysical realities to the 

structure of the material world. Intellect (  ʿ    aql ), as noted earlier, was seen 

as an essence that received truths from the Active Intellect – which was 

inexorably tied to the First Intellect in a necessitarian cosmos. The truths 

it received, if grasped properly, were absolute truths. Error, of course, 

was possible, but it was also avoidable and could hardly be imagined 

in the agreement of the greatest masters. The truths that these masters 

arrived at had to be absolute, and it rel ected the very structure of the 

cosmos. This view of intellect   was fundamentally at odds, as noted ear-

lier, with the traditionalist   view of intellect as a human faculty ( ghar   ı ̄   za     ): 

an instrument, like seeing or hearing, that may provide correct data to 

the extent of its limited reach, but whose propositions have no absolute-

ness. Its propositions resulted from empirical human encounter with a 

  41     M. Fakhry, “Muslim Proofs for the Existence of God,”  MW  47 ( 1957 ): 133–45.  

  42     M. Fakhry,  Al-F   a4   r   a4   b   ı̄       (Oneworld,  2002 ), 35–8.  
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contingent, created universe that could have been created differently by 

divine omnipotence. In the  fal   a4   sifa ’s best conciliatory attempts with the 

Abrahamic tradition, the most that could be conceded (as Ibn S ı3 n a4  did) 

was that the prophets were such true philosophers with added facility in 

imagining and rhetorically conveying effective myths to the masses. In 

the Avicennan attempt at synthesis, Hellenistic metaphysics remained the 

organizing principle and revelation was unabashedly reduced to useful 

myths – noble lies – designed to elicit proper conduct on the part of the 

common masses, who were incapable of grasping philosophical truth. 

God, accordingly, became an abstract principle rather than a being with 

attributes and will. Sunni theologians did not accept the  fal   a4   sifa ’s concept 

of God – Ghaz a4 l ı3    declared the Avicennan view of God tantamount to dis-

belief – but they could not i nd a way to entirely abjure it either.  43   

 Furthermore, the theologians underestimated the difi culty of estab-

lishing rational propositions that could be shown to be apodictic and 

indisputable. Reasoners could, and did, disagree on precisely what could 

be established through indisputable rational proof. The attempts to mark 

a line between the cases when the apparent meaning of scripture could 

be trusted and when the  q   a4   n   u4   n      would have to be invoked proved far 

from convincing. In his famous treatise  Incoherence of the Philosophers     , 

Ghaz a4 l ı3    deemed philosophers like Ibn S ı3 n a4    heretical disbelievers because 

of three principles: their doctrine of the eternity of the world, their denial 

of God’s knowledge of particulars, and their denial of bodily resurrection 

after death.  44   All of these principles contradicted the qur’anic concept 

of God so fundamentally that the difference could not be simply inter-

preted away. However, if Ghaz a4 l ı3  was willing to reinterpret clear qur’anic 

verses – for instance, those that implied God’s love, settling on the throne, 

or human free will – on the basis of rational objections, Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s phil-

osophical critics argued that their principles too were i rmly established 

by reason. If the great theologian were to fairly apply his own  q   a4   n   u4   n 

al-ta’w   ı̄   l , there is no reason why the parts of the Qur’an that contradicted 

  43     See the later discussion of Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s works, in particular his indebtedness for an Avicennan 

view of God in works like  Mishk   a4   t     .  

  44     M. Marmura,  The Incoherence of the Philosophers     , xx; Griffel  ,  Al-Ghaz   a4   l   ı̄’     s Philosophical 

Theology  (Oxford University Press,  2009 ), 7. Frank Griffel argues that although Ghaz a4 l ı3  

declared Ibn S ı3 n a4    an apostate for denying God’s knowledge of particulars and two other 

specii c doctrines, this limited rejection along with larger embrace of the Avicennan sys-

tem in fact “opened the Muslim theological discourse to the many other important posi-

tions held by the  fal   a4   sifa ,” and Ghaz a4 l ı3  remained fundamentally indebted to Ibn S ı3 n a4  for 

his philosophical system.  
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these doctrines should not be interpreted away as well. Ghaz a4 l ı3  was in 

fact too sharp not to have anticipated this objection, and in his  Tah   a4   fut  

offers justii cation for his selective application of the  q   a4   n   u4   n al-ta’w   ı̄   l  – 

that justii cation, once again, was found wanting by the  fal   a4   sifa  as well 

as the traditionalists  .  45      

  Reason before Revelation, and After 

 For our purpose, it is the implications and not cogency or rational justi-

i cation of the  q   a 4   n   u 4   n      that are relevant. The most important conceptual 

problem for the theologians was how the privileging of reason could be 

deployed to defend the authority of revelation, which is what they had 

set out to do. The response was to insist on a crucial distinction between 

the capacity of reason in matters prior to revelation and those after it. 

Recall that R a 4 z ı 3    indicates quite clearly that the  q   a 4   n   u 4   n  applies only in 

the case of “foundational matters” ( mas   a 4    ’   il u   s �    u 4   liyya     ), namely, the theo-

logical or theoretical questions necessary to establish the truthfulness of 

revelation. 

 We notice the concern to limit reason in postrevelation (i.e., real) life 

as early as al-Ash ʿ ar ı 3    and B a 4 qill a 4 n ı 3 , whose rationalist inclinations were 

rather limited and amounted to interpreting metaphorically only a few 

divine attributes. They charge reason with establishing the existence 

of God, but then, in a canonical point of opposition to the Mu ʿ tazila  , 

i nd reason utterly incapable of arriving on its own at ethical truths or 

the distinction between the good and evil nature of acts. Indeed, they 

i nd reason incapable of even recognizing a true messenger of God 

from a pretender (because it cannot tell a good from a bad message 

on its own), and hence rest the entirety of belief on the production of 

a true miracle by a prophet.  46   (This also created a problem, because 

miracle is a violation of natural causality, and they denied causality to 

save God’s omnipotence; a solution, however, was found in the concept 

of   ʿ     a 4   da , divine custom.  47  ) In theology, in any case, the later Ash ʿ ar ı 3 s   

increasingly leaned toward reason at the expense of the literal meaning 

of revelation, but the stronger they leaned toward rationalism in theol-

ogy, the more distinct a line they needed beyond which reason had no 

  45     Griffel  ,  Philosophical , 214f.  

  46     F. Griffel  , “Al-Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s Concept of Prophecy,”  Arabic Sciences and Philosophy  14 ( 2004 ): 

101–2.  

  47     Jackson  ,  Islamic Law , 30–1; Gibb  ,  Studies , 172.  
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authority, or else, they wisely feared, their own system would demolish 

faith in revelation. 

 The distinction between rational/foundational and revelational/ 

religious domains of reasoning has caught the attention of recent schol-

arship, although its implications have not. Arguing for Ibn T u4 mart’  s 

(d. 524/1130) intellectual connection with the Ni z  a4 miyya  madrasa  of 

Juwayn ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3   , Frank Griffel   writes:

  The strict methodological distinction between the rational sciences [  ʿ    ul   u4   m  
  ʿ    aqliyya ] and the religious sciences [  ʿ    ul   u4   m d   ı ̄   niyya ], and among the latter is  i qh     , 
or between the  ma   ʿ    q   u4   l  [rational] and the  manq   u4   l  [revealed] is more likely to go 
back to al-Ghaz a4 l ı3    in his inl uential textbook on the methods of jurisprudence. 
In al-Ghaz a4 l ı3 , just as in Ibn T u4 mart  , a rationalist position in the rational sciences 
leads to strict methodological restrictions for the use of reason (  ʿ    aql ) in the reli-
gious sciences.  48    

 Griffel   reasons, however, that this irony owed itself to the fact that an 

investigation of the limits of reason leads “both thinkers to acknowledge 

that there is a surplus of information on the side of revelation which rea-

son cannot produce. The truth of this surplus knowledge must be accepted 

once the truthfulness (  s �   idq ) of the messenger has been established.”  49   

However, the existence of surplus knowledge does not explain the dis-

tinction between theological and religious/jurisprudential domains. For 

if the issue is simply the surplus of knowledge on revelation’s side, the 

attitude toward law and theology should be the same: Revelation pre-

vails in matters that reason cannot know. Why embrace this odd epis-

temology   that regards reason to be more capable of speculating about 

unseen matters with certitude than about the normative status of the 

matters of the empirical world? This distinction, in fact, is necessary to 

deal with the consequences of the  q   a 4   n   u 4   n     , which in turn is the necessary 

outcome of the torn philosophical worldview of later  kal   a 4   m     : It sought 

to establish theological matters in an Aristotelian-Avicennan thought-

world while also justifying revelation’s dominance in practical religious 

life. Revelational claims in theoretical matters disturb that edii ce, as 

does the application of unaided reason in postrevelation (religious, legal, 

ethical, political) life.   

  48     F. Griffel  , “Ibn T u4 mart’  s Rational Proof for God’s Existence and Unity, and His Connection 

to the Ni z  a4 miyya  Madrasa  in Baghdad  ,” in P. Cressier, M. Fierro, and L. Molina (eds.),  Los 

Almohades: problemas y perspectivas  (Consejo Superior de Investigationes Cient í i cas, 

 2005 ), 2:804–5.  

  49     Ibid.  
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  losing faith in reason 

 In the following, I document what I contend were the intellectual and 

psychological consequences of the settlement rel ected in the  q   a4   n   u4   n     . An 

intellectual and personal crisis of sorts is palpable already in masters of 

philosophized  kal   a4   m      like Juwayn ı3   . In his earlier writings, Juwayn ı3  had 

inclined increasingly toward the Mu ʿ tazila   on the issue of divine attri-

butes (much diversity was still possible within the Ash ʿ ar ı3    school so long 

as one adhered to the school’s position on staple issues).  50   Later, however, 

Juwayn ı3  is reported to have relinquished his coni dence in reason and 

acknowledged that his efforts to rationally pin down God’s attributes had 

been frustrated. In  al-Ni   z�    a4   miyya , the last of his works, Juwayn ı3  claims 

to have reverted to the “ madhhab  of the  salaf ,”   which he describes as 

 tafw   ı ̄    d�   (leaving the meanings of revelation in matters of divine attributes 

to God, implying their unknowability).  51   Among other things, Juwayn ı3  ’ s 

opinion also seems to have changed regarding the intellectual capacity 

and perspicacity of early Muslims ( salaf ). In an earlier book,  al-K   a4   i ya 

f   ı̄    ’l-jadal     , he had written: “[The  salaf     ] realized that there will be after 

them those whom God will choose for excellence in endeavor, greater 

understanding, perspicacity and intelligence . . . they therefore did not 

engage in depth (with contentious issues) and remained brief and sat-

isi ed with allusions.”  52   In a later work, however, he makes a different 

plea: “[The  salaf     ] forbade indulging in ambiguities and hair-splitting of 

confusing issues . . . sophistry in responses to questions, focusing rather 

on encouraging people towards piety, benevolence, not harming others, 

and being obedient to God according to one’s capacity. . . . They were the 

most intelligent of people and best in speech.”  53   

 The notes of Juwayn ı3  ’   s terminal regret preserved by his students are 

even more dramatic, and perhaps not without some embellishment: “Be 

my witness that I have retracted every opinion that opposes the Sunna, 

and I die upon that which the old women of Nishapur die upon!” And: 

“Had I anticipated my affairs, I would not have indulged in  kal   a4   m     .”  54   

  50     Juwayn ı3    even challenged the Mu ʿ tazila   that they could not produce a proof of denial 

of God’s being a body ( jism ) as effective as his (Al-Juwayn ı3 ,  al-Sh   a4   mil , 414; Ma h m u4 d, 

615).  

  51     Juwayn ı3   ,  Ni   z�    a4   miyya , 21, 32–4; Ma h m u4 d, 618.  

  52     Juwayn ı3   ,  al-K   a4   i ya f   ı̄’   l-jadal , 346–7, quoted in Ma h m u4 d, 630.  

  53     Juwayn ı3   ,  al-Ghiy   a4   th   ı̄  , 190–1.  

  54     Dhahab ı3 ,  Siyar a   ʿ    l   a4   m al-nubal   a4’  , 18:463, 474; Subk ı3 ,   T�   abaq   a4   t al-sh   a4   i    ʿ    iyya , 5:191; 

Ma h m u4 d, 2:157.  
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Another one is yet more revealing: “I have read i fty thousand (works) 

in i fty thousand (topics), then I left the people of Islam with their Islam 

and their exoteric sciences and dived into the deep ocean and into what 

the people of Islam have forbidden – all in search for the truth – and I 

used to run in the past from  taql   ı̄   d     . But now I have returned to the truth: 

you must hold fast to the religion of the old women.”  55   Juwayn ı3  ’   s early 

fascination with reason and  kal   a4   m      followed by a distinct sense of loss 

of coni dence in reason is noticeable both in his writings and private 

confessions. 

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s has both fascinated and puzzled his readers by the brilliance 

of his spiritual and intellectual insight and his complex attitude toward 

the main religious tendencies of his time. In particular, his attitude toward 

and debt to Avicennan philosophy has been long debated. Some of his 

interpreters ignore or deny his philosophical and esoteric writings.  56   

Others, such as Richard Frank, have focused on his philosophical writ-

ings and his debt to Ibn S ı3 n a4 ,   and consider him essentially an Avicennan 

whose traditional Ash ʿ ar ı3    and pietistic Sui  commitments need either to be 

rejected or deemed merely a cover for his true doctrines.  57   The most com-

prehensive recent study of Ghaz a4 l ı3 , by Frank Griffel,   builds on Richard 

Frank’s work, addresses the many objections raised against it, and con-

cludes that Ghaz a4 l ı3  indeed was fundamentally indebted to Avicennan 

cosmology   but was able to reconcile his Ash ʿ ar ı3  commitments with it.  58   

Impressive as Griffel’s meticulous study is, it is not persuasive in its claim 

  55     Ibid. Subk ı3 , a staunch Ash ʿ ar ı3    apologist, attempts to explain these statements in a 

way so as to avoid the implications against Ash ʿ ar ı3   kal   a4   m     , but does not question their 

authenticity.  

  56     This traditional attitude is shared by many modern scholars; chiel y M. Watt,  Al-Ghaz   a4   l   ı̄     : 

The Muslim Intellectual  (ABC International Group,  2002 ); M. Marmura, “Ghaz a4 l ı3  and 

Ash ʿ arism Revisited,”  Arabic Sciences and Philosophy  12 ( 2002 ): 101; H. Lazarus-

Yafeh,  Studies in al-Ghazz   a4   l   ı̄   (Magnes Press, 1975); A. Dallal, “Ghaz a4 l ı3  and the Perils of 

Interpretation,”  JAOS  122.4 ( 2002 ): 773–87. Griffel  ,  Philosophical , attempts a thorough 

refutation of these views.  

  57     Richard Frank, for instance, concludes that Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s theology was “superi cial” and 

“incomplete”; that he disguised his true beliefs, was increasingly critical of the Ash ʿ ar ı3    

school, consistently deplored “the theoretical worthlessness of ordinary  kal   a4   m     ,” and 

i nally, was greatly inl uenced by Avicennan Neoplatonist   cosmology,   idem,  Al-Ghaz   a4   li 

and the Ash   ʿ    ar   ı̄    School  (Duke University Press, 1994), 98–9. Ahmad Dallal’s in-depth 

review of Frank’s work shows that a closer reading of Ghaz a4 l ı3  renders many, but not all, 

of Frank’s claims unwarranted (Dallal, “Ghaz a4 l ı3 ,”).  

  58     Griffel   argues that Ghaz a4 l ı3    had accepted the inl uence of Avicennan philosophy in those 

domains where the Ash ʿ ar ı3    doctrine had been silent – even if that importation has con-

tradicted the general spirit of the orthodox doctrine (Griffel, “Al-Ghaz a4 li’s Concept of 

Prophecy”).  
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of having arrived at the singular coherent framework that explains all of 

Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s works and commitments. I have argued elsewhere that such 

a framework, as many of Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s medieval and modern interpreters 

have insisted, simply did not exist. In order to claim having ultimately 

found the key to all of Ghaz a4 l ı3 , Griffel is forced to ignore or deny too 

many crucial features of Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s oeuvre: his thoroughgoing elitism and 

esotericism as a means to justify teaching different doctrines to differ-

ent levels of people; contradictions in his works in various phases of his 

life that cannot be explained away even as esotericism (Griffel rejects 

Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s own confessional story of some kind of conversion); his fre-

quent expressions of disillusionment not so much with  kal   a4   m      but with 

reason itself; and i nally, his turn to experiential, mystical knowledge:  ʿ  ilm 

al-muk   a4   shafa      (science of divine disclosure).  59   

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s skepticism toward  kal   a4   m      is rooted not in some philosophical 

system as higher theology, but – as Ghaz a4 l ı3  contends time and again – the 

limitation of human reason itself. When his writings are taken seriously 

in the light of his intellectual dilemmas, it seems that Ghaz a4 l ı3  persistently 

doubted the effectiveness of  kal   a4   m  while all the time embracing its inevi-

tability. In  I   h�   y   a4    ’  , his most important and mature work, he writes:

  One should do one’s utmost to protect oneself from hearing anything of dispu-
tation [ jadal ] and  kal   a 4   m. . . .  Compare the belief [  ʿ    aq   ı ̄   da ] of the people of piety 
and righteousness among the commoners   with the belief of a  kal   a 4   m  scholar or 
one who engages in [scholarly] disputations, and you will i nd that the belief 
of the commoner in its stability is like a lofty mountain which is not shaken 
by any earthquake or thunder, while the belief of the  mutakallim  who guards 
his belief with the categories of disputations is like a thread hanging loose 
in the wind which the breeze bends now in one direction now in another. 
The only exception [to this weakening of faith] is someone who hears from 
a  mutakallim  a proof of an article of faith and then holds fast to that proof 
without argument [ taql   ı̄   dan ] just as he holds fast to that article of faith with-
out  argument.   60    

 This passage is followed immediately by a lengthy discussion of the 

 benei ts and harms of  kal   a4   m     . After an impassioned argument that  kal   a4   m  

is nothing but a natural response to the increasingly demanding intel-

lectual opposition to the truth in his time, nothing but the employment 

of legitimate reason to defend the articles of faith, Ghaz a4 l ı3    moves on to 

another surprising series of confessions. He writes: 

  59     Anjum, “Cultural.”  

  60      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:127.  
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 [In the use of  kal   a4   m     ] there is benei t and there is harm, and it is prohibited in a 
time or place in which it is harmful. Its harm is that it raises doubts and shakes 
beliefs, dislodging them from certitude and i rmness. That is what occurs in the 
beginning, and the restitution of [the earlier state of certitude] is ever doubtful, 
and it is different for different people. This is the harm of  kal   a4   m  for the people of 
the True Creed [of Ahl al-Sunna]. There is an additional harm in it for heretical 
innovators, which is to reassure them in their innovative heresies and install them 
i rmly in their hearts, for  kal   a4   m  incites them and sharpens their appetite to insist 
on these heresies. 

 As for its benei t: it might be supposed [by some] that its benei t is the unveil-
ing of the ultimate truths and the knowledge of their exact nature. Alas,  kal   a4   m      
does not deliver this noble promise. It may be that confusion and misguidance in 
it are greater than any unveiling or attainment of knowledge. If you heard this 
from a   h�   ad   ı̄   th  scholar [ mu   h�   addith     ] or a  H ashw ı3  [the  kal   a4   m  and  falsafa      scholars’ 
derogatory term for those who rejected  kal   a4   m ], you might think that people are 
simply enemies of what they do not know. But hear this from someone who has 
known  kal   a4   m  by experience and after having known its reality and having been 
completely submerged into it, has detested it . . . and has i nally reached  the con-
clusion that the path to the realities of knowledge are shut from this direction.  
By my life,  kal   a4   m  is not below unveiling, dei ning or explaining a matter or two, 
but rarely does it help in case of clear matters that are almost better understood 
before delving into the arguments of  kal   a4   m ! 

 But its benei t is only one: guarding of the creed that we have previously elabo-
rated for the common people and protecting it against the heretics’ skepticism 
by various types of disputations. For the commoner is shaken by the dispu-
tation of a heretic even if it is invalid; while confronting the invalid with the 
invalid repels it.  61    

 Note that in the same discourse,  kal   a4   m      is deemed necessary to defend 

faith against its newfangled intellectual adversaries but simultaneously 

treacherous and untrustworthy – indeed, a hotbed of doubts and here-

sies. If the sole purpose of  kal   a4   m  is to defend the faith of the commoner, 

it is not only superl uous but harmful, for it only incites doubts. The 

contradiction is inescapable, but it cannot be explained by the idea of 

diachronic development in Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s thought, for just before these state-

ments in  I   h�   y   a4    ʾ   , Ghaz a4 l ı3  has treated us with a defense of Ash ʿ ar ı3     kal   a4   m  

and its theological positions:

  And the line of moderation [ iqti   s�    a4   d ] between this libertarianism [ in   h�   il   a4   l ] [of the 
Mu ʿ tazila   and the  fal   a4   sifa ] and the rigidity of the  H anbal ı3 s   [ jum   u4   d al-   h�   an   a4   bila ] is 
thin and obscure; no one attains it except by God’s grace, those who know these 
matters by divine light, not by tradition [ bi n   u4   r il   a4   hi l   a4    bi ’l-sam   a4    ʿ   ]. Then, after 
the secrets of these matters have been unveiled to them, they look at the words of 

  61      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:130–1.  
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the scripture, and whatever agrees with what they have observed with the light of 
certainty, they approve, and whatever disagrees with it, they interpret metaphor-
ically [ fa m   a4    w   a4   qafa m   a4    sh   a4   had   u4   hu bi n   u4   r al-yaq   ı̄   n, qarrar   u4   hu wa m   a4    kh   a4   lafa 
awwal   u4   hu ].  62    

 Thus, the Ash ʿ ar ı3     kal   a4   m      is not the i nal answer to the problem of true 

knowledge – but it is the best answer in the  objective ,  public  realm. We 

are forced at this point to take seriously the observation by many schol-

ars that Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s interaction with B a4  t in ı3  esotericism had been inl uential, 

even formative, for him, although the nature and extent of that inl u-

ence have been disputed.  63   According to Josef van Ess, Ghaz a4 l ı3  recruited 

Aristotelian syllogism   in order to fortify theological speculation against 

error in response to the B a4  t in ı3  claim that only an infallible  im   a4   m  could 

avert error. Sui sm   was only a cure for “those who were not gifted for 

speculation.”   64   Not without some validity, this explanation is untenable 

in one respect, which is that Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s own intellectual journey follows 

the same course of frustration and turn to Sui sm; it was not just the 

ungifted and the feeble minded who needed that outlet: It was the result 

of the fact that reason (including  falsafa     ) was fundamentally incapable of 

furnishing certitude about ultimate divine truths. 

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s view is unapologetically esoteric and mystical in the sense 

that mystical experience does not merely add delightful certitude to one’s 

rational assent to scriptural teachings; rather, it furnishes qualitatively 

different knowledge not found in any books  65  :

  [The esoteric knowledge,  ʿ  ilm al-muk   a4   shafa     ] is the light that appears in the heart 
when it is purii ed and purged of its blameworthy attributes, and by virtue of that 
knowledge many matters of which one used to hear only the names and know 
only the general meaning open up to him. . . . This knowledge is not written in 
books nor those whom God has granted some of it may speak to anyone of it 
except with others like them by way of reminder and with secrecy – such is the 
esoteric knowledge.  66    

  62      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1: 139.  

  63     M. Hodgson,  Venture of Islam: Conscience and History in a World Civilization . 3 vols. 

(University of Chicago Press,  1974 ), 2:183–92; Watt,  Muslim Intellectual , 82–6; F. Mitha, 

 Al-Ghaz   a4   l   ı̄      and the Ismailis: A Debate on Reason and Authority in Medieval Islam  

(I. B. Tauris,  2002 ), 99.  

  64     J. van Ess, “Scepticism in Islamic Religious Thought,” in C. M a4 lik (ed.),  God and Men in 

Contemporary Islamic Thought  (Beirut, 1972), 95–7.  

  65     For a distinction between mystical and nonmystical Sui sm  , see O. Anjum, “Sui sm with-

out Mysticism?”  

  66      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:20–1; Ma h m u4 d, 2:178.  
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 For Ghaz a4 l ı3   , the path to faith and knowledge beyond reason was 

 muk   a4   shafa      (mystical experience). However, in the move from reason to 

 muk   a4   shafa  as the defense or proof of the right doctrines, a new dilemma 

emerges. Once the subjectivity of the ultimate source of knowledge and 

certitude is acknowledged, how could the truth be separated from false 

doctrines such that heresies are combated, orthodoxy upheld, and the 

chaos of subjectivity averted? As a Sunni   theologian, Ghaz a4 l ı3  was emi-

nently interested in that endeavor, and hence, despite his disparagement 

of  kal   a4   m     , he never abjured it. 

 The age-old solutions to the problem of esoteric chaos has been hier-

archy  , election,   and elitism. In this respect Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s encounter with the 

B a4  t in ı3 s   was formative and gave him a taste for Neoplatonist   doctrines 

as well as a new depth of esoteric elitism. In his  M   ı̄   z   a4   n al-   ʿ    amal , written 

most likely after his main tract against the B a4  t in ı3 s,  al-Musta   z�   hir   ı̄  ,  67   the 

spiritual stratii cation and difference between private and public knowl-

edge that are the hallmark of the B a4  t in ı3  doctrine (and later of mystical 

Sui s) are explicitly defended. To the quandary of his seemingly multiple 

commitments that must have bafl ed his students and admirers, Ghaz a4 l ı3  

responded that every master ( k   a4   mil ) has three schools ( madhhabs ): i rst, 

what a man inherits from his teachers and parents; second, what one 

teaches to his students in accordance to their varying levels; and third, 

“what a man believes privately between himself and God Almighty and 

no one else but God knows about it; and he does not mention it except to 

those who share the knowledge that one has, or has reached such a level 

that that knowledge could be received and understood by him.”  68   

 Note also that the third level, that between “perfect men” and God, 

is “private” because of the immaturity or incapacity of the commoner to 

grasp the true beliefs of the philosopher-scholar. Ghaz a4 l ı3    does not shy 

away in his  I   h�   y   a4    ʾ    from using the word  b   a4    t�   in  – the linchpin of the B a4  t in ı3  

doctrine – to characterize this highest form of knowing: “This knowledge 

  67     G. Hourani, “A Revised Chronology of al-Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s Writings,”  JAOS  104.2 ( 1984 ): 

294–5; Mitha, 100–101.  

  68     Ghaz a4 l ı3   ,  M   ı̄   z   a4   n al-   ʿ    amal , ed. Sulayman Dunya (D a4 r al-Ma ʿ  a4 rif,  1964 ), 405–9. Griffel  , 

 Philosophical , 359n45, misunderstands this passage of Ghaz a4 l ı3  and concludes that 

here he actually rejects esotericism. For a detailed refutation, see O. Anjum, “Cultural 

Memory.” The conventional reading of the passage by several traditional and modern 

scholars, that Ghaz a4 l ı3  indeed not only favored but espoused the three- madhhab  opinion, 

is correct. This reading calls into question Griffel’s basic thesis that Ghaz a4 l ı3  had worked 

out a coherent system harmonizing Avicennan philosophy and Ash ʿ arism and hence did 

not need esotericism.  
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[acquired by   ʿ    ilm al-muk   a4   shafa      of the unseen realities of faith] is not 

written in books nor those whom God has granted some of it may speak 

to anyone of it except with others like them by way of reminder and with 

secrecy – such is the esoteric knowledge [  ʿ    ilm al-b   a4    t�   in ].”  69   Of the vari-

ous mystical works Ghaz a4 l ı3    wrote in the period after  I   h�   y   a4    ʾ    and before 

his i nal retreat to his birth town of  T  u4 s, one work,  Mishk   a4   t     al-anw   a4   r ,  70   

further elaborates his mystical doctrine, employs explicitly Neoplatonist   

vocabulary, and interprets qur ʾ anic verses as well as the purpose of the 

spiritual endeavor in a clearly Neoplatonist way: The men nearest to God 

are not those like the  salaf      adorned with the qur’anic virtues of piety, 

fear, patience, struggle, and worship, but rather those who deem God 

as acting through celestial spheres or even further removed from acting 

than that.  71   A similar debt to Avicennan doctrine in a different work, 

 Ma   ʿ     a4   rij al-quds , prompted Fazlur Rahman   to comment that Ghaz a4 l ı3  is 

profoundly incoherent because he excommunicates philosophers like Ibn 

S ı3 n a4    in some of his writings, “[b]ut then follows the chapter on the ‘char-

acteristics of prophecy,’ which is almost word to word borrowed from 

Avicenna.”  72   Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s detractors, in particular Ibn Rushd (Averroes), not 

surprisingly berated him for “hypocritically rejecting, or pretending to 

reject, on certain occasions what the  Mishk   a4   t  and other works of Ghaz a4 l ı3  

espoused.”  73   

 It is difi cult, in the light of the foregoing, to disagree with the con-

clusion reached by Watt, Hodgson, and Mitha that Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s encounter 

with the Ism a4  ʿ  ı3 l ı3 /Ta ʿ l ı3 m ı3  doctrine was to have deep inl uence on him, and 

that he incorporated Neoplatonist   elements and esotericism from such 

encounters into the Ash ʿ ar ı3    tradition. It is instructive, argues Mitha, that 

“Al-Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s turning towards Sui sm   was to begin in earnest very soon 

after he had written the  K. al-Musta   z�   hir   ı ̄      ,” – a treatise that he wrote to 

show the errors of the Ta ʿ l ı3 m ı3  doctrine and bolster al-Musta z hir as the 

rightful caliph   and  im   a4   m .  74   The problem of any mystical doctrine is to 

justify its claims that cannot be defended by objective reason, and elitism 

  69      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:20–1; Ma h m u4 d, 2:178.  

  70     Griffel  ,  Philosophical , 9, points out the centrality of  Mishk   a4   t      in prompting scholars in 

the twentieth century to reconsider Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s traditional self-presentation and suggests 

that it was written after  I   h�   y   a4    ʾ    (ibid., 264–6).  

  71     Ghaz a4 l ı3   ,  Mishk   a4   t     , 27; Anjum, “Cultural.”  

  72     Rahman,  Prophecy in Islam , 98, quoted in Griffel  ,  Prophecy , 138.  

  73     H. Davidson,  Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes on Intellect  (Oxford University Press, 

 1992 ), 130.  

  74     Mitha, 99–100.  
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is its way to solve the problem of authority. In the case of Ghaz a4 l ı3 , as for 

the B a4  t inites, esotericism and elitism served precisely those ends. 

 The disillusionment with reason and turn to mysticism found in 

 I   h�   y   a4    ʾ    and the  Mishk   a4   t      both intensii ed and took on a different color in 

Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s very last work,  Ilj   a4   m     al-   ʿ    aw   a4   mm    ʿ    an    ʿ    ilm al-kal   a4   m      ( Restraining 

the Commoners     against the Science of Kal   a4   m ), an alternative manuscript 

title for the same text being  Ris   a4   la f   ı ̄    madh   a4   hib ahl al-salaf      ( Epistle on 

the Teachings of the Salaf ).  75   The message of  Ilj   a4   m  is plain: All common-

ers, including the scholars of Islam, must avoid engaging in  kal   a4   m  and its 

search for rational proof of God and revelation, restrict themselves to the 

arguments provided in the Qur’an, and follow the path of the  salaf , who 

were to restrain the commoners from such questions. The commoners 

for him include all scholars of Islam, including those of  kal   a4   m ; the only 

exceptions to this prohibition are those  

  who have exclusively devoted themselves to the learning of diving in the oceans 
of inner knowledge [ ma   ʿ    rifa ], spending all their lives in that pursuit, turning away 
from this world and its desires . . . abiding by all the prescriptions and etiquettes of 
the Shar ı3  ʿ a  , emptying their hearts from all else but God the Most High, in rejec-
tion and scorn not only for this world but even for the hereafter and the Highest 
Paradise. . . . Such are the divers in the ocean of inner knowledge. And even these, 
with all this, are in grave danger which destroys nine out of ten of them.  76    

 It is peculiar here that even a scholar of  kal   a4   m      is not supposed to engage 

in interpretation of reports about God’s attributes, leaving us to won-

der what else on earth one might do as a  mutakallim . The only group 

that has at best a 10-percent chance of properly interpreting these refer-

ences consists of those who not only abandon this world but also care 

little about the next, and who devote themselves exclusively to God. The 

 fal   a4   sifa , incidentally, are entirely absent from this treatise. Much of the 

case in  Ilj   a4   m     , it is clear from the title, is set primarily against the other 

Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  , especially those who would impose the obligation of speculative 

reasoning and metaphorical interpretation on commoners  . In a pedagog-

ical dialectic with the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s, who might have found his dismantling 

of the Ash ʿ ar ı3  tradition troubling, the  mutakallim  objector asks: What 

if the commoner would not incline toward the creed except by rational 

 evidence? Ghaz a4 l ı3    responds that only the evidence given in the Qur ʾ  a4 n 

may be given to the commoner. What is harmful and indeed a  bid   ʿ    a  

  75     Griffel  ,  Philosophical , 266.  

  76     Ghaz a4 l ı3   ,  Ilj   a4   m      (D a4 r al-Kit a4 b al- ʿ Arab ı3 ), 49–50.  
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(a blameworthy innovation) is what the  mutakallims  have undertaken 

beyond presenting the qur ʾ anic arguments.  77   

 In a fasion that is hardly any different from the   h�   ad   ı̄   th  group, Ghaz a4 l ı3    

then proceeds to destroy the only defense he had himself provided for 

 kal   a4   m      in  I   h�   y   a4    ʾ   , namely, the changed times since the early pristine age 

and the need for using new rational tools against the newfangled her-

esies. He states that  kal   a4   m  is not merely unnecessary but harmful hair-

splitting, which the early  salaf      (the Companions) did not develop or even 

hint at. This silence, he insists, was not because they were incapable of 

doing so or because they avoided all theoretical or abstract matters – for 

they did indeed engage in abstract matters in the domain of law – but 

because they truly found this type of argumentation about theological 

matters harmful. Indeed, Ghaz a4 l ı3  writes, they needed theological argu-

ments against the Jews and Christians, but they preferred using “straight 

Qur ʾ  a4 nic arguments followed by the sword and the arrow” rather than 

develop or engage in  kal   a4   m . Furthermore, rational defense misguides two 

for each one that it may guide, whereas the way of the  salaf  was to stop 

at the evidence given by the Qur’an and then move to “the whip and the 

sword” for those who did not feel convinced.  78   One can hear in these far 

more measured words the echoes of his teacher’s disillusionment with 

reason itself.  79   

 Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s solution to the problem of faith and certitude was not rea-

son but direct experience, hedged against unbridled subjectivist claims 

by his resort to esotericism and elitism. As far as reason was concerned, 

the dominant paradigm for Ghaz a4 l ı3 , at least before turning completely 

away from it in his last work ( Ilj   a4   m     ), seems to have been an example 

he often uses in explaining his political doctrine: to eat carrion is pro-

hibited in Shar ı3  ʿ a  , but to commit suicide is worse, hence we must eat the 

carrion. Reason, before  Ilj   a4   m , appears to be just like politics, that is, the 

carrion that the Muslim theologian must eat, whereas in  Ilj   a4   m , it is a 

  77     Ibid., 57, 59–60.  

  78     Ibid., 61.  

  79     Griffel  ,  Philosophical , 266–7, argues that  Ilj   a4   m      “is the work of a rationalist theologian, 

exploring how the rationalism of the religious elite can be taught to the ordinary people 

without causing any damage” to their afterlife or proper practice. I remain unconvinced, 

however. For one, Griffel gives Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s dei nition of the commoners   as “all those people 

who have not studied rationalist theology ( kal   a4   m     ) and who would be unable to present 

arguments as to why the anthropomorphic descriptions of God in revelation cannot 

literally be true.” However, Ghaz a4 l ı3’ s dei nition reproduced here explicitly includes the 

scholars of  kal   a4   m  among the commoners, and the description of the only exception 

matches that of the mystics, not theologians or philosophers.  
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veritable poison that must be avoided at all costs except by those whose 

 subjectivities have already utterly surrendered to God. 

 The next great Ash ʿ ar ı3    theologian, R a4 z ı3   , brilliant and inquisitive, and 

driven by curiosity to a range of intellectual pursuits from  kal   a4   m      to  fal-

safa      and even magic, began as a rational optimist but exhibited in his 

i nal years a deeply conl icted attitude toward all rational enterprise.  80   

Like Ghaz a4 l ı3   , R a4 z ı3  ’ s doctrine is deeply elitist. He too divided men into 

the commoners   ( al-   ʿ    aw   a4   mm ) and the elite, but his stratii cation   appears 

more intellectual than spiritual. He writes in his  Tafs   ı̄   r :

  The Qur’an consists of address to the commoners   and the elite all at once, and 
the nature of commoners is averse to excessive effort in grasping truths of things, 
so if one of them hears afi rmation of an existent that has no body or direction, 
nor can it be pointed to, they think that this amounts to non-existence and nega-
tion, so they then fall into denial (or accuse such a person of denial of God’s 
attributes) – hence it is better for them to be addressed in words that signify 
something in accordance with what they can imagine or their estimative faculties 
can grasp – and in it there is an element of clear truth.  81    

 Also:

  [A prophet] should prohibit them from investigating these dei les [of the true 
nature of divinity and such] and from wading into these subtleties, except for one 
who is highly intelligent and accomplished, since, by his profound intelligence, he 
will comprehend the realities of things.   82    

 Not only can ordinary intellects not understand the divine nature acces-

sible to the highly intelligent philosophers, but such commoners   needs 

myths coni rming human capacity, free will, the existence of good and evil 

acts, and causality in order to act ethically: “[The prophet] also shows to 

them man’s being a producer [of acts] and an agent, capable of both act-

ing and omitting and of both good and evil; and he does that to the max-

imum extent. For were he to present them pure determinism, they would 

abandon it and not pay any attention to it.”  83   God informs the common-

ers   of his nature and attributes by using some anthropomorphic language 

because that is the only way they can grasp the truth. This is not to say 

that those who ponder God’s words more deeply and in proper context 

  80     Whereas some scholars have denied the attribution of R a4 z ı3’   s work on magic and astrol-

ogy,  al-Sirr al-makt   u4   m f   ı̄    asr   a4   r al-nuj   u4   m , Al-Zarkan coni rms its attribution to R a4 z ı3 , and 

Ayman Shihadeh includes it in the list of his writings (Shihadeh,  Teleological , 267).  

  81     R a4 z ı3   ,  Tafsir , 7:172; Ma h m u4 d, 2:207.  

  82     Shihadeh’s translation of R a4 z ı3’   s  al-Ma   t�    a4   lib  in  idem ,  Teleological , 145–7.  

  83     Ibid.  
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are bound to understand more, or that one ought to realize limitations 

of human experience and language in interpreting the divine message. 

Rather, these realities are not beyond human grasp but simply beyond 

the grasp of the commoners, and the elite who know these realities are 

those capable of appreciating  falsafa     . Once the apodictic truths have been 

established about God and his nature, the elite can then interpret away 

the words of the Qur’an metaphorically, hence the  q   a4   n   u4   n     al-ta’w   ı ̄   l . 

 Ayman Shehadeh argues that R a4 z ı3  ’   s later writings show an unmis-

takable reversal of his most fundamental earlier positions. Al-Zark a4 n 

examines these contradictions and i nally prefers to explain them as a dia-

chronic development in R a4 z ı3  ’ s thought.  84   However, in contrast with his 

forceful formulation of the  q   a4   n   u4   n     , his later writings express sentiments 

that recall the confessions of Juwayn ı3   . In his i nal Wa s iyya (Testament), 

R a4 z ı3  wrote: “I have acquainted myself of the ways of  kal   a4   m      and methods 

of the philosophers, and I have not seen in them usefulness that compares 

with the usefulness that I have found in the Qur’an.”  85   

 Many specii c examples can be adduced to substantiate this general 

attitude. R a4 z ı3    generally held in the majority of his works and formulated 

in the  q   a4   n   u4   n      that traditional proofs ( adilla naqliyya     ) can never lead to 

dei nitive knowledge and certitude in any matter, hence they cannot be 

used to argue in theology.  86   In  Nih   a4   yat al- ʿ uq   u4   l , however, he makes a sur-

prising U-turn. On the issue of God’s hearing ( sam  ʿ ) and seeing ( ba   s�   ar ), 

two of the seven attributes that the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   coni rm without  ta’w   ı̄   l  (meta-

phorical interpretation) or  ta   ʿ t�    ı̄   l  (denial) – because, the Ash ʿ ar ı3  view holds, 

these can be rationally demonstrated – R a4 z ı3  shows skepticism about the 

“rational” proofs and says that the only right way to argue for these attri-

butes for God is by the scripture ( nu   s�    u4    s�    al-sam   ʿ   ). Anticipating the objection 

that he himself has consistently argued, that “in these creedal matters that 

require dei nitude it is impermissible to argue with the apparent meaning 

of [qur ʾ anic] verses,” he responds: “We have not mentioned this objection 

here because of our belief that it cannot be answered, indeed,  the answer 

to it is the consensus     of the  umma    on the permissibility of adhering to 

  84     Mu h ammad  S  a4 li h  al-Zark a4 n,  Fakhr al-Din al-R   a4   z   ı̄      wa    a4   r   a4’   uh al-kal   a4   miyya wa’l- falsai yya  

(D a4 r al-Fikr), 573. He acknowledges, however, his intention to avoid positing contradic-

tions (616). Ma h m u4 d questions al-Zarkan’s conclusion and argues that al-Zarkan’s own 

research is sufi cient to establish the presence of fundamental inconsistencies in R a4 z ı3’ s 

commitments in all parts of his career (Ma h m u4 d, 677).  

  85     R a4 z ı3   ,  Al-Wa   s�   iyya f   ı̄     ʿ    uy   u4   n al-anb   a4’  , 466; Ma h m u4 d, 697.  

  86     R a4 z ı3   ,  As   a4   s al-taqd   ı̄   s     , 172–82; idem,  al-Mu   h�   a   s�s�   al  and  al-Ma   h�s�    u4   l f   ı ̄    u   s�    u4   l al-i qh      qtd. in 

Ma h m u4 d, 695.  
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the texts of the Book and the Sunna in these matters of dei nitude .”  87   In 

his  Tafs   ı̄   r , he writes in the same vein, “It has been thus established that 

the certitude of the  mutakallim   u4   n  that divine love cannot mean but His 

intention to reward is not sustainable, for they have no dei nitive proof of 

it; all that can be said is that, other than God’s will, no other attribute can 

be rationally established and hence must be denied, but we have shown 

in our book  Nih   a4   yat al-   ʿ    uq   u4   l  that this is a weak and invalid argument.”  88   

In  al-Ma   t�    a4   lib al-   ʿ     a4   liya , he ends his chapter on rational arguments for the 

existence of God with the following comments:

  We end this chapter with an ending of great benei t, and that is that the arguments 
that wise men [  h�   ukam   a4    ’  , philosophers] and the  mutakallim   u4   n  have mentioned, 
even if they are perfect [ k   a4   mila ] and strong, [pale in comparison to] the arguments 
mentioned in the Qur’an which to me are closer to the truth and soundness. For 
complex arguments, due to their very complexity, open doors of doubts and mul-
tiplicity of questions, while the end-result of the way that occurs in the Qur’an is 
only one, which is prohibition of digging deep and warning against opening the 
door of hearsay, and basing one’s understanding and reasoning upon the myriad 
of proofs provided by the higher [heavenly] and lower [earthly] worlds. Whoever 
abjures prejudice [for philosophy] and experiences what I have will know that the 
truth is what I have just mentioned.  89    

 In  Dhamm al-ladhdh   a4   t , the last of his works, R a4 z ı3    writes even more 

dramatically:

  Know that after deep penetration into these dei les, and delving deeply ( ta   ʿ    ammuq ) 
in exploring the secrets of these matters, I have found that the most correct and 
advantageous [method] ( al-   s�   aw   a4   b al-a   s�   la   h�  ) in this regard {of proving the exis-
tence of God and His attributes} to be the method of the holy Qur’an (  t�   ar   ı̄   qat 
al-Qur’a4n ), the Noble Criterion ( Furq   a4   n ), which {consists in} the abandonment 
of delving deeply and inferring the existence of the Lord of the Worlds from the 
divisions of bodies in the heavens and the earth and {rather} proclaiming the 
greatness [of God] to the maximum extent ( al-mub   a4   lagha f   ı̄    al-ta   ʿz�    ı̄   m )  without 
wading into details .   90    

 It is notable that R a4 z ı3    seems to resign to what he considers the a priori 

and nonargumentative – and hence nonrational – nature of the qur’anic 

discourse, which he describes as being limited to “greatly stress[ing] the 

  87     R a4 z ı3   ,  Nih   a4   yat al-   ʿ    uq   u4   l , 160, quoted in Ma h m u4 d, 690.  

  88     R a4 z ı3   ,  al-Tafs   ı̄   r al-kab   ı ̄   r  (D a4 r al-kutub al- ʿ Ilmiyya, n.d.), 14:132.  

  89     Ibid., 198.  

  90     R a4 z ı3   ,  Dhamm al-ladhdh   a4   t , in Shihadeh, 263–5; trans. Ibid., 187 (emphasis added). The 

translation given is Shihadeh’s except some modii cation, enclosed in braces, that I felt 

were necessary to clarify the passage.  
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greatness” of God without “digging deeply,” which indicates that he does 

not see the Qur’an as providing sufi cient rational arguments for the 

existence of God or prophethood. Shihadeh concludes that al-R a4 z ı3  ’ s last 

work on ethics “underscores a pronounced moral and epistemological 

pessimism in the later stage of his career. . . . al-R a4 z ı3    appears to propose an 

alternative soteriology, which emphasizes spiritual discipline and guid-

ance through the Qur’an.”  91   This brief survey of the confessions of the 

greatest Ash ʿ ar ı3    theologians highlights the common contention that the 

way to certitude, faith, and bliss is in abjuring rational argument; Ghaz a4 l ı3    

romanticizes the unreasoned belief of the commoner or the mystic – 

despite his low opinion of the commoner elsewhere; Juwayn ı3    longs for 

the faith of the old women of Nishapur; and R a4 z ı3    construes the Qur’an 

to be asking its readers to abandon  ta   ʿ    ammuq , deep thinking. Clearly it is 

reason itself and not any l aw of  kal   a4   m      or its particular way of reasoning 

that is blamed by our theologians. 

 Admittedly, I have not exhausted what could be learned about the 

views of these theologians on reason. There has been a long-standing 

debate among Western scholars on where Ghaz a4 l ı3    really stood and 

whether he contributed to the demise of reason, science, and philosophy 

in Islam. That is not a debate I have touched on, although my exposition 

in the foregoing has provided a way to better understand the issue by 

showing that attitudes toward reason in different domains of knowledge 

and practice may be quite independent of – even contradictory to – each 

other. Like all intellectual systems, medieval philosophy employed, even 

valorized, certain types and lines of reasoning but also limited certain 

other kinds. Being a thoroughly elitist and hierarchical system of thought, 

it undermined, even abhorred, the commonsense and practical reasoning 

of ordinary people. Ghaz a4 l ı3 , it is now fairly established, embraced philo-

sophical reasoning through much of his career as a tool for understand-

ing metaphysical truths and attaining certainty, even as he criticized and 

qualii ed it. 

 When it comes to reason in empirical and mathematical science that 

did not touch on metaphysics or ethics, Ghaz a4 l ı3    was an enthusiastic 

  91     Ibid., 155–6; cf. Shihadeh, “The Mystic and the Sceptic in Fakhr al-D ı3 n al-R a4 z ı3   ,” in 

A. Shihadeh (ed.),  Sui sm     and Theology  (Edinburgh University Press,  2007 ), in which 

he notes the similarity between Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s turn to Sui sm and R a4 z ı3’ s, but then curiously 

remarks, “does al-R a4 z ı3’ s turn towards Sui sm signal a major defeat for the tradition of 

 kal   a4   m     , as Ibn Taymiyya   would have it? Not entirely. This turn should be seen, i rst and 

foremost, as yet another sign of increasing eclecticism in the mainstream of the major tra-

ditions during this period” (118). The evidence presented previously suggests otherwise.  
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advocate. The metaphysical denial of causality or occasionalism had no 

direct bearing on one’s belief in empirical scientii c enterprise.  92   

 The capacity of reason that the Ash ʿ ar ı3    theologians altogether rejected 

was ethics. Ethical subjectivism had of course been a staple doctrine of 

Ash ʿ arism against their old rationalist foes, the Mu ʿ tazila  . Yet the reasons 

Ghaz a4 l ı3    and R a4 z ı3    had for endorsing this aspect of the Ash ʿ ar ı3  doctrine may 

have been their own. Safeguarding the supremacy of God’s law remained 

for Ghaz a4 l ı3  a nonnegotiable commitment throughout. (Recall that he was, 

after all, an accomplished jurist from the beginning of his career, and the 

ultimate saints in his very last work,  Ilj   a4   m     , are fully Shar ı3  ʿ a  -compliant.) 

The ethical subjectivism of the early Ash ʿ ar ı3 s primarily had theological 

motivations, because their rivals, the Mu ʿ tazila, far from threatening the 

law, had been its committed defenders. For Ghaz a4 l ı3 , however, the stakes 

were different. In both the B a4  t in ı3  esotericism and the  fal   a4   sifa ’s rational 

system that claimed independence from or superiority to revelation, the 

Shar ı3  ʿ a norms were no longer the authoritative way to God and could 

be accepted at best as useful exercises for the commoners  . The more our 

theologians embraced aspects of the  fal   a4   sifa ’s cosmology   and psychology 

(in the prerevelation domain, that is), the greater the need there was to 

safeguard the normative basis of the Shar ı3  ʿ a (in  postrevelation domain) 

from the claims of reason by asserting a clear distinction between the two 

domains. 

 Aside from law and theology, our theologians had acquired yet 

another kind of attitude toward reason in the psychological or emotional 

realm. These doubts in reason constitute more than what can be captured 

as their denial of the ethical capacity of reason; they seemed to have 

implanted in our theologians an abiding mistrust of reason. If reason is 

not a friend of revelation in the theological domain, its harms can be lim-

ited by circumscribing it in the postrevelation life, but ultimately it is a 

bargain, not trusting friendship. 

 The typical loyal Sunni   Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   (important exceptions aside), who 

were also primarily jurists of Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    or M a4 lik ı3    legal schools, took to heart 

Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’   s advice in  I   h�   y   a4    ’  . They considered the Ash ʿ ar ı3  masters’ arguments 

and doctrines a matter of faith – just like the teachings of the Qur’an and 

  92     Ghaz a4 l ı3   ,  Munqidh , ed. K.  ʿ Iy a4 d and J.  S al ı3 ba (D a4 r al-Andalus,  1967 ), 79–85, strongly 

endorses Greek (foreign) sciences other than metaphysics, in particular logic, physical 

sciences, mathematics, and even politics. About politics, he makes the odd claim that 

all of its precepts are derived from the teachings of earlier prophets, and hence must be 

acceptable.  
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the Prophet  : They were to be believed in and transmitted, rather than 

critically examined or developed. Because they were only faintly famil-

iar with the philosophical tradition themselves, while dealing with theo-

logical issues they accepted on faith the authority of the great Ash ʿ ar ı3 s 

like R a4 z ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3 , who had for all purposes dei nitively refuted and 

vanquished the deviant Mu ʿ tazila  , the heretical  fal   a4   sifa , and the narrow-

minded traditionalists  . T a4 j al-D ı3 n al-Subk ı3 , a Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3  jurist and a staunch 

Ash ʿ ar ı3 , while attacking philosophers like Ibn S ı3 n a4   , F a4 r a4 b ı3 ,   and al- T  u4 si, 

who had mixed  falsafa      with  kal   a4   m     , anticipates the objection that his 

heroes of  kal   a4   m , Ghaz a4 l ı3  and R a4 z ı3 , could be equally charged with this 

“mixing.” He writes:

  If you say: the Proof of Islam al-Ghaz a4 l ı3    and the Im a4 m Fakhr al-D ı3 n al-R a4 z ı3    too 
have delved in the sciences of philosophy, drawn nearer to it and mixed it with the 
 kal   a4   m      of the  mutakallim   u4   n  – so why do you not reproach them too? . . . I say [in 
response]: These two are eminent  im   a4   ms , and neither of them delved into these 
sciences except that [by virtue of it] they became dei nitive authorities in religion, 
[to the extent that] they are the stars of the knowledge of  kal   a4   m  on the path 
of  Ahl al-Sunna     wa ’l-Jam   a4    ‘   a , the Companions and their Successors. Beware of 
hearing anything different than that – for if you do, you would have made a clear 
error. For these two  im   a4   ms  are great without doubt, and it was their rightful place 
to have brought victory to the believers and strength to this religion by repelling 
the vanities and fallacies of those liars [that is, the  fal   a4   sifa  and the Mu ʿ tazila  ]. For 
there is no blame on someone who has reached the esteemed status of these two 
to look into the philosophical books – but indeed [for such luminaries] it becomes 
a virtue to be rewarded.  93    

 Subk ı3  further notes that Ghaz a4 l ı3    (d. 505) was the reviver ( mujaddid ) of 

the Muslim faith at the end of the i fth/eleventh century, whereas R a4 z ı3    

(d. 606) was the reviver of faith at the end of the sixth/twelfth century.  94   

 The story of the  q   a4   n   u4   n      I have presented here straddles together three 

relationships that are central to my account: that between reason and 

revelation,  kal   a4   m      and  falsafa     , and  kal   a4   m  and politics. The foundations 

of the classical caliphate   theory, namely a ritualistic understanding of 

the caliphate and depoliticization of the Community  , were underpinned 

by theological cynicism toward reason in postrevelational life on the 

one hand and elitism on the other, both of which deepened as the Sunni   

 kal   a4   m  doctrine matured in the classical period. Both elitism and cynicism 

toward reason militated against the other option, that of resurrecting and 

  93     T a4 j al-D ı3 n Subk ı3 ,  K. al-mu   ʿ     ı̄   d al-ni   ʿ    am , 78–8; Ma h m u4 d, 672–3.  

  94     A. Shihadeh, “From al-Ghaz a4 l ı3    to al-R a4 z ı3   : 6th/12th Century Developments in Muslim 

Philosophical Theology,”  Arabic Sciences and Philosophy  15 ( 2005 ): 141–79.  
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reimagining a Community-centered   vision of Islam. A politically vibrant 

society requires grounding political practice and theory in the norma-

tive apparatus of society, which the sociopolitical trends of the classical 

period had made difi cult to attain and the intellectual commitments of 

the age had rendered impossible to imagine.  
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 [M]ost of the great statements of political philosophy have been put 
forward in times of crisis; that is, when political phenomena are less 
effectively integrated by institutional forms.  1   

 Place yourself . . . at the center of a man’s philosophic vision and you 
[will] understand at once all the different things it makes him write 
or say. But keep outside, use your post-mortem method, try to build 
the philosophy up out of the single phrases, taking i rst one and then 
another and seeking to make them i t, and of course you fail. You crawl 
over the thing like a myopic ant over a building, tumbling into every 
microscopic crack or i ssure, i nding nothing but inconsistencies, and 
never suspecting that a center exists.  2    

  The classical age and its intellectual syntheses were deeply disrupted 

in the sixth/twelfth and seventh/thirteenth centuries as the crusaders 

from the west and, much more devastatingly, the Mongols from the 

northeast shook the Muslim societies, shattering and rearranging their 

polities. This led to new emphases in Muslim thought ranging from 

ultraconservative and apocalyptic to self-critical. In a milieu of intense 

crisis and soul-searching, Ibn Taymiyya   sought to profoundly reform 

Islamic society and politics. 

 Born in 661/1263 in the northern Syrian city of  H arr a4 n i ve years 

after the destruction of Baghdad   by the Mongols, Ibn Taymiyya   lived 

more than two centuries after Ghaz a4 l ı3    and one after R a4 z ı3   , in one of 

the most tumultuous periods of premodern Islamic history. The terror 

  Chapter 4 

 Ibn Taymiyya’s World     

  1     Wolin  ,  Politics , 9.  

  2     W. James,  A Pluralistic Universe  (Longman, Greens and Co., 1909), 263.  
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and apparent invincibility of the Mongols, their killing of the Abbasid   

caliph  ,  destruction of the center of the Islamic world, Baghdad, and the 

annexation of the entire eastern half of the Islamic world were trau-

matic beyond comprehension. The world seemed to be nearing its end, 

and many interpreted these events in apocalyptic terms.  3   Ibn Taymiyya’s 

impression of this tragedy was likely intensii ed as his own family was 

forced to l ee from its native town,  H arr a4 n, to escape the Mongol army 

that was then pushing northward into upper Syria  . Even in Damascus  , 

where Ibn Taymiyya’s family took up residence, the Mongol threat con-

tinued to be felt for many years, and indeed, on four separate occasions, 

they launched direct attacks against the city. On at least three of these 

occasions, Ibn Taymiyya played a direct personal role by not only being 

involved as a soldier, but also using the full force of his charisma to help 

rally the local population as well as the scared and l eeing rulers and 

ulama   to defend the city against the invaders. 

 The political and social upheavals were far from merely a product of 

the ulama’  s imagination. Besides the Mongols, there were wars, internal 

violence, famines, plagues and economic upheavals, which were of course 

not strange to the medieval world; “what was different [in the Mamluk   

period] was the perception that they now occurred in combination and 

with devastating affect [ sic. ] on Muslim society [and] led to a perva-

sive sense that the past was better than the present and that all things 

contemporary paled in comparison with the glories of the earlier his-

tory of Islam.”  4   The historical works of later-Mamluk-period historians 

like al-Maqr ı3 z ı3   , Ibn Taghr ı3  Bird ı3  and Ibn  H ajar al- ʿ Asqal a4 n ı3  are rife with 

“a pessimistic criticism of the present and regret ‘for the good old days’.”  5   

In addition to these disasters that seemed to rel ect divine displeasure, the 

failure of the wielders of power and religious authority seemed obvious:

  Internally, the Mamluk   state was extremely chaotic. The i rst half of the era, 
known as the Ba h r ı3  period, lasted from 1260 to 1382. Over the course of lit-
tle more than a century, the Sultunate had changed hands 24 times. The second 
half of the period was dominated by the violent rise of the Circassian Mamluks 
who saw the Sultanate change 27 times between 1382 and 1517. With each 

  3     As Richard Bulliet has reminded us in his  Islam: View from the Edge , 6–10, to those away 

from the center (of orthodoxy as well as geography), the fate of Islam might not have 

looked quite as gloomy.  

  4     K. Jaques,  Authority, Conl ict and the Transmission of Diversity in Medieval Islamic Law  

(Brill, 2006), 1.  

  5     W. Popper,  Egypt     and Syria     under the Circassian Sultans: 1382–1468 A.D. Systematic 

Notes to Ibn Taghr   ı̄    Bird   ı̄’   s Chronicles of Egypt  (University of California Press,  1955 ), 8.  
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change of Sultan there would follow purges of political authority at all levels 
of  administration. By the middle of the 9th/15th century these purges became 
extremely violent with mass executions and mutilations as new leaders sought to 
consolidate their control.  6    

 The ulama  , Mamluk   historians inform us, were often “intimately 

involved” in the violent political games, “[s]iding with different contend-

ers to the throne, [and they] frequently suffered punishments for falling in 

with defeated groups, losing wealth and suffering torture and sometimes 

even death.”  7   

 Many leading inl uential jurists, like the prodigious Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    jurist and 

 mu   h�   addith      of Damascus  , Mu h yi al-D ı3 n al-Nawaw ı3    (d. 676/1277), had 

turned, in a self-critical vein, to their own profession as being a part of the 

problem. In the midst of the Mongol invasion, Nawaw ı3  wrote that legal 

standards had declined because of the incompetence of the contempo-

rary jurists, in particular their “truly disqualifying lack of [historical and 

contextual] knowledge” in contrast with the   h�   ad   ı ̄   th  scholars’ meticulous 

attention to the same.  8   Perhaps it was in response to this that the   t �   abaq   a4   t  

(biographical) literature among the jurists emerged during the next few 

centuries.  9   What is interesting for our purpose is that Nawaw ı3 ’s diagnosis 

of the problem consisted of a technicality, a minutia, and the response, 

if we are to accept Jacques’ thesis, was the development of a technical 

genre of biographical literature. Furthermore, Nawaw ı3 ’s presumption of 

the critical signii cance of jurists ( fuqah   a4   ’ ) and their unquestionable posi-

tion of religious and social leadership within the Muslim society are also 

noteworthy. Jurists, according to Nawaw ı3 , have “the exclusive right and 

ability to interpret the texts of revelation so that Muslims, common peo-

ple and rulers alike, might know what God wants them to do in all walks 

of life.”  10   

 Another type of response, even more common, was represented by the 

Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    Ibn Kath ı3 r   (d. 774/1373), an admirer and disciple of Ibn Taymiyya  . 

Ibn Kath ı3 r fundamentally understood the decline of the lands of Islam 

in apocalyptic terms. He blamed not only the corruption and ini ghting 

of the Muslim princes, but complained “even the jurists in Baghdad   and 

     6     Jaques, 19.  

     7     Ibid. See also, Chamberlain,  Knowledge , 94–6; C. Petry,  The Civilian Elite of Cairo in the 

Later Middle Ages  (Princeton University Press, 1981), 206–9; Johansen  , “A Perfect Law,” 

260.  

     8     Jaques, 10.  

     9     Ibid.  

  10     Ibid., 2.  
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Damascus   were more concerned with their internal struggles for power 

than they were for the plight of the Muslim community.” When Baghdad 

was attacked and tens of thousands of Muslims were massacred by the 

Mongols, the leaders of the Muslims, including “court ofi cials, . . . judges, 

Sui s, members of the noble houses as well as commoners”   l ed the city or 

collaborated with the invaders, while the Caliph “occupied himself with 

the concubines.”  11   The signii cance of the Mongol onslaught served for 

Ibn Kath ı3 r to highlight the “decline of moral conditions and the failure 

of the scholars to act as guides for the community.”  12   The Muslim com-

munity was facing what the Israelites had faced according to the Qur’an: 

a divine censure of apocalyptic proportions, because just as the Israelites 

“had rebelled and killed many of the prophets and scholars (ulama  ),” so 

had Muslims treated the righteous among the ulama. It is not unlikely 

that Ibn Taymiyya’s persecution and eventual death in prison were a 

vivid demonstration of precisely this crisis in Ibn Kath ı3 r’s mind. For Ibn 

Kath ı3 r, his own time coincided with the end of time. He thought that “the 

Mongol attacks began a period of eschatological turmoil, and unless the 

community returns to obeying revelation and listens to those with knowl-

edge ( ʿ  ilm ), God will unleash apocalyptic destruction that will ultimately 

lead to the day of resurrection.”  13   

 Resentment against the ulama   for their responsibility for the state of 

the  umma      seems to have had wide currency among the populace and 

popular preachers. David Cook in his  Studies in Muslim Apocalyptic  

observes that the failure of the ulama to guide the Community and set 

aside their own interests is a common theme in apocalyptic literature.  14   

The association of scholars with the rulers is also condemned – an atti-

tude that became common since at least the beginning of the classical 

age. This criticism had been popularized by widely esteemed scholars 

like Ghaz a4 l ı3   , and traditions attributed to the Prophet   had long circulated 

to that effect. One such report has it: “The ulama   are the guardians of 

Messengers . . . [they are] faithful as long as they do not intermingle with 

the Sultan and (do not) have intercourse with the world. When they do 

so, they have betrayed the Messenger, and so be wary of them.”  15    

  11     Ibid., 5.  

  12     Ibid., 6.  

  13     Ibid., 6–7.  

  14     D. Cook,  Studies in Muslim Apocalyptic  (Darwin Press,  2003 ), 250–1; Jacques, 8.  

  15     Jaques, 7, quoting an eighth-/fourteenth-century preacher al-Daylam ı3 ,  Irsh   a4   d al-qul   u4   b 

f   ı̄’   l-maw   a4    ʿ    i   z�    wa’l-   h�   ikam ; D. Cook,  Apocalyptic , 248.  
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  rational-revelational criticism as 
the response to the crisis 

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s recognition that his world was in crisis was not unique,  16   

but his understanding of it was, as was his approach to the solution. His 

diagnosis was neither of a technical nature like Nawaw ı3 ’  s nor apocalyptic 

like that of most preachers and scholars. Rather, it was a total critique of 

the contemporary Muslim society, starting with its intellectual apparatus 

and social and political institutions. His criticism was directed at all seg-

ments of society, but in particular at the ulama   and the rulers. He criti-

cized the ulama not for associating with the rulers, but for failing to guide 

them properly while maintaining their integrity; not for lack of markers 

of piety, but for lack of proper balance; not for technical dei ciencies that 

could be i xed by adding a new subi eld to their curricula, but for a fun-

damental mismatch between the abstractions and formulations of their 

legal and theological systems and the spirit of the scripture they claimed 

to represent. 

 Although the Mongol onslaught and the general sociopolitical upheav-

als of his age are undeniable aspects of the context in which to understand 

Ibn Taymiyya’  s writing, he contended that the spiritual and intellectual 

corruption of the  umma      is far worse than its military defeats. Chastising, 

for instance, the proponents of the Neoplatonist   Sui  doctrine of  wa   h�   dat 

al-wuj   u4   d , such as the Mercian theosophist Sui  Ibn  ʿ Arab ı3    (d. 637/1240), 

the antinomian Sui  Ibn Sab ʿ  ı3 n (d. 669/1270),  17   and their contemporary 

admirers for their antinomian and anti- Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      tendencies, he writes:

  Opposing (by word and deed) these [proponents of  wa   h�   dat al-wuj   u4   d ] is the great-
est of religious obligations, for they have corrupted intellects and creeds of the 
people, including shaykhs [Sui s], scholars and rulers . . . their harm is greater in 
religion than harm of the one who corrupts the worldly affairs of the Muslims 
but leaves their religion untouched such as the bandit or the Mongols who take 
away people’s wealth but leave alone their religion.  18    

 Despite a strong practical and activist bent that characterized his life and 

thought, he prioritized the reform of theology and theory over that of 

  16     Jacques, 3.  

  17     Ibn Sab ʿ  ı3 n, an Andalusian antinomian and pantheistic Sui , founder of the Sab ʿ  ı3 niyya 

order. During his incarceration in Alexandria, Ibn Taymiyya   debated and refuted Ibn 

Sab ʿ  ı3 n’s followers; this also motivated his composition of  al-Radd        ʿ    al   a4    al-man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n  

(Leaman and Nasr,  History , 347–9).  

  18     MF, 2:132; Ma h m u4 d, 870.  
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jurisprudence. Accordingly, although he considered jurisprudence and 

  h�   ad   ı ̄   th  criticism to be the most genuine and organic of the Islamic sci-

ences, his own proclivity toward theoretical sciences ( u   s�    u4   l ) is explicit. 

Engagement with purely rational sciences is indispensable in order to 

undo the inl uence of the corrupting intellectual trends, be they foreign 

or indigenous: “Were it not for that the propagators of such heresies have 

become dominant and spread in great numbers and become in the eyes of 

people respected leaders . . . to the extent that they are deemed superior to 

the prophets . . . we would have felt no need to show the falsity of these 

claims. But alas, error has no limit.”  19   

 This preference is thrown into sharp relief in a conversation recorded 

by a disciple of his, Al- H  a4 i dh Mu h ammad b.  ʿ Al ı3  al-Bazz a4 r (d. 749/1350). 

Bazz a4 r poses the problem in these words: “He, God be pleased with him, 

wrote profusely in the matters of  u   s�    u4   l  (principles or theory) as opposed to 

the other sciences, so I inquired about that, beseeching him to write a text 

in jurisprudence ( i qh     ) that would include his preferred opinions, so that 

it may become a reference for jurisprudential verdicts.” Ibn Taymiyya’  s 

response, he informs us, was something like this: 

 The sciences of the branches (that is,  i qh     ) are an easy matter, and [there is no 
harm] if a Muslim subscribes to one of the scholars who are followed, so long as 
it is not done despite the knowledge of that scholar’s error. As for the fundamental 
principles of religion ( u   s�    u4   l al-d   ı̄   n ), I saw the people of heretical innovation, mis-
guidance and desire, such as the philosophized ( mutafalsifa ), the B a4  t in ı3 s  , the anti-
religious ( mal   a4    h�   ida ), the advocates of  wa   h�   dat al-wuj   u4   d , the atheists (  dahriyya ), 
the Qadariyya   (who denied God’s power over human destiny), the Nu s ayr ı3 s, 
the Jahmiyya, the  H ul u4 l ı3 s (monists),  mu   ʿ    a   t�t�   ila  (deniers of divine attributes), the 
 mujassima  (anthropomorphists), the  mushabbiha  (those who liken God to His 
creatures), the R a4 wand ı3 s,  20   the Kull a4 b ı3 s, the Sulaym ı3 s, and others who possess 
heretical ideas become lost in error. It became clear to me that many of them 
intend to belie the sacred  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      of Mu h ammad and the majority of them have 
led people to doubt the very foundations of their religion – such that rarely do I 
meet or see someone who adopts their opinions in lieu of adhering to the Book 
and the Sunna who has not thereby secretly reneged from his faith ( tazandaqa ) or 
lost certitude in his religion and creed. . . . 

  19     MF, 2:357–8; Ma h m u4 d, 291.  

  20     To the medieval ulama  , the third-/ninth-century theologian Ibn al-R a4 wandi was the arch-

heretic. A philosophical freethinker of medieval Islam, he has been judged as merely a 

nonconformist by some modern scholars, like M. Fakhry and van Ess, and a radical 

freethinker and outright disbeliever by others. For the second viewpoint, see S. Stroumsa, 

 Freethinkers of Medieval Islam: Ibn al-R   a4   wandi, Ab   u4    Bakr     al-R   a4   z   ı̄     , and their Impact on 

Islamic Thought  (Brill, 1999).  
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 When I saw this, it became clear to me that it is incumbent upon everyone who 
can repel their doubts and lies and refute their arguments and errors, to do so, in 
the service of the right creed ( milla    h�   anai yya ) and the correct path.  21    

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s “heretics” cannot be, and perhaps are not intended to be, 

mapped each to a historical group of people who had systematic doctrines 

that went by those labels. For instance, he applies the term  mutafalsifa  to 

those he disparages as following the ideas of Neoplatonist   philosophers, 

often half-heartedly, either because of their lack of understanding or lack 

of courage to subscribe fully to the philosophical conclusions that defy 

scripture. Most of the other heretical tendencies listed here share, in his 

view, this problem of the half-hearted inl uence of  falsafa     ; hence, they 

are all, in a sense, philosophized ( mutafalsifa ) but rarely were proper 

philosophers ( fal   a4   sifa ). This is not to say Ibn Taymiyya had a soft spot 

for proper philosophers, but he deems them more consistent within their 

own scheme, and hence more properly outside the pale of orthodoxy and 

even Islam. 

 Based on Ibn Taymiyya’  s response to a question from his fellow tradi-

tionalists   ( ahl al-   h�   ad   ı̄   th     ) about whether they are the only “saved sect” in 

Islam, George Makdisi succinctly sums up Ibn Taymiyya’s “mental map” 

of orthodoxy: 

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s conception of the Muslim community may be described by a 
series of concentric circles whose common center is marked by the Qur’an and 
tradition [Sunna]. Around this common center the various schools of theology 
are located, each of them arranged according to the degree of its ‘orthodoxy’. 
The sole criterion of orthodoxy is the scripture supported by the  consensus     of the 
Muslim community . 

 In the i rst circle, inside all the others, the one which encloses the common center, 
we i nd the  salaf      [the early Muslims]. Then come the  ahl al-sunna     wa ’l-   h�   ad   ı̄   th , 
who are follower of the Qur’an and the Tradition [  h�   ad   ı ̄   th ] of the Prophet  . Next 
come the Sui s. And after them the  ahl al-kal   a4   m     , proponents of rationalist the-
ology. These latter are divided into two groups: the  ahl al-ithb   a4   t  [lit. afi rmers], 
and the  ahl an-nafy  [lit. deniers], also called  a   s�   -   s�   if   a4   tiyya  and  an-nuf   a4   t , respec-
tively. The former is composed of those rationalist theologians ( mutakallim   u4   n ) 
who accept the divine attributes; the latter refers to the theologians who deny 
the attributes of God. The former [i.e., afi rmers] are divided into three groups: 
the Ash ʿ ariyya, the Kull a4 biyya, and the Karr a4 miyya, while the second [deniers] 
are represented by the Mu ʿ tazila  . Next come the philosophers, the Khaw a4 rij and, 
i nally, the R a4 i  d a [Im a4 m ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a] who are farthest removed from the  salaf . Only the 
Jahmiyya [a  theoretical category; historically extinct] are outside the community, 

  21     Al-Bazz a4 r,  al-A   ʿ    l   a4   m al-   ʿ    aliyya f   ı̄    man   a4   qib Ibn Taymiyya     , ed. Z. al-Sh a4 w ı3 sh (al-Maktab 

al-Isl a4 mi, 1400), 35–7.  
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but they must be well-informed Jahmiyya, for there are some among the common 
people who are dupes of the theorists and consequently must not be condemned 
because of their ignorance.  22    

 Given the inclination of the traditionalist   Sunnis (his camp) to use the 

well-known reports about “the saved sect” ( al-i rqa al-n   a4   jiya ) to jus-

tify the exclusivity of their own claim, the complexity of Ibn Taymiyya’  s 

response is noteworthy. 

 To continue with Ibn Taymiyya’  s response to al-Bazz a4 r:

  By God, I have not seen anyone writing in this manner and claiming high place 
but aiding the destruction of the foundations of Islam by his discourse. The rea-
son for that is neglecting the clear and open truth and what the noble messengers 
have brought from God and following the ways of philosophy that they have 
claimed to be wisdom (  h�   ikamiyy   a4   t ) and rational truths (  ʿ    aqliyy   a4   t ), but in truth it 
is nothing but ignorance and error. Such a person’s adherence to [this philosophy] 
overwhelms him as to cover up his sound reason until he is blinded and unable 
to differentiate between truth and falsehood. . . . These are the considerations that 
made it incumbent upon me to direct my foremost concerns to the sciences of 
principles ( u   s�    u4   l ) and made me attend to their statements and respond to them 
with what God the Exalted has bestowed upon me of answers, be they from rea-
son or revelation.  23    

 Naturally, the more conservative traditionalists   did not appreciate his 

deep involvement with reason and philosophical questions or his nuanced 

approach to questions of doctrine, and considered him to have been poi-

soned by philosophy. Al-Dhahab ı3  (d. 748/1348) writes:

  [Some] groups, among the imams of the traditionalists  , those of them who knew 
the Qur’an by heart and their jurists, loved the Shaykh and revered him. They 
however did not like his deep involvement ( tawaghghul ) with the  kal   a4   m      theo-
logians and the philosophers, [preferring that he avoided it] just as it had been 
avoided by the earlier imams of traditionalists, like al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3   , A h mad [b.  H anbal], 
Ish a4 q [b. R a4 hawayh], Ab u4   ʿ Ubayd [al-Qasim b. Sall a4 m] and their like. Likewise, 
many scholars, among the jurists, the traditionalists and the virtuous, hated his 
dedication ( tafarrud ) to some odd questions which the Ancients ( salaf     ) had disap-
proved of.  24    

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s commitment to reason was no light matter, however. In 

contrast with Ghaz a4 l ı3 ’  s claim that the  salaf      detested rational argument 

and proceeded from scriptural dogma to the sword and the whip as means 

  22     Makdisi, “Hanbal ı3    Islam,” 257–8 (italics and comments within the square brackets are 

mine).  

  23     Bazz a4 r,  A   ʿ    l   a4   m , 37.  

  24     Ibn Rajab,  Dhayl , 2:394; Michot  , “Mamluk   Theologian,” I, 166n39.  
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to persuade, Ibn Taymiyya expanded much effort in refuting this impres-

sion. The  salaf , according to him, not only permitted rational argument 

in refutation of erroneous ideas, but indeed engaged in such endeavors 

themselves. They had disapproved only of the invalid ways of argument 

and the premises of  kal   a4   m      but not of responding to the errant ideas by 

means of valid arguments based on reason as well as revelation. Later 

Sunnis – both the traditionalists   ( ahl al-   h�   ad   ı ̄   th     ) and the theologians – had 

misunderstood the way of the  salaf . The theologians had erred not by 

engaging in rational argument, but by doing so with insufi cient knowl-

edge of both the position they defended and the one they refuted. The 

traditionalists had claimed that the  salaf  avoided rational engagement 

altogether because rational engagement was prohibited in itself, whereas 

the masters of  kal   a4   m , like Juwayn ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3 , lacking i rsthand and 

in-depth knowledge of the  salaf ’s teachings, had taken the traditionalist 

claim on its face value and had ascribed the revered  salaf ’s supposed anti-

rationalism to their excessive piety and exaggerated fear of reason.  25   

 Toward his fellow traditionalists  , he directs the argument that to refute 

rational objections to revelation is like providing medicine to one who 

is sick, and to such a person, sound and necessary nutrition – namely 

revelational knowledge – brings no benei t because his body, his ratio-

nal apparatus, has been corrupted. To keep repeating an argument based 

on revelation before someone who thinks that reason dei nitively afi rms 

its contrary is going to bring only harm, for such conduct will make an 

intellectually sick person believe that revelation is l awed.  26   Nevertheless, 

while seeking to strike a balance between those who defended rational 

theology and those who rejected it, Ibn Taymiyya   reserved his i ercer crit-

icism for the  mutakallim   u4   n , for, in his view anyway, the simplistic anti-

rationalism of the traditionalists had done less harm compared to the 

intellectual and spiritual havoc wreaked by l awed rational discourse. 

  A Nonlegalistic Jurist, an Anti- kal   a 4   m      Theologian 

 He was a  H anbal ı3    by heritage and initial training, and thus his commit-

ment to the   h�   ad   ı̄   th  of the Prophet   followed by “the way of the  salaf ”   was 

nothing new. But his engagement with the range of intellectual trends and 

problems of the age along with a critical historical awareness of early 

Islamic history gave him a vantage point of his own. Furthermore, his 

  25      Dar’(S) , 7:149f.  

  26      Dar’(S),  1:44.  
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commitment to the Qur’an was also extraordinary  27   and his approach 

to   h�   ad   ı ̄   th  far more nuanced than that of his fellow traditionalists  .  28   

These foundations explain his independent mind and chastening of many 

prominent  H anbal ı3 s, occasional disagreement with the revered A h mad 

b.  H anbal   himself,  29   his defense of many non- H anbal ı3 s, in particular 

the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  , against their indiscriminate condemnation by his fellow 

 H anbal ı3 s, his insistence, even against traditionalist resistance, to engage 

in rational argument, and his myriad reform attempts in legal theory and 

practice. To say that he had transcended the  H anbal ı3  school and entered 

the realm of independent  ijtih   a4   d     , as it is often said, does not quite cap-

ture it.  30   His inl uence went far beyond  H  anbalism. Every aspect of the 

classical Islamic tradition, it is no exaggeration to suggest, was either 

transformed or profoundly challenged by his intervention.  31   

 Modern scholars have frequently asserted numerous inl uences on Ibn 

Taymiyya  . Goldziher suggested that he was fundamentally inl uenced by 

the great Andalusian  Ẓ  a4 hir ı3    theologian and jurist, Ibn  H azm   (d. 465/1064)  32   

and Laoust   that his i ercely independent and egalitarian   thought (in partic-

ular his political thought and alleged rejection of the idea of the caliphate  ) 

was indebted to Kh a4 rij ı3  inl uence. More recently, Michot  , perhaps the most 

perceptive and sustained modern reader of Ibn Taymiyya's philosophical 

  27     W. Saleh, “Ibn Taymiyya   and the Rise of Radical Hermeneutics: An Analysis of  An 

Introduction to the Foundations of Qur’a4nic Exegesis ,” in Rapoport and Ahmad, where 

Saleh considers Ibn Taymiyya’s a major intervention and a turning point in the history of 

exegesis.  

  28     His commitment to   h�   ad   ı̄   th  is not simplistic as that of many fellow traditionalists  , but 

holistic, as being one of many ways of determining the Sunna, aware of the need to ferret 

out the “raw” material of   h�   ad   ı̄   th  through both isn a4 d and content criticism. His generous 

appreciation of the early M a4 likite school, despite the latter’s critical attitude toward iso-

lated   h�   ad   ı̄   th  in favor of anonymous but less corruptible “Sunna” in the form of Medinan 

practice (  ʿ    amal ), borders on undermining  H anbalism   and exceeds any praise by him of 

the  H anbal ı3 s as a group that I have come across (MF, 20:294).  

  29     Cook,  Commanding , 157.  

  30     For a recent, brief but insightful, appraisal of his legal scholarship, see Y. Rapoport, 

“Ibn Taymiyya’  s Radical Legal Thought: Rationalism, Pluralism and the Primacy of 

Intention,” in Rapoport and Ahmed,  Ibn Taymiyya and His Times , 191–221.  

  31     He criticized many  H anbal ı3    masters both in theology and law (A. H. Matroudi,  The 

Hanbali School of Law and Ibn Taymiyya    h: Conl ict or Conciliation?  [Routledge,  2006 ], 

92–108).  

  32     Among the more able scholars on the subject was Goldziher, who thought Ibn Taymiyya   

to have been under the inl uence primarily of the scholar he worked on, Ibn Hazm  . 

To a lesser degree, he was thought by Goldziher to have been under the inl uence of 

al-Ghaz a4 l ı3   , although he was considered poles apart from the latter because of his opposi-

tion to Sui sm  , proclivity for literalism, and general exclusivism and intolerance as com-

pared to Ghaz a4 l ı3’ s more embracing inclusivism (Rosenthal, 245n84).  
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thought, has nonetheless insisted that Ibn Taymiyya was indebted in some 

fundamental way to Ibn S ı3 n a4 .  33   But for a thinker who was as widely read 

and engaged as Ibn Taymiyya, the simple claim of inl uence loses any 

analytical utility unless the inl uence can be shown to be persistent and 

systemic, a test that none of the preceding suggestions passes. The sheer 

number of issues, both in theology and law, in which Ibn Taymiyya took an 

unpopular and at times entirely unique position is a testament to his i erce 

intellectual independence. Some modern scholars even characterize him as 

“philosopher of the i rst order,”  34   one concluding that:

  Ibn Taymiyya’  s stance towards all of the Islamic intellectual trends, be it  kal   a4   m     , 
philosophy, or Sui sm  , was that of (critical) acceptance and refutation; a superi -
cial reading of his vehement attacks against each of these trends at i rst suggests 
that he categorically rejected them all, but a careful and surgical investigation 
demonstrates invariably that Ibn Taymiyya benei ted intellectually to the maxi-
mum possible extent from each of these.  35    

 If we are to recognize resemblance in content and direction, the scholars 

whose tradition Ibn Taymiyya   continues are the philosophized Ash ʿ arites 

like Ghaz a4 l ı3    and R a4 z ı3   ; this may sound odd given his i erce critiques of these 

two. Intellectually, however, there is no better way to describe less space 

between the two words his project than as a continuation of the project they 

left behind, of harmonizing reason and revelation to provide a stable foun-

dation for belief and action. In contrast with Ghaz a4 l ı3  and R a4 z ı3 , however, 

whose synthetic impulse had taken them to the ends of the available philo-

sophical systems of their day and back, his deconstructive project took this 

end as its point of departure. He was far from being a system builder; in this 

lay his greatest strength as well as the limit of all his thought. As Wael Hallaq   

has observed in his study of Ibn Taymiyya’s refutation of Greek syllogism  , 

he had a knack for recognizing the essence of an argument, the foundational 

premise that animated a discourse, and then he persistently attacked it from 

all possible angles without being distracted by myriad subsidiary issues hid-

ing it or centuries of imposing authority underpinning it.  36   

 He was also, it is less often recognized, an exceptional student of early 

Islamic history and conl icts and had an uncanny ability – exceptional 

even in his day of prodigious memorizers – to draw on an astounding 

variety of references from not only the opinions of the  salaf ,   but also the 

  33     Michot  , “Maml u4 k Theologian,” I, 156–7.  

  34      ʿ Abd al-akı3m al-Ajhar,  Ibn Taymiyya     wa isti’n   a4   f al-qawl al-falsai  f   ı ̄’   l Isl   a4   m  (al-Markaz 

al-Thaqa4fı3 al- ̒ Arabı3,  2004 ), 24.  

  35     Ibid., 235.  

  36     Hallaq  ,  Ibn Taymiyya     , xiv.  
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myriad “heterodox” sects of Islamic history, thus making his points by 

adeptly pitting his foes against each other. In contrast with most scholars 

of his age, Laoust   notes, he “went directly to the primary sources them-

selves which he read and studied carefully.”  37   Accordingly, even as he 

rejected the methodological presuppositions of  kal   a4   m     , he devoted himself 

to a serious study of it and had a surpassing mastery over it.  38   

 One result of Ibn Taymiyya’  s wide intellectual and practical engage-

ment and independence of thinking was his rejection of blind following 

( taql   ı̄   d     ). But  taql   ı ̄   d , in his view, was not an issue particular to Islamic juris-

prudence ( i qh     ) as often understood, nor was the jurisprudential  taql   ı ̄   d  the 

most serious threat to the well-being of Muslims. Rather,  taql   ı ̄   d  is a psy-

chological human proclivity whose worst consequences manifested them-

selves among intellectuals rather than the commoners  . In legal matters, he 

does not reject the justii ed following of a trusted juristic authority by an 

unqualii ed or less qualii ed person. Legal  taql   ı ̄   d  was blameworthy when 

qualii ed scholars refused to see the truth of the argument of an opponent 

or another school out of ego, prejudice for an authority, or school loyalty. 

However, in a society where communal life and personal identities were 

so entrenched in legal loyalties, even this moderate critique of  taql   ı̄   d  as an 

institution had profound and disruptive repercussions.  39   

 But the  taql   ı ̄   d      that Ibn Taymiyya   criticized most vehemently was that 

of those who prided themselves in intellectual speculation, namely the 

philosophized ( mutafalsifa , which was his derogatory designation for 

those who blindly followed the trendy philosophical opinions without 

understanding them) and  kal   a4   m      scholars. Blind following of established 

authority was to him the reason why many Muslim scholars had put 

  37     Laoust  ,  Essai , 93–100.  

  38     Laoust  ,  Essai , 89–93; see also, idem,  EI   2  , s.v., “ Ibn Taim   ı ̄   ya .”  

  39     His views on  taql   ı̄   d      are spread throughout his writings and are quite complex. The abso-

lutely prohibited  taql   ı̄   d  is to deny the truth of God or a true prophet for custom or 

partisanship (in matters of creed), or for anyone to follow another despite contradicting 

clear evidence from the Qur’an or the Sunna (MF, 20:15; 19:260). In legal matters, it is 

permissible for a nonexpert and even a scholar ( mujtahid ) if he lacks the opportunity 

or capacity to judge various opinions on his own (19:261). The majority of scholars of 

Islam correctly hold, in his view, that both  taql   ı̄   d  and  ijtih   a4   d      are permissible generally, 

each becoming permissible or impermissible based on factors of capacity, effort, and 

intention (20:204). Where Ibn Taymiyya   differs with a rival trend,  madhhabism , that 

had arisen since the consolidation of schools in sixth/twelfth century is the strict disci-

pline of belonging to a single legal school in all matters and systemic rejection of any 

contrary evidence (33:128). His strongest censure of  taql   ı̄   d  (legal or otherwise) is when 

it becomes blind following of a human authority against clear evidence from revelation 

(22:248–9).  
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masters like Ghaz a4 l ı3    and R a4 z ı3    on a pedestal of unquestionable orthodoxy 

in  kal   a4   m , the likes of Ibn  ʿ Arab ı3    in Sui sm  , and Greek philosophers like 

Aristotle and Plato in philosophy. He included in blameworthy  taql   ı̄   d  

even blind following of the  salaf     , in particular the four Sunni   Imams of 

jurisprudence, of whom he otherwise thought quite highly. This type of 

following leads the followers to endorse inherited opinions without fully 

investigating them and even when they i nd inconsistencies or errors to 

explain them away as being the result of some higher wisdom rather than 

honestly acknowledging them. He writes:

  You will i nd that the followers of Aristotle follow his teachings in logic, physics 
and theology, even as many of them arrive by their own reasoning at the opposite 
of his position. But because of their reverent opinion of the philosopher, they do 
not dare express their opposition or attribute the contradiction to their own lack 
of comprehension of the problem. . . . Indeed, this attitude is found even among 
the followers of the great imams of jurisprudence and of imams of piety and 
worship, such as the companions of Ab u4   H an ı3 fa  , al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3   , M a4 lik  , A h mad and 
others. They would at times notice something that they deem invalid in the teach-
ings [of their imams], but they fall short of expressing their opposition, believing 
that their imam is greater in perfection of reason, knowledge and religion than 
them, while knowing full well that no imam is infallible and quite likely to make 
mistakes.  40    

 With this understanding of human psychology, which makes people 

impressed more with authority than reason, Ibn Taymiyya   sought to 

engage with and dislodge the masters of a discourse rather than criticize 

their less independent followers, who would have made much easier tar-

gets. Commenting on this method, he writes:

  I have been amazed by what I have observed in this regard. Rarely do I come 
across a rational argument by a sect that opposes revelation and whose invalidity 
has become clear to me but that I also i nd that some of the masters of that sect 
have already acknowledged the invalidity of that argument and elaborated on it. 
That is so because God has created His servants upon the  i    t�   ra      (natural consti-
tution), and sound intellects are naturally inclined ( maf   t�    u4   ra ) to recognizing the 
truth ( ma   ʿ    rifat al- h� aqq ) were it not for certain obstacles.  

 Human nature and proper reason are capable of recognizing the truth, or 

at least certain truths, were it not for irrational obstacles such as exces-

sive reverence of authorities and lack of coni dence, courage, or integrity 

to recognize and express dissent. To persuade the many blind followers of 

his time, he had to dismantle the authorities of the past, “for the majority 

  40      Dar’(S) , 1:151–5.  
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of these groups, despite their claims to rational independence, are blind 

followers of their masters. When they see that their highest authorities 

mutually disagree and acknowledge the truth, their knots of blind fol-

lowing are loosened.”  41   

 There is yet another reason to engage with the present and past her-

esies; often they are not devoid of all truth, but only of proper balance. 

One persistent theme in Ibn Taymiyya’  s writings is that of the golden 

mean – that truth is the middle path that is often missed by partisans 

who only see part of it. “Though the content of his doctrinal system was 

derived essentially from the Qur’an and the Sunna,” observes Swartz in 

his commentary on Ibn Taymiyya’s  al-   ʿ    Aq   ı̄   da al-W   a4   si   t�   iyya     , “the spirit 

and direction of his thought were to a large degree shaped by the con-

cept of  wasa   t�  , the happy or golden mean.”  42   This does not mean, Swartz 

explains, that to Ibn Taymiyya truth always lies between two opposing 

extremes. Rather,  

  the concept of  wasa   t�   carries with it the conviction that truth is a whole or totality. 
Dei ned in these terms, then,  wasa   t�   means that doctrinal error or heresy results 
when one element of the truth is elevated to the level of the whole, so that the 
integrity and dialectical tension that ought to exist between the parts of the whole 
are destroyed. Heresy, then, is not so much outright falsehood or error as it is a 
partial and fragmented truth.  43    

 Rather than rejectionist or intolerant, his was a rei ned understanding of 

the human intellectual enterprise rel ected in his serious engagement with 

even those positions in Islamic history that had been long condemned as 

misguided.  

  Personal Charisma and Activism 

 If one browses through the biographies of medieval scholars, the image 

of the typical scholar is that of a schoolman, a jurist, a theologian, a 

conservative i gure who served the authorities as a civil servant, or l ed 

in pious evasion. The typical member of the civilian elite to which the 

ulama   belonged was not an activist, a warrior, or a popular reformer. Ibn 

Taymiyya   was different.  44   

  41     Ibid .,  1:376–7.  

  42     Swartz, 115–6.  

  43     Ibid., 95–6.  

  44     See H. Q. Murad, “Ibn Taymiyya   on Trial: A Narrative Account of his  Mi   h�   an ,”  Islamic 

Studies  18 ( 1979 ): 1–32; S. Jackson  , “Ibn Taymiyyah on Trial in Damascus  ,”  Journal of 

Semitic Studies  ( 1994 ): 41–85.  
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 The i rst thing that set him apart from his contemporaries, much more 

palpable than his intellectual ingenuity, was his extraordinary personal-

ity and persona, heroic piety, asceticism, reformist activism, and single-

minded all-out defense of what he believed to be the truth. His rivals 

among the ulama   charged him with heresy and tried to have him executed 

and succeeded in having him exiled more than once, even while acknowl-

edging these virtues. Donald Little, in his provocatively titled article, “Did 

Ibn Taymiyya   Have a Screw Loose?” observed that Ibn Taymiyya “must 

have been an exceptional person to evoke such universal respect.”  45   Even 

his adversaries, numerous as they were, betrayed a sense of reverence for 

his learning, piety, and asceticism. Ibn Makhl u4 f (d. 718/1318), the M a4 lik ı3    

chief  q   a4    d�    ı ̄       of Egypt  , who had been largely responsible for Ibn Taymiyya’s 

early trials and tribulations in Egypt, reportedly conceded that “[t]here 

is no one more righteous than Ibn Taymiyya; we should abandon our 

struggle against him.”  46   Taq ı3  al-D ı3 n al-Subk ı3  (d. 756/1355), an indefati-

gable defender of Ash ʿ arism, is reported to have coni ded the following 

to al-Dhahab ı3 :

  As for what you say in regard al-Shaykh Taq ı3  al-D ı3 n [Ibn Taymiyya], I am con-
vinced of the great scope, the ocean-like fullness and vastness of his knowledge 
of the transmitted and intellectual sciences, his extreme intelligence, his exertions 
and his attainments, all of which surpass description. I have always held this 
opinion. Personally, my admiration is even greater for the asceticism, piety and 
religiosity with which God has endowed him, for his sell ess championship of the 
truth, his adherence to the path of our forebears, his pursuit of perfection, the 
wonder of his example, unrivalled in our time and in times past.  47    

 These statements are all the more weighty because al-Dhahab ı 3  was 

far from an uncritical admirer of Ibn Taymiyya   and al-Subk ı 3  was Ibn 

Taymiyya’s avowed intellectual foe.  48   His biographers consistently men-

tion his detachment from “his worldly surroundings,” his “ complete 

absorption in his religious cause,” and his “indifference to the various 

forms of punishment which might be inl icted upon him.”  49   He famously 

  45     D. Little, “Did Ibn Taymiyya   Have a Screw Loose?”  SI  41 ( 1975 ): 99.  

  46     Ibid.  

  47     Ibid., 99–100.  

  48     C. Bori,  Ibn Taymiyya    : una vita esemplare. Analisi delle fonti classiche della sua biograi a  

(Supplemento no. 1 alle Rivista degli Studi orientali, vol. LXXVI. Istituti editoriali e 

polignatici internazionali,  2003 ), 142–8 and 191–4; and summarized in  idem , “A New 

Source for the Biography of Ibn Taymiyya,”  BSOAS  67 ( 2004 ): 321–48, 327.  

  49     Little, “Did Ibn Taymiyya  ,” 106.  
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said when given the news of his house arrest, “What can my enemies 

do to me? My Garden is in my heart; wherever I go, it goes with me. 

My imprisonment is solitary (worship of God)! My death is martyr-

dom! My banishment is a journey (across God’s earth – reference to a 

Qur’anic verse)!”  50   

 Similarly revealing and intense are his most inl uential disciple Ibn 

Qayyim al-Jawziyya’  s discussion of his spiritual insights and devotion.  51   

What his doting admirers like Ibn al-Qayyim took to be his remark-

able godliness, resolve, and willpower were seen by his foes as marks 

of his “pride, impetuosity, obstinacy, intolerance, and tactlessness.”  52   His 

contemporaries, nonetheless, consistently tell us of his incredible clem-

ency toward his detractors, including those jurists and judges who had 

campaigned to have him executed.  53   

 He was a relentless activist who engaged in social reform, even vigi-

lante dispensation of justice and moral policing, which he did with his 

group of devoted fellow scholars and students. He was also exceptionally 

well informed about his political and social world.  54   Swartz aptly sums 

up Ibn Taymiyya’  s exceptional breadth of practical as well as theoretical 

knowledge: “It is not going too far to say that Ibn Taymiyya   was one of 

the best informed men of his time. Though he was a staunch defender of 

Sunni   traditionalism, this i rm attachment did not prevent his thought 

from being inl uenced in important ways by the rationalist theologians, 

philosophers and sectarian thinkers.”  55   

 Whereas Ibn Taymiyya   doubtless shared with Ghaz a4 l ı3    the project of 

the reform of Muslim thought and spirituality, his attitude toward rea-

son and politics is as far as it could be from Ghaz a4 l ı3 ’s attitude of “eating 

carrion.” Instead, one i nds Ibn Taymiyya persistently and optimistically 

engaged with the political, intellectual, and spiritual problems of the day 

  50     Ibid.  

  51     See Anjum, “Sui sm  .”  

  52     Little, “Did Ibn Taymiyya  ,” 107.  

  53     His last epistle from the prison where he died declares his forgiveness for all his enemies 

and goes on to say, “If a man could be thanked for his evil deeds, I would have thanked 

all those responsible for [my trial and imprisonment]” (MF, 28:55).  

  54     As noted earlier, Ibn Taymiyya’  s leading part in defending Syria   against the Mongols 

won him great fame and inl uence in Syria and generally. Ibn Taymiyya provided legal 

basis for i ghting against them and charged that they were conspiring with the crusaders 

against Muslims (Ibn Kath ı3 r  ,  Al-Bid   a4   ya wa’l-nih   a4   ya , ed.  ʿ Al ı3  Sh ı3 r ı3  [D a4 r I h y a4’  al-Tur a4 th 

al- ʿ Arab ı3 , 1408/ 1988 ], 14:24). Recent studies, incidentally, coni rm this charge: R. Amitai-

Preiss, “Mongol, Imperial Ideology and the Ilkh a4 nid War,” in  The Mongol Empire and Its 

Legacy , ed.  idem  (Brill, 1999), 58–60.  

  55     Swartz, 95.  
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with the conviction that they can be resolved or reformed in the light of 

reason and revelation.  56   The l ip side of his activist scholarship is rel ected 

in the sharp and quick tone of his writings, laced with declarations of 

deviation and misguidance of his opponents. Even when engaged in 

involved deconstruction of a most recondite discourse, he did not lose 

sight of his role as a preacher, a teacher, and a spiritual guide, supremely 

concerned to alert his readers of the error of these doctrines and their 

consequences.   

  ibn taymiyya and ash   ʿ   arism: construction 
and criticism 

     Truth often being a complex balancing act, adherence to it was seen by 

Ibn Taymiyya as a relative matter rather than a sharp dichotomy. His 

stance toward Ash ʿ arism was a manifestation of this general attitude: 

“The discourses of [the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  ] contain sound arguments and that are 

in agreement with the Sunna, the Community   and   h�   ad   ı̄   th , and they are 

in fact to be counted from amongst the  Ahl al-Sunna     wa’l-Jam   a4   ‘a  rela-

tive to the likes of the Mu ʿ tazila  , the R a4 i  d  ı3 s and others.”  57   He frequently 

acknowledged the merits of the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s and defended them against 

their more vitriolic opponents from both among the traditionalists   and 

rationalists.  58   The great  H anbal ı3    Sui  Ab u4  Ism a4  ʿ  ı3 l al-An s  a4 r ı3  al-Haraw ı3  

(d. 481/1089), the author of  Dhamm al-kal   a4   m      (Censure of  kal   a4   m ), had 

vehemently censured the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s as being no better than the hated oppo-

nents of Sunna, the Jahmiyya, and the Mu ʿ tazila  . Defending the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s 

against this charge, Ibn Taymiyya wrote that al-Haraw ı3  “has exaggerated 

his censure of the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s, for in fact they are the closest of the groups to 

the Sunna.”  59   He acknowledged their contribution in defending the truth 

(Sunni   orthodoxy). He mentions in particular the role of the vizier Ni z  a4 m 

al-Mulk   and scholars in his entourage like Juwayn ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3    who in 

the wake of the R a4 i  d  ı3  and Qarma t  ı3  threats . . . established the Sunna, 

refuted their heresies, and for that the Community   duly reveres and hon-

ors them.”  60   Saladin  , a staunch Ash ʿ ar ı3 , is praised as the champion of the 

  56     Jon Hoover’  s  Ibn Taymiyya  ’  s Theodicy of Perpetual Optimism  (Brill,  2007 ) points out 

Ibn Taymiyya’s optimism in the domain of divine justice. I seek to point out the political 

optimism that characterized his entire intellectual and practical career.  

  57     Ibn Taymiyya,  Naq   d�    al-ta’s   ı̄   s , 2:87, quoted in Ma h m u4 d, 727.  

  58     MF, 6:55; See also, MF, 12:32–3;  Dar’(S) , 6:292; and  Man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n , 142–3.  

  59     MF, 8:230.  

  60     MF, 4:18.  
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Sunna because of his defeat of the F a4  t imids   in Egypt  .  61   Furthermore, he 

writes: “There is not one among the [the early Ash ʿ ar ı3  masters] who has 

not made much appreciated contribution deserving of divine reward in 

refuting the heretics and enemies of religion and support of religion and 

the people of the Sunna in a way that is not hidden from anyone who 

known of them and speaks of them with knowledge, truth and fairness.”  62   

He writes that the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s “sometimes erred and exaggerated in their 

reaction to the Mu ʿ tazila  , but that can be likened to an army that i ghts 

the enemy and in the process commits mistakes and transgressions.”  63   

Indeed, in a remarkably fair and nonpartisan vein, he comments that 

some of the early Ash ʿ ar ı3 s were closer to the original position of A h mad 

b.  H anbal   and the  salaf      than some of the  H anbal ı3 s   who had engaged in 

 kal   a4   m     , “such as Ibn  ʿ Aq ı3 l,  S adaqa b. al-Husain, Ibn al-Jawz ı3  and others.”  64   

His praise of B a4 qill a4 n ı3    is particularly generous, and he considers him the 

ablest of  kal   a4   m  scholars among the early Ash ʿ ar ı3 s and second only to 

al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    himself in his closeness to the early Muslims’ positions.  65   Yet, 

despite their best intentions to defend the Sunni   orthodoxy by using the 

intellectual arguments of  kal   a4   m , they inadvertently accepted the funda-

mental premises of their opponents, the Mu ʿ tazila, while rejecting their 

corollaries in subsidiary issues:

  But this principle [namely, the denial of divine temporality], which they had 
accepted from the Mu ʿ tazila  , confused them. Being learned and intelligent schol-
ars, they needed to respond to it and [in that attempt, they] accepted its prem-
ises and corollaries, and that led them to positions which the leaders of religion 
and knowledge disapproved, and people became divided into extremes regarding 
them. . . . Moderation, however, is always the best course.  66    

 Against the allegation, reported by al-Sijz ı3  that “al-Ash ʿ ar ı3    had embraced 

the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    school for [the i rst] forty years [of his life], then he repented, 

but [in fact] he reverted only on subsidiary issues ( fur   u4   ‘ ) and stayed on the 

[Mu ʿ tazil ı3 ] fundamentals ( u   s�    u4   l ),”  67   Ibn Taymiyya is at pains to argue that, 

after his conversion, al-Ash ʿ ar ı3  indeed conformed to all of the traditionalist   

positions and sincerely sought to refute all the positions of the Mu ʿ tazila, 

  61     MF, 3:281.  

  62      Dar’(S) , 2:102.  

  63      Minh   a4   j ,   1:313.  

  64      Dar’(S) , 1:270.  

  65      Dar’(S) , 5:98.  

  66      Dar’(S) , 2:101–2.  

  67     In  Dar’(S) , 7:236, Ibn Taymiyya   reports this opinion as cited the Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    Ab u4  Nasr al-Sijz ı3’ s 

(d. 444)  al-Ib   a4   na , who in turn reports it from a M a4 lik ı3    jurist Ab u4  Sa ʿ  ı3 d al-Barq ı3 .  
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fundamental or subsidiary, that he understood as having been rejected by 

the traditionalist imams.  68   His evaluation of the Ash ʿ ar ı3  school is signii -

cantly more nuanced, in fact, than even the early Orientalists’ who were 

sympathetic to Ash ʿ arism, such as Goldziher, who criticized al-Ash ʿ ar ı3  for 

having capitulated to A h mad b.  H anbal’  s doctrine, and insisted that “one 

must not credit him with something which belongs to the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s of the 

i fth/eleventh century if one is to remain within the real world.”  69   

 Turning now to substantive issues in Ibn Taymiyya’s critique of Ash ʿ ar ı3  

 kal   a4   m     , let us recall that the latter had been a response to two major 

problems that were posed to the traditionalists   by various rationalist 

theologians: the problem of the nature of divine being and attributes and 

that of human responsibility. The Ash ʿ ar ı3 s had resolved the problem of 

theodicy by privileging God’s omnipotence over justice (thus embrac-

ing an extreme form of voluntarism against Mu ʿ tazil ı3    intellectualism), 

and thus having to undermine human free will and, by corollary, ethical 

capacity or responsibility (although, as shown later in the chapter, given 

the primacy of law in Islam, this doctrine was never straightforward, 

varied overtime, and was often limited to theological polemics). The spe-

cii c Ash ʿ ar ı3  doctrines that Ibn Taymiyya criticized lay primarily in the 

domains of theology and ethics  70   and had implications in the domain 

of law and politics: (1) the problem of the obligation of  na   z�   ar     , rational 

speculation about God, upon every believer.  71   (2) The method of “tem-

porality of bodies” (  t�   ar   ı̄   q    h�   ud   u4   th al-ajs   a4   m ) as the means to prove the 

existence of a Creator. (3) Negation (or metaphorical interpretation) of 

some of the divine attributes afi rmed in scripture, namely other than 

the seven attributes that, according to the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s, could be rationally 

known. These were: life (  h�   ay   a4   t ), power ( qudra ), will ( ir   a4   da ), knowledge 

( ʿ  ilm ), sight ( ba   s�   ar ), hearing ( sam  ʿ ), and speech ( kal   a4   m ).  72   The i rst four 

(life, power, will, knowledge) are taken to be attributes known by reason, 

while the last three (sight, hearing, speech) are considered to be accessible 

only through revelation ( sam   ʿ    iyy   a4   t ). (4) Primacy of reason over revelation 

in case when a contradiction is perceived, namely the  q   a4   n   u4   n      discussed 

  68      Dar’(S),  7:236–8; Ma h m u4 d, 836.  

  69     Makdisi, “Hanbal ı3    Islam,” 224.  

  70     Mahm u4 d, 803.  

  71     Ibn Taymiyya,  Dar’(S),  8:348–358, notes that Juwayn ı3   , Ghaz a4 l ı3   , R a4 z ı3   , and the  H anbal ı3 s   

Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  al-Farr a4’    and Ibn  ʿ Aq ı3 l all i rst held to the obligation of  na   z�   ar      and then later 

retracted their opinions.  

  72      EI   2  , s.v., “All a4 h” (L. Gardet). For Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s presentation and defense of these in a sum-

mary form, see  I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:121–3.  
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earlier. (5) Extreme emphasis on predestination and  voluntarism so as to 

effectively (but not consistently) deny human agency in the moral world 

and causality in the natural world.  73   (6) The impossibility of rational 

knowledge of ethics, or, in extreme form, the denial of even the ontolog-

ical reality of ethics.  74   

  A Theology of Active Obedience and Disciplined Love 

 Two concerns appear to be paramount in all of Ibn Taymiyya’s theolog-

ical and philosophical writings: the imperative of knowing and loving 

God and acting righteously (in accordance with the law and reason) as 

a direct result of it. Henri Laoust   aptly emphasizes the second of these 

commitments: “It thus appears that Ibn Taymiyya’s entire theology tends 

towards one sole aim: that of giving a foundation to his ethics and, con-

sequently, to all his juridical and social philosophy.”  75   To secure this end, 

Ibn Taymiyya, notes Fazlur Rahman  , “bluntly points out the discord that 

exists at the bottom between the Sunni   orthodox theological formulas 

and the presuppositions of the law.”  76   Ibn Taymiyya writes,  

  You will i nd many jurists involved in self-contradiction. Thus, when they think 
along with the theologians who afi rm the sole Power of God by saying that the 
(human) power and efi cacy (does not precede) the act (but is created by God) 
together with the act, they agree with this. But when they think in terms of law, 
they have to afi rm a preceding (and free) human power which is the foundation 
of the Command and the Prohibition.  77    

 To separate God’s goodness from the fact of human evil, the difference 

between divine will ( ir   a4   da ) and love ( ma   h�   abba ), not recognized by the 

Ash ʿ ar ı3 s, is of cardinal signii cance for Ibn Taymiyya. The Ash ʿ ar ı3 s denied 

it because (1) given His Omnipotence and lack of any personal interest 

( ghara   d�  ), they considered it impossible that God loved something but did 

not will it; (2) attributing love to God is to attribute a weakness (inclina-

tion and need of the beloved) not suitable to God; (3) love required some 

similarity ( mun   a4   saba ) between the lover and the beloved (in holding 

  73      Minh   a4   j ,   1:94–5.  

  74     MF, 8:231.  

  75     Laoust  ,  Essai , 177.  

  76     Rahman,  Islam , 114.  

  77     Ibid. Zysow, 103, similarly notes that “orthodox theologians” (i.e., M a4 t u4 r ı3 d ı3 s and 

Ash ʿ ar ı3 s) negated human free will but, when faced with issues of practical legal theory, 

had no qualms about accepting the Mu ʿ tazil ı3   -sounding legal doctrine; some even dislike 

importation of theological contentions into legal theory (121).  
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this, the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s were reiterating the ancient Near Eastern doctrine on 

the nature of love), which could not be posited between God and His 

 creation; and i nally, (4) love, in its usual sense in the Qur’an and   h�   ad   ı ̄   th  

literature, is tied to particular acts and states of a beloved servant, which 

would require that God love a person at one instant when she or he acted 

righteously and cease to love when the same person sinned. This would 

entail a change in God, which is impossible. If, however, God’s love men-

tioned in the Qur’an is interpreted as the unchanging divine will to pre-

deterministically reward or punish a particular servant (regardless of his/

her state at any particular moment), all of the aforementioned problems 

can be resolved and the metaphor of divine love can be seen as consonant 

with the omniscience and timelessness of God.  78   

 Al-Ash ʿ ar ı3 ’  s attempt to harmonize his extreme voluntarism (e mphasis 

on God’s omnipotence) at the expense of divine justice and human 

responsibility, along with the traditional insistence on not ascribing evil 

to God, led him to subscribe to and develop an earlier Mu ʿ tazil ı3    doctrine 

of  kasb     . According to the doctrine of  kasb , God created both human 

action and the power to act at the time of action, yet humans acquire the 

action and thus become the site of the action. In Ibn Taymiyya’s view, 

this doctrine lacked cogency as well as coherence (in this critique he was 

simply agreeing with Juwayn ı3    and many others), and upon closer exam-

ination it gets reduced to the  jabr      (fatalism) of the type the Jahmiyya 

had posited.  79   Of course, the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s rejected Jahmism, Ibn Taymiyya 

argued, but only superi cially, “only in choice of words, thus putting forth 

something that escapes understanding.”  80   Later, the more philosophically 

astute Ash ʿ ar ı3 s, in particular R a4 z ı3   , altogether abandoned the doctrine of 

 kasb  and endorsed unequivocally the doctrine of  jabr  and saw no reason 

not to extend it to the domain of legal theory; indeed, in his mystical writ-

ings, R a4 z ı3  draws from it the obvious conclusion of moral indifference.  81   

  78     See Bell,  Theory of Love , for denial of God’s love: B a4 qill a4 n ı3  (56–7), Juwayn ı3    (58–9), 

Ghaz a4 l ı3    (206).  

  79     MF, 8:339–40 ( I   h�   tij   a4   j ).  

  80      Minh   a4   j      1:326; MF, 8:230.  

  81     Thus R a4 z ı3   , “It is thus established that . . . the human choice is pre-determined, and there 

is nothing in existence except jabr”   ( al-Mab   a4    h�   ith al-mashriqiyya ); “The existence of the 

action of a servant depends on the motive ( d   a4    ʿ    iya ) that God creates, and when that 

motive is found, the action must result, and, therefore, predeterminism ( jabr ) is a neces-

sity” ( al-Ma   h�s�    u4   l f   ı̄    u   s�    u4   l al-i qh     ), and in his mystical writings, R a4 z ı3  takes  jabr  to its logical 

result of moral indifference: “The mystic knower must have no concern with the acts of 

the creation, nor does he feel displeasure upon seeing evil being done, for he knows God’s 

secret in predestination ( qadar     )” ( Shar   h�    al-ish   a4   r   a4   t ; all qtd. in Ma h m u4 d, 686).  
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Pointing to a qur’anic verse, namely that “God does not burden someone 

who does not have capacity,”  82   Ibn Taymiyya rejects  jabr  and insists that 

“a servant is indeed the doer of his acts.”  83   

 It is to rescue ethical and religious responsibility from the antinomy 

latent in the doctrine of  jabr      that Ibn Taymiyya distinguished between 

two aspects of divine oneness ( tawh   ı̄   d ): oneness of God’s Lordship 

( rub   u4   biyya ), which emphasized God’s power and providence, and the 

even nobler aspect of oneness, oneness of divinity ( ul   u4   hiyya ), which 

emphasized God’s right to be loved and obeyed and human responsibility 

and capacity to do so.  84   Thus, the doctrine of human responsibility and 

assertion of God’s power became simultaneously built into the very idea 

of God’s oneness. How and whether Ibn Taymiyya himself resolves this 

problem is beyond the purview of the present study.  85   His statement of 

creed written for the common Muslims of al-W a4  s i t  best summarizes his 

view in an uncomplicated way: “Men are actors in the genuine sense of 

that term; however, God is the creator of their actions (as stated in the 

Qur’an). Men are the ones who believe or disbelieve, who live piously or 

impiously, who pray and fast. Men have power ( qudra ) over their deeds 

and will them ( ir   a4   da ), while God, on the other hand, is the creator of their 

power and their will.”  86   

 Ibn Taymiyya is careful to separate the issue of God’s omnipotence 

from that of human ethical knowledge. His insistence on the possibility 

of what we may call natural law must not be tied with any kind of neces-

sitarianism or intellectualism.  87   He writes:

  82      Minh   a4   j ,   1:274; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ,   103.  

  83      Minh   a4   j ,   266; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ,   104.  

  84     MRK, 2:136, 2:116; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ,   104, 163ff.  

  85     L. Holtzman, “Human Choice, Divine Guidance and the  Fi   t�   ra  Tradition: The Use of 

Had ı3 th in Theological Treatises by Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya  ,” in 

Rapoport and Ahmed,  Ibn Taymiyya and His Times .  

  86      W   a4   si   t�   iyya     , 27–8; Swartz, 123.  

  87     Incidentally, the medieval Christian theologian and philosopher, William of Ockham (d. 

 ca . 1349) has a remarkably similar doctrine in many respects. Natural law is possible 

but it does not bind God; rather, it becomes possible because of God’s willingness, in the 

realm of his ordained power. A modern commentator writes: “What Ockham did was to 

ground the natural law, and indeed all ethical values, on the will of God. Natural laws 

ceased, therefore, to be a ‘dictate of reason as to what is right, grounded in the being of 

God but unalterable even by Him,’ and became ‘a divine command . . . right and binding 

merely because God was the lawgiver.’ . . . The dictates of natural law, the infallibility   of 

right reason, the very fact that it is virtuous to act in accordance with right reason – all 

of these amount to nothing more than the inscrutable manifestation of divine omnipo-

tence” (Gierke-Maitland, qtd. in F. Oakley,  The Political Thought of Pierre d’Ailly: The 

Voluntarist Tradition  [Yale University Press,  1964 ], 171). Oakley continues, “The i nality 
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  Some people think that those who believe in the rationality of good and evil 
thereby deny  qadar      (omnipotence of God) and are bracketed with the Mu ʿ tazila   
on the issue of divine justice ( ta   ʿ    d   ı̄   l wa tajw   ı̄   r ). This is not correct. The majority of 
Muslims do not side with the Mu ʿ tazila in this regard; nor do they agree with the 
Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   in their denial of purpose in divine actions or in their negation of causal-
ity in nature . . . . The issue of (rational) knowledge of good and evil is not tied to 
the issue of divine omnipotence ( qadar ).  88    

 God’s acts, to Ibn Taymiyya, have a purpose known ultimately only to 

Him, for God’s reason is nothing like human reason, and hence human 

reason is not in a position to postulate a purpose for divine actions and 

require him to act according to its dictates:

  God’s acts cannot be judged on the pattern of human acts, for humans are slaves 
while God is their Lord. They wrong each other and commit shameful acts; and 
He has power to stop them, yet He chooses not to do so. This does not impute 
evil to God, for He may have a higher purpose (  h�   ikma ) behind [allowing such evil 
to occur] or may have some good to bestow on His slaves. This is what the  salaf     , 
the jurists, and Muslims in general believe; they all afi rm that creation as well as 
the legislative decree of God has a  purpose  [rational to God, but possibly out of 
the reach of human reason].  89    

 The Ash ʿ ar ı3  doctrine “that God neither loves good nor hates evil” is 

unacceptable, for it is contradictory to the Qur’an, the consensus   of the 

early Muslim community, as well as common sense.  90   To act ethically in 

accordance with one’s reason, even if not specii cally commanded in the 

law, thus becomes more than mere following the command; it becomes a 

rel ection of one’s love for God because God loves both what is good and 

those who do good.       

       

of right reason is contingent upon God’s will, for it is only ‘by the very fact that the divine 

will wishes it that right reason dictates what is to be willed’” (Ibid., 189).  

  88     MF, 8:428–30; Ansari, 8–9.  

  89     Ansari, 10. He elaborates elsewhere what this higher rational purpose might be. It is a 

key doctrine of Ibn Taymiyya that God has chosen to create the universe and acts the 

way he does out of wisdom, which ultimately can be explained as love. He loves good 

and justice and has chosen to not do evil or injustice. The question of whether God is 

bound to love is invalid, for love, just like wisdom and might, are attributes of God, and 

any questioning beyond this is futile and, for Ibn Taymiyya, against reason as well as 

revelation. It is signii cant, however, that Ibn Taymiyya places love at the center of God’s 

creative as well as prescriptive commands (Bell, 209–10).  

  90     Ansari, 11; MF, 8:428–36.  
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   Reconciling reason and revelation was one of the main intellectual 

 projects of Ibn Taymiyya   in all of his theoretical engagement. In partic-

ular, he was concerned with the refutation of the Ash ʿ ar ı3    hermeneutical 

principle,  q   a4   n   u4   n     al-ta’w   ı̄   l , which posited the possibility of contradiction 

between reason and revelation and gave primacy to reason over reve-

lation in theological matters. The main interlocutors of Ibn Taymiyya, 

therefore, were the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s: As fellow Sunnis, they shared many of his 

commitments, yet, precisely because they represented the dominant Sunni   

tendency, they were the chief target of his criticism. His engagement with 

the Mu ʿ tazil ı3     kal   a4   m      and the  fal   a4   sifa  may be considered corollaries of his 

key concern to challenge and rectify the prevailing orthodoxy.  

  dar’ ta   ʿa4    rud       : ibn taymiyya’  s magnum opus 

   Ibn Taymiyya’s critiques of  q   a4   n   u4   n     al-ta’w   ı̄   l , the Ash ʿ ar ı3    principle of 

interpretation, and the epistemological and hermeneutic principles that 

underlay it are scattered throughout his massive corpus. His persistent 

engagement with it can be appreciated by his own account that he refuted 

one of its premises, namely the impossibility of dei nitive knowledge 

based on revelation, in his commentary on R a4 z ı3  ’   s  Mu   h�   a   s�s�   al , and refuted 

the rest of its clauses some thirty years later in  Dar’ ta   ʿ     a4   ru   d�  .  1   

 Ibn Taymiyya’s views on the harmony of reason and revelation were i rst 

discussed by Henri Laoust,   whose comments on this issue were brief but 

perceptive. He wrote that according to Ibn Taymiyya, “The Law [ Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a     ] 

     5 
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  1      Dar’(S) , 1:22.  
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then is all reason. No opposition between revelation and reason should 

exist. The authentic scriptural tradition ( naql    s�   a   h�    ı ̄    h�  ) and proper reason 

(  ʿ    aql    s�   ar   ı̄    h�  ) are two manifestations of the one and same reality.”  2   Another 

study that took on this problem was an article by Benyamin Abrahamov, 

who concluded at i rst that Ibn Taymiyya comes very close to Ibn Rushd 

in his manner of denying contradiction between reason and revelation, 

except that whereas Ibn Rushd considered the two domains true but inde-

pendent of each other, Ibn Taymiyya chose to coni ne himself to the terms 

and rational proofs found in revelation, thus subjugating reason utterly 

to revelation and allowing it no status outside of it.  3   In a later study of 

Muslim thought, Abrahamov rejected his former conclusion, arguing that 

“for Ibn Taymiyya there are rational arguments arising from the human 

intellect   independently of revelation, which are valid so long as they do 

not contradict revelation. Reason is thus an independent source of knowl-

edge of God.”  4   Yahya Michot   has reached a similar conclusion.  5   

 The endeavor of harmonizing reason and revelation in itself was not 

new among Muslim theologians; it may be said to be the object of all 

theology. After all, the  q   a4   n   u4   n      was merely a way for the  mutakallim   u4   n  

to circumvent the contradictions between reason and revelation that 

had appeared inescapable. But Ibn Taymiyya’s was a challenging time 

in Islamic history to claim harmony of reason and revelation. In the face 

of the formidable rationalist metaphysical systems that held sway in 

the medieval period, the traditionalists   had no easy options. They could 

either defend revelation against all intellectual objections or abandon the 

intellectual scene completely, declaring it prohibited to even set eyes on 

the books of  kal   a4   m     , let alone  falsafa     . The i rst option was clearly far more 

difi cult and risky, for rational objections against faith in the statements 

of revelation were too many and too deeply entrenched to allow posit-

ing a facile harmony of the two. Not only the die-hard  ahl al-   h�   ad   ı̄   th     , but 

even the typical Ash ʿ ar ı3    followers found it safer to stay clear of reopening 

  2     Laoust  ,  Essai , 176–7.  

  3     B. Abrahamov, “Ibn Taymiyya   on the Agreement of Reason with Tradition,”  MW  82:3–4 

( 1992 ): 173–256.  

  4     B. Abrahamov,  Islamic Theology: Traditionalism and Rationalism  (Edinburgh University 

Press,  1998 ), 51; Hoover  , 30n37.  

  5     Quoted in Hoover  , 30n39. Also, Y. Michot  , “Vanit é s Intellectuales . . . L’impasse des ratio-

nalismes selon  Le Rejet de la contradiction d’Ibn Taymiyya     ,” in  Oriente Moderno , 19/80 

NS (Rome, 2000), 597–617; N. Heer, “The Priority of Reason in the Interpretation of 

Scripture: Ibn Taymiyya and the  Mutakallim   u4   n ,” in  Literary Heritage of Classical Islam: 

Arabic and Islamic Studies in the Honor of J. A. Bellamy , ed. M. Mir (Darwin Press, 

1993), 181–95.  
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questions that had been settled by the great masters. Ghaz a4 l ı3    had himself 

advised the commoners   and lesser scholars, in his  I   h�   y   a4    ’   and more pas-

sionately in  Ilj   a4   m     , against delving in  kal   a4   m  if one wished to keep one’s 

“glass of faith” intact. Ibn Taymiyya’s way of demonstrating the har-

mony of reason and revelation denied easy shortcuts, namely the theolo-

gians’ interpreting away the problematic revelational texts to i t rational 

judgments as well as the traditionalists’ convenient solution of endorsing 

reason only where it agreed with revelation. Instead, he argued for tak-

ing both reason and revelation seriously, each on their own grounds, and 

attempted to show that they invariably agreed. 

  Ibn Taymiyya’s Letter to a Syrian Prince as a 

Summary of  Dar ’ 

 Known for their digressive style and lack of didactic markers, Ibn 

Taymiyya’s writings pose many a challenge to the modern reader. What 

more than compensates for these stylistic infelicities, however, is a certain 

methodological simplicity made possible by a profound coherence in his 

entire corpus. Taking our cue from William James and beginning by look-

ing for the center of his vision rather than crawling like a “myopic ant” 

over the massive edii ce of his thought makes the task of understand-

ing  Dar’  manageable.  6   Despite the complexity of the subject matter, the 

vast range of issues and interlocutors, and the length of the treatise, the 

coherence of its overarching argument makes the presentation orderly 

and logical. 

 Our task of analyzing  Dar’  is further facilitated by what I contend is 

the author’s own summary of his argument in a brief epistle he wrote 

a few years after the completion of  Dar’ .  Dar’  has been dated to have 

been authored between AH 712 and 717.  7   The epistle, addressed to a 

  6     James,  A Pluralistic , 263.  

  7     The editor Mu h ammad Rash a4 d S a4 lim (see later in the chapter) dates the writing of 

 Dar’  to somewhere between 712 and 717, the earlier being the more likely case. The 

i rst modern edition of  Dar’  was published in an incomplete form as  Bay   a4   n muw   a4   faqat  

  s�   ar   ı̄    h�    al-ma   ʿ    q   u4   l li-   s�   a   h�    ı̄    h�    al-manq   u4   l  (Exposition of the Agreement of Clear Reason with 

Authentic Revelation) on the margins of an early edition of  Minh   a4   j      in Cairo (B u4 l a4 q), 

1321/1903. This corresponds to  Dar’,  1:3–4:295. Another incomplete edition appeared as 

 Muw   a4   faqat    s�   ar   ı̄    h�    al-ma   ʿ    q   u4   l li-   s�   a   h�    ı̄    h�    al-manq   u4   l , ed. M. M.  ʿ Abd al- H am ı3 d and M.  H  a4 mid 

al-Fiq ı3  (Ma t ba ʿ  al-Sunna al-Muhammadiyya, 1370/1951). Another incomplete edition 

appeared as  Dar’  in Cairo, 1971, edited by Mu h ammad Rash a4 d S a4 lim, which was then 

completed in a full eleven-volume edition (al-Mamlakah al- ʿ Arabı3yah al-Sa ʿ u4dı3yah, Ja4mi ʿ a 

al-Ima4m Muhammad ibn Sa ʿ u4d al-Isla4mı3yah, 1979–1981), and then reprinted several 

times.  
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Syrian prince Ab u4  ’l-Fid a4  ’    (d. 732/1331) who was “the then Governor of 

 H ama’ . . . and a well-known historian,” is dated between 720/1320 and 

726/1326.  8   It was most likely written as a part of Ibn Taymiyya’s mis-

sionary activism to spread his message as far and wide as possible. Siraj 

Haque, who i rst published it in 1952, incorrectly surmised that it was 

written “on the request of some person, whose name has been suppressed 

in the manuscript, and was meant to serve him as a letter of introduction 

to the Sultan.” Furthermore, Haque misinterpreted crucial cues as to the 

purpose of the letter masking its relationship to  Dar’ .  9   The letter effec-

tively states its main purpose in a few statements and concludes abruptly 

with the ending salutation without suggesting any other intention but 

religious advice. Haque further mistakes a description for a title, surmis-

ing that Ibn Taymiyya refers his reader to his treatise entitled  Maq   a4   l   a4   t 

al-   ʿ     a4   lim [sic.] f   ı ̄    mas’alat    h�   ud   u4   th al-   ʿ     a4   lam wa-qidamih  (Opinions of the 

scholar on the issue of the temporality of the world and its eternity). In 

reality, this segment is merely a reference to  Dar’  in which, Ibn Taymiyya 

states, he has discussed “opinions of [the philosophers] of the world on 

the issue of the temporality of the world versus its eternity.”  10   Haque dat-

ing of the letter, however, seems correct. The content of the letter suggests 

that Ibn Taymiyya had written  Dar’  already and now was ready to pro-

vide an effective summary of its recondite arguments in a few statements, 

which we may take to be his i nal and mature position on the matter. 

 The letter opens with the usual praise for God followed by a brief dis-

course on the nature of revelation, insistence that the Greeks were devoid 

of revelational knowledge, and refutation of the  fal   a4   sifa ’s claim that the 

     8     S. Haque, “A Letter of Ibn Taymiyya   to Ab u4  ’l-Fid a4’   ,”  Documenta Islamica inedita  

( 1952 ): 155–61.  

     9     Haque, 155. However, nothing in the letter justii es that it was meant as a letter of intro-

duction; rather, as the letter suggests, the unnamed person seems to have served only 

to have introduced and praised the Sultan before Ibn Taymiyya  . The main thrust of the 

letter also coni rms this conclusion.  

  10     No treatise of Ibn Taymiyya   by the title Haque suggests is extant or mentioned by his 

biographers. The text surrounding the segment makes is clearer:  wa-lahum f   ı ̄    ’l-mab   a4   di’ 

kal   a4   mun    t�   aw   ı̄   lun qad basa   t�   n   a4   hu f   ı ̄    ’l-kit   a4   b al-kab   ı ̄   r alladh   ı̄    dhakarn   a4    f   ı ̄   -h   ı̄    maq   a4   l   a4   t 

al-   ʿ     a4   lam f   ı̄    mas’alat    h�   ud   u4   th al-   ʿ    alam wa qidamih  (and they [the Greek philosophers] 

have much to say in this matter, which we have explained in the big book in which we 

have mentioned the opinions of [the scholars of] the world on the issue of the origina-

tion of the world or its eternity). The only known lengthy treatise of Ibn Taymiyya that 

elaborated in great detail on the issue of the creation versus eternity of the world is  Dar’ , 

which, according to M. S a4 lim, the editor of the critical eleven-volume edition of  Dar’ , can 

be dated somewhere between 713/1313 and 717/1317. This also corroborates Haques’ 

suggestion that the latter had originated between 720/1320 and 726/1326.  
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qur’anic hero Dhu ’l-Qarnayn (“the two-horned one”) was the same 

 i gure as Alexander the Macedonian, for Alexander was pagan, whereas 

the qur’anic hero a righteous monotheist. These references appeal, for 

one, to Ab u4  ’l-Fid a4  ’   s historical interest and also suggest that Ibn Taymiyya 

was concerned with the inl uence on the prince of the propaganda that 

Aristotle, the First Teacher of philosophy, was a monotheist given that 

his disciple, Alexander the Great, had been mentioned with praise in 

the Qur’an as a monotheist. Then there follows a rational defense of 

the position that only God is eternal, and those who claim the eternity 

of the world following Aristotle contradict reason as well as revelation. 

Then Ibn Taymiyya takes up his main point: 

 Whoever considers dei nitive rational proofs ( al-adilla al-   ʿ    aqliyya al-yaq   ı̄   niyya ) 
with due thoroughness will know that they agree with the teachings of [God’s] 
messengers and prove the necessity of trusting them. Similarly, whoever considers 
revelational proofs ( al-adilla al-sam   ʿ    iyya ) with due understanding will know that 
God has guided His servants in His Book to dei nitive rational proofs by which 
can be known the existence of the Creator, the subsistence of His attributes of 
perfection . . . the truthfulness of His messengers . . . and that [the messengers] 
have perfected for God’s servants what their unaided intellects were incapable of 
comprehending. 

 The means of knowledge are three, sense perception ( hiss ), speculative thinking 
( na   z�   ar     ), and report ( khabar ). The early adherents ( salaf     ) of this Community   had 
acquired the knowledge of the ultimate purpose of both types of sciences, ratio-
nal as well as revelational, and they knew that each of the two entails the other, 
there being no contradiction between them. God has revealed in His Book that 
both reason and revelation lead to salvation ( anna kulla   n    min al-   ʿ    aql wa ’l-sam   ʿ    
 yuj   ı̄   b   u    al-naj   a4   t ), thus God informs us of the denizens of the Fire that “they shall 
say: ‘Alas, had we listened or reasoned, we would not be among the companions 
of the Fire!’” (Q, 68:10) . . . 

 Thus God has implied that reason by itself ( mujarrad al-   ʿ    aql ) leads to salvation, 
and so does revelation by itself, except that revelation does not benei t without 
reason, for mere transmission by an informer cannot guide  11   if its truthfulness is 
not known, and the truthfulness of prophets can be known only by reason. 

 However, a group of the people of  kal   a4   m      has supposed that the guidance of rev-
elation is limited to mere transmission and, realizing that mere transmission of 
information is of no benei t if the truthfulness of its transmitter is not known, 
have made the arguments of reason external (and prior) to what the messengers 
have taught. But the best masters of  kal   a4   m  (  h�   udhdh   a4   q al-mutakallim   ı̄   n ) know 
well that the Messenger elucidated for the people rational arguments by which is 

  11     The editor, Haque, informs us that he has replaced the original  yadull  (guides) with 

 yudrak  (is comprehended), but upon reading the full sentence, his replacement turns out 

to be awkward whereas the original reads perfectly well.  
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known the existence of the Creator, His Oneness, His attributes and the truthful-
ness of His Messenger. . . 

 [The early Muslims knew of the validity and mutual necessity of reason and 
revelation] but there came from among the  kal   a4   m      theologians those who were 
dei cient in their knowledge of the Prophet’   s teachings and in what rightly guided 
reason necessitates, and they conjectured erroneously regarding God’s words and 
deeds in [the context of] the problem of the creation/temporality of the world 
(  h�   ud   u4   th al-   ʿ     a4   lam ). Their conjectures contradicted both the teachings of prophets 
as well as the requirements of reason. These people, ignorant of the Messenger’s 
teachings [in depth], assumed that they knew them well and found them in con-
tradiction of clear reason. This is the reason for people’s confusion in the matter 
of messengers. 

 A group  12   among them [tried to explain this contradiction by suggesting] 
that [messengers] taught only by way of imaginative allegories and have only 
addressed commoners  . Another group opined that their teachings do not state 
what they intend but rather the opposite of what they really mean, leaving people 
to have to discover the truth on their own. Then they go on to interpret prophetic 
teachings metaphorically (by means of  ta’w   ı ̄   l ) to i t what they have (thought up). 
Yet another group opines that prophetic teachings are equivocal ( mutash   a4   biha ) 
and their meanings are known to no one, including the messengers themselves, 
except God.  13    

 According to this passage, reason and revelation are not two entirely 

distinct sources of knowledge, but ones that overlap in some cases and 

mutually complement each other in other cases. They never contradict 

because they emanate from the same source. Without rational argu-

ment, the truth of revelation cannot be ascertained nor can its content 

be assessed, and although reason may subsist without revelation and 

guide human life, it will do so only imperfectly. Unaided reason, fur-

thermore, cannot grasp the unseen truths necessary to perfect and guide 

human life to the ultimate happiness in this life and the afterlife. In 

fact, contrary to the  mutakallim   u 4   n ’s contention, theological knowledge 

regarding God and the afterlife is in even greater need of revelation 

  12     This is a brief list of the interlocutors of  Dar’ , a more complete version of which can be 

found in  Dar’(S) , 1:176. The i rst group is the  fal   a4   sifa , who teach that revelation consists 

of useful metaphors meant only for the commoners  ; the second group is a reference to 

the later Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   like R a4 z ı3   , who do not consider the scripture entirely useless but profess 

to interpret it in ways vastly divergent from the literal meaning and sometimes opposite 

to it; the third reference is to others, including Juwayn ı3    and R a4 z ı3  in their disillusioned 

phase, who argue that the true meanings of scriptural description of the unseen cannot 

be known to anyone but God. Finally, there are those like Ghaz a4 l ı3    who hold that the 

truth may only be known through  kashf     , mystical revelation available to the elect few, a 

position that endorses the Ash ʿ ar ı3  conclusions but by using the Sui  method.  

  13     Haque, 159; for a slightly different translation of a part of this passage, see Hoover  , 31.  
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because those truths are entirely beyond human reason in contrast with 

the empirical world.  

  The Main Objectives 

 Beyond demonstrating the harmony of reason and revelation, the three 

main objectives of  Dar’  may be identii ed as follows: to demonstrate the 

incoherence of the  q   a4   n   u4   n     , to expose its consequences, and most signii -

cantly, to question the claims of necessity and universality of  kal   a4   m      by 

unsettling its very epistemological foundation and providing an alterna-

tive epistemological foundation that is rationally sound as well as in line 

with revelation. 

  1.   Incoherence of the Q a4 n u4 n   

 Ibn Taymiyya   argues the invalidity of the  q   a4   n   u4   n      by using three intertwined 

strategies: by showing its internal contradictions, its contradiction with 

revelation, and the incoherence of its epistemological premises. He begins 

by shifting the focus from the question whether reason or revelation is 

to be given preference to the more fundamental question of which of the 

two is dei nitive  on rational grounds : “It could be that both arguments 

[that are said to contradict] are dei nitive ( qa   t�    ʿ ı ̄  ), or that both are non-

dei nitive (  z�   ann   ı̄  ), or one is dei nitive while the other is non- dei nitive.” 

Because dei nitive knowledge (  ʿ    ilm ) obtains in one of three ways – sen-

sory experience, inferential reason ( na   z�   ar     ), and report ( khabar ) from a 

trustworthy source – revelation and rational inference, epistemologically, 

are at the same level in their respective domains. Hence, in determining 

which type of argument is to be given preference, what matters is the rel-

ative level of certainty that each argument furnishes, not its source:

  If both rational and revelational proofs are dei nitive, we do not concede that a 
contradiction is possible. . . . However, if [the contradiction is posited when] both 
are non-dei nitive (  z�   ann   ı̄  ), then the preferred position is the one that is preponder-
ant. If one of them is dei nitive while the other is non-dei nitive, then the dei nitive 
one is privileged without question. And if it is judged ( quddira ) that the rational 
argument is dei nitive, then it is privileged, not for being rational, but for being 
dei nitive. . . . It is therefore established that to privilege rational over revelational 
without qualii cation is an error. . . . We do not claim that rational arguments are 
invalid, or that [the rational arguments] by which we know the validity of rev-
elation are invalid, but that it is rationally inadmissible to oppose revelation by 
reason or privilege reason over it.  14    

  14      Dar’(S) , 1:86–7.  
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 It is notable that the process of determining the relative weight of vari-

ous arguments is a rational one – as rel ected in Ibn Taymiyya’s choice 

of words, “ quddira ” – a rational process of weighing and judging. In 

this respect, Ibn Taymiyya agrees with theologians. Revelation cannot be 

accessed without i rst establishing its veracity and then interpreting its 

meanings by rational means. It might seem here that reason, even in Ibn 

Taymiyya’s scheme, has the upper hand. 

 However, two of Ibn Taymiyya’s key contentions recover the author-

ity and necessity of revelation. The i rst contention is that natural reason 

(  ʿ    aql i    t�   r   ı ̄  ) as a faculty is to be distinguished from the judgments of infer-

ential reason or speculation ( ma   ʿ    q   u4   l   a4   t ). The concept of natural consti-

tution ( i    t�   ra     ) attached to reason gives reason legitimacy, indeed a divine 

nod, but also serves to limit the scope of rational speculation that might 

challenge revelation.  Fi   t�   ra  is hard-wired, in Ibn Taymiyya’s view, to love 

what is benei cial and to conclude that there is a Creator and that He 

is good, and hence to love God. What is beyond the ken of immediate 

experience and natural reason, however, falls into the category of rational 

speculation, such as the details of God’s nature and attributes, and cannot 

be known with certainty except by revelation. 

 The second contention is that revelation already contains the best of 

rational arguments that appeal to the human  i    t�   ra      and guidance on how to 

use reason to interpret it; hence the dichotomy of reason and revelation is 

false. In the i rst article of  Dar’ , Ibn Taymiyya   writes: “A  shar   ʿ ı̄   argument 

could be revelational ( sam   ʿ ı̄  ) or rational (  ʿ    aql   ı̄  ). Being  shar   ʿ ı̄   for an argu-

ment means either that the  shar  ʿ  has established it and guided to it, or has 

considered it permissible.”  15   This is a critique of the theologians’ view of 

the reason-revelation problem in two ways. Firstly, they had treated rev-

elation as if it consisted only of information or positive assertions about 

practical or unseen matters, devoid of rational arguments. The  q   a4   n   u4   n      

embodies their simplistic attitude toward the reason-revelation prob-

lem: Before the truth of revelation is ascertained by independent (namely, 

rational) means, revelation is to be treated like a black box; human rea-

son must establish its truth without looking into it. All matters pertaining 

to this endeavor have come to be labeled as intellectual or fundamental 

matters ( mas   a4    ’   il    ʿ    aqliyya  or  u   s�    u4   liyya     ). Secondly, once this truth has been 

established, then, in the postrevelation universe, reason becomes inca-

pacitated, except in interpreting the commands of revelation. The latter 

is considered to be the domain of transmitted, subsidiary, or practical 

  15      Dar’(S) , 1:198–9; Ma h m u4 d, 320–1.  
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matters ( mas   a4    ’   il naqliyya ,  fur   u4ʿ   iyya  or   ʿ    amaliyya ). Ibn Taymiyya   ques-

tions these presumptions both in cases before and after the encounter 

with revelation. 

 Before one comes to accept the veracity of someone’s claim of having 

received divine revelation, one naturally looks into it. Given that, in Ibn 

Taymiyya’  s scheme, in contrast with the Ash ʿ ar ı3    view, unaided human rea-

son is capable of knowing not only the existence of God, but also ethical 

verities, which revelation coni rms, rational engagement with the content 

of revelation becomes one way for the human mind to judge its veracity. 

He writes in  Nubuww   a4   t     , “The difference between a (true) prophet and 

a false claimant . . . is to be found in their respective characters and attri-

butes (  s�   if   a4   t ), acts ( af   ʿ     a4   l ), commands, teachings about the unseen ( khabar ), 

and signs (  a4   y   a4   t ). . . . Hence one who believes in prophets (generally) does 

not rely solely upon miracles ( khaw   a4   riq ) which might be performed by 

ini dels and the impious, but seeks evidence in the [ character of the] one 

who follows that prophet.”  16   A true prophet commands what is known to 

reason to be good, such as “oneness of God, sincerity towards Him, and 

forbids worshipping false gods, lying, injustice (  z�   ulm ). Therefore, intel-

lects (  ʿ    uq   u4   l ) and natural constitutions ( i    t�   ar ) coni rm [a truthful prophet] 

and other prophets before him. Thus he is coni rmed by clear reason 

(  s�   ar   ı̄    h�    al-ma   ʿ    q   u4   l ) and authentic revelation (  s�   a   h�    ı ̄    h�    al-manq   u4   l ) other than 

his own.”  17   He goes on to ground his afi rmation of ethical rationalism 

in an even more fundamental theological point about divine purpose in 

which he rejected the Ash ʿ ar ı3  view that denied that God had any interests, 

and hence any purpose, in His acts:

  This discourse on prophethood is a corollary of afi rming God’s wisdom ( ithb   a4   t 
al-   h�   ikma ) which makes God do all that wisdom requires and not do all that is 
against it. It says: He the Exalted and Glorii ed is Most Wise, places everything in 
a place appropriate for it, and it is not permissible for him ( l   a4    yaj   u4   zu    ʿ    alayh   ı ̄  ) to 
equate the essence of truth and falsehood, or the just and the unjust, or the know-
ing and the ignorant, or the reformer and the corrupter.  18    

 For the same reasons (divine wisdom and ethical rationalism), after the 

truth of a particular claim of revelation has been established, reason does 

not lose its effectiveness in the normative domain. Indeed, revelation 

itself endorses reason because it requires its adherents not only to obey 

what it specii cally commands, but also to do good generally and gives 

  16      Nubuww   a4   t     , 24.  

  17     Ibid., 216.  

  18     Ibid., 374.  
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general commands to be just and benevolent without specifying all the 

ways of seeking these goods, and thus prompting the believers to con-

tinue to use reason. 

 Ibn Taymiyya   thus rejects the categorical distinction implied in the 

Ash ʿ ar ı3    system between  u   s�    u4   l , theoretical/theological (in prerevelation 

time) issues in which reason trumps revelation, and  fur   u4    ʿ   , practical/

legal/religious (in postrevelation time) issues in which revelation reigns 

supreme and reason plays no independent role. The sequence of pre- and 

postrevelation reasoning as presupposed by the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s was arbitrary 

and may be easily reversed, for in reality, the two types of reasoning are 

concurrent: One may look into and follow the teachings of a religion 

before having complete faith (hence the distinction between  isl   a4   m , sub-

mission, and   ı ̄   m   a4   n , faith  19  ), and afterwards one continues to seek faith 

and conviction through obedience and appreciation of its commands. 

 Arguing for the unity of epistemology   in the two domains, he contends 

reason and revelation agree and complement each other in both theoret-

ical and practical domains, and, in both domains, each leaves room for 

the other. He posits the same trichotomy in both domains: there are issues 

in which only reason can judge, those in which only revelation can judge, 

and those in which the two complement and coni rm each other. 

 Accordingly, in the practical domain, he writes elsewhere, revelational 

commandments are of three kinds: (1) those known by revelation alone 

and altogether not accessible to reason, and these are few, such as God’s 

commandment to Abraham to offer his son in sacrii ce or to the believ-

ers to not eat pork; (2) those commanded by revelation but completed, 

implemented, or corroborated by the use of reason, such as the i ve ritual 

prayers, whose benei ts and some of the details are known by reason, but 

the basic obligation in its particular form is known by revelation alone; 

and (3) those whose desirability or benei t is known only by reason.  20   

Now, even in the i rst and third cases, while seeming to judge indepen-

dently of each other, reason and revelation in fact cooperate and corrob-

orate. For instance, in the i rst category, Abraham knew that it is most 

rational to act in accordance with God’s commandment. Similarly, an act 

in the third category, judged by reason to bring benei t or remove harm, 

automatically becomes endorsed by revelation, because revelation, in its 

general commandments, requires its adherents to attain human benei t 

and remove harm. 

  19     MF, 7:7f., ( K. al-   Ī   m   a4   n     ).  

  20     MF, 8:433–6; also, Ansari, 12–13.  
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 In the theoretical domain, he gives a similar tripartite classii cation. 

God’s messengers inform their followers of things that either agree with 

reason (revelation, in fact, provides the best rational arguments for God) 

or are acknowledged by reason to be beyond its scope, but never con-

tradicted by its dei nitive judgments.  21   Finally, as noted earlier, there are 

truths that must be known by reason in order to establish the authenticity 

of revelation. 

 The reason Ibn Taymiyya   was able to reject any categorical distinc-

tion between practical and theoretical domains is that he differed with 

the theologians of either kind on the nature of revelation as well as of 

reason. On the issue of revelation, his contention that rational certitude 

indeed is possible through revelation was two-pronged; he tried to show 

that the  q   a4   n   u4   n      effectively rendered revelation entirely meaningless – and 

would not be acceptable even to its advocates (an argument I elabo-

rate on below) – but also provided direct critique of the hermeneutical 

techniques that the  q   a4   n   u4   n  implied.  22   In the process of establishing this 

position, he was led to review the entire foundation of classical textual 

hermeneutics and language and proposed an alternative theory of linguis-

tic pragmatics. His hermeneutic theory, however, is beyond the scope of 

the present study.  23    

  2.    Exposing the Consequences of the  Q   a4   n   u 4   n      as a 

“Shock Therapy” 

 Although nowhere explicitly stated, reading between the lines we may 

suggest that one of the objectives of  Dar’  is a kind of “shock therapy” 

for the Sunni   theologians and their followers by highlighting that this 

ill-conceived settlement of reason and revelation in fact led to losing 

faith both in reason, or revelation, or both. In Article 32 of  Dar’ , Ibn 

Taymiyya   makes the potent argument that the  q   a4   n   u4   n      renders revelation 

utterly ineffectual in imparting any dei nitive knowledge in any matter 

whatsoever – a proposition that is dangerously close to the  fal   a4   sifa ’s posi-

tion, which the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   agreed amounted to a heretical rejection of the 

  21     MF, 13:136–41; translated in Ansari, 17–19; see also,  Dar’(S) , 5:297, 7:327; 

Ma h  m u 4 d, 334.  

  22     Ibn Taymiyya   states that he wrote that in his commentary of the i rst part of R a4 z ı3’   s 

 al-Muha   s�s�   al , only part of which has survived in unpublished form. It is found in his 

 Naq   d�    al-ta’s   ı̄   s  (A Critique of R a4 z ı3’ s  al-Ta’sis ), the only study of which I have come across 

is Ma h m u4 d, 861f.  

  23     M. M. Y. Ali,  Medieval Islamic Pragmatics: Sunni     Legal Theorists’ Models of Textual 

Communication  (Routledge-Curzon,  2000 ).  
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truth of revelation. The  fal   a4   sifa , who held that metaphysical truths could 

only be discovered by their method, had also attempted reconciliation 

with revelation by reducing revelation to morally effective myths that 

addressed only the commoners  . Ibn S ı3 n a4    had written, “What is demanded 

by the  shar  ʿ  and creed ( milla ) which have come to us through the tongue 

of any of the prophets is to address ( khi   t�    a4   b ) all the crowd ( al-jumh   u4   r 

al-k   a4   ffa ).”  24   Ibn Rushd wrote, in a similar vein, that the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      intended 

“simply to teach the masses ( ta   ʿ    l   ı̄   m al-jam   ı ̄    ʿ   )” and to “take care of the 

majority ( al-   ʿ    in   a4   ya bi ’l-akthar ).”  25   Ibn Taymiyya did not fail to link the 

  24     Michot  , “A Maml u4 k,” I, 169.  

  25     Ibid., 170.  

 Table 5.1.      Reason and Revelation as Sources of Knowledge in Ethical 
and Theological Domains  

  Theological Domain  
 (prerevelation) 

 Ethical/Practical Domain  
 (postrevelation) 

 Mu ʿ tazila    Reason: Effective 
 Scripture: Dependent/

Ineffective 
 [denial of most divine 

attributes in scripture 
through metaphorical 
interpretation] 

 Reason: Effective 
 Scripture: Dependent 
 (intellectualism; God bound 

by rational ethics) 
 [scripture coni rms reason] 

 Ash ʿ ar ı3 s    Reason: Effective 
 Scripture: Dependent/

Ineffective 
 [metaphorical  interpretation 

of selected scriptural 
divine attributes] 

 Reason: Ineffective 
 Scripture: Effective 
 (strict voluntarism; ethics 

not rational but God’s 
command) 

 [scripture initiates ethical 
norms] 

Ibn Taymiyya  Reason: Dependent 
 Scripture: Effective 
 [acceptance of all scriptural 

divine attributes without 
modality] 

 Reason: Effective 
 Scripture: Effective 
 [middle position of divine 

self-obligation] 
 [scripture coni rms reason] 

Fal a4 sifa  Reason: Effective 
 Scripture: Ineffective 
 [scripture as useful myths, 

theological truth by 
 reason alone] 

 Reason: Effective 
 Scripture: Effective 
 [scriptural law useful for 

commoners]   
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consequences of R a4 z ı3  ’   s  q   a4   n   u4   n  to the bolder Avicennan principle that 

while “the prophets indeed meant [by their revelation its] outward mean-

ings, even though these outward meanings, as far as the matter itself is 

concerned, are a lie and opposed to the truth; they wanted to make the 

crowd understand by means of lies and vain things what is in their [own 

better] interest ( ma   s�   la   h�   a ).”  26   

 Ghaz a4 l ı3    had similarly repeatedly complained that “[the  fal   a4   sifa ] 

accused the prophets . . . of lying in the [public] interest. . . . They say that 

the Prophet   taught in opposition to what he knew to be true, in the [pub-

lic] interest ( li ’l-ma   s�   la   h�   a ).”  27   He wrote elsewhere that according to the 

 fal   a4   sifa , “[the Prophet] was not able to state the truth openly because 

the wits of men were too dull to grasp it.”  28   Ibn Taymiyya agreed with 

Ghaz a4 l ı3  ’ s critique and ultimate judgment against the  fal   a4   sifa ’s teachings 

as heretical, but he also agreed with the  fal   a4   sifa ’s critique of Ghaz a4 l ı3  and 

the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  , who denied certain qur’anic divine attributes, that their own 

 q   a4   n   u4   n      was nothing but a version of the same phenomenon for which they 

had denounced the  fal   a4   sifa . 

 R a4 z ı3  ’   s formulation of the  q   a4   n   u4   n      in  Nih   a4   yat al-   ʿ    uq   u4   l , as noted earlier, 

emphatically posits that reason is the only source of dei nitive knowl-

edge. Anticipating the objection that this utter incapacity of revelation 

despite its own claim to convey absolute truth would entail that God had 

revealed a false discourse, R a4 z ı3  distinguishes himself from the  fal   a4   sifa ’s 

view by reafi rming the standard Ash ʿ ar ı3    voluntarism:

  If it is said [in objection]: God would not reveal to the accountable believer 
[ mukallaf ] a discourse whose apparent meaning is contradictory to reason, for 
then it would be obligation upon God to inspire that rational [corrective] upon 
the believer, or else, God would be blamed for misleading His servants, and that 
is not legitimate. We say in response: this [objection] is based on the principle of 
good and evil [having independent existence outside of God’s commands], and 
that God can be obligated to do something. But we do not hold that.  29    

 But then R a4 z ı3    goes on to entertain the objection anyway, and argues that 

even though there is nothing in his theology that would prohibit God 

from misleading the believers, in this case, it is not so, because it is the 

responsibility of the believer to not rely on the apparent meaning and look 

for the real one, and if he fails to do so, the fault is his, not God’s. Then 

  26      Dar’(S),  1:9; Michot  , “A Maml u4 k,” I, 158.  

  27     Ghaz a4 l ı3   ,  Q   a4   n   u4   n , 226; Michot  , “A Maml u4 k,” I, 159n32.  

  28      Iqti   s�    a4   d     , 120.  

  29     Quoted in Ibn Taymiyya  ,  Dar’(S) , 5:333.  
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R a4 z ı3  concludes: “The conclusion of what we have mentioned is that it is 

 invalid to adhere to revelational arguments in intellectual matters ( mas   a4    ’   il  

  ʿ    ilmiyya ) . . . It is permissible to adhere to [revelation] in traditional mat-

ters ( mas   a4    ’   il naqliyya     ). . . as in case of the rulings of  Shar   ı̄ʿ   a     .”  30   

 Of this line of reasoning, Ibn Taymiyya’  s criticism is devastating. The 

upshot of R a4 z ı3  ’   s insistence that revelation secures certainty only when 

coni rmed by reason amounts to relegating revelation to an utterly 

superl uous status, even in suprarational matters of the unseen. Now, 

this critique seems to ignore R a4 z ı3  ’ s explicit statement that revelational 

knowledge  is  effective in suprarational matters. But when R a4 z ı3  ’ s limited 

concession to revelation is closely examined, it turns out to be less than 

real. In Article 32, Ibn Taymiyya argues that the essence of R a4 z ı3  ’ s argu-

ment boils down to this:

  [N]one of the intellectual matters ( mas   a4    ’   il    ʿ    ilmiyya ) whatsoever can be argued by 
the Qur’an and Prophetic teachings, and that the information given by God and 
His Messenger may not be used to coni rm anything. . . . For if someone grants 
that the knowledge imparted by God or His Messenger . . . contains that which 
contradicts dei nitive reason . . . it is not possible for him to establish with cer-
tainty anything that the Messenger has taught. . . . Indeed, such a person does 
not believe in anything that the Messenger has taught simply because he is the 
Messenger, nor does he obtain knowledge or guidance from revelation. In fact, 
he does not believe in any of the unseen things that have been taught by the 
Messenger, because [by dei nition] he does not know them by his reason.  31    

 Put differently, how could revelation, once believed to be misleading in 

some matters, be trusted at all? Thus Ibn Taymiyya reduces R a4 z ı3  ’   s posi-

tion to that of the  fal   a4   sifa , who were explicit in considering revelation a 

noble lie. 

 Ibn Taymiyya’s contention must be read in the context of the greatest 

of Ash ʿ ar ı3    theologians’ own troubled retractions and confessions with 

regard to reason and rational inquiry. It seems calculated to shock his 

fellow Sunni   theologians and their followers who prided themselves on 

their rational defense of faith and orthodoxy. The great Ash ʿ ar ı3 s like 

Ghaz a4 l ı3    and R a4 z ı3    had not been unaware of these gnawing difi culties and 

had tried to reconcile at times by attempting intellectual compromises, 

other times by abandoning the intellectual pursuits in favor of i deism 

( tafw   ı ̄    d�   of Juwayn ı3    and R a4 z ı3  in his later life), and yet other times, as in 

the case of Ghaz a4 l ı3 , by turning to subjective spiritual experience ( kashf     ) 

  30     Ibid.  

  31      Dar’(S) , 5:242–3.  
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for certitude. The overall effect of this inescapable contradiction between 

what they believed to be reason and what they understood to be reve-

lation had led to a fundamental mistrust of reason. In this context, Ibn 

Taymiyya’s contribution was one of the most far-reaching attempts in 

Islamic intellectual history to “exculpate” and rehabilitate reason, par-

adoxically, by defending revelation.  

  3.   Critique of the Foundations of  Kal   a 4   m      and Falsafa   

 The third main concern of  Dar’  that claims most of its space as well as 

intellectual ingenuity is the critique of the very foundations of  kal   a4   m     , 

namely its view of the nature and role of reason. Given, as he writes, that 

“all intelligent people agree that what we label as rational argument ( dal   ı̄   l  

  ʿ    aql   ı̄  ) could be true or false (in its conclusion or premises),”  32   the chal-

lenge was to account for this obvious subjectivity of reason and mutual 

disagreements of various philosophers and theologians while maintain-

ing trust in the validity of reason. What kind of reason was trustworthy 

if the best of philosophers and theologians fundamentally disagreed with 

each other and, even more ominously, with revelation, while all claiming 

to invoke reason? This led Ibn Taymiyya   to engage in a comprehensive 

examination of the epistemological foundations of  kal   a4   m , which, he held, 

had become involved in Greek metaphysics. This in turn led him to chal-

lenge the foundations of Aristotelian metaphysics, especially in the form 

developed by the great Muslim Aristotelians, F a4 r a4 b ı3   , Ibn S ı3 n a4 ,   and Ibn 

Rushd. In a move of truly outstanding intellectual courage and stamina, 

he offered an original critique of syllogism   and pioneered a nominalist 

and empiricist epistemology  , challenging the edii ce not only of  kal   a4   m , 

but of centuries of prevailing Hellenistic philosophy. Nothing less than 

an alternative account of epistemology could rehabilitate trust in reason 

after its conl icted encounter with revelation. 

 He had completed aspects of his critique of syllogism   before the writ-

ing of  Dar’  during his imprisonment in Alexandria around 709/1309 in 

 al-Radd    ʿ    al   a4    al-man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n     . An abridgement of  al-Radd  by Jal a4 l al-Din 

al-Suy u4  t  ı3  (d. 911/1505) has been translated recently by Wael Hallaq  . Its 

usefulness is limited by the fact that Suyu t  ı3  had excised all theological 

and metaphysical discussions of  al-Radd  focusing solely on logic.  33   This 

means that Hallaq’s valuable study – an important contribution in the 

  32      Dar’(S) , 1:191.  

  33     Hallaq  ,  Ibn Taymiyya     , liv; lviii.  
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budding i eld of Taymiyyan studies – does not exhaust what could be 

learned about Ibn Taymiyya’  s contribution in  al-Radd .  Dar’  is perhaps a 

more developed and philosophically signii cant work, but its fuller under-

standing would benei t from focused studies of  al-Radd .  Dar’  can be seen 

as the next philosophical step to  al-Radd , in which Ibn Taymiyya further 

develops that epistemology   by providing positive foundations for it in 

the qur’anic concept of  i    t�   ra      and puts it to use in addressing the reason-

revelation problem. 

 Hallaq   ably sums up Ibn Taymiyya’  s reason for engaging in a thor-

oughgoing refutation of syllogism  :

  It is not difi cult to understand why Ibn Taymiyya   should have chosen to attack 
the entire system of logic through the theories of dei nition and syllogistics. 
Since the beginning of the fourth/tenth century, Arabic logicians had held that 
the acquisition of knowledge, as well as the principles governing the correct 
uses of the methods and processes by means of which knowledge is acquired, 
are the tasks of logic. As there must be some postulates presupposing the acqui-
sition of new knowledge, logic was seen as the sole tool through which sound 
human knowledge can be derived and augmented. On this view, then, logic 
stood not merely as a set of tautologies, but equally served as an epistemic 
system, a theory of knowledge proper. In this theory, it was emphasized that, 
to avoid an ini nite regress, the mind must be seen as proceeding from some  a 
priori  or pre-existent axiomatic knowledge to new concepts ( ta   s �   awwur   a 4   t ) by 
means of dei nitions. If we know, for instance, what ‘rationality’ and ‘animality’ 
are, we can form a concept in our minds of ‘man,’ who is dei ned as ‘a rational 
animal’. It is through dei nitions, then, that concepts are formed. . . . [F]ollowing 
in the footsteps of Aristotle, Arabic logicians deemed the syllogism   as the only 
argument capable of yielding apodictic knowledge, and thus they considered 
it the chief, indeed the only, tool which can bring about  ta   s �   d   ı̄   q  [coni rmation] 
with certitude.  34    

 The belief that logic was the only rigorous way to acquire knowledge 

and evaluate judgments was shared by Ibn Taymiyya’s most important 

interlocutors: Ibn S ı3 n a4   , Ghaz a4 l ı3   , and R a4 z ı3   , and the later  mutakallim   u4   n  

generally. The  q   a4   n   u4   n      that Ibn Taymiyya sought to dismantle was in 

fact based on arguments that claimed to be apodictic based on these 

claims of logic. Ibn Taymiyya’s grievance against the exaggerated claims 

of logicians, Greek or Arab, is summed up in a passage in his  al-Radd     . 

Responding to the advocates of Greek logic   such as Ghaz a4 l ı3  and Ibn 

Rushd, who had argued that logic and syllogisms are prescribed by the 

Qur’an – Ghaz a4 l ı3  having gone to the extent of declaring his mistrust 

  34     Ibid., xiv–xv.  
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of the religious knowledge and learning of scholars who do not study 

logic  35   – Ibn Taymiyya writes:

  No intelligent man should think that the rational balance ( m   ı̄   z   a4   n ) which God 
revealed [referred to in the Qur’an, 55:7–8] is Greek logic. . . . They have further 
claimed that it is a canonical instrument which, when properly used, can protect 
the mind from erring in its thought. . . . [This is invalid, for] when natural intel-
ligence is sound, it measures [things] by means of the rational balance, but if it 
is dull, logic only renders it more so. . . . It prolongs the road; renders the clear 
ambiguous; and causes errors and fallacies. But when they relinquish natural 
( i    t�   r   ı̄  ) and rational (  ʿ    aql   ı̄  ) knowledge of particulars in favor of categorical syllo-
gisms – whose concepts, which they have coined, are ill dei ned and include both 
truth and falsehood – the result is so erroneous that it stands in contrast to what 
the balances are meant to be. Such balances become instruments of injustice, not 
of justice.  36    

 Ibn Taymiyya’s critique began by rejecting that apodictic knowledge 

could be obtained by means of syllogism   because dei nitions are arbi-

trary, conventional, relative, and mental rather than exact verbal parallels 

of some universal existents. He held, in accordance with the early Sunnis 

doctrine, that intellect   is a faculty ( ghar   ı ̄   za     ) that empirically senses the 

external world and creates concepts to express it. The function of human 

intellect was therefore not to grasp some universal existents and thus 

derive apodictic knowledge by using syllogism. Yet, later theologians like 

Ghaz a4 l ı3   , despite himself being a nominalist of sorts,  37   endorsed syllogism 

as a guarantee of apodictic knowledge, thus failing, or refusing, to see 

the link between the system of dei nitions and essences that syllogism 

presupposed and its realist epistemological foundation. Ibn Taymiyya, 

in contrast, insisted that “what is at stake in adopting a realist theory of 

universals is no less than an entire metaphysic” and attempted “to show 

how involved logic is in metaphysics.”  38   

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s unrelenting empiricism is a rel ection of his clear think-

ing on the subject – his insistence that there is no necessary connection 

between the mind and the external world is directly dependent on the 

  35     Hallaq  ,  Ibn Taymiyya     , 100, par. 160, n. 1.  

  36      Man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n , translated in Hallaq  ,  Ibn Taymiyya     , 162–3.  

  37     Griffel  ,  Al-Ghaz   a4   l   ı̄’   s , 176–8, argues that Ghaz a4 l ı3  advocated a moderate nominalism 

and was not always consistent in avoiding epistemological realism under Ibn S ı3 n a4’    s 

inl uence.  

  38     For an elaboration of the connection between language, logic, and metaphysics in the 

thought of the Arabic Aristotelians, see S. B. Abed,  Aristotelian Logic and the Arabic 

Language in AlF   a4   r   a4   b   ı̄   (SUNY Press,  1991 ).  
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concept of an omnipotent, personal God with will, power and  knowledge, 

who could create the world any which way He wished, and the human 

intellect   is only an instrument of observation and interpretation. In Ibn 

Taymiyya’s scheme, the process of ratiocination is a creative and active 

process in contrast with the realist epistemology   of the  fal   a4   sifa  and the 

Greeks, for intellect does not simply detect the absolute reality that is out 

there, but observes and interprets it subjectively. 

 Coni dence in natural reason or common sense had been an early 

casualty in the rise of  kal   a4   m     . The  mutakallim   u4   n  as early as B a4 qill a4 n ı3    had 

required of every believer speculative rel ection ( na   z�   ar     )  39   about the exis-

tence of God and the knowledge of the way to prove divine existence. 

The preferred proof of God’s existence in Sunni    kal   a4   m  was the method 

of “the temporality of bodies” (  t�   ar   ı̄   q    h�   ud   u4   th al-ajs   a4   m ), its central premise 

being that “whatever is not devoid of temporality is temporal/created” 

( m   a4    l   a4    yakhl   u4    min al-   h�   aw   a4   dith fa huwa    h�    a4   dith ), thus temporality could 

not be attached to God. For this way of proving God’s existence to work, 

this premise had to have an axiomatic status that even God’s revelation 

could not contradict. If it did, it had to be subjected to  ta’w   ı ̄   l . To Ibn 

Taymiyya  , limiting what one knew to be God’s words by the measure of 

one’s own speculation amounted to an absolutist and unwarranted trust 

in one’s rational capacity. 

 The reason for this dilemma was, as he addressed at length in  Radd , 

that the  mutakallim   u4   n  had wittingly or unwittingly accepted Greek con-

cepts of apodictic knowledge, taking the propositions thus produced to be 

the absolute and universal judgments of reason.  40   In  Dar’ , Ibn Taymiyya 

attacked these premises of  kal   a4   m      in two complementary ways: by invok-

ing scripture to persuade the believers and rational arguments to refute 

theologians and philosophers on their own turf.  

   Is Theoretical Speculation ( Na z ar   ) an Obligation?  

 The last two articles of  Dar’ , which occupy more than half of the multi-

volume tome, are devoted to refuting the necessity of  kal   a4   m      in guarding 

  39     For Ibn Taymiyya’  s usual thorough cataloguing of the development of various opinions 

on the obligation of  na   z�   ar     , see  Dar’(S) , 8:348–58 and MRK, 2:346–7 ( Fi   t�   ra ). See also, 

Hoover  , 31n52.  

  40     In the words of Sherman Jackson  , Ibn Taymiyya’  s problem with the prevalent theological 

and philosophical thought in the classical Muslim legacy was “that [certain] rationalist 

forces had succeeded in identifying their particular system of reasoning with reason itself, 

such that only those who paid homage to the former could lay any legitimate claim to the 

latter” ( Islam and the Blackamerican  [Oxford University Press,  2005 ], 10–11).  
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faith and making a case for its error and redundancy in most (but not 

all) cases. The arguments seem to echo Ghaz a4 l ı3   , Juwayn ı3 ,   and R a4 z ı3  ’   s dis-

enchantment with  kal   a4   m , except that whereas these theologians seemed 

to have lost hope in the efi cacy of reason in attaining proper faith alto-

gether, Ibn Taymiyya   attempts to provide a coherent alternative basis for 

harmonizing reason and revelation. 

 Interestingly, as Yahya Michot   points out, Ibn Taymiyya   agrees with 

Ibn S ı 3 n a 4    and Ibn Rushd in their criticism of  kal   a 4   m      scholars for impos-

ing on the common believers the arcane propositions they had formu-

lated. For the  fal   a 4   sifa , the reason that the masses cannot be required 

to know the real truth is their intellectual incapacity. Ibn Taymiyya’s 

reasoning was the exact opposite. He held that the truth that is most 

worthy of being known is as accessible to common believers as to the 

pompous intellectuals, thus underscoring “the self-sufi ciency of the 

religious rationality manifested in scriptural literality and common 

faith, and its validity for all, the elite as well as the crowd.”  41   Believers 

could not be required, he insisted, by any political or religious author-

ity to believe in anything but the self-evident meanings of the scrip-

tural texts. In this vein, he criticized the Ash ʿ ar ı 3    warrior Mu h  ammad b. 

T u 4 mart   (d. 524/1130) and the Mu ʿ tazila   (recall their role in the  Mi   h �   na     ) 

for imposing their theological creeds on all Muslims. He contended 

that all Muslim authorities have “agreed that what is compulsory for a 

Muslim to believe is what God and His Messenger have made compul-

sory, nobody else having the right to make compulsory something that 

neither God nor His Messenger have made compulsory.”  42   Rational 

speculation ( na   z �   ar     ) is not necessary for all people in order to establish 

the existence of a Creator, for that knowledge is readily available to 

those whose natural reason has not been corrupted. The various claims 

to being the one correct path to establishing God’s existence are unjus-

tii ed in their exclusivism, even if a given method might be correct in its 

own right: “Whoever limits the way of knowing (the truth about God) 

to one particular path (of reasoning) that consists of a particular dei -

nition and a particular argument has erred, as has one who holds that 

another’s dei nition and argument [in this regard] that differs from his 

own can never be correct.”  43   

  41     Michot  , “A Mamluk   Theologian,” I, 171.  

  42     Ibid.  

  43      Dar’(S) , 3:303–4; Ma h m u4 d, 313. See also Hallaq  ,  Ibn Taymiyya     , 11, for an elaboration 

of this “relativity” of ways of arriving at fundamental truths.  
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 Systematic rational speculation in unseen matters is not without its 

usefulness. In the matter of acquiring knowledge about God, however, 

its usefulness can be likened to that of medicine, which is needed only by 

those who suffer from some ailment. Ibn Taymiyya   goes on to emphasize 

the subjectivity and relativity of human ways of attaining knowledge of 

all types; only divine revelation is above this relativism:

  This knowledge [of God] is necessarily obtained by those of sound constitution 
( ahl al - i    t�   ar al-sal   ı̄   ma ), but many need speculative thinking ( na   z�   ar     ) in order to 
acquire it. Therefore, some could acquire this knowledge without  na   z�   ar  while 
others need it. The same is the case with dei nitions: in some cases they are needed 
while in other cases they are not. Similarly relative is the judgment on whether a 
certain proposition is necessary versus acquired speculatively ( na   z�   ariyyan ), and 
dei nitive versus conjectural. Something can be dei nitively known to a certain 
person in a certain situation, while in another situation it becomes unknown let 
alone non-dei nitive. Similarly, a proposition may be necessary for a person but 
theoretical for another in a different condition. In contrast, what the Prophet   has 
taught is truth in itself and the difference in people’s beliefs and conditions does 
not change it.  44    

 But if the ways of acquiring knowledge are so utterly relative and contin-

gent on human experience, what makes the knowledge of God accessible 

to all? How could Ibn Taymiyya   respond to the theologians’ concern to 

i nd a rationally irrefutable proof of God’s existence, an endeavor that 

necessitated and justii ed the enterprise of  kal   a4   m     ? It is here that we i nd 

Ibn Taymiyya’s employment of the qur’anic concept of  i    t�   ra      to develop a 

theory of human psychology and epistemology   that served as an alterna-

tive to  kal   a4   m .      

  fi   t   ra as the alternative epistemological 
foundation 

 The concept of  i    t�   ra      appears in the Qur’an and had been long recognized 

by Muslim scholars: “So set your face to the religion ( d   ı ̄   n ), as a man of 

pure faith (  h�   an   ı̄   f ); the constitution ( i    t�   ra     ) on which He has created human-

kind; that is the right religion but most men know not” (Q, 30:30). The 

contributions of two i fth-/eleventh-century scholars,  Ẓ  a4 hir ı3    Ibn  H azm   

(d. 456/1064) of Cordoba and M a4 ward ı3    are worth mentioning in this 

regard. Camilla Adang’s study presents various exegetical views on the 

term  i    t�   ra      and states that some exegetes “saw  i    t�   ra  as an inborn tendency, a 

  44      Dar’(S) , 3:303–4.  
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natural disposition towards monotheism ( taw   h�    ı ̄   d ), or even towards Islam 

itself,” although there were also those who interpreted God’s creation of 

human being upon the  i    t�   ra  as meaning “a healthy physical condition, a 

state of perfection,” or, in a predestinarian vein, in accordance with His 

plan or destiny.  45   The majority of Muslim thinkers, however – Ibn  H azm 

included – “came to equate  i    t�   ra  with Islam and, hence, to believe that 

everyone starts his life as a Muslim. They found corroboration for their 

interpretation in another passage from the Koran, specii cally S. 7:172, in 

which God makes a covenant with the descendants of Adam, who unan-

imously and unwaveringly coni rm that God is their Lord.”  46   Ibn  H azm’s 

concern is primarily with the issue of the children of the unbelievers who 

die before the age of distinction, who he forcefully argues are to be con-

sidered believing Muslims who will enter paradise, even though, legally 

speaking, they are to be considered part of their parents’ community.  47   

Ibn  H  azm, like most exegetes, seems to have no epistemological or meta-

physical but rather purely legal and contingently theological consider-

ations in mind for his attention to this concept. 

 M a4 ward ı3  ’   s understanding of reason or intellect   (  ʿ    aql ) gives us another 

clue about the conceptual space for  i    t�   ra      among Muslim thinkers, even 

though he does not use the term  i    t�   ra  itself. In  A   ʿ    l   a4   m al-nubuwwa  (Signs 

of Prophethood), he writes:

  [Knowledge is of two types, axiomatic and acquired.] The way to obtain acquired 
knowledge is theoretical reasoning and argumentation ( al-na   z�   ar     wa’l-istidll ), for 
this knowledge is not axiomatic ( bad   ı̄   hat al-   ʿ    aql ), since it is legitimate in its case 
to require evidence. Such non-axiomatic knowledge may be acquired by reason-
ing or revelation. The matters of reasoning are again of two types, those that are 
known by necessity of reason (  d�   ar   u4   rat al-   ʿ    aql ) and those that are known by ratio-
nal arguments ( dal   ı̄   l al-   ʿ    aql ). The i rst type, that known by necessity of reason, are 
those about which there can be no rational objection, such as Oneness of God, 
which is a matter of necessary knowledge ( al-taw   h�    ı ̄   d fa y   u4   jibu al-   ʿ    ilm al-   d�   ar   u4   ri) , 
even if its necessity is established by means of arguments of necessary reason 
( wa in k   a4   na    ʿ    an istidl   a4   l   in    li ’l-wu   s�    u4   l ilayhi bi    d�   ar   u4   rat al-   ʿ    aql ). The second type of 
knowledge, that known by rational argument, is that the opposite of which might 
be true, such as the claim of one particular person to be a prophet of God.  48    

 What is noteworthy here is the ambiguity in M a4 ward ı3  ’   s categorization 

of the human knowledge of the Oneness of God:  It is necessarily known 

  45     C. Adang, “Islam as the Inborn Religion of Mankind: The Concept of  Fitra  in the Works 

of Ibn Hazm  ,”  Al-Qantara  21( 2000 ): 393.  

  46     Ibid.  

  47     Ibid., 408–9.  

  48     M a4 ward ı3   ,  A   ʿ    l   a4   m , 3–4.  
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by reason, yet it is not axiomatic . M a4 ward ı3  then goes on to establish the 

existence of God by the classic proof of   h�   ud   u4   th al-   ʿ     a4   lam  (temporality 

of the universe) in a traditional  kal   a4   m      style. What makes a non-axiom-

atic rationally argued statement necessarily true, however, he does not 

consider. 

 To later theologians who inhabited an increasingly stratii ed society, 

 i    t�   ra      became a dysfunctional concept beyond the kind of limited legal 

debates noted earlier, for theological proofs of God’s existence and mono-

theism were no longer deemed available to commoners  . In Article 44 of 

 Dar’ , Ibn Taymiyya   reports at length the elitist views of theologians and 

philosophers on the subject. Ab u4  ’l- H asan al- T abar ı3    al-Kiy a4    al-Har a4 s ı3  

(d. 504/1110), a student of Juwayn ı3   , mentions that although the Ash ʿ ar ı3    

masters have agreed that common believers are to be deemed believers, 

there is a difference in opinion regarding the nature of their knowledge 

of God. Some Ash ʿ ar ı3 s have held that commoners do possess that knowl-

edge but are unable to articulate it, whereas others hold that they are 

to be deemed believers but without possessing the essence ( haq   ı̄   qa ) of 

the knowledge of God. Kiy a4  then goes on to support this latter opinion, 

arguing that the commoners have only a superi cial idea of God, that they 

can be persuaded either way about God’s existence easily, and that it is 

rational theology that establishes necessary proofs. Such commoners are 

still considered believers for no act of their own, but because of God’s 

predetermination, “for God has destined for them this destiny [of being 

believers] but has not destined for them the   ʿ    ilm  (dei nitive knowledge).”  49   

Kiy a4  argues for the indispensability of the kind of  kal   a4   m      theology he was 

engaged in because, he states, the qur’anic arguments for God’s existence 

lack “domination and incapacitation” – that is, they do not completely 

silence the opponents and skeptics the way  kal   a4   m  does.  50   As we have seen 

in Ghaz a4 l ı3    and R a4 z ı3   , the more sophisticated Ash ʿ ar ı3  theologians were to 

soon lose Kiy a4  ’ s somewhat na ï ve coni dence in  kal   a4   m . 

 Ibn Taymiyya   likens the philosophers and negationist theologians to 

the practitioners of Alchemy, who rarely attain their desired object and 

often get lost in the way or have misgivings about the truth as well as 

themselves. In an anecdote he relates in  Dar’ , Ibn Taymiyya captures 

his view of  kal   a 4   m  ’   s violation of common sense. The anecdote concerns 

an eminent contemporary theologian who, like most Sunni   theologians, 

  49      Dar’(S) , 7:360.  

  50     This disparagement of scripture, of course, never fails to hit Ibn Taymiyya’s raw nerve, 

provoking in this case a vehement refutation of al-Kiya and his cohort (Ibid.).  
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denied some of God’s scriptural attributes, and hence, in Ibn Taymiyya’s 

language, was inclined toward Jahmism. When the scripturalist teach-

ing of unqualii ed afi rmation ( ithb   a 4   t ) of divine attributes (re)appeared 

among the common people in that region, theologians like him were 

expected to i ercely oppose this tendency. But he did not. When asked 

by his companions why he did not respond, he said, “When people hear 

this [i.e., afi rmation of God’s attributes without any modalities,  bil   a 4   

 kayf ], they accept it and agree wholeheartedly with it, and it appears 

to them to be the truth which the Messenger has brought. As for us, if 

we took a person, educated him, fed him, and cajoled him for thirty 

years, and thereafter wanted to make what we say go down his throat, 

it would not go down his throat but painfully.” Ibn Taymiyya then goes 

on to add,  

  The truth is indeed as he said. God, the exalted, has set up proofs and signposts of 
the truth and the light against falsehood and darkness. He gave the pristine nature 
( i    t�   ra     ) of His servants the capacity to apprehend realities [of things] ( haq   ı̄   qa ) and 
to know them. If, in the hearts, there were no such capacity ( isti   ʿ    d   a4   d ) to know 
these realities, neither speculative thinking ( na   z�   ar     ) would be possible nor demon-
stration ( istidl   a4   l ), neither discourse nor language. [He Almighty prepared them], 
praise to Him, just as He gave physical bodies the capacity to accept nourish-
ment: if there were no such [capacity], it would not be possible to feed them and 
to make them grow. Just as, in the bodies, there is a faculty that separates between 
suitable and unsuitable food, likewise, in the hearts, there is a faculty that sepa-
rates even more between truth and falsehood.  51    

 Kal   a4   m      arguments, even when valid, serve not as nutrition needed by all 

but as medicine needed by the sick, whose minds are ailing from corrup-

tion and doubts:

  They are needed by those who either do not know or turn away from other ( easier) 
ways to these truths. . . . For some people, the more difi cult the path, the more 
involved in convoluted premises, the more impressed they are by it. Such people 
have become used to long deliberation over abstruse matters, and if an argument 
requires few premises or is simple, they are not pleased by it.  For such people, the 
method of kal   a4   m     and syllogism     may be used in accordance with their habits, not 
because the required knowledge is dependent exclusively on these means .  52    

 Ibn Taymiyya   justii es his own engagement in theological arguments 

based on the need to refute opponents based on their own premises and 

method. The problem, in his view, is not that their arguments on God’s 

  51      Dar’(S) , 3:62; Michot  , “Mamluk   Theologian,” II, 350–1.  

  52      Man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n , 1:253–4; Ma h m u4 d, 292 (emphasis added).  
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existence are altogether invalid, but that the theologians and the phi-

losophers narrow these proofs to one or two arbitrarily and give them a 

dogmatic status, whereas in fact there are myriad ways to establish the 

existence of the Creator:

  We have explained that many of the thinkers ( nu   z�z�    a4   r ) follow a particular argu-
ment to the desired result and assert that the result cannot be obtained except by 
this path; but his exclusivity is unwarranted, even if his path is in itself valid. For 
 the greater the need the people have to know a truth, the easier God makes it for 
the intellects of the people to know its proofs . Hence the proofs for the existence 
of the Creator, his Oneness and the signs and proofs of prophethood are numer-
ous indeed. Similarly numerous are the ways by which the people may reach these 
truths – and most of these ways are not needed by most of the people.  53    

 In light of the aforementioned, the common claim that Ibn Taymiyya   

deemed  kal   a4   m      or philosophical proofs of existence of God essentially 

invalid cannot be maintained.  54   He in fact chastises those traditionalists 

who “reject outright all rational argument and believe that they have 

been manufactured by theologians,” as well as those theologians who 

think “that the Qur’an only avers truths (without rational argument).”  55   

Furthermore, intellectual exercises, whereas for some merely a way to 

seek self-importance, do have a utility of their own, for they train the 

mind and make it capable of perceiving things quickly, thus sharpening 

the natural reason. Speculative rational argument about the unseen, if 

valid and divested of false premises and contradictions with the dei nitive 

teachings of revelation, is useful. This would suggest that it is possible for 

a valid type of systematic rational discourse to exist and help protect the 

revelational truth against false doctrines, even if Ibn Taymiyya would not 

put it in these words. 

 Such a properly rational discourse had already emerged, Ibn Taymiyya   

held, among early Muslims who were the most intelligent people by the 

standards of this natural reason, for they were the most successful in 

serving God actively and intelligently and interacting with revelation 

most naturally. Their uncorrupted reason made them understand the 

meanings of the Qur’an and the Prophetic teachings better than anyone 

after them:

  For when the Messenger, God grant him peace, addressed them in order to teach 
them God’s Book and his example (Sunna), he made sure that they knew exactly 

  53     Ibid.  

  54     Recently, this claim has been repeated by B. Johansen  , “A Perfect Law,” 262.  

  55     MF, 13:136–41; translated in Ansari, 17–19.  
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what he meant by those words – and thus the Companions’ acquaintance of the 
Qur’an was even greater than their knowledge of its words, and they communi-
cated to the Successors those meanings even more than they communicated its 
words.  56    

 Elsewhere:

  It is known that the closer one is to the Sunna and to the method of the prophets, 
the more correct his discourse in theology ( il   a4   hiyy   a4   t ) by rational means, just as his 
discourse is more correct by the standards of revelation – for the proofs of truth 
mutually agree and reinforce rather than oppose and contradict each other.  57     

  Fi t ra and Reason 

  Fi   t�   ra  and reason are related but not synonymous, according to Ibn 

Taymiyya  . Hallaq   holds that Ibn Taymiyya reserves the term   ʿ    aql  for the 

faculty whose “function it is to conduct inferential operations,” whereas 

 i    t�   ra      is “the faculty of natural intelligence, or the innate faculty of per-

ception which stands in contrast to the acquired methods of reasoning 

that bring about perceptions in our minds.”  58   Hoover   rejects Hallaq’s 

distinction and suggests that  i    t�   ra  and   ʿ    aql  in Ibn Taymiyya’s usage 

are “closely linked,” but it is hard to pinpoint the exact relationship.  59   

Hoover attempts to better dei ne the two concepts and suggests that Ibn 

Taymiyya’s statements on the relationship are vague, sometimes suggest-

ing that  i    t�   ra  is synonymous with reason; at other times,  i    t�   ra  appears to 

be the foundation of reason whereas, at other times, reason seems to be 

the basis of  i    t�   ra .  60   Hoover sums up his view that reason and  i    t�   ra  are two 

“functionally equivalent” sources for attaining knowledge of God’s exis-

tence and the ethical truths.  61   Hoover’s misgivings ignore Ibn Taymiyya’s 

general use of language, which is consistent with his theoretical under-

standing of language as fundamentally “relative” and “pragmatic,”  62   and 

his dislike for formal and technical dei nitions of, in particular, scriptural 

terms like  i    t�   ra  and   ʿ    aql , for such formalization for theoretical neatness 

might distance the terms from how they have been used in scripture. The 

question of which comes i rst,  i    t�   ra  or   ʿ    aql , would have been disregarded 

  56     MF, 17:353; Ma h m u4 d, 295.  

  57      Dar’(S) , 6:248; Ma h m u4 d, 305.  

  58     Hallaq  , 55.  

  59     Hoover  , 39.  

  60     Ibid.  

  61     Hoover  , 45.  

  62     Ali,  Medieval , 237.  
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by Ibn Taymiyya as obscure and futile unless the entailments of that ques-

tion become clear. 

 It is best therefore to turn to Ibn Taymiyya’s own usage and descrip-

tion of the two terms. In Ibn Taymiyya’s formulation,  i    t �   ra      is best 

understood as God’s way to make human reason incline toward truth 

and righteousness. That natural constitution may be corrupted for a 

number of reasons, but correct rational argument still can salvage and 

recover the original human nature. Yet, without the original inclina-

tion toward goodness in the  i    t �   ra , reason would itself be of no help, 

just like medicine is of no use to the body if the body lacks basic bio-

logical capacity; no amount of language training can make a monkey 

talk. And if  i    t �   ra  has not been corrupted, belief in and love of one God 

would necessarily obtain given the myriad of arguments that reason 

in its natural environment furnishes. Thus, Hallaq’  s view that  i    t �   ra  is 

distinct from intellect   (  ʿ    aql ) is closer to the mark, except that a more 

precise way to distinguish Ibn Taymiyya’s usage of the terms would 

be that while intellect is a tool,  i    t �   ra  is an inclination. When  i    t �   ra  is 

corrupted, intellect loses its “true north” and is overwhelmed by 

desires or confused by doubts. God sends messengers to guide humans 

and unveil the truth to which their  i    t �   ra  is already inclined. This the 

messengers accomplish by two means: by conveying reports of the 

unseen and accountability and, more signii cantly for Ibn Taymiyya, 

by invoking and teaching the rational arguments that would appeal 

to the intellect and undo the corruption of  i    t �   ra . He writes in  al-Radd     , 

“God Almighty has created his servants on a constitution ( i    t �   ra     ) in 

which there is the knowledge ( allat   ı ̄    f   ı ̄   h   a 4    ma   ʿ    rifa ) of truth and its afi r-

mation and the knowledge of falsehood and its rejection; the knowl-

edge of that which benei ts one and love for it and knowledge of that 

which harms one and its dislike.”  63   

 An imprecise reading of statements like this may have led Hallaq   to 

conclude that Ibn Taymiyya’s views on  i    t�   ra      as a basis of the knowledge 

of God’s existence are inconsistent.  64   For, Hallaq suggests, sometimes 

Ibn Taymiyya presents  i    t�   ra  as a means or faculty for knowing necessar-

ily from created things that they must have a creator, whereas at other 

times, he regards  i    t�   ra  as an inborn knowledge of God requiring no evi-

dence whatsoever. This second view, however, is explicitly rejected by Ibn 

  63     MF, 4:32 ( Man   t�   iq ); Ma h m u4 d, 325.  

  64     Hallaq  , “Ibn Taymiyya on the Existence of God,”  Acta Orientalia  (Copenhagen) 52 

( 1991 ): 49–69; for Hoover’  s critique of Hallaq, see Hoover, 40–1.  
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Taymiyya. The phrase “ allat   ı̄    f   ı ̄   h   a4    ma   ʿ    rifat al-   h�   aqq ” could mean “that 

which contains the knowledge of the truth,” but it could also mean, “in 

which there is that which leads to the knowledge of the truth.” Another 

important subtle clue in this passage is that Ibn Taymiyya here has used 

the term  ma   ʿ    rifa , which cannot be used for inborn knowledge, for, linguis-

tically, his disciple Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya   explains,  ma   ʿ    rifa  is applied 

only to “acquired knowledge,” whereas   ʿ    ilm  is knowledge which may or 

may not have been acquired.  65   

 But we scarcely need to guess what Ibn Taymiyya means, for he explains 

his concept of  i    t�   ra      in much greater detail elsewhere while explaining the 

Prophetic tradition, “Every newborn is born in the state of  i    t�   ra ”: 

 Every human being has in his nature the submission to God ( isl   a4   m ). If this nature 
is not corrupted by the erroneous beliefs of the family or society, everyone would 
be able to see the truth of God and submit to it. . . .  Fi   t�   rah  is the original nature 
of the human being, uncorrupted by subsequent beliefs and practices, ready to 
accept the truth of  Isl   a4   m , which is nothing but submitting to God and to none 
else. . . The  i    t�   rah  is to the truth as the eye is to the sun – everyone who has eyes 
can see the Sun if there are no veils over them. It is like saying that every human 
being likes sweets, except if some corruption occurs to his sense of taste and 
sweetness turns into bitterness in his mouth. 

 However, the fact that people are born with  i    t�   rah  does not mean that a human 
being is born with the Islamic creed inscribed in his mind. To be sure, when we 
come out of the wombs of our mothers we know nothing. We are only born with 
an uncorrupted heart which is able to see the truth of Islam and submit to it.  66    

 The most systematic discussion of the concept of  i    t�   ra      and its extensive 

defense appears in the i nal article of  Dar’  (Article 44), which alone spans 

almost half of the length of this massive treatise. Here Ibn Taymiyya   pro-

vides a rational explanation for his position:

  It has been shown that in the human constitution ( i    t�   ra     ) there is an urge (  quwwat   un   
 yaqta   d�    ı̄  , lit. a power that requires) to believe in the truth and intend the benei cial. 
Now, either coni rming the existence of the Creator, his knowledge and belief in 
him, is the truth or its opposite. The falsity of the latter is known with certainty, 
hence the former is true: it becomes established that the  i    t�   ra  has an urge to know 
the Creator and believe in Him. Also, after believing in Him, either loving Him 
is benei cial or not loving Him; since the second is known to be invalid, (the i rst 
is established) for loving the benei cial is part of the  i    t�   ra . Then, either worship-
ping Him alone without any associating any partners to Him is benei cial and 
closer to perfection for the people, both in terms of knowledge and intention, or 

  65     Hence, the term  ma   ʿ    rifa  is never applied to God’s knowledge, which is invariably referred 

to as   ʿ    ilm  ( Mad   a4   rij , 1:124).  

  66     MF, 4:245–7.  
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associating false gods with Him. The invalidity of the latter is known, hence it is 
established that the  i    t�   ra  has an urge for  taw   h�    ı̄   d .  67    

 He also describes  i    t�   ra      as possessing “an urge ( murajji   h�  ) for the right reli-

gion whose basis is the knowledge of the Creator, His love and exclusive 

submission to Him.”  68   

 We may now conclude that  i    t�   ra      is neither used inconsistently by Ibn 

Taymiyya, nor is it a loose concept “functionally equivalent” to reason, as 

Hallaq   and Hoover   have suggested.  Fi   t�   ra  is neither equivalent to intellect  , 

nor primordial propositional knowledge, nor a rational premise or argu-

ment. Rather,  i    t�   ra  is a divinely placed inclination in the human psyche 

toward all that is good, which provides guidance to intellect, which is a 

tool and could be used for good or evil.  Fi   t�   ra  separates “right reason” 

from reason’s misguided uses. In reaching the ultimate truths,  i    t�   ra  and 

intellect are complementary and interdependent and, therefore, insufi -

cient without each other. This becomes clearer as we see  i    t�   ra  in action.  

  Fi t ra and Rational Knowledge of Ethical Truths 

 As noted earlier, Ibn Taymiyya   held, as many authorities in Islamic law 

and theology had, that ethical truths are, in a qualii ed way, accessible 

to unaided human reason.  69   Except that now, when such a proposition 

could no longer be negligent of the objections that Ash ʿ ar ı3    theologians had 

raised for centuries, one needed a consistent foundation to claim ethical 

rationalism that was rationally coherent as well as scripturally grounded. 

That foundation was  i    t�   ra     . Its philosophical centrality can be understood 

best if we appreciate the formidable objections to ethical rationalism 

(parallel problems were being raised across the Mediterranean in the 

Christian West) of which Sunni   theologians were only too aware, such as 

how could one square rationality of ethics with God’s omnipotence, given 

  67      Dar’(S) , 8:458–9; Ma h m u4 d, 325.  

  68     Ibid.  

  69     The issue of the rational knowledge of good and evil exemplii es Ibn Taymiyya’  s histor-

ically grounded style of metaphysical argument: “On the question of whether good and 

evil [attribute of acts] are known through reason, there are different views among the 

Orthodox community ( Ahl al-Sunna    h wa ’l-Jam   a4    ʿ    ah ), that is, the four schools of juris-

prudence as well as others. The  H anaf ı3 s  , and many of the M a4 lik ı3 s, Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3 s   and  H anbal ı3 s   

believe in their rationality. This is also the view of the Karr a4 m ı3 s and the Mu ʿ tazila  , as well 

as that of many sects among Muslims, Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians and other religions. 

On the other hand, many of the followers of al-Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3 , M a4 lik, and Ibn  H anbal oppose 

that position, and this is the view of the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s”   (MF, 8:428; translated in Ansari, 7).  
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that now God, in order to be good, was bound to act in accordance with 

human rational judgments? And, more pertinent to Ibn Taymiyya’s sys-

tem, given that he held to a nominalist epistemology   and denied the exis-

tence of universals, on what grounds could any universals be defended? 

 To this second problem,  i    t�   ra      was Ibn Taymiyya’  s answer. It provided 

the psychological foundation necessary for a rationalist epistemology  , for 

it was universally available to all humans without requiring extramental 

universals. Reason, in this system, enables the mind to grasp, through 

empirical encounter with the world, the nature of things, their relation-

ship and consequences, whereas  i    t�   ra , a divinely placed moral compass in 

the human heart, turns this knowledge into ethical verities and inclines 

the human heart to the love of good and, hence, of God. 

 Scholars are beginning to note Ibn Taymiyya’s ethical thought but have 

not appreciated its remarkably coherent foundation in  i    t�   ra     . Jon Hoover  , 

for instance, states that Ibn Taymiyya reduces the various ethical terms 

the Muslim theologians had used – such as   h�   usn  (beauty) and  qub   h�   (ugli-

ness), terms perhaps of the early Mu ʿ tazil ı3    origin, or perfection ( kam   a4   l ) 

and imperfection ( naq   s�  ), terms the  fal   a4   sifa  preferred – to “pleasure and 

pain and the suitable and incompatible.”  70   Hoover, however, does not 

explicate the underlying epistemological system of which this reduction 

is a part. Accepting the philosophical and theological terminology, he 

astutely incorporates it into his own system, arguing that “the soul takes 

pleasure in what is perfection for it, and it suffers pain in the imperfec-

tion. So, perfection and imperfection go back to the compatible and the 

incompatible.”  71   His dei nition of good is agreement with or suitability 

to the self ( nafs ); the standard, in other words, lies within the self. This 

contention is entirely consistent with his notion of  i    t�   ra . “Souls,” he writes 

more explicitly elsewhere, “are naturally disposed ( majb   u4   la )  72   to love jus-

tice and its supporters and to hate injustice and its supporters; this love, 

which is in the  i    t�   ra , is what it means for [justice] to be good.”  73   

  70     Hoover  , 34.  

  71     MF, 8:309–10 ( I   h�   tij   a4   j ).  

  72     The term  majb   u4   la , from the Arabic root  jabala  (to predispose;  jibilla ) is carefully chosen 

by Ibn Taymiyya   here in conscious opposition to  jabr      (compulsion). There are two rea-

sons given elsewhere in  Dar’  for this choice: i rstly, the latter word,  jabr , which the  kal   a4   m      

theologians used, was not used by the revelation, whereas the former was used by the 

Prophet  . Secondly,  jabr  has connotations of coercion against one’s will, which, according 

to the early Imams, Ibn Taymiyya reports, does not bei t God, hence the word used in 

the Prophetic traditions is more bei tting to God ( Dar’(S) , 1:65–72, 1:254–6, 8:414–27, 

8:498–502).  

  73      Man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n  423, Hoover   42 n. 101.  
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 The potential clash of ethical rationalism with divine omnipotence 

is addressed by Ibn Taymiyya   on several occasions in his writings. The 

Baghd a4 d ı3  Mu ʿ tazila  , as noted earlier, attributed the ethical value of an act 

to an essential feature of the act itself, a position known to Western schol-

ars as “rational objectivism” or  intellectualism .  74   Rejecting the implica-

tions of this position that compromised divine omnipotence, the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   

adopted the other extreme that Hourani has called “theistic subjectiv-

ism,” also known as voluntarism.  75   This position implies that: (1) acts 

have no essential ethical value (  s�   ifa dh   a4   tiyya ), they acquire it upon divine 

command, (2) which is not bound by any purpose, and is arbitrary, as 

demanded by divine omnipotence, and hence, (3) ethical value can only 

be known by explicit revelation of God, and i nally, (4) reward and pun-

ishment in afterlife can obtain only on the basis of revelation, not what 

reason judges to be good or bad. 

 Ibn Taymiyya charts a middle course between the two groups of 

theologians, agreeing with the Mu ʿ tazila   in that unaided reason has the 

capacity to know ethical verities, but with the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   regarding the con-

tingency of good and evil on God, thus positing a moderate voluntarism. 

He reconciled the two positions, namely God’s absolute power (volunta-

rism) and rationality of good and ethics (intellectualism), by means of the 

  h�   ad   ı ̄   th -based notion of God’s self-obligation to act in accordance with 

the standards of good and evil that He has freely created.  76   

 Agreeing with the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   that acts do not have an essential ethical 

attribute (1), he writes:

  [S]ome thing may be good, loved and proi table in some circumstances and bad, 
hated and harmful in others. Acts have attributes by which they become good or 
bad, but these are accidental (  ʿ     a4   ri   d�   a ) and must be considered in light of what is 
suitable ( mul   a4    ’   im ) or unsuitable ( mun   a4   i r ) to the agent. . . . Some things like eating 
meat that has not been slaughtered may be bad in some circumstances and good 
in others.  77    

 On divine purpose (2) and ethical epistemology   (3), however, he parts 

ways with the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s   and seeks to disengage them from the divine 

authorship of ethics (1). God acts out of wisdom, inscrutable as it may 

  74     G. Hourani,  Islamic Rationalism: The Ethics of ‘Abd al-Jabb   a4   r  (Clarendon Press,  1971 ); 

also, Hoover  , 35n64.  

  75     Hourani,  Islamic Rationalism , 8–14.  

  76     MF, 18:136–209 ( Ab   u4    Dharr ), where he comments at length on a long   h�   ad   ı̄   th , recorded 

in  Muslim , which begins thus: “God says, ‘O my servants, I have prohibited injustice 

upon myself.”  

  77     Hoover  , 35–6, paraphrasing  Minh   a4   j     , 3:76, 78; MF, 8:310f.  
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be to the human mind, freely bestows acts with ethical value and makes 

it accessible to human reason. This was the precise view, notes Sherman 

Jackson  , that the Basran Mu ʿ tazila   had held.  78   Ethical value is neither 

arbitrary nor created by revelation; rather, it is only clarii ed by revelation 

to a human nature already inclined toward them:

  [Prophetic commandments] were brought forth to perfect the  i    t�   ra      and i rmly 
establish it, not to replace it or change it. They command only what agrees with 
what is right to rational minds which pure hearts accept with receptivity. . . . The 
prophets perfected the  i    t�   ra  and made humankind open their eyes to [their own 
nature]. . . . Their opponents [on the other hand] corrupt perception and reason 
just as they obfuscate the proofs of revelation.  79    

 God being the source of revelation and intellect   both, any fundamental 

contradiction between the two, if they are properly grasped, is impos-

sible. Thus, on the human side, Ibn Taymiyya leaned more toward the 

Mu ʿ tazila  , whereas on the divine side he was closer to the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  . 

 On issue (4) of the soteriological value of acts (i.e., punishment or 

reward in the afterlife), Hoover   deems Ibn Taymiyya   vague or noncom-

mittal and in disagreement with the Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  .  80   This is incorrect, however, 

for Ibn Taymiyya clearly agrees with the Ash ʿ ar ı3  position and rejects the 

Mu ʿ tazil ı3    doctrine that reason’s judgment can lead to reward or punish-

ment in afterlife.  81   Yet, even here, there is a caveat, because his inclu-

sive dei nition of the normativity of Islam (the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     ) which, as we 

have shown, included judgments of reason that revelation has approved: 

“Being  shar   ʿ     ı̄   for an argument means either that the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  has estab-

lished it and guided to it or has considered it permissible.”  82   Because God 

has commanded justice and goodness in general, even if a particular act 

is not explicitly prescribed or prohibited, if its justness or the opposite 

becomes known to human reason, it becomes part of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  and is 

rewarded or punished in the afterlife. 

  78     S. Jackson  ,  Islam and the Problem of Black Suffering  (Oxford,  2009 ), 84, explains the 

teachings of two Mu ʿ tazilite schools on ethical objectivism: “For the Baghd a4 d ı3 s, it was a 

coni rmation of the inherent characteristics of acts themselves; for the Basrians, if was a 

coni rmation of the mental schemas that God had pressed on the human psyche as the 

normative prism through which uncorrupted humans naturally viewed the world.” The 

Basrans held this rational human ethical knowledge to be grounded “in a primordial psy-

chological schema of norms and values that was a direct result and rel ection of God’s 

will.”  

  79      Nubuww   a4   t     , 431–2; Hoover  , 44.  

  80     Ibid.  

  81      Nubuww   a4   t      162–3; MF, 8:435 ( Ta   h�   s   ı̄   n al-   ʿ    aql ); Ansari, 14–15.  

  82      Dar’(S) , 1:198.  
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 The implication of the distinction between particular and general 

commandments of scripture and, hence, the crucial role of  i    t�   ra      are quite 

subtle and have been missed by earlier commentators on the subject like 

Laoust   and, following him, Johansen  . Johansen, for instance, writes that 

“according to Ibn Taymiyya [the Qur’an] contains the spirit and the letter 

of all religious knowledge and from God’s revelation not only all major 

principles of law but also all rules of detail can be deduced.”  83   This obser-

vation needs to be corrected. If one holds to a voluntarist ethic that deems 

ethical reason to be ineffectual and, therefore, demands specii c indication 

in the scriptural texts to pass judgment on an act, as the Ash ʿ ar ı3   -Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    

theory did, then the general ethical commands of the Qur’an exhorting 

to be just and good are indeed not very meaningful. This Ibn Taymiyya 

explicitly rejected. Such general ethical commands are in fact not mean-

ingless or “empty”; rather, they are part of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      even though they 

require the use of human reason to determine their implications. Thus, 

the Qur’an indeed contained all that is good and rational, but, for Ibn 

Taymiyya, human rational ethical endeavor guided by the spirit of the 

Qur’an was a necessary part of this guidance. The real impact of this 

teaching of Ibn Taymiyya’s is felt in the domains of legal and, even more 

distinctly, political thought.      

      

  83     Johansen  , “A Perfect Law,” 263.  
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 The establishment of the caliphate   is an obligation [upon the Community  ] 
and exemption from it may be permitted only on grounds of necessity.  1   

 If they had not accepted Ab u4  Bakr’  s pledge   and not given allegiance to 
 ʿ Umar, he would never have become an imam, regardless of whether 
this act of theirs would have been permissible or impermissible. . . . For 
imamate   (caliphate  ) is rule ( mulk     ) and authority ( sul   t�    a4   n ), and a ruler 
does not become ruler by the agreement of one or two or four, except if 
the agreement of these few will guarantee the agreement of the rest.  2   

 –Ibn Taymiyya    

  The myriad contentions of Ibn Taymiyya’s vast corpus, I have argued, 

were straddled by one underlying contention, the hermeneutic primacy of 

natural reason ( i    t�   ra     -guided  ʿ  aql ), which he insists is always in harmony 

with authentic revelation. This contention forms the core of an episte-

mological system that contrasts with the prevailing elitist and esotericist 

intellectual systems and underpins his critique of classical tradition in 

both theological and practical domains. This chapter recounts the politi-

cal implications of this epistemology  . 

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s concept of  i    t�   ra      is comparable to, yet distinct from and 

critical of, Ghaz a4 l ı3 ’  s concept of  kashf      (spiritual disclosure) as an epis-

temological tool. In fact,  i    t�   ra  can be seen as the universally available 

 kashf  – its “democratic” version. Ibn Taymiyya is explicitly critical in 

 Dar’  of the esotericism and elitism implied in the notion of  kashf . Based 

     6 

 Fi t ra, Community  , and Islamic Politics     

  1     MF, 35:18–20.  

  2      Minh   a4   j     , 1:189–90.  
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on his coni dence in  i    t�   ra , Ibn Taymiyya rejected what appeared to him to 

be a stringent and elitist view that limited knowledge of God to the initi-

ated few and argued that the knowledge of God’s existence and goodness 

is available to the commoners   (  ʿ     a4   mmat al-khalq ). 

 The various positions on the matter are brought out clearly by the 

following example. The great successor of R a4 z ı3    in philosophical  kal   a4   m     , 

al- A" mid ı3   , explains his view on the means of attaining knowledge of God 

in his response to an objector who questions the obligation of theoretical 

speculation ( na   z�   ar     ) in this respect. The objector says that such knowledge 

may be attained  

  through God’s voluntary creation of knowledge in the responsible believer, or 
through someone in whose truthfulness there can be no doubt – such as some-
one who is supported by truthful miracles [namely, a prophet], or by means of a 
path of spiritual training (  t�   ar   ı̄   q al-sul   u4   k wa ’l-riy   a4    d�   a ), purii cation of the soul and 
perfection of its essence, until it becomes connected to the higher (supernatural) 
world and, thus, becomes acquainted with what is evident and what is hidden 
without recourse to learning and teaching.  

 To this, al- A" mid ı3  responds, clearly conceding to Ghaz a4 l ı3    and other spiri-

tually leaning Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  : “We require the obligation of speculation ( na   z�   ar     ) 

only for those who have not acquired that knowledge by some other 

means.”  3   Thus, Ghaz a4 l ı3 ’  s endorsement of  kashf      against  na   z�   ar      had already 

made a crack in the necessity of  kal   a4   m     , which later Ash ʿ ar ı3    theologians 

had to concede. With Ibn Taymiyya, the crack becomes a l oodgate, and 

the source of true faith and knowledge,  i    t�   ra     , becomes available to all, 

thus l attening the stratii cation   of both spiritual ( kashf ) and intellectual 

( na   z�   ar ) kinds. 

 The present chapter is concerned with the implications of this episte-

mology   in the postrevelation domain.  

  fi   t   ra and the community’  s rectitude 

 Sunni   Islam had been based, of course, on the twin foundations of the 

rectitude of the Community   and the Sunna (hence the name:  Ahl  al-Sunna 

wa-l-Jam   a4    ʿ    a ) and, certainly by Ibn Taymiyya’  s time, history had vindicated 

that foundation: Even after the caliphate   had faded away, the Community 

had continued to preserve Islam. At a psychological level, Ibn Taymiyya’s 

doctrine of  i    t�   ra      rel ected this Sunni doctrine. But his appreciation of 

  3     Al- A" mid ı3   ,  al-Abk   a4   r , quoted in  Dar’(S) , 7:356.  
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human  i    t�   ra  was perhaps even more general, as he  frequently invoked 

the common sense of not only Muslim but also Jewish and Christian 

believers in their recognition of divine magnii cence as being closer to 

what is rational and proper than what he believed to be the abstruse and 

at times downright irrational propositions of Muslim theologians and 

philosophers. He thus claimed to represent and theoretically ground the 

common sense of the believers. Often, even his adversaries were willing 

to concede this much. Badr al-D ı3 n Ibn al-Jam a4  ʿ a, a contemporary of Ibn 

Taymiyya and a loyal Ash ʿ ar ı3   , berated his  H anbal ı3    opponents but con-

ceded that their school was “closer to the mind and understanding of the 

commoner.”  4   

 Recalling aspects of the early Community  -centered   vision of Islam, 

Ibn Taymiyya   afi rmed the centrality and theological signii cance of the 

Community against any claims of imams, caliphs, or sects, for it was the 

Community that truly inherits the two dei ning attributes of the Prophet  : 

‘protectedness from error’ (  ʿ    i   s�   ma )  5   and the responsibility of “command-

ing   right and forbidding wrong.” Indeed, in a creative interpretation, Ibn 

Taymiyya supports the case for protectedness, typically built solely on 

  h�   ad   ı ̄   th  reports, by linking it to the qur’anic mandate of commanding 

what is right and forbidding what is wrong:

  The consensus   of the  umma      is truthful, for the  umma  – and God be praised – does 
not agree on error, as God characterizes it as such in the Book and the Sunna. God 
says, “Ye are the best Community brought forth for humankind; ye command 
right, forbid wrong, and believe in God.” [Q, 3:110] The  umma  is characterized 
as such because they command all that is right and forbid all that is wrong. . . . If 
the  umma  held a doctrine in religion which was false, then it could not command 
right (as indicated in the verse) nor could it forbid wrong in that regard. [Hence, 
the protectedness of the Community as a whole.]  6    

 Ibn Taymiyya   defends the doctrine of consensus   against the possibility 

that all Muslims could conceivably agree on an error by his contention 

that even if there is such error, it can persist only temporarily, for “they 

are protected ( ma   ʿs�    u4   m   u4   n ) [not from agreeing on an error but] from per-

sisting in it.”  7   What saves them from persisting in error is the practice 

of mutual advice, the commanding   of right and forbidding of wrong. 

This way of endorsing the authority of  ijm   a4    ʿ    (consensus) has a particular 

  4     Ibn Jam a4  ʿ a,   Ī    d�    a4    h�    al-dal   ı̄   l f   ı̄    qa   t�ʿ     h�   ujaj ahl al-ta   ʿ t�    ı̄   l , quoted in Ma h m u4 d, 709.  

  5     For a discussion of Ibn Taymiyya’  s complicated concept of the   ʿ    i   s�   ma  of the Prophet   

Muhammad, see S. Ahmed, “Satanic Verses.”  

  6     MF, 19:176–7 ( Ma   ʿ     a4   rij ); K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 111.  

  7     Zysow, 238, citing Ibn Taymiyya’s  al-Musawwada f   ı̄    u   s�    u4   l al-i qh     .  
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Taymiyyan color, for now it is a dynamic process. What further set him 

apart from classical orthodoxy was the similarity of this protectedness 

of the Community   to the protectedness from error of the Prophet   him-

self. As Shahab Ahmed notes, Ibn Taymiyya in a radical departure from 

classical doctrine “conceived of the   ʿ    i   s�   ma  (protection) of the Prophets as 

their Protection, not from committing sin and error, but rather from per-

sisting in them once committed.”  8   Explicitly equating the authority and 

the responsibility of the Community as a whole to those of the prophets, 

he writes,  

  God has made [the believers] witnesses unto humankind and given their testi-
mony the status of the testimony of the Messenger . . . and if the Lord has made 
them witnesses, that means that their testimony cannot be false – hence if they 
testify that God has commanded a thing, he indeed has, and if they testify that 
God has forbidden a thing, God indeed has. If their testimony had the possibil-
ity of being false or mistaken, God would not have made them His witnesses 
on earth.  9    

 This contention comes out clearly in Ibn Taymiyya’s distinctive response 

to the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    claims of the infallibility   of the imams. (Note that because 

Ibn Taymiyya understands   ʿ    i   s�   ma  as a dynamic process of correction, it 

is better rendered as “protectedness” rather than “infallibility.”) He chal-

lenged the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3  premise that the imam was the site of the continuity of 

the prophetic mission, and hence the source of legitimacy and infallibility. 

Responding to the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3  theologian Ibn al-Mu t ahhar al- H ill ı3 , he wrote:

  [The opponent claims that] the imam must be the protector of the  Shar   ʿ    since the 
revelation has ceased after the death of the Prophet  , peace be upon him, and 
the absence in the Book and the Sunna of rulings about the details of affairs until 
the Day of Resurrection, hence the necessity of an imam protected ( ma   ʿs�    u4   m ) from 
mistakes and errors. . . . This can be refuted in a number of ways. Firstly, we do not 
concede that the imam must be the guardian of the  Shar   ʿ    – but indeed, it is the 
 umma      that must be the guardian of the  Shar   ʿ   !  10    

 He goes on to say:

  The  protectedness of the Community     sufi ces and the infallibility of the imam 
is no longer needed , and this is what the ulama   have mentioned in the wisdom 
of the protectedness of the Community. They say that when the communities 
before us (like the Israelites) would alter their religion, God would send a prophet 
who would show the truth; this Community, whose prophet is the very last one, 

     8     Ahmed, “Ibn Taymiyya,” 123.  

     9      Minh   a4   j     , 3:272–3; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 115.  

  10      Minh   a4   j     , 3:270.  
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stands in its protectedness as a whole in the place of prophethood. Hence it is not 
 possible for one of them to change anything of the religion without God sending 
forth someone (from among them) who will point out that error – so that the 
Community will never [continue to] agree on error.  11    

 Given that the divine protection of the Community   is not a result of any 

infallible source of orthodoxy in a person or an institution, but rather 

in the entire Community, actualized through the divinely guided  histor-

ical  process of mutual correction, revival, and reform, it is attached to 

the paramount responsibility of commanding   and forbidding. Individuals 

and groups within the Community will doubtless err and go astray, but 

the process of commanding and forbidding as a way of mutual correc-

tion, no doubt protected by God himself, will guarantee the Community’s 

protectedness  . Because the will of the Community can never be reduced 

to that of any individual or institution, a “theocracy,” in any usual sense 

of the word, is not a possibility within the Taymiyyan vision. Dependent 

on the moral activism of some groups of the believers, what is guar-

anteed is a continuous historical process that cannot be reii ed beyond 

the already well-known cases of  ijm   a4    ʿ       . This has led a modern commen-

tator to the following apt conclusion concerning his political thought: 

“Ibn Taymiyya’  s political philosophy shows that, while it is religious, it 

is far in every way from theocracy; and while it is concerned with the 

theory of power and coercion, it does not condone or endorse personal 

dictatorship.”  12   

 Let us now turn to how Ibn Taymiyya deploys his concept of  i    t�   ra      and 

the plentitude of Community-centered   “raw material” provided by the 

early tradition in the practical domains of law and politics.  

  political justice against formalism 
in judicial doctrine 

 The aspect of Islamic law that most directly interacts with government 

is its actual application, in particular the judiciary   ( qa   d�    a4  ) and the public 

enforcement of religious norms (  h�   isba ). For the sake of brevity, I will limit 

my attention to Ibn Taymiyya’  s critique of the prevailing formalist judi-

cial doctrines that had emerged in the classical period. Baber Johansen   

has already noted the distinctively political emphasis of Ibn Taymiyya’s 

juridical doctrines. The predominant classical juristic doctrine, Johansen 

  11      Minh   a4   j     , 3:272–3; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 115.  

  12     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 117.  
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notes, of “all four Sunni   schools” had displayed “marked epistemo logical 

scepticism regarding the  q   a4    d�    ı̄   ’   s ability to distinguish between true and 

false statements” and had disallowed the use of circumstantial evidence.  13   

This “formalistic character of the judicial procedure protect[ed] both the 

 q   a4    d�    ı ̄   and the rights of the defendant.”  14   This doctrine on the nature and 

limits of “evidence, proof and procedure underwent important changes 

during the Mamluk   period” at the hands of Ibn Taymiyya who, by “ratio-

nalizing the concept of proof and evidence . . . gave a new impetus to 

the doctrine of  siy   a4   sa     shar   ʿ    iyya. ”  15   Johansen bases his study on Ibn 

Taymiyya’s brief political tracts ( Siy   a4   sa      and   H�   isba     ) and the more system-

atic elaboration of his contentions on judicial reform by his disciple, Ibn 

Qayyim al-Jawziyya  , in  al-   T�   uruq al-   h�   ukmiyya .  16   Johansen’s conclusion 

on how Ibn Taymiyya “deviated from the classical  i qh      doctrine on proof 

and procedure” can be summed up in two signii cant propositions: Ibn 

Taymiyya’s critique of formalism     and his epistemological optimism, both 

of which intended to bolster political considerations such as stability, 

order, and commonsense justice. 

 In their critique of formalism    , the reformists (the term Johansen   uses 

to refer to Ibn Taymiyya   and Ibn al-Qayyim  ) argued that “in order to 

follow the constraints of systematic reasoning,” the formalist jurists had 

“construct[ed] abstractions that correspond[ed] neither to the life expe-

rience of the ordinary Muslim nor to the example of the charismatic 

members of the early Muslim community.”  17   To combat this formalism, 

the reformists “highlight the model of charismatic i gures of the early 

Muslim community, not in order to justify the legal categories that are 

the product of legal reasoning   and its systematic constraints, but to 

downplay them.” Anti-formalism entailed relaxation of “the legal profes-

sion’s control over the judiciary  ,” such that “the dispensation of justice” 

becomes a function to be fuli lled by all authorities, including political 

  13     Not all jurists adhered to legal formalism     as completely as implied by Johansen’  s state-

ment. One could speak of a prevalent “classical doctrine,” but the exceptions are signii -

cant enough. Johansen notes some of these (Johansen, “Signs,” 174–5).  

  14     Ibid., 179.  

  15     Ibid., 170.  

  16     Johansen   generalizes these changes to a new trend among Mamluk   period jurists, includ-

ing a the M a4 lik ı3    Ibn Far h  u4 n (d. 799/1397); it is more precise in my view to attribute this 

reformism to Ibn Taymiyya’  s overall critique of classical thought and trace his inl uence 

among his disciples like Ibn al-Qayyim  . I cannot judge whether Ibn Far h  u4 n, who as a 

M a4 lik ı3  must have been naturally receptive to this critique of formalism    , was directly 

inl uenced by Ibn Taymiyya, but it appears likely.  

  17     Ibid., 186.  
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authorities, which means that “judgments can be based not only on  i qh      

norms but also on political considerations and state interest.”   18   Johansen 

notes a trade-off in the reformists’ agenda, for “the goal of the new doc-

trine is not to guarantee the rights of the defendant, but to protect the 

public interest and the ability of the political authorities to control dis-

turbances and lawlessness.”  19   Johansen’s observation presumes an oppo-

sition between justice and efi ciency in Ibn Taymiyya’s mind and explains 

his emphasis on commonsense justice as merely a means to governmental 

efi ciency, hinting that bolstering the Mamluk   state as well as some other 

personal or group interest may have been the agenda of the reformists. 

This is a result of perhaps too narrowly focusing on Ibn Taymiyya’s jurid-

ical texts to the exclusion of the theological and epistemological system 

that directly bears on the issue. 

 Johansen   notices, but does not give any explanatory role to, the 

reformists’ own stated reasons for attacking the formalism     of the clas-

sical schools. The reformists argued, he notes, that “[i]n order to return 

to a correct understanding of the revealed law . . . one must follow the 

examples of the charismatic members of the early Muslim community, 

not the normative constructions of later jurists who deviated from these 

examples.”  20   As pro-  h�   ad   ı ̄   th   H anbal ı3    Sunnis, the reformists considered 

deviation from the examples of the early community ( salaf     ), in particular 

those deviations that had in their view violated both justice and scriptural 

teachings, a sufi cient reason for censure and reform. Johansen takes it 

for granted that Islamic law ought to be treated as secular   law and does 

not make much of the fact that the reformists’ critique challenged the 

formalists on the turf they shared, namely the Qur’an,   h�   ad   ı ̄   th , and teach-

ings of the early Sunni   authorities, including the eponyms of the four 

legal  madhhabs , in addition to justice and reason (which, Ibn Taymiyya   

taught, are scriptural values). Ibn Taymiyya chastised  taql   ı̄   d      insofar as it 

led to injustice and inefi ciency, made the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      look ineffectual, and 

undermined it as the normative basis of the political community.  21   

 But surely, even “secular”   reasons for opposing  taql   ı̄   d      and formalism      22   

are not as enigmatic as Johansen’  s speculation might suggest. In Islamic 

  18     Ibid., 180.  

  19     Ibid., 180.  

  20     Ibid., 186.  

  21       T�   uruq , 91–2; Johansen  , “Signs,” 186.  

  22     In this context, the two terms are interchangeable, for the medieval jurists’  taql   ı̄   d      of 

their school doctrines had prevented them from responding to the problem of stil ing 

formalism    .  
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law, the natural conservatism of law was enhanced even further by its 

non-state, if not antistate, posture since the third/ninth century and led in 

the classical era to the consolidation of what Sherman Jackson   has called 

the “regime of  taql   ı ̄   d .” Jackson goes on to observe that “the  terminus ad 

quem  of  taql   ı̄   d  and legal scaffolding is often increased rigidity and far-

ther removal from the practical needs of society.”  23   It is little surprise that 

Ibn Taymiyya’  s effort to introduce change, despite its earnest intention to 

safeguard the normative fount of law itself, was an extralegal or meta-

legal exercise that was bitterly resisted by the legal mainstream. 

 The other key feature of the reformists’ thought, Johansen   notes, is 

that its anti-formalism     was grounded in an epistemological optimism. In 

place of the classical  i qh  ’   s “epistemological skepticism” regarding the 

judge’s function, limited to relying on the utterances of the disputants, 

their doctrine was “characterized by the optimistic conviction that the 

judge, by relying on signs and indicators, has the ability to determine 

the truth and to base his judgment on it.”  24   Given Ibn Taymiyya’  s view 

of  i    t�   ra      and reason, this epistemological optimism is precisely what we 

would expect. 

 Johansen   rightly notices that one of the key motives of the reformists 

appears to be to strengthen the state and ground it in the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     ,  25   but 

two qualii cations should be added to this generalization. Firstly, the state 

that Ibn Taymiyya   sought to strengthen only happened to be the Mamluk   

state of his time that defended Sunni   Islam against the Mongols, but his 

motives are better understood in the context of his larger case for Islamic 

politics. Secondly, that reinvigorating the political sphere   could or should 

be attained according to Ibn Taymiyya by sacrii cing individual rights for 

state efi ciency seems untenable in the light the his uncompromising com-

mitment to justice, as I show in the discussion that follows.  

  the case for shar   ı 3    ʿ   a   politics 

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s contentions in the juridical sphere were a rel ection of 

his overall project to reconi gure the contours of normative authority 

in Islam by bringing political as well as spiritual domains of thought 

and practice within the guidance of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      and limiting the hold of 

the legal profession over it. This project is summed up in the following 

  23     Jackson  ,  Islamic Law , 99.  

  24     Ibid., 180.  

  25     Ibid., 168.  
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important passage that appears in Ibn Taymiyya’s brief tract on public 

morality,  al-   H�   isba     , and its signii cance is evident by its full reproduction 

by Ibn al-Qayyim   in his   T�   uruq . It states: 

 Some rulers ( wul   a4   t al-um   u4   r ) have fallen short [in ruling by the demands of ratio-
nal justice] while others have transgressed in this matter, which has led to their 
neglect of the rights (  h�   aqq ) of the people and much injustice. The term  shar   ʿ    [i.e., 
 Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     ] no longer corresponds to its original meaning; rather, in these times, it is 
used in three senses:

[The i rst meaning is] the revealed  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      ( al-shar   ʿ     al-munazzal ), which consists 
of the Book and the Sunna (of the Prophet  ). Adherence to this revealed law is 
obligatory, and those who refuse to follow it must be fought [as rebels or ille-
gitimate rulers]. This  shar   ʿ    is inclusive of the roots and the branches of religion 
( d   ı ̄   n ), the policy  -making of the government ofi cials and of those in charge of 
i nances ( siy   a4   sat al-umar   a4   ’ wa-wul   a4   t al-m   a4   l ), the judgment of the rulers or judges 
( wa-   h�   ukm ’l- h�  a4 kim ), the spiritual enterprise of the Sui  masters,  26   and those in 
charge of  al-   h�   isba   27   and others. All of these must judge by the revealed  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a . 

 The second meaning of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      is that which is reached through interpretative 
reasoning. This is the sphere of disagreement ( niz   a4    ʿ   ) and individual reasoning 
( ijtih   a4   d     ) by the imams (of jurisprudence).  28   Whosever accepts an opinion in which 
 ijtih   a4   d  is legitimate, it becomes established upon him, but the rest of the people 
have no obligation to agree to it except if it is coni rmed by an irrefutable argu-
ment from the Book and the Sunna. 

 The third meaning [that goes under the rubric] of  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      consists of its corrupted 
form ( al-shar   ʿ     al-mubaddal ), such as [the decisions in the name of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a ] 
established by false testimony ( shah   a4   d   a4   t al-z   u4   r ). In this category fall judgments 
by ignorance or injustice. . . . To rule by this type of ruling [even when given in 
the name of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a ] is forbidden and to witness it is forbidden. If the judge 
knows the [hidden] truth of a matter whose [visible aspect] does not correspond 
to the truth and still judges by it [formalistically, following evidently false testi-
mony], he acts as an oppressor and a sinner.  29    

 The prefatory remark makes it clear that the primary concern that moti-

vates this redei nition of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      – or, as Ibn Taymiyya   would put 

it, recovery of its proper original meaning – is the problem of politics 

( siy   a4   sa     ), which was being threatened by two sides. On the one hand were 

  26     Johansen   translates the phrase “ mashyakhat al-shuy   u4   kh ” implausibly as “those who con-

trol the markets.”  

  27     Johansen   renders this as “i scal market inspectors,” but Ibn al-Qayyim   himself explains 

the ofi ce of   h�   isba  as including all those cases not initiated by a plaintiff but that are a 

matter of enforcement of public policy  , including public morality and i scal practices.  

  28     Johansen   translates this as “free interpretation,” but it clearly refers to matters of detail 

that are disputed among various Sunni   legal  madhhab s.  

  29     Ibn al-Qayyim  ,   T�   uruq , 88–89.  
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most rulers who neglected the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  and abused personal discretion 

to the point of tyranny, and on the other were mainstream jurists who 

rejected political prudence and considerations of public welfare.  30   His 

purpose is the inclusion of all of normative life within the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a . The 

opening list gives us a sense of the target groups. One group (jurists) 

overstates its authority whereas other groups accept this parochial claim 

and, leaving the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  to the jurists, feel free to claim their own sources 

of authority (the Sui s in the name of some mystical reality,   h�   aq   ı̄   qa , and 

the political elite in the name of  siy   a4   sa ). 

 By positing a distinction between the sphere of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      in which 

rulings are based on indisputable proofs from the Qur’an and the Sunna, 

well-known to all members of the Community   and, hence, independent 

of the juristic enterprise – and the sphere of matters that are disputed – 

Ibn Taymiyya   makes the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  more inclusive and limits the authority 

of the jurists to the second sphere. The i rst type of issues is brought out 

into the political sphere  , leaving the second in the domain of legal  madh-

habs . This inclusivity is not tantamount to the semantic claim of what 

the label ‘ Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a ’ should refer to. For although a semantic relaxation is 

also intended, it primarily allows Ibn Taymiyya to argue for the suprem-

acy of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  and gives epistemological unity to all these domains 

of thought and practice.  31   This contradicted the Ash ʿ ar ı3    doctrine, upheld 

most stridently by the Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    jurists, that no normative judgment could be 

established beyond the explicit purview of the scriptural texts. At best it 

could concede that human reason could know its interests, but pursuing 

those interests, as they argued against the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    doctrine, was indif-

ferent to the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a . Hence, no religious consequence could obtain from 

such rational judgments.  32   Thus there could be no “Islamic politics,” only 

Islamic law administered by its experts; politics as such was indifferent 

to the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a . 

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s inclusion of politics in the purview of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      was 

double-edged: Because these policies and political decisions must obey 

the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a , if they do so, they acquire its authority and become part of 

it. There is a clear analogy in Ibn Taymiyya’s mind between the two dis-

courses that competed with  i qh      for authority, one Sui sm   and the other 

politics; one difi cult to anchor in texts because of its subjectivity, the 

  30     See Chapter 2 for the classical ulama’  s attitudes toward  siy   a4   sa     .  

  31     ‘ Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  ’    could refer in early centuries to laws as opposed to creed or ethics (see its ety-

mology in Chapter 1).  

  32     Jackson  ,  Islamic Law , 29–30.  
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other because of its dependence on human judgment and contingency. 

Criticizing both the Sui s and the jurists for their exclusivist claims over 

the truth, Ibn Taymiyya writes:

  Sometimes by “ Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a ”   is meant that which the jurists ( fuqah   a4   ’ ) of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  
say on the basis of their own effort of thought, and by the truth (  h�   aq   ı ̄   qa ) is 
intended what the Sui s i nd by direct experience. Undoubtedly, both these groups 
are seekers of truth; sometimes they are right and sometimes wrong while neither 
of them wish to contravene the Prophet  . If the i ndings of both agree, well and 
good, otherwise neither of them has an exclusive claim to be followed, except by 
a clear proof from the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a .  33    

 A similar critique of the legalism of the jurists and the attempt to include 

Sui sm   as a legitimate science had been launched two centuries earlier 

by Ghaz a4 l ı3   , albeit by introducing the alternative epistemological basis of 

subjective mystical experience ( kashf     ). But his attitude toward political 

reason was even less accommodating than the typical Ash ʿ ar ı3 ’  s (including 

that of his own teacher, Juwayn ı3   ). In contrast, for Ibn Taymiyya  , a single 

epistemological basis placed legal, spiritual, and political discourses in 

analogous relationship to the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a     . 

 The two-way relationship he envisioned between the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      and the 

Sui  discourse is also envisioned with politics. Just politics could be part 

of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a , even if not found in explicit formal rulings of  i qh     , whereas 

an oppressive and unfair ruling of  i qh , “attributed to [the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a ] by 

means of forced interpretation ( ta’w   ı̄   l ),”  34   was not part of it. The  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  

is thus understood not just as a body of doctrines and rules, but more 

as an ideal that diverse groups of reasoners could interpret and through 

which they could negotiate in a shared “Islamic public sphere” of sorts. 

 Recall that for Ghaz a4 l ı3   , politics was a necessary evil, essentially a bur-

den, even in its best form in the golden age of the  R   a4   shid   u4   n  Caliphs, 

which the pious legists ( fuqah   a4   ’ ) among the Companions kept at bay.  35   

For Ibn Taymiyya  , “Governance for the one who understands it as a reli-

gious obligation by which he seeks nearness to God and carries out his 

obligations in it to the best of his capacity is among the most meritori-

ous of righteous deeds, to the point that Imam A h mad had narrated in 

his  Musnad  that the Prophet   said, ‘The dearest of creatures to God is a 

just imam, and the most despised of creatures to God is an oppressive 

  33     Quoted in Rahman,  Islam , 112–3.  

  34     Ibn al-Qayyim  ,   T�   uruq  127; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4    148.  

  35      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:61.  
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imam.’”  36   In  Siy   a4   sa      he writes, “If the purpose of (possessing) authority 

and wealth is drawing nearer to God and using it in God’s path, then it is 

success in this world as well as the hereafter.”  37   Analogy of wealth with 

power is a potent argument, for wealth and earning a livelihood, since the 

early days of Islam, had become established as a legitimate pursuit as a 

tenet of Sunni   orthodoxy despite its potential corrupting inl uence.  38   

 Eulogizing politics would do little if the substance of politics were not 

appreciated or consistently endorsed. Michael Cook’s magisterial history 

of the duty of commanding   right and forbidding wrong in Islam offers 

much to elucidate Ibn Taymiyya’  s doctrine in the context of the teach-

ings on the subject across the centuries.  H anbal ı3 s  , Cook informs us, had 

always been known for their “populist” bent and their street power, espe-

cially in Baghdad  , to command right and forbid wrong, usually on ritual 

and social matters such as encouraging correct performance of prayers 

and prohibiting musical instruments and drinking of wine. However, 

before Ibn Taymiyya, the “political” content of this duty in the minds of 

the  H anbal ı3 s was insignii cant – not that the rulers were not subjected 

to moral criticism, but that the issues were mostly religious and social. 

Ibn Taymiyya’s attitude contrasted sharply with “the traditional  H anbal ı3  

queasiness over the exercise of political power.” While A h mad b.  H anbal   

is reported to have disliked or considered illicit any ofi ce of the state,  39   

“Ibn Taymiyya’s political thought conveys no such sense that power is 

inherently contaminated and contaminating.”  40   He preached cooperation 

with government in matters of justice and piety and by offering advice 

and warning. Rejecting the idea that power was inherently “contami-

nated and contaminating,” he was at pains to distinguish “good” from 

“bad” association with power; it is this vacuous pietism, he believed, that 

had led to the disappearance of moral considerations from the political 

sphere  . Cook sums up Ibn Taymiyya’s positive yet discriminating attitude 

toward political authority as given in a passage in  Siy   a4   sa     :

  People, he tells us, fall into three groups with respect to their attitudes towards 
political power [the actual terms used by Ibn Taymiyya   here are  sul   t �    a 4   n  (authority, 

  36     MF, 28:65 (  H�   isba     ).  

  37     MF, 28:394 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  

  38     For the debate in early Sunni   doctrine (in third-/ninth-century Baghdad  ), see Sayyid, 

 Jam   a4    ʿ    a , 246–9.  

  39     On A h mad b.  H anbal’  s dislike of state ofi ces, see Ibn Ab ı3  Ya ʿ l a4 ,   T�   abaq   a4   t , cited in Cook, 

 Commanding , 156; on the Damascene  H anbal ı3 s’   emphasis on distance from power, 

including holding ofi cial judgeship positions, see Cook,  Commanding , 145–8.  

  40     Cook,  Commanding , 156–7.  
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government, king) and  siy   a 4   sa      (politics)]. The i rst group holds, in effect, that 
there can be no such thing as political morality;  41   so it opts for politics without 
morality. The second shares the premise, but opts for morality without politics. 
The third group is, of course, the one that gets it right, avoiding the extreme 
positions of the other two by rejecting their shared premise. The group that con-
cerns us here is the second, moralistic group. Their moralism, he tells us, comes 
in two – very different – styles. The i rst might be labeled quietist moralism. The 
quietist moralist, for all his uncompromising righteousness, is characterised by a 
certain timidity or meanness of spirit. This failing can lead him to neglect a duty 
the omission of which is worse than the commission of many prohibited acts; 
it can equally lead him to forbid the performance of a duty [of political nature] 
where this is tantamount to turning people aside from the way of God. The sec-
ond style can be labeled activist moralism. The activist moralist believes it to be 
his duty to take a stand against political injustice and to do so by recourse to 
arms; thus he ends up i ghting against Muslims in the manner of the Kh a 4 rijites. 
The distinction runs parallel to one that Ibn Taymiyya makes in his tract on for-
bidding wrong between those who fall short in the performance of the duty and 
those who go too far. Now it costs Ibn Taymiyya nothing to take a i rm stance 
against the Kh a 4 rijites. But in condemning the quietist variety of moralism, he 
was dissociating himself from something perilously close to the attitude of the 
founder of his school.  42    

 This “political morality” of Ibn Taymiyya  , Cook observes, was different 

from earlier  H anbal ı3 s   in two ways: (1) his “utilitarianism” and (2) his 

connection of the performance of this duty to the authorities. Elaborating 

on Ibn Taymiyya’s “utilitarianism,” Cook draws on Laoust’s discussion 

of the issue and observes that although “[n]one of this should be taken 

to imply the absolute sovereignty of utility . . . the utilitarian idiom of 

costs and benei ts, with its brushing aside of moral absolutes, is a strik-

ing feature of his political thought.”  43   Ibn Taymiyya writes in  Siy   a4   sa     , for 

instance: “The obligation is to attain and complete what is good and 

remove or reduce harm; if there is a contradiction in this regard, then 

procuring the greater of two goods, while possibly losing the lesser one, 

or avoiding the greater of two harms, while possibly tolerating the lesser 

one, is the essence of the  shar   ʿ   .”  44   

 Cook underestimates, however, the internal coherence of Ibn Taymiyya’  s 

political thought and, despite his appreciation for something unusual 

in Ibn Taymiyya’s attention to utility and political activism, casually 

  41     The original being “ al-siy   a4   sa     al-d   ı̄   niyya ” or “ al-siy   a4   sa al-shar   ʿ    iyya .”  

  42     Cook,  Commanding , 157, paraphrasing MF, 28:293–5 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  

  43     Ibid., 154.  

  44     MF, 28:396 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  
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characterizes it as “haphazard” and “brisk Islamic utilitarianism.”  45   To 

the contrary, it seems to me that there is a consistent appreciation in 

Ibn Taymiyya’s thought of the fact that politics is the art of the possi-

ble – as a modern political theorist puts it (in a very different context), 

“The man who treats everything as a matter of principle cannot be happy 

with politics.”  46   “Thus in making an appointment to a public ofi ce,” the 

ruler’s duty in Ibn Taymiyya’s view, as reported by Cook, “is to appoint 

the best man available ( al-a   s�   la   h�    al-mawj   u4   d ); and provided that, in the 

absence of the right man for the job, he appoints the best man he can, 

he is a just ruler even if some undesirable consequences ensue. In short, 

the ruler has a job to do, and he has nothing to be ashamed of provided 

he does it to the best of his abilities. More than that, all forms of political 

authority have the blessing of the holy law ( Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     ) and all public ofi ces 

are religious ofi ces ( man   a4    s�   ib d   ı ̄   niyya ).”  47   Given that in politics one must 

make compromises to attain any benei t, Ibn Taymiyya’s teaching is that 

a ruler or anyone in a political ofi ce “will not be held accountable for 

what is beyond his capacity.”  48   

  Justice – the Ultimate Political Virtue 

 A reader familiar with medieval Sunni   literature is likely to be struck by 

the remarkable emphasis Ibn Taymiyya   places on justice (  ʿ    adl ). It is the 

guiding virtue for Ibn Taymiyya in law, ethics, and, most of all, politics. 

Politics, Ibn Taymiyya seems to have realized, is especially in need of it 

because the utilitarian mode of reasoning that politics requires is often 

beyond the reach of prefabricated formulae or specii c scriptural texts. 

In  Minh   a4   j     , he writes, “Ruling by justice is an absolute obligation in all 

occasions upon everyone and with respect to everyone.” “Ruling” here 

includes judging and deciding in any capacity. To the disconcerted Sunni 

theologian-jurist who was too aware of the threat of such claims of jus-

tice against scriptural dicta, Ibn Taymiyya is prepared with a response: 

“Ruling by what God has revealed unto Mu h ammad, upon him be peace, 

 is but justice in a particular form  – indeed it is the most perfect and best 

type of justice and ruling by it an obligation upon the Prophet   himself 

  45     Cook,  Commanding , 154, 156.  

  46     Crick, 136.  

  47     Cook,  Commanding , 156.  

  48     MF, 28:396 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  
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as well as upon those who follow him.”  49   Yet, there is need for justice 

beyond the words of the scriptural texts:

  Similarly [justice is an obligation] in transactions such as trade ( mubaya   ʿ     a4   t ), rent-
ing ( ij   a4   r   a4   t ) and representation ( wik   a4   l   a4   t ) . . . justice in these matters could be  that 
which is obvious to everyone just as payment to the seller, or it could be what is 
obscure (to commonsense) and is settled by some divine laws, such as the law of 
Islam . For the generality of what the Book and the Sunna have prohibited comes 
back to establishing justice and prohibiting injustice – be it obvious or obscure. . . . 
This includes matters in which the Muslims have mutually disagreed because of 
their obscurity and subtlety, and the basic principle in such matters is that no 
transactions that people need should be outlawed for them except what the Book 
and the Sunna have outlawed.  50    

 Justice is the spirit of the specii c laws of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     , and even when 

the words of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  are absent, policies that seek justice must regu-

late that space. The nature of this justice is unspecii ed, hence the wide 

scope allowed to  i    t �   ra    - guided practical reason. Ibn al-Qayyim   echoes 

his teacher’s doctrine and states explicitly that what is called  siy   a 4   sa      

(politics) and outlawed typically by the formalist jurists is part of the 

 Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  if it is just:

  Just politics ( al-siy   a4   sa     al-   ʿ     a4   dila ) is part and parcel of [the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     ] and a branch 
from its branches. One who truly comprehends the objectives ( maq   a4    s�   id ) of the 
 Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a , its rulings and their proper contexts, will never need any politics other 
than it. Politics is of two kinds: unjust politics (consisting of oppressive or wrong-
ful policies), which the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  prohibits, and just politics, which takes the rights 
of the weak from the unjust and the transgressing and hence is part of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a ; 
some know this and others don’t.  51    

 Indeed, “By whatever means justice is established, that is part of the 

religion.”  52   Nor must the partisans of politics assume that the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      

contradicts or limits just policies; indeed, the two are identical: “We name 

it politics only following your terminology, for  it is in reality nothing 

but the justice of God and His Messenger, which is manifested through 

these signs and tokens. ”  53   Both jurists frequently repeat and rephrase 

this contention, appreciating how remarkable and new it was and how 

likely it was to fall on deaf ears: The  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  is not merely a law limited 

to jurisprudence ( i qh     ) that the ulama   preserve and pass on as  madhhab  

  49      Minh   a4   j     , 1:32.  

  50     MF, 28:385–6 ( Siy   a4   sa     ); K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 178.  

  51       T�   uruq , 10.  

  52     Ibid., 11.  

  53     Ibid., 18 (emphasis added).  
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doctrines, but inclusive of just policies of rulers as well as fair judgments 

of  q   a4    d�    ı̄   s . That Ibn Taymiyya   and Ibn al-Qayyim   fully understood the 

demands of normative political practice is indicated by their consistent 

linkage of wisdom, utility, and weighing of harms and benei ts to it. 

Unlike Ghaz a4 l ı3    who insisted that politics is nothing beyond the laws of 

the ulama, and they therefore are the teachers of its laws to rulers,  54   the 

reformists insist that politics may well be beyond the words, but never 

the spirit, of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a : “Just politics ( al-siy   a4   sa     al-   ʿ     a4   dila ) is not limited 

to the details specii ed in the  Shar   ʿ    and is amenable to change based on 

changing times and places. Except that its general objective is the estab-

lishment of justice, and its standard and criterion are the attainment of 

the welfare of the Community  .”  55   

 In perhaps his most forceful statement on the subject, Ibn Taymiyya   

famously stated that, politically speaking, justice (which is the epitome of 

collective piety, or political virtue) is even more important than personal 

piety, and that God sustains an unbelieving government if it is just but 

not a believing government if it is unjust:

  Human welfare in matters of this world can be attained more with justice that 
is accompanied by sins (other than injustice) than with injustice in matters of 
people’s rights even if that does not accompany (any other) sins. That is why it 
has been said: God establishes a just state ( dawla ), be it unbelieving, but does not 
establish an unjust state, be it Muslim. It is also said: (the affairs of) this world 
can last with justice and unbelief but cannot last with injustice and Islam. The 
Apostle of God, peace and blessings be upon him, has said in the same vein: “No 
sin is quicker in divine chastisement than usurpation of other’s rights ( baghy ) and 
severance of family ties.” The usurper is punished in this very world, even if he 
might be forgiven in the Hereafter, for justice is the principle ( ni   z�    a4   m ) of every-
thing. Thus, inasmuch as its affairs are based on justice, a state will persist even if 
its rulers have no share in the Hereafter (due to their lack of faith); and if justice 
is absent, it will not persist, even if its rulers are rewarded in the Hereafter for 
their faith.  56    

 This set of contentions of Ibn Taymiyya   is what makes proper political 

thought possible. It echoes the dictum we are familiar with in pro- siy   a4   sa      

ulama   like  T ur t  u4 sh ı3   , but now it is fully backed by a scripturally grounded 

epistemological and ethical system. It implies no secularism but simply 

that, when it comes to political matters, justice is a rational necessity for 

any political system to prosper. In contrast, faith in God – the greatest of 

  54      I   h�   y   a4’  , 1:30.  

  55       T�   uruq , 16.  

  56     MF, 28:146 ( Amr ).  
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all obligations – is not a rational necessity for a political system to  prosper 

(at least in the short term, for without divine guidance, the intensely spir-

itual Ibn Taymiyya would remind us, human reason, ever veiled and cor-

rupted by doubt and desire, is unlikely to adhere to just ways). The crucial 

contention is that justice is the axis on which God has established the 

creation – in other words, the social world is predictable, governed by 

rationally accessible laws, which reason even without revelation can dis-

cern through experience and rel ection. But if just politics is accessible to 

even non-Muslim statesmen and philosophers, what makes this politics 

Islamic? What, in other words, is  al-siy   a4   sa al-shar   ʿ    iyya ? The answer lies 

more in the function or vision of politics and government than its details.  

  Commanding and Forbidding as the Foundation of the State 

 Between the rise of Sunna-centered   depoliticization and Ibn Taymiyya’  s 

intervention, nearly every signii cant move in Islamic intellectual tradition 

had militated against the possibility of normative politics, ranging from 

the theological denial of ethical reason and even causality, the antipoliti-

cal bent of legal doctrine, to esotericism and stratii cation   in spiritual and 

social domains.  57   If Ibn Taymiyya wished to revive political ethics within 

the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     , he needed armor heavy enough to break through centuries 

of antipolitical calculus. It is no wonder, therefore, that he politicized the 

central qur’anic mission assigned to the Community  , namely command-

ing   right and forbidding wrong, by asserting that all political ofi ces in 

Islam are nothing but an institutionalization of this one function. In his 

treatise on the ofi ce of public morality or censor (  H�   isba     ), he wrote:

  The summation of religion and the entirety of the [governmental] ofi ces are but 
command and prohibition: the command that God has sent His messenger with is 
the commanding   of right and the prohibition which God had sent His messenger 
with is the prohibition of wrong . . . this is an obligation upon all capable Muslims 
of a communal nature (  ʿ    al   a4    ’l-kif   a4   ya ). If not carried out by someone, it becomes 
an individual obligation (  ʿ    al   a4    ’l-   ʿ    ayn ) upon someone who is capable of it. . . . The 
condition of obligation is capability, and [commanding and forbidding] is an obli-
gation upon every person in proportion to his capability.  58    

  57     I discuss the role of mysticism in absorbing and reproducing apolitical social existence 

through its elitism, hierarchy,   and unquestioned obedience in O. Anjum, “Mystical 

Authority and Governmentality in Medieval Islam,” in  Sui sm     and Society: Arrangements 

of the Mystical in the Muslim World, 1200–1800 C.E. , eds. John J. Curry and Erik S. 

Ohlander (Routledge,  2011 ).  

  58     MF, 28:65–6 (  H�   isba     ).  
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 He went on to elaborate:

  The sole objective of the entirety of the Islamic governmental ofi ces ( al-wil   a4   y   a4   t 
al-isl   a4   miyya ) is commanding   right and forbidding wrong, be it the ministry of 
defense, such as the deputyship of the Sultan, or smaller ofi ces such as the min-
istry of police, ministry of justice, ministry of i nance – which is the ministry of 
records – and the ministry of public morality (  h�   isba ).  59    

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s unusual emphasis on commanding   and forbidding, one 

scholar observes, is akin to the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    inclusion of commanding and 

forbidding as part of the creed.  60   But it is not so much redei ning creed 

as rethinking politics that commanded his interest. Equating all govern-

mental authorities and ofi ces with the function of commanding and 

forbidding makes it the  raison d’être  of the state. Thus, all the ofi ces 

of a government that takes up this responsibility as its normative pur-

pose become i rmly rooted in the Qur’an. From the perspective of polit-

ical thought, this was the most important but least appreciated of Ibn 

Taymiyya’s contributions. Even less understood are the implications of 

dei ning government through the qur’anic arch-obligation that had been 

given as the mission of the entire Community   of believers. It is because of 

this equation that politics, serving in any capacity, becomes a bona i de 

virtue. If carried out justly, it is rewarded by God and is one of the ways 

to get closer to God. 

 Ibn Taymiyya   was not the i rst, of course, to link the practice of com-

manding   and forbidding with government. Within the  H anbal ı3    tradi-

tion, notes Cook, this linkage was unusual. But beyond  H anbalism, the 

practice had long been associated with the governmental institution of 

  h�   isba . We i nd the Sh a4 i  ʿ  ı3    M a4 ward ı3    complain in  A   h�   k   a4   m      of the neglect of 

the ulama   in his time of this obligation in the context of   h�   isba . Another 

instance of this link can be seen in the case of the Ash ʿ ar ı3    Ibn T u4 mart   

(d.  ca . 524/1130), the founder of the Almohad state, whose theologically 

motivated movement imposed its creed on the populace. This instance 

was explicitly chastised by Ibn Taymiyya, for a government in his view 

does not have a right to impose on Muslims by way of belief what is not 

dei nitively proven in the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     , the proper venue for such issues being 

debates among scholars. 

 The adoption of the practice by the medieval state, one scholar notes in 

the context of North African mahdist movements, meant that “the precept 

  59     Ibid.  

  60     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 113.  
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is no longer the engine of social reform but acts as a mere reminder of 

prohibitions on wine, gambling, or musical instruments, suggesting that 

the   h�   isba  loses its radical character when it is exercised or, rather, appro-

priated by the powerful.”  61   The same, Yaacov Lev remarks, can be argued 

for the Mamluk   state and its adoption  of al-amr bi-l-ma   ʿ    r   u4   f  as a political 

manifesto.  62   Such a sabotage of the “civic” potential of commanding   and 

forbidding may be seen as expected and natural, as demonstrated by the 

record of the modern Saudi-Wahhabi state that often explicitly invokes 

Ibn Taymiyya’  s model in justii cation of such practices. But if ideas have 

their own signii cance and logic beyond their historical manifestations 

or co-optations, Ibn Taymiyya’s views need to be investigated on their 

own. It is only when we appreciate Ibn Taymiyya’s view of government 

and its relation to the Community   can we see the political potential of 

this doctrine.  

  The Nature of Political Authority 

 An immediately distinctive feature of Ibn Taymiyya’  s political writings 

(rel ected also in his dealings with the Mamluk   kings) is that the ruler 

is treated as a common Muslim, one of many ofi cials administering the 

affairs of the Community  , neither deemed a tyrant nor expected to be a 

near-infallible embodiment of perfection and piety. Far from being abso-

lute in any way, political authority is not even seen as embodied in one 

ofi ce, but rather diffused throughout governmental ofi ces. In essence, 

political authority and the corresponding responsibility are not differ-

ent from authority within the society, ranging from the authority of a 

schoolteacher over his students and a judge over litigants to the military 

commander over his troops or the Sultan over his subjects. The difference 

in power from one member of the community to the other is a matter of 

degree, but all are essentially engaged in a common task: “Whoever is 

incapable of endorsing religion by means of authority and struggle must 

do of good what he can.”  63   

 The qualii cations required of a ruler are another good indication 

of one’s view of the ofi ce. In Ibn Taymiyya’  s scheme, governmental 

ofi ces – the Sultan being no different – require the realistic minimum: the 

  61     M. Garcia-Arenal,  Messianism and Puritanical Reform , trans. Martin Beagles (Brill, 

 2006 ), 176.  

  62     Lev, 12.  

  63     MF, 28:396 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  
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competence and the probity to do the job required. These two are not only 

rational but, as usual, supported by Ibn Taymiyya through a qur’anic ref-

erence: “The best of those you employ ( ista’jarta ) is the one who is strong 

( qawiyy ) and trustworthy ( am   ı ̄   n )” (Q, 28:26). Note that this verse, cited 

frequently by Ibn Taymiyya in this regard, was not mentioned by any 

of the writers of Caliphate theory or statecraft literature in this context 

before. Ibn Taymiyya’s use of it is signii cant in another way. It empha-

sizes the concept of the “employment” of rulers; this idea is also rein-

forced in  Siy   a4   sa      where Ibn Taymiyya relates a report in which the i rst 

Umayyad   Caliph is addressed by a Companion of the Prophet   as  aj   ı ̄   r  – an 

employee.  64   But even more explicitly, he writes elsewhere, “[The rulers] 

are the representatives ( wukal   a4  ’) of people over themselves as one of the 

two parties [in a common cause or contract].”  65   

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s  Siy   a4   sa      further stands out among all the writings on the 

caliphate   as well as statecraft literature in that consultation  ,  sh   u4   r   a4  , plays 

a signii cant role and is emphasized as an important need for the ruler – 

“a ruler cannot dispense with consultation.”  66   It is not simply a personal 

virtue of the perfect ruler but a necessity for the ruler because he is now 

essentially no different from others and needs to be advised and corrected 

by his subjects. No matter how great in knowledge and wisdom, no one 

can ever be always right. It is the Community  , not the ruler, who has been 

protected from persisting in error, and that protection is because of the 

mechanism of mutual advice, commanding,   and forbidding. But because 

the ruler has a greater share of power and responsibility, his responsibil-

ity to consult others is greater. 

 The contrast between his view of the ruler and the classical view of 

the Sultan cannot be overstated. It comes out clearly in Ibn Taymiyya’  s 

polemics against the Im a4 m ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a. The context of the view presented here 

is signii cant, for it means that Ibn Taymiyya’s view of the ruler’s role was 

uniform between theological polemics (concerned with the ideal caliph   

or im a4 m, in which exaggeration was harmless and freely employed) and 

practical statecraft (directed at the medieval Sultans). He wrote: 

 The statement of the R a4 i  d  ı3 s [Im a4 m ı3  Sh ı3  ʿ a] that “among the functions of the imam 
is to perfect the ruled, [if the imam is not perfect in himself, as the Sunnis claim,] 

  64     Although the report mentioned in  Siy   a4   sa  suggests the ruler is an employee of God, given 

Ibn Taymiyya’  s Community  -centered   vision, the only way to know God’s will is the will 

of the Community, hence the distinction in this context is not that signii cant.  

  65     MF, 28:251–2 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  

  66     MF, 28:386 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  
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then how it can be expected of him to perfect ( takm   ı̄   l ) others,” can be answered 
in many ways:

Firstly, we do not concede that the imam perfects them or that they perfect the 
imam; instead,  the imam and the ruled (ra   ʿ    iyya) cooperate in goodness and piety 
but not in sin or transgression  (Q, 5:2). 

 Secondly, both of God’s creatures, the ruler and the ruled, are completed ( istikm   a4   l ) 
by each other just like those who debate with each other in knowledge, advise 
each other in reaching opinions, cooperate and participate in the benei t of their 
world and their hereafter – it is for the Creator alone to be above this. 

 Thirdly, even students correct and remind their teachers at times, and the teacher 
benei ts from them even though he is the one who has taught them the major-
ity of the principles (of a given science) – the same is true of industry and other 
professions.  67    

 This response to Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    polemics was similar to that given by early Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  , 

like Baqillan ı3 , but different from the theoretical powers claimed for the 

caliph   by later theologians from M a4 ward ı3    to  I! j ı3   .  68   But Ibn Taymiyya   goes 

further than B a4 qill a4 n ı3    and Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4    in his Community  -centered   empha-

sis, elaborating the relationship between the ruler and the ruled through 

the qur’anic precept of cooperation ( ta   ʿ     a4   wun ). Rather than the unbridge-

able separation of the rulers and the ruled that had so pervasively charac-

terized medieval societies, this emphasis brings to mind the early Medinan 

model of cooperation and mutual advice that had for long adorned pious 

literature but rarely seemed relevant to real political life.  

  The Role of the Ulama   

 Among the classical caliphate   writers, Juwayn ı3    comes closest to Ibn 

Taymiyya   in his realistic attempt to deal with power and advise the ruler 

to consult with the ulama  . In Ibn Taymiyya’s vision, however, the politi-

cal players and their roles are different. The ulama are not the sole advi-

sors of the rulers. Rather, all three facets of the triangle – the ruler, the 

Community  , and the ulama – offer mutual advice and criticism to each 

other and cooperate for the common good. Furthermore, even though the 

signii cance of the ulama is beyond doubt, as a professional group, they 

do not have any categorical privilege over others. The ruler himself must 

exercise  ijtih   a4   d      in matters that he can, for  

  67      Minh   a4   j     , 4:215; K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 130 (emphasis added).  

  68     See Chapter 3 in this volume; Lambton,  State , 77–8.  
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  both the rulers and the ulama   must seek obedience of God and His messenger in 
all his words and deeds, and follow God’s Book, and whenever it is possible in 
unclear matters to know the teachings of the Book and the Sunna, that is an obli-
gation; and if that is not possible due to paucity of time or incapacity of the seeker 
or difi culty in preferring one argument over another, it is legitimate for him to 
follow ( taql   ı̄   d     ) someone with whose piety and knowledge he is satisi ed.  69    

 Ibn Taymiyya   seeks to mitigate the exclusive authority of the ulama   over 

the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      and writes in  Siy   a4   sa     , addressing specii cally the lay rulers: 

“If a commoner ( al-‘a4mmiyy ) is capable of reasoning independently (lit-

erally, do  ijtih   a4   d     ) in some matter, it is permissible for him to do so. For 

independent reasoning ( ijtih   a4   d ) is a faculty which accepts division and 

specialization. What matters is the capacity or lack thereof; a man may 

be capable in some matters but incapable in others.”  70   On another occa-

sion, he writes, “Everyone’s independent reasoning is [valid] to the best 

of his capacity.”  71   Thus, unlike the classical view as voiced by al-Nawaw ı3   , 

the jurists have no  categorical  superiority over other members of the 

Community   in interpreting the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     . The exclusive authority of the 

experts in religious matters is curtailed to those matters in which there 

is need for expert knowledge and room for difference in opinion. The 

ulama   “who seek to dominate others on the basis of their expertise in 

religion” are in the wrong.  72    

  Shifting the Focus from the Ruler to the Shar ı 3  ʿ a   

 Having consolidated after the caliphs had already effectively lost power, 

classical Sunni   polemical response, as I have demonstrated, had focused 

on forms and rituals of the caliphate  . For the same reason, it had been 

centered on the person of the ruler, neglecting the substantive issue of 

how he ruled. Ibn Taymiyya   breaks from the classical tradition in another 

crucial way by shifting the focus of legitimacy of the state from the per-

son of the ruler to the substance of government. As seen in his judicial 

doctrine, he systematically preferred the substantive over the formal.  73   

  69     MF, 28:388 ( Siy   a4   sa     ).  

  70     MF, 5:203–4.  

  71     MF, 20:212.  

  72     Invoking the verse “The abode of the hereafter have We made for those who desire nei-

ther domination in earth nor corruption” (Q, 28:83), he concludes that all those who 

desire domination over others with or without desire to exploit them, be they rulers or 

scholars, are in error (MF, 28:393 [ Siy   a4   sa     ]).  

  73     It is going too far perhaps to suggest, as at least one scholar has, that Ibn Taymiyya   

was the i rst to do this in Islamic tradition (Heck,  Construction , 194). In fact, as we 
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This feature is consistent throughout his corpus and shows clearly, for 

instance, in his polemics against the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    claim of the need for an infal-

lible imam. Ibn Taymiyya, as noted earlier, responded in formal terms as 

well by centering the Community   rather than the imam as the source of 

“protectedness,” but he offered a further, even more forceful rejoinder 

by going beyond theology and shifting the focus to properly political 

considerations. He contended that the caliphate/imamate   is primarily a 

form of government, and as such is inseparable from power; the claim 

of legitimacy of an imam or lack thereof is relevant only if he is a ruler. 

A i gure under house arrest or in occultation, no matter how saintly or 

deserving, could simply not be an imam. If submitting to the government 

of a powerless or invisible person were incumbent in God’s religion, it 

would amount to God’s curse rather than mercy (for such a person would 

be incapable of bringing peace and justice to society), and such a religion 

would be absurd. This argument not only disarms the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3  claims, but 

rejects a crucial element of the mainline classical Sunni development. 

 An even clearer manifestation of Ibn Taymiyya’  s emphasis on the sub-

stance of rule rather than the person or ritual qualii cations of the ruler 

is his bold critique of the well-entrenched juristic tradition on the law 

of rebellion  . It should be noted that unlike the scholars of  kal   a4   m      and 

 falsafa     , he considered the early jurists the true scholars of Islam, whose 

discourse, unlike  kal   a4   m , was an organic part of Islam, and hence, despite 

disagreement, his tone is cautious. Giving a nuanced historical account 

of the development of the doctrine among the Sunni   jurists, which placed 

the person of the imam rather than the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      at the center of their doc-

trines, he wrote:

  The earlier [jurists] have done three things that require caution and correction. 
First, [their legalization of] i ghting against anyone who rebels against any ruler, 
even if the rebel is similar to him or the same as the ruler in the extent of his 
following of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      and the Sunna, [arguing that] that leads to division, 
division being breakdown of order ( i tna ) [which is prohibited]. Second, their 
equation between those [who rebel against the ruler] and those who rebel against 
some or all of the rulings of Islam. Third, their equation between those and the 
Khaw a4 rij. . . That is why you i nd [the jurists who conl ate these issues] getting 
mixed up in the vain ambitions of kings and rulers and commanding   [on account 
of their religious authority] to join them against their enemies in i ghting.  74    

have seen earlier, the grievances of the early Community  -centered   ulama   like M a4 lik  , 

Ab u4   H an ı3 fa,   and others who had rebelled with Ibn al-Ash ʿ ath   and al-Nafs al-Zakiyya   

included primarily substantive concerns about how the caliphs ruled (justice, treatment 

of new Muslims,  sh   u4   r   a4      , i scal practices, moral decadence, etc.).  

  74     MF, 4:450–2.  
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 The i rst error these jurists made, to put it succinctly, was to legalize 

a historical event rather than proceed, as proper juristic theory would 

demand, from the Qur’an and the Sunna. Starting with  ʿ Al ı3 ’s treatment of 

rebels, these jurists not only idealized and legalized  ʿ Al ı3 ’s conduct, but also 

imported the contextual presumptions, such as that because  ʿ Al ı3  was in 

the right, so is every ruler, and the way he treated the rebels, so must any 

ruler, regardless of the adherence of the ruler to the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      or the cause of 

the rebels. But the Qur’an and the Prophetic Sunna, Ibn Taymiyya   com-

plained, has “no mention of i ghting against those who rebel against a 

ruler, but all such reports are directed against those who rebel against the 

 Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  ( ahl al-ridda wa ’l-ahw   a4   ’ ).”  75   In an immediate contextual sense, 

there was no religious ground in his mind for the internecine wars of the 

Mamluk   warlords. Against the backdrop of the ulama   routinely getting 

involved and slaughtered or promoted in petty politics of the  am   ı̄   rs , his 

advice was to judge the rulers by their commitment to the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  rather 

than blindly (or self-servingly) following one or the other contender’s 

interests. If a ruler is committed to the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  and the rebels threaten it, 

i ghting against the rebels is justii ed. Similarly, if the ruler has neglected 

the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  – as the Mongols had even after having nominally embraced 

Islam – then i ghting against him, if possible, is necessary. 

 Although it is true, as Johansen   has suggested, that bolstering the 

Mamluk   state as the bulwark of Sunni   Islam against the continuing 

Mongol menace was a goal in his mind, his positions clearly had a deeper 

logic than immediate politics. On the matter of rebellion  , Ibn Taymiyya   

subscribed to the traditionalist   position that even an oppressive ruler 

should not be rebelled against so long as he established the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     .  76   But 

he was far from being a “quietist” in that he never preached indifference 

to injustice, but only that the means of censuring such a ruler ought not 

to be violent rebellion, but rather social criticism, advice, commanding   

and forbidding, and even political action, such as mobilizing public opin-

ion, as he himself did, against the ruler’s unjust conduct or policy  . Justice, 

no doubt, is an indispensable political virtue, but the way to combat 

injustice could never be rebellion because – and here Ibn Taymiyya relied 

on what had become the Sunni wisdom on the subject – rebellion and 

civil war always cause more harm than good. Nor does he teach indiffer-

ence toward rebellions directed against rulers, but insists that the stan-

dard of judging whether to get involved and which party to support must 

  75     MF, 4:450–2; 28:486–7.  

  76      Minh   a4   j     , 2:86–7; Khan, 166–9, 178.  
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be the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a . His anti-rebellion stance seems to be pro-state, whereas 

his emphasis on the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  instead of the ruler as being the principle of 

loyalty points in the opposite direction. 

 Khaled Abou El Fadl   addresses at length Ibn Taymiyya   criticism of 

classical jurists’ doctrine that depoliticized the law of rebellion   (that is, 

decoupled it from the legitimacy or justice of the ruler). Other revisionist 

jurists in the postclassical period, Abou El Fadl notes, also came to mod-

ify the classical rebellion discourse by legalizing certain kinds of rebellion 

and incorporating the conduct of the ruler as a consideration, but these 

jurists remained legalistic in their attention to technicality and formality, 

whereas Ibn Taymiyya took a perspective that Abou El Fadl attributes 

to the fact that he “was more of a moralist, and less of a jurist than 

he perhaps realized.”  77   This insightful statement captures an important 

half-truth about Ibn Taymiyya. Politics, properly speaking, is a branch of 

ethical reasoning. Far from being confused about his juristic acumen, Ibn 

Taymiyya’s seems to have understood the implications of his bold polit-

ical reform which involved relaxing the claws of juristic formalism     that 

had, in his view, become too distant from the moral foundation of Islam 

and its Community  . Even if a law could be technically updated, that was 

simply not what he desired. All legal systems value the authority that 

longevity, accumulation, and development bestow on them, and Islamic 

legal tradition had invested in idealizing and authorizing its past perhaps 

too successfully for its own good. But there was a counter-argument even 

mainstream jurists could often appreciate. The authority of Islamic law 

came, ultimately, not from the weight of the tradition or the brilliance of 

its casuistry, but from the divine revelation and the Community that had 

mediated the divine approval of the Islamic legal enterprise and under-

pinned the construction of its authority. Without unraveling that edii ce 

entirely, Ibn Taymiyya intended to clear up its unwieldy sprawl in order 

to recover some of the moral agency of the living Community. That was 

the role of Islamic politics.   

  formal doctrine: ibn taymiyya   and the caliphate 

     Having considered the theoretical foundations of Ibn Taymiyya’s  political, 

ethical, and legal thought, we are in a position to adjudicate between the 

various available interpretations of his political thought. On the one hand, 

there are those, from Laoust   to Johansen  , who focus on his substantive 

  77     Abou El Fadl  , 278.  
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approach to politics and political institutions and conclude that he indeed 

had a remarkably new and distinct concept of Islamic politics, which 

sprang from his rejection of the classical model of the caliphate. On the 

other hand, others point out the fatal l aw in this interpretation, namely 

that Ibn Taymiyya clearly and consistently endorsed the institutions of 

the caliphate as an obligation. These scholars go on to argue that not 

only did he embrace the caliphate theory; there is nothing essentially new 

in Ibn Taymiyya’s political thought. Both sides have missed a crucial ele-

ment of Ibn Taymiyya’s political thought but are correct in observing 

one aspect of it. Reconciling the two approaches is not a matter merely 

of negotiation, but requires a fundamental rethinking of Ibn Taymiyya’s 

view of politics. Let us turn to putting it all back together. 

 To the substantive contentions of the substance-centered interpreters of 

Ibn Taymiyya, the advocates of the “nothing-new” position respond that 

what explains the matter is simply the genre and the context:  al-Siy   a4   sa 

al-shar   ʿ    iyya      is a mirror for princes written by a traditional jurist and 

not a “legal manual, a book of  i qh     , where one would look for stan-

dard delineations of  a   h�   k   a4   m  . . . [r]ather a treatise designed to advise those 

already in power . . . [and hence] more signii cantly comparable to the 

genre of advice literature, typically referred to as ‘Mirrors for Princes’ 

in which the state structure is a given, and its leading ofi cials should 

be guided to the best of practices.”  78   Mona Hassan goes on to ask rhe-

torically, “[W]hat would a ‘Mirror for Princes’ written by a jurist look 

like?”, suggesting that just like the secular   statesmen wrote their own 

pieces of advice, jurists like M a4 ward ı3   , Ghaz a4 l ı3 ,   and Ibn Taymiyya wrote 

theirs. It is natural and commonsensical, in this view, that Ibn Taymiyya 

would use qur’anic verses and the Prophetic traditions to advise the rulers 

and the Community   about political matters in a “mirror” like  al-Siy   a4   sa 

al-shar   ʿ    iyya .  79   

 Of course, the jurists could have written practical political advice 

 literature based on the Qur’an and the Sunna just as well, but the histori-

cal fact remains that they did not, for reasons I have recounted at length. 

The raw material of which Ibn Taymiyya’s political tracts like  Siy   a4   sa      and 

  H�   isba      are constructed is entirely scriptural, but its deployment and con-

struction by Ibn Taymiyya do not resemble any classical discourse. There 

is some overlap with the preclassical discourse as typii ed by Ab u4  Y u4 suf’  s 

 K. al-Khar   a4   j     , which consists of Sunna-centered   advice to an established 

  78     Hassan, “Modern Interpretations,” 347.  

  79     Ibid., 349.  
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imperial caliph   and which, therefore, takes the caliph’s authority for 

granted and does not rel ect on justii cation for an Islamic government 

nor on the role of the Community  . But since the classical period, the 

tempo of political advice literature had changed. The statecraft literature 

written by jurists like M a4 ward ı3   , (pseudo-)Ghaz a4 l ı3 ,   and  T ur t  u4 sh ı3    presup-

posed a political framework that was essentially indebted to the familiar 

Near Eastern, in particular Persian, model of kingship and not Islamic 

scriptural sources or the early Islamic model. In Tarif Khalidi’  s words, 

these mirrors treated the Qur’an as one mine among many of political 

wisdom.  80   Nor did they attempt to harmonize the workings of  i qh      with 

politics. M a4 ward ı3  is one, albeit early and therefore mild, case of what 

appears to be a multiple-personality disorder: His  A   h�   k   a4   m      is the textbook 

example of the formal treatment of Islamic politics, namely the caliph-

ate  , whereas his actual political advice in his  Tash   ı ̄   l al-na   z�   ar      draws on 

a wide array of Islamic and extra-Islamic sources in a framework that 

looks more like that of the state-centered secretaries like Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ    

(d. 139/756) or Qud a4 ma b. Ja ʿ far   (d. 337/948) than his own in  A   h�   k   a4   m .  81   

To illustrate with one poignant example, in  A   h�   k   a4   m , M a4 ward ı3  deems 

impermissible calling the caliph  khal   ı ̄   fat All   a4   h  and insists that it must be 

 khal   ı ̄   fat ras   u4   l All   a4   h .  82   In  Tash   ı ̄   l , however, he presents a different model 

of political authority, quoting the Persian emperor Ardsh ı3 r b. B a4 bak’s 

pledge   of allegiance with his governors that “religion and kingship are 

twins” and asserting without reservation that “the king is God’s caliph 

in his lands.”  83   Similarly, the difference in the political vision between 

Ghaz a4 l ı3 ’s theological-juristic writings on the caliphate and the  Na   s�    ı ̄    h�   at 

al-mul   u4   k  attributed to him is so signii cant that scholars like Crone   and 

Hillenbrand   have deemed the latter spurious. Whereas its authenticity 

may be questionable on other grounds, as a phenomenon, a fundamen-

tal contradiction between “orthodox” and political advice works by the 

same author would not be unique to Ghaz a4 l ı3 .  84   

  80     On  T ur t  u4 sh ı3’   s “mining” of the Qur’an for such political wisdom within a Persianate 

political framework, see Khalidi  ,  Arabic , 195n31.  

  81     M a4 ward ı3    quotes Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ    in  Tash   ı̄   l , 38. For Qud a4 ma b. Ja ʿ far’  s vision of the state, 

see Heck,  Construction , esp. 195f.  

  82     He states explicitly in  A   h�   k   a4   m      that “The majority of scholars have prohibited [the use of 

this title] and deemed it a great sin, arguing that succession ( istikhl   a4   f ) is for someone who 

is deceased, and God is neither absent nor deceased,” and then he goes on to cite Ab u4  

Bakr’  s disapproval of the title ( A   h�   k   a4   m , 50).  

  83     M a4 ward ı3   ,  Tash   ı̄   l , 46–7.  

  84     Hillenbrand   concludes that  Na   s�    ı̄    h�   at al-mul   u4   k  (Ghaz a4 l ı3’   s alleged mirror for princes) is 

inauthentic because it endorses a Sasanian theory of statecraft with the Sultan as the 

“shadow of God on earth” imbued with the Sasanian concept of divine effulgence 
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 The difference between the caliphate   discourse and political advice 

literature had been, we must conclude, not merely of genre but of basic 

vision of state and politics.  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     -based politics was a problematic 

proposition to the classical ulama   – it was their ideological commitment 

as well as professional interest that the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  remain coni ned to  i qh      

(law) and not become extended to  siy   a4   sa      (politics), which relied on the 

judgment of those in power. Writing practical tracts authorizing  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a -

based, legitimate politics for the lay rulers was a bold and potentially 

dangerous step. Such a treatise could not be written without conceptu-

ally expanding the scope of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a  to include politics, and hence to 

include the rulers and the Community   in the circle of normativity. 

   Was the Early Caliphate Normative for Ibn Taymiyya? 

 The most detailed study of Ibn Taymiyya’s rel ections on the caliphate   is 

Hasan K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ’  s, which has the rare distinction of correctly recognizing 

some of the distinguishing elements of Ibn Taymiyya’s vision of the caliph-

ate. It recognizes Ibn Taymiyya’s writings about the caliphate but ends up 

proposing a thesis similar in all practical purposes to Laoust’  s, namely 

that Ibn Taymiyya rejected the institution of the caliphate. According 

to K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 , Ibn Taymiyya limited the Rightly Guided   Caliphate to the 

i rst four caliphs based on the Prophetic   h�   ad   ı̄   ths  that predict that the 

proper caliphate will last for thirty years, deemed the proper caliphate 

to be religiously mandated for the individuals designated by the Prophet,   

and therefore unique and irreproducible. This unique doctrine, K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  

holds, not only guarded these caliphs against polemics by the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    detrac-

tors, but also removed them from the realm of normativity to be fol-

lowed, thus freeing up posterity from any normative political model. 

 K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ’  s argument is based on his contention that Ibn Taymiyya 

precludes any speculation about the legitimacy of the early caliphs by 

asserting that Ab u4  Bakr  , the i rst caliph  , was appointed by the Prophetic 

designation,  na   s�s�  , and that numerous references in the Prophet’s   teach-

ings to this effect establish this.  85   K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  goes on to write:

  Contrary to [the traditional caliphate   theory], in Ibn Taymiyya’s view the imam-
ate   of the Rightly Guided   caliphs in Medina   was established by a scriptural text 

(  farr-e-izad   ı̄  ), who must be obeyed by virtue of his God-given position. Such a view is 

different from the concept of the dual government of caliph   and sultan and abject pessi-

mism about obtaining anything better than a fa ç ade of power for the symbolic caliph in a 

political world in which military might is all that mattered, which characterizes Ghaz a4 l ı3’ s 

authentic writings (Hillenbrand, 92).  

  85     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 75–6.  
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( na   s�s�  ), and it did not require election   ( ikhtiy   a4   r ) nor consensus   ( ijm   a4   ‘ ), and, in 
addition, that caliphate came to an end after thirty years and ended with the end-
ing of  ʿ Al ı3 ’s reign, so there is no point in legislating the imamate based on election, 
for the caliphate was, for one, established by a text, and two, it ended after the 
Rightly Guided caliphate.  86    

 This claim of K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  –   and hence much of his interpretation built on it – 

is simply incorrect. Ibn Taymiyya clearly did not believe in  na   s�s�   ( scriptural 

or prophetic commandment) as the basis of Ab u4  Bakr’  s appointment. 

K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  seems to have been confused by Ibn Taymiyya’s wording:

  Had the Prophet’  s allusion to Ab u4  Bakr   been less than clear, he would have made 
it clear to them by a dei nitive statement. But since the Prophet had repeatedly 
pointed out that Ab u4  Bakr was to be the appointed one and they understood the 
Prophet’s intent . . . the Muslims elected him without a pledge   (with the Prophet 
to do so), and the scriptural texts (Qur‘an and Sunna) alluded to the correctness 
of the Muslims’ choice.  87    

 Ibn Taymiyya goes on to make it even clearer as he writes that this was 

an even stronger credential for Ab u4  Bakr   as well as the judgment of the 

Muslim Community  , for a direct statement by God on a political matter 

would have been less forceful than indirect allusions coni rmed by the 

Community’s own choice. A modern Saudi scholar, al-Dumayj ı3 , coni rms 

this reading, stating that “Ibn Taymiyya’s view is that the Prophet   did 

not command the Muslims to appoint Ab u4  Bakr as the caliph  , but the 

Prophet knew from God that the Muslims will elect him because of his 

merits.”  88   

 Ibn Taymiyya agreed with the majority of the Sunni   ulama   about 

Ab u4  Bakr’  s caliphate   as having been based on election   by the Muslims 

( ikhtiy   a4   r ) and not Prophetic command. And whereas these implicit texts 

(that speak generally of Ab u4  Bakr’s virtue and piety over others), from 

a religious perspective, are stronger approval of Ab u4  Bakr’s caliphate 

than consensus   of the Community  , consensus too did occur. In fact, Ibn 

Taymiyya held that not only that the consensus occurred, but that  Ab   u4   

 Bakr could not have been a caliph     had it not occurred, despite all the 

texts . The Prophet’  s thirty-year prophecy of righteous caliphate simply 

meant that the reign of the i rst four caliphs was implicitly approved, but 

the order of the caliphs was not religiously stipulated. 

  86     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 82.  

  87      Minh   a4   j     , 1:139.  

  88     Dumayj ı3 , 132.  
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 Finally, K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4 ’  s suggestion that Ibn Taymiyya believed that the 

Rightly Guided   Caliphate provided no model for later Muslims is also 

contradicted by Ibn Taymiyya’s clear statements that the caliphate   is an 

obligation on all Muslims because of the Prophet’  s clear command to 

make the early caliphate a normative model.  89   Ibn Taymiyya unequivo-

cally endorses the idea that  khil   a4   fa al-nubuwwa  (literally, the prophetic 

successorship) is an obligation, and  mulk      (kingship) is unlawful except 

when forced or otherwise necessitated: 

 [T]he question arises whether kingship ( mulk     ) is lawful and the Prophetic 
Caliphate simply preferred, or it [ mulk ] is unlawful and may only be justii ed 
in the absence of the knowledge (that it is obligatory) or power to establish the 
caliphate  ? 

 In our view, kingship is essentially unlawful, and the obligation is to set up a 
Prophetic Caliphate. This is because the Prophet   said, “You must follow my 
practice and the practice of the rightly guided caliphs after me; stick to it and 
hold it fast. Refrain from innovation, for every innovation is an error.” . . . This 
had ı 3 th is therefore a command; it exhorts us to follow by necessity the practice 
of the Caliphate (of the Prophet), enjoins us to abide by it and warns us against 
deviation from it. It is a command from him and makes the establishment of the 
caliphate   a dei nite duty. . . . Again, the fact that the Prophet expressed his dislike 
for kingship that will follow the Prophetic Caliphate proves that kingship lacks 
in something which is compulsory in religion . . . . Those who justify monarchy 
argue from the words of the Prophet to Mu ʿ  a 4 wiya  , “If you attain kingship, be 
good and kind.” But this does not constitute a proof.  90    

 In the next passage, Ibn Taymiyya goes on to state that “the  establishment 

of caliphate   is an obligatory duty and exemption from it may be permit-

ted only on grounds of necessity.”  91   He presents his position characteris-

tically as the middle position between two unseemly extremes: “To insist 

on it as an individual duty of all Muslims regardless of the circumstances 

is an extreme position held by the Khaw a4 rij and the Mu ʿ tazila  . . . . The 

opposite extreme is to consider kingship ( mulk     ) lawful and to think that 

the caliphate   on the pattern of the Rightly Guided   Caliphs is not an obli-

gation at all; this is an incorrect view held conveniently by unjust rulers, 

libertarians and some Murji’a.”  92     

  89     MF, 35:22.  

  90     MF, 35:18–20.  

  91     Ibid.  

  92     Ibid.  
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  Kingship ( Mulk     ) versus Caliphate 

 Ibn Taymiyya states, on the one hand, that ‘Prophetic Caliphate’  93   is an 

obligation on the Community   whenever possible, and  mulk      (kingship) is 

unlawful except when necessary, but also holds, on the other hand, that 

mixing  mulk  with caliphate   does not entirely invalidate the caliphate. 

He also contends that before the specii c  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      given to the Prophet   

Mu h ammad,  mulk  used to be a valid form of government, as exempli-

i ed by the earlier Israelite prophets mentioned in the Qur’an, such as 

Sulaym a4 n (Solomon) and Daw u4 d (David), who are praised in the Qur’an 

as mighty prophets as well as righteous kings.  94   To put it differently, in his 

view, (1) kingship ( mulk ) is distinct from caliphate in some essential way, 

and (2) that caliphate is an obligation for the followers of Mu h ammad, 

and a more meritorious form of government in general, whereas  mulk  is 

unlawful in the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  but had been permissible for the earlier commu-

nities before the Prophet Mu h ammad. 

 Because prophets, including the Israelite prophet-kings mentioned in 

the Qur’an, are the most righteous of humankind, more so than the i rst 

four Rightly Guided   Caliphs of Islam, the distinction of the Prophetic 

Caliphate is not a function merely of the personal righteousness of the 

 ruler.  95   The difference between the Prophetic Caliphate and kingship 

( mulk     ), therefore, must lie in the  institution  or some  formal  creden-

tials stipulated by the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      (i.e., the specii c teachings of the Prophet   

Mu h ammad), rather than  personal virtue . A ruler, no matter how just and 

righteous, could not be called a proper Prophetic Caliph unless he fuli lls 

these formal criteria. These formal criteria for Ibn Taymiyya are similar 

(but not identical) to those that appear in the early, pre-M a4 ward ı3    formu-

lations of the Sunni  -Ash ʿ ar ı3    theory: the Quraysh ı3  genealogy, his election   

and rule by  sh   u4   r   a4      , and the  status  of the ruler as an elected representative 

( wak   ı ̄   l ) and employee ( aj   ı̄   r ) of the Community  . 

  93     It should be kept in mind that the concern for Ibn Taymiyya   is the “Prophetic Caliphate” 

obligated in the aforementioned   h�   ad   ı̄   th , not mere caliphate  , which could mean merely a 

successor, and even the prophet-king David is called in the Qur’an a caliph   in that general 

sense.  

  94     On David and Solomon’s piety, see, for instance, Q, 6:84, 17:55, 21:79, 27:15; on their 

kingship, 27:16, 34:10. In particular, on David’s caliphate   on this earth, see 38:26: 

“O David! We did indeed make thee a  khal   ı̄   fa      on earth: so judge thou between men in 

truth (and justice).”  

  95     Ibn Taymiyya   reports the consensus   of all Muslims that prophets ( anbiy   a4’  ) are superior 

to all other humans, including saints ( awliy   a4’  ), in virtue and status before God. Among 

prophets, some are distinguished as messenger-servants ( rusul    ʿ    ab   ı̄   d ), like Mu h ammad, 

Jesus, and Moses, who are superior to prophet-kings (MF, 13:89 [ Furq   a4   n ]).  
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 Yet, to Ibn Taymiyya, the Prophetic Caliphate cannot be not merely a 

formal position; the caliphate   is, i rst and foremost, a rational (as opposed 

to ritual) obligation. And because it is so, one ought to obtain its rational 

benei t to the best one can: “The adulteration of caliphate   with king-

ship is permissible in our  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      . . . Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   adulterated caliphate with 

 mulk     , and this does not invalidate his caliphate.”  96   Mu ʿ  a4 wiya   famously 

compromised  sh   u4   r   a4       and adopted some royal ways that emphasized per-

sonal glory, thus “adulterating” his caliphate   with kingship. Summing up 

Ibn Taymiyya’s attitude on the subject, K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4    insightfully observes:

  Hence, the caliphate   can be mixed with  mulk      in Ibn Taymiyya’s view, while in 
the view of other Sunni   (Ash ʿ ar ı3   ) theorizers of imamate  , the imamate of a ruler is 
either valid or invalid, with no middle ground. The valid imamate is that which 
is established by the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      means stipulated in  i qh     . In other words, the stan-
dard of the imamate in the view of the  majority of jurists is based on how it was 
established , while in Ibn Taymiyya’s view the caliphate is realized to the degree 
that the path of the Rightly Guided   Caliphs is followed. It may be concluded that 
Ibn Taymiyya’s view of caliphate is dynamic while the majority of scholars view 
is static.  97    

 K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , however, mistakenly attributes the cause of this difference to 

Ibn Taymiyya’s rejection of the normative relevance of the early caliph-

ate  : “There is no need to establish the obligation of the imamate   based on 

a unique historical event such as the agreement of the Companions on the 

imamate of Ab u4  Bakr   as the Sunni   jurists have done. Ibn Taymiyya’s per-

spective on the imamate is unique in that he sees it as a part of the society 

which does not differ in essence from the rest of its parts.”  98   

 Here, K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4    is only half right: True, Ibn Taymiyya would have 

argued for the necessity of a government on rational grounds, but an 

equally important contention of his was that the Companions indeed 

did what was both rationally and revelationally correct, and that par-

ticular historical model is critically important because it is privileged by 

revelation. K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  incorrectly implies that Ibn Taymiyya considers 

reason to be the source of government and revelation to be irrelevant. 

Ibn Taymiyya explicitly considered revelation as well as reason to be the 

source, with the consequence that revelation adds a “formal” dimension 

to government, which turns mere government ( mulk     ) based on rational 

necessity into caliphate   (formally legitimate government), which is a reli-

gious obligation of Muslims to enact, and which makes it superior to 

  96     MF, 35:27.  

  97     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 80 (the original is in Arabic; emphasis added).  

  98     K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4   , 85.  
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all other forms of government. K u4 n a4 k a4 t a4  is further mistaken in holding 

that Ibn Taymiyya is unique in Sunni   tradition in asserting reason as the 

source that obligates government, for classical Sunni thinkers, as we have 

seen in M a4 ward ı3    as well as Ghaz a4 l ı3   , too believed that government is a 

rational obligation. The real distinction was that they separated govern-

ment from imamate  , whereas Ibn Taymiyya did not, and hence imamate 

becomes both rational and revelational obligation. 

 To recast in Ibn Taymiyya’s distinct categorization, an Islamic govern-

ment is both  Shar   ʿ     ı̄  -rational and  Shar   ʿ     ı̄  -revelational, for the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      both 

directly commands instituting a particular kind of government and ratio-

nally requires the protection of interests that in turn require instituting 

such a government. 

 The  historical occurrence  of the Rightly Guided   Caliphate is not the 

moment of the founding of the obligation, but a moment of  coni rmation  

of what reason as well as revelation already requires. That model further 

provides the best way of attaining this obligation; by the decree of the 

Prophet  , following that model is also an obligation, where fuli lling its 

formal requirements turns any rationally just government into Prophetic 

Caliphate. What has been attained through this subtle formulation is that 

now reason is a valid measure of the effectiveness of government, and 

 mulk      and caliphate   are  commensurate  institutions. They share functions, 

rationale, and must be evaluated on the same bases. Just as it is absurd 

to speak of a ruler who has no power to enforce his will and keep order, 

so it is to speak of a caliph   who has no power. Caliphate, in other words, 

is only a form of  mulk , albeit a superior form and an obligation on the 

Community   of Islam. An analogy would be marriage; an Islamic mar-

riage (the ritual, the contract, the relationship that ensues) has the same 

essential functions as a non-Islamic marriage and hence the marriage of 

non-Muslims is legally acceptable to Muslims, although Muslims have 

been instructed to perform it in a particular, and presumably superior and 

God-pleasing, way. 

 Putting together Ibn Taymiyya’s two contentions that the caliph   is a 

ruler who must possess actual power and be just, and that the Prophetic 

Caliphate requires something in addition, namely, its fuli llment of for-

mal requirements:

   Prophetic Caliphate =    Substantive Legitimacy ( Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     -bound 

Governance) +    

  Formal Legitimacy (representation of the Community  , Quraysh ı 3  line-

age, etc.) 
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 In reality, Ibn Taymiyya realized, this is a tall order in his time, and 

one must make do with what is possible, hence his focus on substan-

tive legitimacy, the i rst part of the equation. One consequence of Ibn 

Taymiyya’s view is that caliphate   or  mulk      are interchangeable when deal-

ing with substantive issues, which explains why in his practical treatise of 

advice on Islamic politics,  al-Siy   a4   sa al-shar   ʿ    iyya     , he uses the generic term 

 wil   a4   ya . Ibn Taymiyya’s argument for government falls into the category 

of rational-revelational arguments ( dal   ı̄   l ‘aql   ı̄    shar‘ı̄ , as opposed to purely 

revelational argument,  dal   ı̄   l sam‘ı ̄ ). He writes:

  It must be known that governing the affairs of the people is the greatest of 
obligations of religion ( d   ı ̄   n ); in fact religion cannot be established except by 
it . . . because many of the obligations of religion, such as commanding   right 
and  forbidding wrong,  jih   a 4   d      and dispensation of justice, establishment of   H �   ajj  
and holidays, protection and support of the oppressed, and establishment of the 
penal system, cannot be undertaken except by means of power and leadership. 
It has been said, “The ruler is God’s shadow on earth” and that “Sixty years of 
an oppressive ruler are better than a day without a ruler.” Experience has shown 
this to be true.  99    

 As usual, this rational argument is backed up with a purely revelational 

argument: A Prophetic   h�   ad   ı ̄   th  states: “When three of you travel, make 

one among yourselves a leader.”  100   

 Limiting the religious authority of the caliph  /ruler, in keeping with his 

Community  -centered   vision of Islam, is a key concern for Ibn Taymiyya  . 

Unlike M a4 ward ı3    and Ghaz a4 l ı3    who make the caliph the center of legit-

imacy of the Community’s religious life, Ibn Taymiyya considers the 

Community the real source of legitimacy and the caliphate   as one of 

its needs. In the same vein, unlike some of his Ash ʿ ar ı3    interlocutors, Ibn 

Taymiyya emphasizes a categorical distinction between the Prophet  , who 

was infallible and divinely guided, and any other ruler. He rejected even 

the characterization of the Prophet as an imam of his time; the problem 

of governance is categorically different after the death of the Prophet 

than during his lifetime. Note that the imamate   as one of the functions 

of the Prophet and the necessity of its continuity for the sake of infallible 

guidance of the Community even after the Prophet’s death were essential 

     99     MF, 28: 390–1 ( Siy   a4   sa     ). Recall also that Ghaz a4 l ı3    too invokes a formal syllogistic argu-

ment for the obligation of a government, but he does so strictly for the “lay” ruler, whose 

necessity is known by reason – and hence he invokes no specii c scriptural evidence for 

it. This underscores the point that the lay ruler ( sul   t�    a4   n ) is categorically different from the 

caliph  , whose necessity is known by revelation alone.  

  100     MF, 28:64–5, 28:169, 28:390.  
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features of the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    doctrine, which the Sunni    kal   a4   m      theologians had 

long wrestled with and at times conceded to, thus accepting a semblance 

between the imam and the Prophet.  101   Ibn Taymiyya would have none of 

it, for “Obedience to the Prophet is incumbent even if he has no one with 

him, if all men reject and belie him; it was incumbent in Mecca before he 

had any helpers.”  102   “His prophethood is sufi cient to make his obedience 

incumbent as opposed to the imam, who becomes an imam only when he 

has aides who implement his commands.”  103   

 This distinction could be explained on the basis of the theoretical dis-

tinction between descending and ascending authority to which Walter 

Ullmann has drawn our attention in the context of the medieval West.  104   

The Prophet  , to Ibn Taymiyya  , derives his authority from God and his 

authority persists regardless of anyone’s obedience: His authority is 

descending. Any post-prophetic ruler, be it a formally legitimate caliph   or 

not, has an ascending claim to authority: He derives his authority from 

the community he rules and is recognized because he can deliver some-

thing they need, namely law, order, and defense. If he does not possess 

power and authority, he is a false claimant, a pretender, but not an imam 

or a caliph. 

 This view could not be more different that the view of caliphate   

proposed by M a4 ward ı3    and then Ghaz a4 l ı3   . These Sunni   theologians had 

employed a type of reasoning that interpreted historical events, stripped 

of their context, as materials for normative legal principles. Arguments 

such as this were common: 

 The Objector (the Mu ʿ tazil ı3    al-A s amm): “There was a period of separation 
between the Prophet’  s death and Ab u4  Bakr’  s appointment, hence it is permissible 
to not appoint a caliph  .” 

 The Ash ʿ ar ı3    response: “No, the Companions were actually trying to appoint one 
in that period – therefore, it is not permissible.”  

 Let us, for instance, recall M a4 ward ı3 ’  s presentation of the formal condi-

tions for the appointment of a caliph  . These are the opinions that M a4 ward ı3  

lists:  105   (1) One group of scholars says that the legitimate appointment of 

a caliph requires the contract ( bay   ʿ    a     ) of “the majority of ‘untiers and 

tiers’ from every city, so that the agreement on the caliph may be general 

  101     See earlier discussion, in particular on  I3 j ı3    in Chapter 2.  

  102      Minh   a4   j     , 1:18  

  103      Minh   a4   j     , 1:20.  

  104     Ullmann,  A History of Political Thought , 12–13.  

  105      A   h�   k   a4   m     , 33–4.  
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and submission to his imamate   by consensus  .” (2) The number of “untiers 

and tiers” (i.e., electors) must be at least i ve, as was the case for Ab u4  

Bakr   and ‘Umar. This is the opinion of the  kal   a4   m      scholars and jurists of 

Basra. (3) The jurists of Kufa say that the number is three, counting two 

witnesses and one  q   a4    d�    ı̄       needed to render effective a marriage contract (!). 

(4) It needs only one person because  ʿ Abb a4 s,  ʿ Al ı3 ’s uncle, supposedly said 

to him that if he pledge allegiance to  ʿ Al ı3 ’, people will say “the uncle of 

the Messenger of God, peace be upon him, had pledged allegiance to his 

cousin,” and no one will disagree over that. Therefore, the pledge of one 

member of “untiers and tiers” is effective. 

 Of these four opinions, M a4 ward ı3    rejects out of hand the i rst one – the 

only one that could potentially lead to actual substantive coni rmation 

of the caliph’  s authority and power, threaten the ritual nature of the pro-

cess, and actually involve the Community   in the election  . His reason is, as 

usual, the elevation of a historical anecdote to the level of a formal prin-

ciple: This did not happen in the case of the appointment of Ab u4  Bakr   (in 

M a4 ward ı3 ’s view, at least). Furthermore, in all of these three cases, a par-

ticular historical incident, chosen almost arbitrarily, is made into a legal 

precedence without noting any difference between a historical event in 

which actors made contingent and commonsensical decisions (i.e., polit-

ical decisions) and the formal legal (namely, universal) rules they seek to 

draw from them. This is not an exception but the rule in the classical-

period  kal   a4   m     -inspired jurisprudence. 

 The earlier opinion, rejected out of hand by M a4 ward ı3 ,   is the closest 

to what Ibn Taymiyya   reports to be the opinion of the  salaf     , the early 

Muslims, in which common sense plays the dominant role. Ibn Taymiyya, 

in his refutation of the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    argument that the Sunnis accept the appoint-

ment of the imam by four or such number of “untiers and tiers,” rejects 

the Ash ʿ ar ı3    version, and writes: 

 The imamate   [, in the view of the  salaf    , ] is established by the agreement of  ahl 
 al-shawka  (those who possess inl uence), whose allegiance delivers the objective 
of imamate. The objective of imamate can be obtained only by power ( qudra ) and 
authority ( sul   t�    a4   n ). If someone is given allegiance by means of which he acquires 
power and authority, he becomes the imam. This is why the leading scholars 
( im   a4   ms ) of Sunna say that whoever attains power and authority by which he 
carries out the functions of a government, he is from the  ulu’l amr  which God 
has commanded to obey so long as they do not command disobedience to God. 
 For imamate is power (mulk    ) and authority (sul   t�    a4   n) , and a ruler does not become 
ruler by the agreement of one or two or four, except if the agreement of these 
few will guarantee the agreement of the rest, and that is what makes him a 
king. . . . The ability to make [and enforce] policies might be obtained either by the 
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people’s [willing] obedience to him, or by his coercive power over them.  When 
he becomes capable of making policy     among them by either his coercive power 
or their willing obedience, he is the authority that is to be obeyed so long as he 
commands obedience to God.  This is why Imam A h mad [b.  H anbal] said . . . “the 
principles of Sunna in our view are to hold on to way of the Companions of the 
Prophet  , peace be upon him,” until he said, “whosoever is given the caliphate   
and people have agreed about him and are pleased with him, or the one who has 
overwhelmed [the rest] with his sword and became a caliph   and is named  Am   ı̄   r 
al-Mu’min   ı̄   n , the dispensation of obligatory charity to him (as to a legitimate 
ruler) is permissible, be he pious or impious . . .” 

 The imam becomes an imam by the allegiance of the people of authority and 
power ( qudra ) to him. Similarly,  ʿ Umar became the imam upon Ab u4  Bakr’  s pledge   
to him only when they gave their allegiance to him and obeyed him.  If they had 
not accepted Ab   u4    Bakr’s pledge and not given allegiance to    ʿ    Umar, he would never 
have become an imam, regardless of whether this act of theirs would have been 
[religiously] permissible or impermissible.  For the permissibility or impermissi-
bility is related to acts, as for the essence of rule ( wil   a4   ya ) or authority ( sul   t�    a4   n ), it 
is strictly a matter of power and ability.  This power might be obtained by means 
that God and His Messenger love, as the Rightly Guided     Caliphs did, or by sinful 
and disobedient means as oppressive rulers do.   106    

 This attention to power is what makes Ibn Taymiyya’  s thought essentially 

 political . The ruler with whom one must reckon and with whom nor-

mative political thinking must be concerned is the one who has effective 

power. Put differently, the apparatus of theorization about government 

must be directed at the actual ruler, be he formally and religiously legit-

imate or illegitimate. Denying Ab u4  Bakr’  s appointment of  ʿ Umar might 

have been religiously illegitimate for the people, but if they did so,  ʿ Umar 

simply could not have been a caliph  . This is a clear indication of the dis-

tinction between formal and substantive legitimacy of government in Ibn 

Taymiyya’s thought. This further indicates that Ibn Taymiyya does not 

deny the formal criteria that the Sunnis generally held, but is primarily 

interested in directing the attention of political thought toward reality 

and away from formalities, symbols, and images to which it had become 

addicted. 

 In conclusion, the same Taymiyyan iconoclasm that we observed in his 

epistemological and legal discourse is found in his treatment of the theory 

of the caliphate  . He rejects the classical formulations of that theory that 

were grounded in particularities of  kal   a4   m      and historical contingencies, 

but tries to recover the normative guidance found in the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      texts 

and the model of the early Muslim Community  . To sum up, the following 

  106      Minh   a4   j     , 1:189–190 (emphasis added).  
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are the contentions that made Ibn Taymiyya’  s treatment of the caliphate 

distinct. 

  1.  For Ibn Taymiyya  , imamate   is necessary both by revelation and 

reason; the two simply do not contradict. Because Ibn Taymiyya’s 

epistemology   is the same in pre- and postrevelation domains, 

whether the obligation of the caliphate   belongs in theology, law, 

or politics does not affect his approach. 

  2.  Because he saw the caliphate   as a rational institution, its fuli ll-

ment needed to be evaluated on a rational basis; a symbolic caliph   

without power was no caliph at all, and neither religion nor rea-

son has any basis for such an institution. 

  3.  The caliphate   is not an article of faith, contrary to the Sh ı3  ʿ  ı3    belief, 

but an obligatory means to facilitate the life of the Community   

guided by the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a     . 

  4.  The Sunni   tradition had established certain formal require-

ments for the caliphate   to be legitimate on the basis of historical 

precedent and Prophetic   h�   ad   ı̄   th ; these requirements are clearly 

endorsed by Ibn Taymiyya  . Yet, the  substantive requirements  for 

the ofi ce, namely the management of the Community’  s affairs by 

the rules of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a     , are, in his view, essential (without which 

the claim of a pretender to power is invalid), whereas without the 

 formal requirements  the rule is lacking but legally tolerated. That 

is, rebellion is not allowed against a ruler lacking formal requi-

sites but is valid against one lacking substantive requisites. 

  5.  Ibn Taymiyya’  s view of Islamic legitimacy, based on the fuli llment 

of certain rational functions – commitment to the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      – accepts 

compromise and gradation. The Prophetic Caliphate is an Islamic 

government that fuli lls both substantive and formal requirements 

of legitimacy. In the domain of politics, Ibn Taymiyya recognizes 

the need for an ethic of compromise and accepting the lesser of 

two evils. 

 These commitments help explain Ibn Taymiyya’  s attitude of “principled 

pragmatism” in his political writings as well as his public life.       
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   The i rst century or so of Islam can rightly be understood as the era of 

politics. Islam’s nascent but triumphant community faced its many chal-

lenges with practical reason and missionary zeal. In the qur’anic ideal, 

the Community   of Muslims was the center of this mission and their 

leader was a representative from their midst, not a king. In the Near 

Eastern imperial context, this Community-centered   vision was remark-

ably and self-consciously distinct. In the rapidly expanding empire, this 

ideal quickly gave way to a series of accommodations, without, however, 

ever fully disappearing. When faced with the loss of the ideal, the pious 

froze the model of the Prophet   and the early community in a Sunna-

centered   vision of Islam, whereas the rulers of the expansive empire 

came to approximate a ruler-centered   vision of religio-political authority 

familiar to the ancient Near East. Although this political apparatus soon 

 dissolved, giving rise to a multitude of provincial dynasties by the fourth/

tenth century, the civilization it had created adjusted to the new circum-

stances and thrived, preserved primarily by its ulama  , the socioreligious 

leaders of Islam and keepers of Islamic law. The political thought of early 

Islam was i rst inscribed as orthodoxy by these legal minds in the context 

of intense theological polemics and political insecurities. 

 After the demise of the central caliphate  , the predominant mood in the 

classical era was to live between memory and desire and accept the pov-

erty of the present. Accepting that politics in reality was always “corrupt 

and corrupting” was concomitant with an ideal of politics that was so 

lofty that it could be fuli lled only in the distant past or messianic future. 

In the present, one lived with piety and law, seeking solace in one’s family 

and religion, doing what God or one’s kin and clients required. Compared 

     7 
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to its early ideals, to use Samuel Huntington’s metaphor, the Community   

lived a “U-shaped” life: If we plot loyalty versus scale of association, 

medieval Muslims relied on family, the nearest unit of association, and 

then identii ed with the worldwide Community of Muslims, the  umma ; 

political institutions that occupied the middle played little role in their 

life.  1   From law and education to commerce and trade, one’s interaction 

with and reliance on government was minuscule; it was a government so 

small that it makes today’s libertarian ideal seem like communism. 

 The classical intellectual mood, amid cultural efl orescence, intellectual 

consolidation, expanding horizons, and political tragedies, was predomi-

nantly one of synthesis, and the triumphs of this era were in the realm of 

scholastics and casuistry rather than collective projects such as conquest, 

administration, or social and political justice. The power of this intellec-

tual and social world was such that it could assimilate waves after waves 

of invading armies. A typical Muslim scholar of classical Baghdad   would 

have seen engagement with power as disdainful and ephemeral and the 

new nomadic conquerors as uncivilized, while also reverently cherishing 

a similar conquest as the Golden Age of Islam. The new invaders paid 

homage to the sanctity and usefulness of the keepers of Islam’s tradition 

and law, but went about their business of ruling largely untouched by 

Islamic political ideals. The rulers and the ruled, like the two banks of 

a river, l owed together but seldom met. In reality, life without political 

responsibility proved to be a mirage, and the lack of mutual loyalty and 

shared norms between rulers and society led to constant internal dissen-

tion and disorder as well as feuds between petty principalities, leaving 

them vulnerable to further invasions. The Crusades and, in particular, 

the Mongol invasion threw into sharp relief the weakness of the clas-

sical arrangement. But the centuries-old classical world had lasted long 

enough to give its ideas and institutions an air of timelessness. The well-

oiled intellectual apparatus had gone through enough cycles of thesis, 

antithesis, and synthesis to explain away any inconsistencies. 

 Elitism and even disdain for the commoner alongside sanctii cation of 

kingship were nothing new in the Near Eastern intellectual traditions. But 

in the religion of the “Unlettered Prophet”   (Q, 7:157), which had been 

based in Community  -centered   ideals, action-oriented common sense, and 

qur’anic egalitarianism  , the accommodation to elitism was far from easy. 

  1     For this metaphor to describe Muslim societies, including contemporary ones, see S. 

Huntington,  Who Are We? The Challenges to America’s National Identity  (Simon & 

Shuster,  2004 ), 16.  
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It was facilitated, among other factors, by a particular settlement between 

reason and revelation. Seen as potentially mutually contradictory, a settle-

ment was worked out by dividing intellectual life into two turfs. Reason 

reigned supreme until it proved revelation’s truth in theology, whereas 

revelation trumped reason in postrevelation life of law, ethics, and pol-

itics. This theological settlement engendered cynicism toward common 

sense and practical reason. The common believer’s encounter with scrip-

ture, which had earlier on obstructed caliphal absolutism and challenged 

the caliphal aggrandizement for the i rst two centuries, now produced no 

worthwhile action or knowledge: the theologian knew God’s nature, the 

jurist God’s will, and the mystic God’s secrets. The ruler could often claim 

God’s shadow. The Community was left out in the sun. 

 Ibn Taymiyya   posed a monumental challenge to the dominant classical 

setup in both intellectual and political domains. In contrast with both the 

rejectionist and the synthesizing tendencies in Sunnism toward disparate 

foreign rational systems, Ibn Taymiyya’s approach was deconstructionist. 

In his reopening of the classical reason-revelation settlement, his explicit 

motive was to defend revelation against those who challenged it in the 

name of reason. In fact, however, reason stood to benei t equally, if not 

more, from this reconciliation. Natural human reason, he contended, had 

far more potential for recognizing truth and justice than classical Sunni   

theology had conceded. This subversion of elitism was particular suited 

for  ethico-political  as opposed to  legal  mode of reasoning, calculated to 

try to revive the political life of the Community  . 

 Ibn Taymiyya’  s most signii cant contribution in this regard was his 

view of the basis of political rule in Islam. In an interpretation that was 

unprecedented yet appeared obvious, he grounded all political author-

ity in the qur’anic arch-obligation of commanding   right and forbidding 

wrong, an obligation that appears in the Qur’an as the mission of the 

entire Community  . Any government necessarily commands and prohibits 

based on some standards of good; given that Islamic community is a com-

munity of true revelation, to follow  that  truth as the standard of command 

and prohibition in collective matters becomes a rational as well as revela-

tional requirement.  2   His later interpreters were to ignore the radical impli-

cations of this idea and reduce his teachings to the familiar deployment of 

commanding and forbidding as the prerogative of the state alone. But his 

teaching, properly contextualized, had an altogether different tenor. If the 

justii cation of the state is based on an inalienable mission and prerogative 

  2     MF 28:62–3 (  H�   isba     ).  
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of the Community, the state is justii ed primarily as a  representative of the 

Community. Furthermore, if political authority is based on the practice of 

commanding and forbidding, the entire Community now becomes the site 

of political authority. It is not the Community that owes unqualii ed obe-

dience and service to the Islamic state, but the state that derives its  raison 

d’être  from its fuli llment of the Community’s mission. This justii cation of 

an Islamic state not only legitimizes political authority by offering it a real-

istic normative alternative to perpetual illegitimacy, but also – and more 

importantly –  politicizes  the Community. The rulers are neither infallible 

nor superior to the common believer and stand in need of advice and criti-

cism themselves. Furthermore, the state is to be judged by its adherence to 

the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      that the Community, in particular its ulama  , uphold, and the 

 Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a  – the source of legal as well as political norms – not the ruler, is the 

ultimate object of loyalty. The ruler and the ruled become seamlessly con-

nected through mutual advice and cooperation. The difference between 

the capacity and hence authority and responsibility of various members 

of the Community – the rulers, the ulama, and the commoners   – is one of 

degree rather than essence. 

 These three (possibly overlapping) kinds of groups – the ulama  , 

the r ulers, and the common believers – constitute the agency in Ibn 

Taymiyya’  s sociopolitical vision of the Community  . The ulama, the most 

important actors, are conceived of not as a social category or members 

of a particular legal profession, but as the carriers of the knowledge of 

the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a      and exemplars of its teachings; scholars of  i qh     ,   h�   ad   ı̄   th , and 

spirituality all participated in interpreting the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a , none having exclu-

sive claim to its authority. The ulama are, in fact, warned against seeking 

ascendancy over others, as are the rulers (excepting the authority that 

l ows from their roles). The commoners  , although dependent on ulama 

for knowledge and rulers for protection, are not without agency of their 

own. Vis- à -vis the ulama, they have the right as well as responsibility to 

choose the righteous ones to follow, demand evidence if they are capa-

ble of judging it, and they are not bound to follow one single school or 

scholar. He famously advocated a liberal doctrine of  ijtih   a4   d      and limited 

the scope of  taql   ı̄   d     . Vis- à -vis the rulers, the rights of the commoners are 

even better protected, for they can reject a command if the ruler decrees 

a matter touching on religious law and has religious justii cation for it on 

the basis of the opinion of a credible scholar or school, but which goes 

against their own conviction.  3   When it comes to matters on which there 

  3     Ibn Taymiyya  ,  Al-Mustadrak    ʿ    al   a4    Majm   u4    ʿ     al-Fat   a4   wa , 3:205.  
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is legitimate religious disagreement, it would seem, the believer is entirely 

free to choose. 

 Accordingly, he divided rulings of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      into the core agreed on 

by the rightly guided Community   (Sunnis, that is) and those on which 

legal schools disagreed. Not unlike Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ   , he grounded the 

legitimacy of the state in its adherence to that agreed-on core. Entirely 

unlike Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ , however, he did not give the right of legislation 

in other matters to the caliph  , but distributed it within the Community. 

The ulama   get the lion’s share, of course, but  ijtih   a4   d     , he taught, as had 

Ghaz a4 l ı3   , is a divisible qualii cation, and professionals and experts in dif-

ferent i elds are capable of making independent religious judgment in 

their own domains. 

 Political thinking and action require a measure of unity and a shared 

set of commitments. Johansen   puts the matter perhaps too emphatically 

in saying that according to Ibn Taymiyya  , “[i]n a state that commands the 

good and forbids the evil, the jurist does not have to defend any particu-

lar school doctrine.”  4   The jurists’ loyalty to their own traditions certainly 

ought not to come in the way of the welfare of the whole. There is no 

indication, however, that Ibn Taymiyya intended to eliminate the legal 

schools as they had developed, believing that legal differences of schools 

did not, in theory, jeopardize that unity. Once the  Shar   ı̄ʿ   a      is expanded 

to include political and ethical considerations by expanding its reach 

beyond the formalist reasoning limited to specii c texts, it becomes pos-

sible to create theoretical space for an Islamic political sphere   in which 

authoritative Islamic reasoning could take place on the basis of the more 

general ethical principles expounded in the Qur’an. 

 The commonly agreed-on set of doctrines of the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      that were 

beyond the purview of  madhhab  disputes provided the shared arena of 

concern and competence for all Muslims. In this setup, the ruler has a 

wider canvas for  siy   a4   sa     , but if the Community’  s freedoms that his theory 

intimates – but does not elaborate on – are granted, the ruler’s powers 

can be quite limited. But he simply did not think in terms of institutions; 

his sole concern was deconstruction. In this respect, there was a veritable 

void in Ibn Taymiyya’  s political thought. His ideas point in many new 

directions, but his immediate program made sense only in his medieval 

world. He could take for granted the ulama’  s hold over religious author-

ity and the urgent need for the rulers’ military support of Islam against 

foreign threats; his realism and deep involvement with the multitude of 

  4     Johansen  , “Signs,” 186.  
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reformist contentions did not allow him to ask what seems to us to be the 

next set of questions emerging from his political ideas. And while his spir-

itual and legal ideas found a worthy successor, the illustrious Ibn Qayyim 

al-Jawziyya  , his political ideas did not. 

 In fact, Ibn Taymiyya’  s thought was not political in any usual sense. 

He did not devote his best intellectual energies to writing explicitly polit-

ical theories, imagining sustainable political systems, or self-consciously 

creating a new science of politics or history as Ibn Khald u4 n   was to do 

a generation later. Ibn Taymiyya’s explicitly political works make only 

a modest fraction of his overall oeuvre. Nor did he demonstrate great 

political tact or ambition in his life – as a man without family or any 

discernable personal interests, he led a life of celibacy, highly unusual 

among Muslims – and was an unlikely man to personally understand 

political “interest” in the usual sense. Perhaps it was his lack of personal 

interest or ambition that made him identify his interests with those of the 

Community  , and therefore create the possibility of the political by putt-

ing the Community at the heart of his concerns. Regardless of his motiva-

tions, the common thread through his conceptual innovations can be best 

described as the reinvigoration of ethico-political thought and action in 

Islam. That the political would be revived by a deeply religious impulse, 

we may note incidentally, is not an unfamiliar occurrence in history. In 

Wolin’  s view, for instance, what revived the sense of community in the 

politically moribund Roman Empire was the emergence of Christianity. 

Despite its otherworldly orientation and a deep unease with the political 

order, the new religion “put forward a new and powerful ideal of com-

munity which recalled men to life of meaningful participation.”  5   

 Against all odds, the Taymiyyan moment was a radically political 

one.   

 I have explored the impact of Ibn Taymiyya’  s theological and epistemo-

logical ideas on his contentions in law, ethics, and politics, but have not 

explored the historical impact of these ideas. Besides the scope of this 

study and my own limitation, there are reasons to decouple his conten-

tions, which he made in conversation with the greatest minds of the classi-

cal world and hence can be appreciated i rst and foremost in that context, 

from the subsequent appropriations of his ideas, which deserve to be 

studied in their own right. In fact, this decoupling is called for in this 

case precisely because he had signii cant impact and elicited such strongly 

  5     Wolin  , 87–9.  
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polarized reactions that his own ideas have been at times remarkably dis-

guised by posterity’s appropriations. While focusing on the tradition in 

which Ibn Taymiyya wrote instead of on those who wrote for or against 

his, I hope I have provided a framework that will enable such new and 

much needed research in understanding the reception of his ideas through 

the centuries. 

 Intellectually, there is no better way to describe Ibn Taymiyya’  s pro-

ject than as a continuation of the project the great Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  , in particular 

Ghaz a4 l ı3    and R a4 z ı3 ,   had left behind, namely harmonizing reason and rev-

elation to provide a stable foundation for belief and action. In contrast 

with Ghaz a4 l ı3  and R a4 z ı3 , however, whose synthetic impulse had taken them 

to the ends of the available philosophical systems of their day and back, 

his deconstructive project took this end as its point of departure. 

 To recall the clarion call of Wael Hallaq  , the  Shar   ı ̄    ʿ    a      is all but dead and 

unresuscitable, except if a legitimate modern polity devotes itself to reviv-

ing the legal core of the  Shar   ı̄    ʿ    a . I have argued that the interdependence 

between law and politics that Hallaq deems necessary in reviving Islamic 

law had, in fact, always been present in Islamic history. Islam furnished 

a broad vision of life, which was in particular circumstances formulated 

as, at times forced into, bodies of law. Yet, Gibb   has noted perceptively, 

in practice and outside of the attempts at formulation, “Muslim thought 

refuses to be bound by the outward formulae.”  6   The relative roles of 

politics and law, of jurists, rulers, and spiritual leaders, and the coni gu-

rations of law and politics and epistemology   and ethics have all been 

negotiable, although some settlements have lasted longer than others. 

Limits of law as the predominant mode of normative Islamic thought 

have become clear at crucial junctures in Islamic history. The overlegal-

ization of Islamic tradition has been opposed at such junctures not just 

by marginal or syncretic movements, but by mainstream jurists such as 

Ghaz a4 l ı3   , in the name of a spiritual vision, and by traditionalists   such as 

Ibn Taymiyya   in an even more forceful way. The possibilities of Islam’s 

authentic negotiation with modernity and the nation-state, however they 

are conceived (problematizing these constructs, while indispensable, has 

been beyond the scope of this study), cannot be exhausted unless Islamic 

history is seen as merely legal history. This recognition prompts us to 

rethink the familiar debate among medieval Muslim as well as modern 

scholars about the role of  ijtih   a4   d      and  taql   ı̄   d     , the two modes of reasoning 

that have often been understood in strictly legalistic sense. These debates 

  6     Gibb  ,  Studies , 149.  
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assume new dimensions if their meta-legal, political dimension is accentu-

ated. Under the rubric of  ijtih   a4   d  and  taql   ı ̄   d  were debated the very episte-

mological foundations of the law, its goals and relative location vis- à - vis 

the political and the spiritual domains. 

 The signii cance of Ibn Taymiyya’  s contribution, as it is clear by now, 

lies not in elaborating robust political institutions, but in making such 

thinking possible by deconstructing the doctrines and developments that 

had foreclosed the very possibility of political thinking. At the heart of 

Ibn Taymiyya’s iconoclastic intervention in the Islamic legal and theologi-

cal tradition was an epistemological optimism grounded in his innovative 

use of the qur’anic concept of  i    t�   ra     , which complemented and legitimated 

human reason and helped bridge the gap between reason and revelation. 

It is this reworking of  i    t�   ra  that made possible transgressing the inher-

ited boundaries and imagining once again  al-siy   a4   sa     al-shar   ʿ    iyya , Islamic 

politics.  
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An electronic database of classical works in Arabic. Only those titles not 
available in print to me, and not critical to the present study, have been cited 
from JK alone. 

  Man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n  Ibn Taymiyya,  Kit   a4   b al-radd    ʿ    al   a4    al-man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n  
 MF Ibn Taymiyya,  Majm   u4    ʿ     fat   a4   wa  
  Minh   a4   j  Ibn Taymiyya,  Minh   a4   j       al-sunna  
  Milal  Sharast a4 n ı3 , al-Milal wa ’l-ni h� al 
 MRK Ibn Taymiyya,  Majm   u4    ʿ    at al-ras   a4   ’il al-kubra  
  Nubuww   a4   t  Ibn Taymiyya,  K. al-nubuww   a4   t  
   T� ab.   T abar ı3 ,  Tar   ı ̄   kh  
   T�   uruq  Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,  al-   T�   uruq al-   h�   ukmiyya   

  Journal Abbreviations 

 IJMES: International Journal of Middle East Studies 
 ILS: Islamic Law and Society 
 IRAN: Iran: Journal of the British Institute of Persian Studies 
 JAOS: Journal of the American Oriental Society 
 JIS: Journal of Islamic Studies 
 JNES: Journal of Near Eastern Studies 
 JSAI: Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 
 MW: The Muslim World 
 SI: Studia Islamica 
 SOAS: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies  
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  Ab u4  ’l-Fid a4 ,     199  ,     200  ,   281  

  Ab u4  Bakr,     10  ,   42  ,   54  ,     55  ,   56  ,     64  ,   68  ,   

74  ,   75  ,   82  ,   83  ,     109  ,   114  ,   115  ,     178  ,   

228  ,   254  ,   255  ,   256  ,         259  ,   262  , 

  263  ,     264    

  Ab u4   H an ı3 fa,     79  ,   80  ,     81  ,   82  ,   84  ,     85  ,   107  , 

  185  ,   250  

  Ab u4  Ya ʿ l a4  al-Farr a4’ , al-Q a4  d  ı3 ,     99  ,   112  ,   114  , 

    117  ,   118  ,     119  ,     121  ,   191  ,   248  ,   276  ; 

    biblio ,     282   

  Ab u4  Y u4 suf,     56  ,   84  ,         85  ,   86  ,   98  ,   107  ,   117  , 

  144  ,   253  ;    biblio,     276   ;     K. al-Khar   a4   j ,     56  , 

  84  ,   85  ,   98  ,   253   

   ahl al-   h�   ad   ı̄   th ,     10  ,   179  ,   181  ,   197  ;     and 

solitary reports ,     49   

   Ahl al-Sunna  (Sunnis),     4  ,   5  ,   10  ,   12  ,     28  , 

  29  ,   33  ,   37  ,   48  ,   58  ,   64  ,   79  ,   83  ,     87  ,   91  , 

    94  ,     96  ,   98  ,   104  ,   107  ,   139  ,   140  ,     142  , 

  143  ,   144  ,   159  ,   167  ,   168  ,     185  ,   188  ,   189  , 

    190  ,   192  ,   196  ,   206  ,     209  ,   213  ,   217  ,   223  , 

  229  ,   233  ,   234  ,   235  ,   236  ,   239  ,     241  ,   249  , 

  250  ,   251  ,   256  ,   258  ,   259  ,     260  ,   262  , 

    265  ,   268  ,   284  ,    See also  traditionalists  ; 

  Ash ʿ ar ı3 s  ;    biblio,     283  ,   284  ,   287   ;    classical 

caliphate discourse of,     107   ;    imamate,   

  43   ;    on intellect and community,     146–7   ; 

    on rationality of ethics ,     223   ;    Sunni 

theologians on intellect,     147–52   

  A h mad b.  H anbal,     10  ,   39  ,   74  ,   84  ,   90  , 

    91  ,     107  ,     108  ,   117  ,   121  ,   141  ,   142  ,   

146  ,   182  ,   190  ,   191  ,   239  ,     279  ;    biblio,   

  282   

  al-Ash ʿ ar ı3 , Ab u4  al- H asan,     57  ,   108  ,   109  , 

  112  ,   114  ,   118  ,   142  ,         143  ,   152  ,   190    

   al-   ʿ    aw   a4   mm  (commoners),     10  ,   149  ,   156  , 

  161  ,     162  ,   163  ,         167  ,   176  ,   184  ,   198  ,   201  , 

    207  ,     217  ,   229  ,   269    

  al-Awz a4ʿı3 ,     82  ,   83  ,   84  ,   85  

  al-Bayhaq ı3 ,     142  

  al- H  a4 rith b. Surayj,     65  ,   67  ,   81  

  al- H asan al- T abar ı3 ,     142  

   ʿ Al ı3  b. Ab ı3   T  a4 lib,     78  

  al-Kiy a4  al-Har a4 s ı3 ,     217  

  al-Maqr ı3 z ı3 ,     12  ,   13  ,   103  ,   105  ,     174  ;    biblio,   

  277  ,   279   

  al-Nafs al-Zakiyya,     79  ,   80  ,   81  ,     82  ,   140  , 

  250  

  al-Q a4 sim b. Ibrah ı3 m,     74    

  al-Qushayr ı3 ,     142    

   al-saw   a4   d al-a   ʿ     z	   am ,     81  ,   82  ,   83    

  al-Sh a4 i  ʿı3 , Mu h ammad b. Idr ı3 s,     xvii  ,   68  ,   80  , 

  86  ,   87  ,   88  ,   89  ,     107  ,   180  ,   185  

   A4 mid ı3 , al-,     229    

  Anas b. M a4 lik,     79  ,   88  ;    in Ibn al-Ash ʿ ath’s 

rebellion,     79   

       Index    
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  Ash ʿ ar ı3 s,     11  ,   102  ,   111  ,   138  ,     139  ,   140  , 

  141  ,     142  ,         143  ,   146  ,   148  ,   149  ,   152  ,   154  , 

  155  ,         157  ,   158  ,   160  ,   161  ,   163  ,   164  ,   166  , 

  167  ,     182  ,   189  ,   193  ,   195  ,   196  ,     197  ,   201  , 

  204  ,   205  ,   206  ,   207  ,   208  ,     209  ,   214  ,   217  , 

  223  ,     225  ,         226  ,     227  ,   229  ,     230  ,   237  ,   238  , 

  245  ,   248  ,   258  ,   259  ,   261  ,   262  ,   263  ,   272  ; 

   and the Community,     131   ;    biblio,     278   ; 

   classical discourse on caliphate,     107   ;    Ibn 

Taymiyya on,     189–95   

  Ayyubids,     95  ,   104  ,   134  ,   135  ,   282    

  Baghdad,     40  ,   93  ,   95  ,   102  ,   107  ,   109  ,   113  , 

  140  ,   153  ,   173  ,   175  ,   239  ,     267  ,   281  

  Baghd a4 d ı3 ,  ʿ Abd ’l-Q a4 hir  T  a4 hir al-,     109  ,   111  , 

      112  ,         113  ,       114  ,     115  ,     117  

  Baghd a4 d ı3 , al-Kha t  ı3 b al-,     23  

  B a4 qill a4 n ı3 , Ab u4  Bakr al-,     40  ,   109  ,   114  ,   

115  ,   116  ,   118  ,   119  ,   131  ,   142  ,   146  ,   190  , 

  213  ,   248  

  Basra,     80  ,   86  ,   109  

  B a4  t iniyya,     126  ,   143  ,     159  ,   178  

   bay   ʿ    a (pledge of allegiance) ,     56  ,   57  ,     113  , 

  114  ,   116  ,   120  ,   129  ,   131  ,   132  ,       228  ,   254  , 

  256  ,   262  ,   264  

  Buyids,     4  ,   19  ,   93  ,   94  ,     95  ,   112  ,   113  ,   115  , 

  119  ,   121    

  caliphate,     5  ,       6  ,   8  ,   9  ,     18  ,   19  ,   27  ,   28  ,   29  , 

  30  ,   40  ,     42  ,   43  ,     45  ,   46  ,   48  ,       57  ,   60  ,     61  , 

    62  ,   86  ,   91  ,     92  ,   93  ,   94  ,     95  ,   96  ,   97  ,   98  , 

  102  ,     104  ,     107  ,   109  ,     118  ,   122  ,   127  ,   128  , 

  137  ,       138  ,     140  ,     160  ,   168  ,   174  ,   182  ,   228  , 

    229  ,   247  ,     248  ,     249  ,   254  ,     255  ,           256  ,       257  , 

          258  ,           259  ,             260  ,       261  ,         262  ,         263  ,   264  ,         265  , 

          266  ,   270  ;    Abbasid,     38   ;     ʿ Al ı3’ s view on 

the nature of,     58   ;    as the Islamic political 

ideal,     14   ;    different visions of,     63–88   ; 

   early,     41   ;    God’s,     42  ,   43  ,   46   ;    God’s 

Messenger’s,     45  ,   46   ;    Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ’ s vs. 

Sunna-centered view,     85   ;    Ibn Taymiyya 

and,     27  ,   31   ;    Ibn Taymiyya and,     252–65   ; 

   Ibn Taymiyya on the requirements of,   

  28   ;    Rightly Guided,     3  ,   5  ,   64  ,   68  ,   84  ,   115  , 

  255  ,     257  ,     258  ,   259  ,   260  ,   264   ;     sh   u4   r   a4   in 

early,     53–8   ;    Sunni theological discourse 

on,     107   ;    the failure of,     6  ,   37   ;    under the 

Buyids,     94   

  commanding right and forbidding wrong,   

  62  ,   230  ,     232  ,   239  ,   244  ,     245  ,       246  ,   247  , 

  250  ,   251  ,   261  ,   268  

  Community (umma),     4  ,   5  ,   10  ,   12  ,   14  ,     27  , 

  40  ,   46  ,   50  ,     51  ,   53  ,   55  ,   63  ,     65  ,   70  ,   71  , 

  80  ,   82  ,   83  ,   87  ,   91  ,       92  ,     101  ,   107  ,     109  , 

  110  ,   112  ,   114  ,     115  ,     116  ,     117  ,   119  ,       120  , 

      121  ,     122  ,   124  ,   127  ,   129  ,     130  ,   131  ,     132  , 

  133  ,     134  ,   137  ,     140  ,   147  ,   164  ,   168  ,   176  , 

  177  ,   189  ,     200  ,   228  ,     229  ,     230  ,     231  ,       232  , 

  237  ,   243  ,   244  ,   245  ,   246  ,     247  ,     248  ,     249  , 

  250  ,     252  ,   253  ,   254  ,   255  ,   256  ,     258  ,     260  , 

    261  ,   263  ,   264  ,   265  ,     266  ,   267  ,     268  ,     269  , 

  270  ,     271  ;     and sh   u4   r   a4  ,     67  ,   71   ;     and the 

caliphate ,     41   ;    and the Islamic state,     55   ; 

    and the Prophetic mission ,     52   ;    and the 

Qur’an,     49  ,   50   ;    biblio,     278  ,   283   ;    early 

period,     55–65   

  cosmology,     16  ,   144  ,   145  ,   155  ,     167  

  Crone, Patricia,     14  ,   19  ,     26  ,   32  ,   42  ,     43  ,     44  , 

      45  ,         46  ,   47  ,   48  ,   61  ,   62  ,   69  ,     70  ,     71  ,       72  , 

    84  ,     86  ,     87  ,     89  ,   90  ,   118  ,     254  ,   284  ,   285  ; 

   biblio,     280     

  Damascus,         7  ,   63  ,   66  ,   95  ,   104  ,   135  ,   174  , 

  175  ,   176  ,   186  

   Ḍ ar a4 r b.  ʿ Amr,     67    

  egalitarianism,     41  ,   51  ,       52  ,   57  ,   70  ,   73  ,   74  , 

  78  ,   101  ,   182  ,   267  

  Egypt,     8  ,   19  ,   86  ,     93  ,   102  ,   126  ,     127  ,   135  , 

  141  ,   174  ,   187  ,   190  ,   283  ,   285    

  epistemology,     9  ,   11  ,   31  ,   145  ,   146  ,   147  , 

  153  ,   205  ,   210  ,   211  ,   213  ,   215  ,   224  ,     225  , 

  228  ,   229  ,   265  ,   272    

   falsafa ,     11  ,   13  ,   27  ,   143  ,     144  ,   147  ,   149  , 

  157  ,   158  ,   163  ,   164  ,   168  ,     179  ,   197  ,   210  , 

  250  

  F a4 r a4 b ı3 , Ab u4  Na s r al-,     143  ,   144  ,     150  ,     168  , 

  210  ;     biblio ,     280   

  Farazdaq,     45  ,   46  

  F a4  t imid,     93  ,   126  ,     190  

  Fazlur Rahman,     38  ,   57  ,   160  ,   192  

   i qh ,     3  ,     5  ,   18  ,   22  ,     40  ,   79  ,   88  ,       91  ,   92  ,   95  ,       98  , 

  102  ,     103  ,   105  ,   106  ,     107  ,   143  ,       146  ,   153  , 

  164  ,   178  ,     184  ,   193  ,   230  ,   233  ,   234  ,   235  , 

  237  ,   238  ,   242  ,   253  ,   254  ,   255  ,   259  ,   269  ; 

   biblio,     276   ;     paradoxical attitude toward 

power ,     96   

   i    t�   ra ,     185  ,   203  ,     211  ,   215  ,         216  ,   217  ,   218  , 

  220  ,   221  ,       222  ,       223  ,       224  ,     226  ,   227  ,   228  , 

    229  ,     232  ,   235  ,   242  ,   273  

  formalism,     116  ,   135  ,   233  ,         234  ,       235  ,   252    

  Ghayl a4 n of Damascus,     66  ,   67  

  Ghaz a4 l ı3 , Ab u4   H  a4 mid al-,     xvii  ,   5  ,   8  ,   10  ,   13  , 

  19  ,   29  ,   93  ,   102  ,     106  ,     110  ,   111  ,       112  ,       117  , 

  124  ,   125  ,   126  ,   133  ,   139  ,     143  ,     144  ,   145  , 
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  147  ,       151  ,         152  ,   153  ,     155  ,         156  ,     157  ,   158  , 

      159  ,           160  ,         161  ,       162  ,       163  ,   166  ,         167  ,       168  , 

      173  ,   176  ,   180  ,   182  ,   183  ,   185  ,   188  ,   189  , 

  191  ,     193  ,   198  ,   201  ,   208  ,     209  ,   211  ,   214  , 

  217  ,   228  ,   229  ,     238  ,     243  ,   253  ,   254  ,     260  , 

  261  ,     262  ,   270  ,   272    ;     al-Iqti   s    a4   d f   ı ̄    ’l-i   ʿ   tiq   a4   d ,   

  5  ,   110  ,   111  ,   126  ,   129  ,     130  ,     208  ,   275  , 

  276   ;    and nominalism,     212   ;    biblio,     276  , 

  278  ,   279  ,   280  ,       281  ,     282  ,   284  ,     286  , 

  287   ;    cynicism towards power,     127   ; 

    Ilj   a4   m al-   ʿ   aw   a4   mm ,     161  ,       162  ,     167  ,   198  , 

  276   ;     Incoherence of the Philosophers ,   

  151  ,     276   ;     Kit   a4   b al-Musta   z   hir   ı ̄    (Fa   d    a4’   i   h   

 al-b   a4    t   iniyya) ,     110  ,   130  ,   160   ;     Mishk   a4   t 

al-anw   a4   r ,     151  ,   160  ,       161  ,   276   ;    on 

caliphate,     125–31   

  Gibb, H. A. R.,     19  ,   26  ,   32  ,   37  ,     38  , 

    63  ,   64  ,   66  ,   69  ,   104  ,   117  ,     152  ,  

 272  ,     280  

  Griffel, Frank,     143  ,   151  ,   152  ,     153  ,       155  , 

      159  ,   160  ,     161  ,   162  ,   212  ,   280    

  Hallaq, Wael,     1  ,   2  ,   4  ,   11  ,   24  ,   25  ,     26  ,   89  , 

  111  ,   112  ,   113  ,     122  ,       123  ,         124  ,   183  ,     210  , 

    211  ,   212  ,     214  ,   220  ,     221  ,       223  ,   272  ,   281  , 

  286  

   H anaf ı3 s,     5  ,   29  ,   84  ,   89  ,   96  ,   97  ,   122  ,   223  

   H anbal ı3 s,     1  ,   10  ,     11  ,       12  ,   27  ,   91  ,   92  ,   108  , 

  114  ,   118  ,   121  ,   141  ,   142  ,     157  ,   180  ,   181  , 

  182  ,     189  ,   190  ,   191  ,     223  ,   230  ,   234  ,   239  , 

    240  ,   245  

   H ashwiyya,     75  

  hierarchy,     25  ,   52  ,   62  ,   74  ,   101  ,   113  ,   159  , 

  163  ,   229  ,   244    

  Hillenbrand, Carol,     125  ,     126  ,     127  ,     130  , 

  254  ,     281  

  Hobbes, Thomas,     17  ,     19  

  Hoover, Jon,     189  ,   197  ,     201  ,   213  ,   220  ,       221  , 

  223  ,   224  ,       225  ,     226  ,     281    

  Ibn Ab ı3  Dhi’b,     81  

  Ibn al-Ash ʿ ath,     76  ,   79  ,   80  ,   250  

  Ibn al-Muqaffa ʿ ,     85  ,       97  ,   254  ,     270  

  Ibn al-Zubayr,  ʿ Abd All a4 h,     47  ,     65  ,   66  ,     67  , 

  70  ,   76  ,   81  

  Ibn  ʿ Arab ı3 ,     177  ,   185  

  Ibn Hazm,     182  ,     215  ,   216  

  Ibn Kath ı3 r,     63  ,   64  ,   175  ,   188  ;    

biblio,     276   

  Ibn Khald u4 n,     13  ,     64  ,   104  ,   271  

  Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya,     10  ,   12  ,   30  ,   188  , 

  194  ,   222  ,   233  ,       236  ,       238  ,   242  ,   243  ,   271  ; 

   biblio,     276  ,   278  ,   282  ,   285   

  Ibn S ı3 n a4  (Avicenna),     11  ,   143  ,   144  ,   150  , 

  151  ,     155  ,   160  ,   168  ,   207  ,   210  ,   211  ,   212  , 

  214  

  Ibn Taymiyya,     7  ,   8  ,   9  ,     10  ,   11  ,     12  ,     13  , 

      28  ,     29  ,   30  ,           32  ,   34  ,   38  ,   40  ,   54  ,   56  ,   141  , 

  142  ,   146  ,   149  ,   166  ,   173  ,     175  ,   177  ,       178  , 

  179  ,         180  ,       181  ,   182  ,           183  ,       184  ,       185  ,   186  , 

      187  ,           188  ,         189  ,   190  ,   196  ,     197  ,     199  ,       206  , 

  208  ,   210  ,   211  ,   212  ,     213  ,     214  ,     215  ,     217  , 

  232  ,   233  ,     234  ,   235  ,         236  ,   237  ,     238  , 

    239  ,     240  ,     241  ,   243  ,       244  ,   245  ,     246  , 

      247  ,       248  ,     249  ,       250  ,   251  ,     252  ,     258  , 

    261  ,   262  ,   263  ,   264  ,   265  ,           268  ,     269  , 

    270  ,     271  ,     272  ,     273  ;    against formalism,   

  232   ;     al-   ʿ    Aq   ı ̄   da al-W   a4   si   t�   iyya ,     186  ,   194   ; 

    al-Radd    ʿ    al   a4    al-man   t�   iqiyy   ı̄   n ,     177  ,   210  , 

  211  ,   221   ;     al-Siy   a4   sa al-shar   ʿ    iyya ,     26  ,   27  , 

      103  ,   233  ,   239  ,       240  ,       241  ,   242  ,   246  ,   247  , 

        249  ,       253  ,     261  ,     276   ;    and Sui sm,     12   ; 

   and the Community,     229  ,   230   ;    and the 

Prophet’s infallibility,     230   ;     biblio ,     276  , 

  277  ,     278  ,     279  ,     281  ,         282  ,       283  ,       284  ,         285   ; 

   commonality with Ghaz a4 l ı3  and R a4 z ı3 ,   

  183  ,   188  ,   214   ;    concept of  i    t�   ra ,     220  ,   

222   ;    critique of classical political 

thought,     28   ;    critique of  q   a4   n   u4   n ,     202  ,   206  , 

  209   ;    critique of syllogism,     211   ;     Dar’ 

ta   ʿa4   ru   d�  ,     276   ;     Dar’ ta   ʿa4   ru   d�  ,     196–215   ; 

   empiricism,     212   ;     i    t�   ra  vs.  kashf ,     228   ; 

     H�   isba ,     26  ,   233  ,   236  ,   239  ,   244  ,     253  ,   268   ; 

   justii cation of rational engagement,     218   ; 

    K. al-Im   a4   n ,     205   ;    Laoust on,     26   ;     Minh   a4   j 

al-sunna ,     26  ,   28  ,   190  ,   192  ,   193  ,   194  , 

    198  ,   225  ,   228  ,   231  ,     232  ,   241  ,   242  ,   248  , 

  251  ,   256  ,   262  ,     264  ,   275  ,   276   ;    modern 

scholarship on,     10   ;    nominalism,     210  , 

  211   ;     Nubuww   a4   t ,     204  ,     226     ;    

on Ash ʿ ar ı3 s,     189–95   ;    on caliphate,     228  , 

  252–65   ;    on  i    t�   ra  as the basis of rational 

ethics,     224   ;    on  ijb   a4   r  (compulsion) vs. 

 ijb   a4   l  (disposition),     224   ;    on limited 

validity of  kal   a4   m ,     213  ,   219   ;    on 

rationality of ethics,     204  ,   223     ;    on the 

superiority of the  salaf’ s reasoning,     219   ; 

   political thought of,     26   ;    rejection of 

reason-revelation dichotomy,     203  ,   204   ; 

   soft voluntarism,     225  ,   226   ;    theologians 

as alchemists,     217   ;    unii cation of 

epistemology,     205  ,   206   ;    unique defense 

of consensus,     230   

  Ibn T u4 mart, Mu h ammad,     102  ,   153  ,       214  , 

  245  ;    biblio,     281   

   I3 j ı3 , al-,     120  ,   131  ,   132  ,     248  ,   262  
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   ijm   a4ʿ   (consensus),     10  ,   13  ,   37  ,   44  ,   57  ,   67  , 

  77  ,   92  ,         100  ,     101  ,   114  ,   119  ,   122  ,   129  , 

    130  ,   132  ,   137  ,   138  ,   164  ,   179  ,   195  ,   230  , 

    232  ,   256  ,     258  ,   263  

   ikhtiy   a4   r  (election of the ruler),     56  ,   62  ,   65  , 

  68  ,   72  ,   75  ,   78  ,   110  ,   113  ,     114  ,   115  ,     116  , 

  159  ,   256  ,     258  ,   263  

  imamate,     62  ,   109  ,     110  ,     111  ,         113  ,     114  ,     115  , 

    116  ,   117  ,     118  ,   119  ,     120  ,     122  ,   123  ,     125  , 

    126  ,   127  ,   129  ,       130  ,     131  ,     228  ,   250  ,   255  , 

  259  ,     260  ,   261  ,   263  ,     265  ;    a Zayd ı3  view 

of,     75   

  intellect,     144  ,   146  ,       147  ,   150  ,   197  ,   212  , 

  213  ,   216  ,   221  ,   223  ,   226  ;    as an instinct 

(ghar ı 3 za),     146  ,   150  ,   212   

    ʿ    i   s�   ma  (infallibility),     62  ,   63  ,   75  ,   91  ,   110  , 

  113  ,   194  ,   231  ,   232  ;    of the Community,   

  77  ,   88   ;    of the consensus of the 

Community,     92     

   jabr ,     193  ,     194  ,   224  

  Jackson, Sherman,     24  ,         143  ,   152  ,   186  ,   213  , 

  226  ,     235  ,     237  ,   282  

  J a4  h i z , al-,     55  ,   111  

   jam   a4ʿ   a ,     10  ,   50  ,   63  ,   64  ,   78  ,   83  ,     91  ,   92  ,   286  ; 

   biblio,     280  ,   286   

   jih   a4   d ,     45  ,   46  ,   58  ,   63  ,   64  ,   65  ,     103  ,   124  ,   261  

  Johansen, Baber,     3  ,   5  ,     22  ,     25  ,   26  ,   30  ,     31  , 

  88  ,   96  ,     97  ,   175  ,   219  ,   227  ,     232  ,   233  ,       234  , 

      235  ,     236  ,       251  ,   252  ,   270  ,     282  

  Juwayn ı3 , Ab u4  ’l-Ma ʿa4 l ı3  al-,     29  ,   30  ,   110  , 

  111  ,       112  ,       113  ,         117  ,   122  ,     123  ,           124  ,   125  , 

    126  ,   128  ,     143  ,       146  ,   153  ,   154  ,             155  ,   164  , 

  166  ,   181  ,   189  ,   191  ,   193  ,     201  ,   209  ,   214  , 

  217  ,   238  ,   248  ;     Ghiy   a4   th al-umam ,     110  , 

  122   

   kal   a4   m ,         10  ,   11  ,   17  ,   18  ,   27  ,   29  ,   66  ,   76  ,   108  , 

  109  ,   110  ,   136  ,   139  ,       140  ,     141  ,     143  ,     144  , 
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